slices, shreds, grinds meat and coffee, oranges, crushes ice...it even cooks.

BEATER CLUTCH AND ARM RELEASE BUTTON stops beater while bowl continues to rotate. Also releases arm to adjust to any of three positions.

SPEED SELECTOR GUIDE imprinted on mixing arm.

HYDRAULIC LIFT-LOWER MECHANISM module raises and lowers in and out of counter. Closes flush with counter top.

AUTOMATIC TIMER sets the Foodmatic automatic use. Also can be set for manual use. Also can be set for manual use.

SOLID STATE SPEED provides infinite control speeds. Solid-state assures no stall problem.

CIRCUIT BREAKER protects motor and electrical circuit against overload.

CONVENIENT ELECTRICAL OUTLET for small kitchen appliances.

3-POSITION MIXING ACTION allows, (1) locks in hook position for mixing, (2) raises higher and locks in place to support beater, and (3) the way when not in use.

BEATER RELEASE LATCH releases beater and attaches hold each attachment firmly in place.

LATCHES hold each attachment firmly in place.

4 HP MOTOR extra power to operate more than a dozen attachments, will not stall at any speed.

PROFESSIONAL TWO-WAY MIXING ACTION bowl and beater are powered by separate drives—bowl rotates one way, beater the other—for smoother beating and mixing.
New Ronson Foodmatic mixes, blends, grates, sharpens knives, squeezes...
Ronson Foodmatic

Ronson introduces the one appliance that does the work of dozens...does it better, in less space, and at lower cost.
Ronson Foodmatic comes with these 14 standard attachments:

1. Base Blender. A stable base and sides for blending; takes even heat.
3. Salad Slicer-Shredder. Three types of discs shred or slice lettuce, cabbage, onions, carrots, peppers, even grate cheese.
5. Note: One catcher bowl is included with 14 standard attachments.
8. Recipe Booklet. Over 100 pages featuring recipes and illustrations for hundreds of drinks and dishes—to help you cook like a professional chef.
9. Mount Organizer. Holds beaters, turntable, blender key on cabinet door or wall.
10. Coffee Mill. Superb coffee mill grinds beans for fresh coffee flavor; for drip, percolator or vacuum coffee makers.
11. Ice Crusher. Dial settings for ice from chunks to shavings. Useful for a wide variety of frozen appetizers and desserts.
13. Deluxe Juicer. Comes with two interchangeable ceramic rollers . . . small for lemons and limes . . . large for oranges and grapefruits.
14. On-Counter Foodmatic Model. Uses the same attachments as the Ronson Console Model and has the same operating features. Molded storage trays can be mounted to slide and store under counter in your kitchen cabinet. Complete with 14 standard attachments: $239.95*
A Gorham Sterling fork is more than just a pretty pattern on top and tines at the bottom.

A Gorham Original is much more than a beautiful pattern in sterling. It is a total design, perfectly balanced in every way. There's a perfect balance between every fork tine, every spoon bowl, every knife blade and its handle, in both design and feel.

That's why the series of scrolls that border the Strasbourg fork for instance, flow naturally into the tine area to complete the design. And why the straight sweeping lines and intricate Spanish detail of the Hispania fork are offset by a smooth tine area.

Every line, every curve, every detail in Gorham Sterling is in perfect harmony with the overall shape and weight of the piece. And that's what makes Gorham Originals, original.

To discover that there's more to sterling than what meets the eye, write for the informative booklet prepared by Gorham, the world's leading maker of solid sterling since 1831. Just send 10¢ for handling to The Gorham Company, P.O. Box 2823-J, Providence, Rhode Island, 02907.

Do you own a Gorham Sterling Original?

Gorham Sterling designs from left to right: White Paisley, Melrose, Hispania, Rose Tiara, Strasbourg.
Now the world-famous Michael Field will teach you the secrets of gourmet cooking in your own kitchen.

For years, people from all over the world have been flocking to Michael Field’s exclusive New York cooking school to learn the art of fine cooking. Here, every student, from novice to accomplished cook learns the techniques of preparing truly great dishes right from the ground up, the Michael Field way. Now these secrets need no longer be the exclusive privilege of the few who can afford his celebrated school. Recognizing the growing interest in artful cooking throughout the country, Michael Field has found a way to translate his renowned teaching methods into a course that food lovers everywhere can follow—in their own homes, at their own convenience, at a surprisingly modest cost.

Michael Field’s answer is not just another cookbook. It is much more basic, something that theore the success of Michael Field’s teaching methods into a course that food lovers everywhere can follow—knowing he secret is simple: 

You may discontinue the course at any point, paying only for the lessons you receive. Send us your application for membership in Cooking Lessons with Michael Field. Dept. 9D-HCB, Garden City, New York 11530

Mail to:

COOKING LESSONS WITH MICHAEL FIELD

12 COOKING LESSONS

1. Broiling
2. Baking 1: Pies, Tarts and Pâtes Choux
3. Sautéing, Frying and Deep Frying
4. Pancakes, Crêpes and Waffles
5. Roasting, Baking and Grilling
6. Grains and Pastas
7. Cakes and Cookies
8. Salads and Cold Dishes
9. Sauces
10. Pastries
11. Bracing
12. Tableside Cooking

For years, people from all over the world have been flocking to Michael Field’s exclusive New York cooking school to learn the art of fine cooking. Michael Field will teach you step-by-step through the preparation of his own internationally-acclaimed recipes. You can start with Beef Shashlik, Broiled Leg of Lamb, broiled duck, or any of the dozens of recipes included in the lesson. And this is only Lesson One.

Lesson One

The course is divided into 12 monthly lessons, paced to fit comfortably into even the busiest schedule. Each lesson comes in a handsome, 96-page hardbound volume, illustrated in full-color. The books are designed to stay open and lie flat while in use. The larger-than-usual type and wipe-clean binding make this a special boon to the cook. Each lesson includes Michael Field’s most exciting recipes using the techniques covered. The course is divided into 12 monthly lessons, paced to fit comfortably into even the busiest schedule.
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A Two-Letter Course in Fine French Wines.

B. & G. In a word, it's 244 years of wine making. Two letters that have meant the pick of all the reds and the whites from the great wine provinces of France since 1725.

It's the easy way to be choosy about French wines.

In a word.

B&G

B&G. French made easy. 36 FINE WINES IN ONE FINE FAMILY.

BARTON & GUESTIER

Imported by General Wine and Spirits Company, Browne-Vintners Division, NYC.
We hand-brushed the borders on Mrs. Grassi’s notes.

It’s a nicety we believe you’ll like, too. Our hand-brushed borders, in eye-striking colors, add to the character of your notes—the one you want to project. Gay, sophisticated, serene, utterly elegant—the choice is yours.

We add them to notes that are notably luxurious. These are made from paper that begins with the use of 100% rag fibers—a particular Crane custom. Our watermark underscores our discrimination and your good taste.

For notes and other papers that speak beautifully for you, see our designs. You won’t find them everywhere. The jewelry stores, department stores, stationery and specialty shops that carry Crane are a select group . . . authorities on paper and paper “etiquette.” They’re the ones to consult, too, about formal invitations and announcements, both the paper and the engravings. And they have lovely Crane gift sets, many for under $5.

Our booklet, “About Letters, Notes and Invitations,” comments helpfully on correspondence and papers. Write (enclosing 25¢ to cover handling cost) to Crane & Co., Inc., Dalton, Massachusetts 01226.
So wonder Santa is taking a few minutes out to relax and
riggle his toes in the deep, lush pile of Patcraft's "PATPLUSH" carpet!
"PATPLUSH" is made with 100% Creslan® pile yarn by American Cyanamid. It's a carpet
enjoy and live with. Its deep, rich pile and decorator colors ... Its years of
rear and ease of care . . . are your assurance that everyone . . . your guests and your
amily . . . will enjoy and admire it just as much as Santa does!
see "PATPLUSH" and other beautiful PATCRAFT carpets in all the newest
olors . . . textures . . . and fibers . . . at your favorite dealer's, soon!
ATCRAFT MILLS, INC., DALTON, GEORGIA.
We used a computer to separate the men from the boys.

RCA's new Computer Crafted Stereo Tuners are designed to separate crammed-together-on-the-dial stations.

There you are. Listening blissfully to a fugue by Bach while trying to ignore the overlapping beat of some East Village group.

But when you try to get the fugue alone, the overlap may linger on.

With a lot of stations crammed together on the dial, both you and your tuner have trouble trying to figure which one to listen to.

So RCA engineers used computers to develop tuners that are especially designed to keep crowded stations apart. And pull in hard-to-get FM Stereo ones, too.

Tuners that are so sensitive and so strong, they set new RCA standards of performance.

On the production line, for example, computers test each part against performance standards stored in their memory banks before the part goes into the tuner.

And, if the part doesn't measure up to the engineer's original design, the computer lights up and rejects the part.

No ands, ifs, buts or excuses. 560 computer tests later—7 times as many as before the computer—the entire tuner is tested for optimum performance.

So the tuner you get not only separates stations better but also pulls in stations from farther away. Even out in the hinterlands.

Test-listen an RCA stereo with a Computer Crafted Tuner at your RCA dealer—one station at a time.

Hearing is believing.
The American Dream. For windows.

It's red, white and blue because you love the colors. It's Perma-Prest because you hate to iron. Just take the glorious flag colors of Sears "Pearl" draperies and put them all together. It's high fashion. And pure Americana.

But relax. Since these Neatnik™ draperies are Perma-Prest, they tumble dry and never need ironing. Now what could be more American than that?

Nothing. Unless you consider the rich jacquard weave, the sizes that fit just about any window. And the colors... well, we must admit there are quite a few others besides the red, white and blue. There are 186 color and size combinations, to be exact. All available now at most Sears stores, or by catalog.

And, of course, you already know about Sears, Roebuck and Co. prices. They're very democratic.

You've changed a lot lately. So has Sears.
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A DECORATOR SPEAKS HIS MIND:

Why you need a decorator
before you build

BY WILLIAM BALDWIN

If you are planning to build a house—and you want it to be designed perfectly from foundation to rooftop for the way you live—you should make friends with two people right off the bat. One is your architect. The other is your decorator.

Not many people realize how important a decorator is even in the earliest stages of planning a house. Today, so many structural details affect the decorating of a house—often are a major part of it. I have found that some architects and clients plan houses from the outside in, concerning themselves far more with the pitch of the roof and shape of the windows than with what goes on inside. What looks beautiful from the road may be absolutely impossible to live in.

Even before you hire an architect, while you are still in the throes of deciding what kind of house you want—contemporary or traditional, tall or sprawling—take notice of the kinds of rooms you feel most comfortable in. If you find one that you think is in marvelous proportion, write down the dimensions, the height of the ceiling, the number of windows. Then the architect will have a concrete idea of what you like, and you'll never have to complain that "It's so much smaller than I expected," or "the ceiling is so low." I hear these laments too often—and too late.

After the plans are drawn and you are asked to approve them, you should sit down with your architect and decorator and ask a lot of picky questions.

Will doors crash into the furniture or compete with each other for swinging space? Do some thinking about doors. You may feel the same as a woman I know who begins to fidget after sitting in a room for two minutes unless all the doors are closed. "Open doorways make your eyes wander out of the room," she says. "If there is the slightest amount of movement at the door, it snaps your concentration, rattles the peace, and interrupts your conversation." Doors that
are kept closed most of the time should be more decorative, perhaps, or completely camouflaged so they blend with the wall.

Look for the light switches. Will you be able to light every room before you enter it? Are there enough wall sockets? I think wall sockets should be everywhere, sometimes even in the middle of the floor so you can have lamps there without snaking wires under the rug. Putting in lots of sockets as the house is being built costs almost nothing. Having a single one installed later can cost plenty. Have you thought enough about lighting fixtures? Some must be built into the house—spotlights for paintings and sculpture, lighting for bookshelves, lights in the floor, outdoor lighting for the garden. It's very important that the architect and decorator work out the lighting in great detail, perhaps even calling in a third professional—the lighting expert—to be sure it is all perfect the first time.

The reason you must be so particular is that reading a blueprint is so often misleading—you can hardly ever picture what the room will actually look like. One of the first things I look for in a blueprint is whether there is enough wall space for the furniture you will need. I was looking over some plans one afternoon, and there they were—all those huge windows again, taking up the whole master bedroom. “Will you kindly tell me,” I asked in exasperation, “where I am expected to put the bed?” “Mr. Baldwin,” the architect said smiling, “those windows begin exactly 13 feet from the floor.” I was speechless. He handed me the elevation blueprint, and I could see then that the bedroom was just like a tower, with the whole top of glass. It was incredibly beautiful.

Elevations are as important as the floor plans and must be read as carefully. So often after the house is done, you find an awkward window or even discover you don’t like one whole side of the house. Then you hear the terrible phrase: “Don’t worry, we can plant it out.” Will someone please explain why you should spend vast amounts to build the house of your dreams and then plant it out? How much more logical—and less costly—to take more time in the initial planning.

Recently, I was asked to decorate a kind of auditorium in the South. I was so impressed by what the architect had done that I decided to ask him how he thought the interior should be attacked. But when he began to talk about colors, I was astounded. “Those colors will destroy the lines,” I said, “the incredibly beautiful flow that you want.” I’ll never understand how he could have created such a masterpiece without being able to follow it through. I suppose that’s just the kind of thing that makes one man an architect and another a decorator—and makes you need them both to build the perfect house.
"People come to architects to improve the quality of their lives."

SAYS RICHARD MEIER

What is exciting about today's residential architecture?

What's happening is a kind of awareness. The fixed idea of what a house should be is changing, so things are possible in residential design that weren't before. People are saying "Hey, that's a nice way to live," instead of thinking of a house as a means of storage, so to speak, as they did a few years ago. People are becoming more concerned with the experience of living in a house. It is not simply a lot of rooms in which one makes do. I think people are coming to architects more and more because they want to improve the quality of their lives—they want their environment to be more stimulating.

What makes a good client?

One who listens to the architect. No, one who is able to articulate specific needs, is open to suggestions. One who will think about such questions as: Do you read in bed? Where do you read? Is television an important part of your life style? In terms of your family: Where do you need to be private? Where don't you need privacy? There's a very important hierarchy in the definition of community spaces and private spaces in any house.

The Saltzman house has many glass areas, as do most of your houses. Do people ask "how am I going to curtain them?"

No. They're designed in such a way that there is no problem of privacy. Light enters the spaces.

Continued on page 18
Brick without bricklayers. It’s solid vinyl tile.

Kentile Colonial Brick has all the glowing warmth of natural brick—and none of the disadvantages. Washes spotlessly clean. Won’t chip or powder. Costs far less. Colonial Brick has a rugged, non-porous surface that locks out messy grease, tough stains, and harsh scuff marks. Quiet and comfortable underfoot. Ideal for any busy room because it’s made for long wear. Comes in individual 9” x 9” solid vinyl tiles. Georgetown Red, accented with Woodstock White, warms this living-family room. Your Kentile Dealer? You’ll find him in the Yellow Pages under “Floors.” P.S. Be sure it’s Kentile. Look for the name on the carton.
Our Bounce shag carpet. When you step on it, it won’t lay down and die.

Some shags have a very short life expectancy. You see that thick pile of theirs makes them extremely vulnerable. And after a while, the crush of feet and couches and piano legs and coffee tables finally does them in. But that’s why we made Bounce. To bounce back.

This carpet is made with Du Pont 100% continuous filament nylon. Now nylon has long been famous for its toughness and resiliency. But this nylon is especially tough. Even Junior’s lead foot won’t get it down.

What’s more, it’s easy to clean, it’s moth-proof, it’s non-allergenic, and it won’t mildew.

Bounce comes in your choice of 21 different colors and patterns. So if you want a shag that won’t lay down and die, visit a dealer and ask to see Bounce.

The carpet that’s almost immortal.

WALTER CARPET MILLS
A Component of Ludlow Corporation
P.O. Box 1252, City of Industry, California 91747

"The right carpets for the right people."
**A Wonderful Collector's Offer for Only $3.98**

**Our $4.40 Baby Carriage**

No. 238826 The frame is made of seasoned maple, moulded, glued and polished at joints. The upholstery is an extra quality Turkish cloth. It comes equipped with various colors, as described on page 804. Highest grade Walker gear, full length automatic brake. Parasol is silvery, scalloped edge. $4.40

**Electric Ring for Rheumatism**

These are the first rings introduced into the United States, others being imitations. Their popularity is due to their marvellous properties. Good metal, polished. Price, each $ .50

**GOODYEAR WELT LACE, $1.98.**

No. 15R863 Weight averages 10 ozs. for a pair. Sizes and half sizes, 5 to 11. Widths, D, E and EE. Price, per pair.

**Sears Roebuck 1902 Catalog**

*America at the Turn of the Century.* When penny candy was king... when knickers were a boy's best friend and when a woman showed ankles, maybe. Enjoy all the nostalgia of a young, still largely rural America in this remarkable, and amusing book. Published in the Spring of 1902, this Sears Roebuck catalog mirrors the dreams and needs of Americans at a time when life was far less complex... much more fun, and cost far less!

Buggies were the rage. The 1906 Pure Food and Drug Act was four years away and you could still get a Sure Cure for Tobacco Habit... Dr. Rose's Arsenic Complexion Wafers and a white Ribbon Secret Liquor Cure. And prices were something else again... Toothbrushes 3¢... a drophed sewing machine guaranteed for 20 years and priced at only $10.45... a solid oak home organ for only $22... and high button leather shoes only $1.98!

All are beautifully illustrated with fine line steel engraving of the period. This great book is over 700 pages, a large 8½" x 10½" (the actual size of the 1902 catalog) and has more than 40,000 items, carefully illustrated and fully described. It's really a joy to read, with a lesson in thrift and true American thinking for every member of the family... nostalgia for the older, an education for the young. It's a wonderful book, a wonderful gift, and at $3.98, a lot more for the money than you can find today. Only 1 printing—the supply is really limited. Order today. It's worth it!

**Mail 10-Day No Risk Coupon Today!**

**Antiques Press,** Dept. 1584
4500 N.W. 135th St., Miami, Fla. 33054

Please send me Sears Roebuck 1902 Catalogs for only $3.98 each plus 50¢ for postage and handling. I understand if not completely delighted, that I may return them within 10 days for a prompt and complete refund. Enclosed is check or M.O. for $.

**NAME**

**ADDRESS**

**CITY**

**STATE**

**ZIP**

**SAVE $1.** Send only $7.98 for 2 catalogs, we pay the postage. Extra catalog makes a wonderful gift!
Make it a Speed-A-Gift Christmas.

Send flowers plus a beautiful, lasting gift.

Every year, the same old problems. Wondering what to give. How to send it. And how to avoid the last-minute crush. This year, the FTD answer. Something new. Something smart. Something easy. Speed-A-Gift.

Choose from the dozen handsome gifts catalogued below or across the way. Then just call or visit your nearby FTD florist. He'll arrange to have your gifts bedecked in beautiful flowers. And delivered on time, across the street or across the country.

For you, no more footsore shopping, tedious wrapping, standing in endless post office lines.

For the lucky friend or relative who receives your Speed-A-Gift, a merry, flowerful Christmas. And a permanent gift to use throughout the year. Use these handy Selection Guide pages to pick your Speed-A-Gifts. But do it now. Placing your order well in advance will assure you of getting the gifts of your choice.

Whether you choose the beauty of flowers alone—always so right—or flowers with a gift, your FTD florist will give you service with a special Christmas smile.

And guarantee a Merry Christmas to all.

Pricing note: Each member of FTD is an independent businessman and free to charge whatever prices he may wish for any floral and gift arrangements.

SG-1 Pitcher and Bowl—An old-fashioned keepsake that is very popular again. The combination of a permanent gift plus fresh flowers is sure to please. Usually available at less than $12.50.

SG-2 Cup and Saucer—Genuine English bone china. A collector-pleasing gift that will delight "way beyond its value in dollars. Available in a variety of patterns. Usually available at less than $10.00.

SG-3 Watering Can—For the person who has green plants. An extremely practical gift—and when delivered with flowers, the "practical gift" becomes exciting as well. Usually available at less than $12.00.
SG-4 Ye Olde Mug—Cast in aluminum yet looks like aged pewter. A handsome, masculine gift any man would enjoy and you would be proud to give. Why not start a set? Usually available at less than $15.00.

SG-5 Brentwood Box—Looks and feels like hand-crafted rare, cabinet wood with an old world finish. A truly remarkable reproduction in solid plastic. Usually available at less than $15.00.

SG-6 Silent Butler—A dainty, feminine china import that will remind her of your thoughtfulness long after the flowers are gone. With hinged cover. Usually available at less than $13.00.

SG-7 Tea Kettle—An unusual, heavy cast brass import that would fit any decor just perfectly. A quality gift. It’s five inches high, plus handle. Usually available at less than $19.50.

SG-8 Silver Bowl—Made of silver and antimony, this small imported dish is surprisingly heavy. Wonderful detail and a look and feel of quality far beyond its price. Usually available at less than $20.00.

SG-9 Coffee Grinder—Looks like a true antique. Adjustable for a variety of grinds. A brilliant choice for lovers of both Early American and modern decor. Usually available at less than $20.00.

SG-10 Ice Bucket—Fully insulated. The plaid is vinyl and the top and bottom are gleaming chrome. The affect with flowers is exciting. Eight inches high. Usually available at less than $20.00.

SG-11 Fondue Set—What an exciting way to receive an exciting gift. Permanent porcelain finish on aluminum. Complete with four stainless steel forks for serving. Usually available at less than $27.50.

SG-12 Chafing Dish—A gift that anyone could use. Solid copper with stainless steel pan. Adjustable flame. Filled with flowers, this gift will warm anybody’s heart. Usually available at less than $45.00.
so that curtains or draperies are not necessary. And it works. For example, when you are looking out through the glass walls in the Saltzman living room, you never get the feeling of being cut off. I didn’t want a window in their third level balcony, partially because of how it would look from the outside, but principally for the reason that the sense of enclosure would be lost with the insertion of a window where spaces open on to other spaces, which then open out. Also, it was more important to see out in that direction from the other side of the space. There should be a sense of privacy and enclosure when you’re in so small an area.

Why is the pool so separate from their house?

A swimming pool is one type of place and a house is another. During the winter months—and this is a year-round house—a pool is unused. Since it has to be covered up in one way or another, it is apt to look rather forlorn. So, out of sight, out of mind.

Is wood the best building material?

Not necessarily the best, but the most economical and most traditionally America building material. I think it’s an artificial notion that wood is not permanent. Look at the traditional houses of America—all wood houses. The reason wood is used so much is partially due to the labor situation. No matter where you’re building, you can put up a wood house. It’s not so easy to put up a concrete house or plexiglass skin—there just is not the technical know-how.

How can one save money on a house?

Wood construction is going to be less expensive than masonry most of the time and in most locations. Also, the way space is used can bring more enjoyment for a longer time. For example, I would suggest building one great bathroom as we did in the Saltzman house instead of two adequate ones. Not just a bathroom, a place.

Why aren’t all your houses white?

That’s what they should be. I could say, “Why not?” I think in terms of white. Henry Ford said, “Cars can be any color as long as they’re black.” And I know what he meant. Certain things should be colorful, and other things shouldn’t be. A phenomenon of today’s society—it’s a very decorative society—is that everything has to be an object that shouts out, “Hey, look at me, I’m red, white, and blue, or fluorescent.” Most of the time it’s “I’m hideous.” It seems to me that there’s a hierarchy of objects, and everything doesn’t have to cry out for attention.

Is white a better background for furniture?

Oh, I think it is. It depends on the kind of furniture. I don’t believe in object furniture.

What do you mean by object furniture?

Where each element of furniture is an object and cries out for attention—distinct and separate from all other objects. Take a great chair—I don’t think each place one sits has to be
Christmas past is also Christmas present.

From the house of Justerini & Brooks
Founded 1749

J&B Rare Scotch
It only costs a few cents more.
Show-Chord. You can make a great sound while you’re learning; learn a great sound faster. Want to start learning the chords? Flip a different Show-Chord switch and small lights above the keyboard signal finger positions. Conn’s exclusive Show-Chord helps you learn to play the right way.

Conn has a whole bundle of easy-play, fast-learn features, including a new built-in automatic rhythm unit called Min-O-Matic.

And the tone? It’s what you’d expect from the people with the finest reputation in the music business. Send the coupon. We’ll rush a free record to you that has the proof of Conn’s tone excellence. And literature you should read before you buy any organ.

**AN ARCHITECT SPEAKS HIS MIND**

continued from page 18

an object piece of furniture. Certain seating should be built in, should be an extension of the architecture. The house is a place to live in, it’s not a stage on which one places furniture. It’s organized for the way it works. It can change, it can be altered, you can move things around but surely not all the time. It’s not good to keep shifting things, unless it’s that kind of a space. If a house has a view, has priorities in the way in which one sees out and in the way light comes in, you can’t keep pushing things around and have the space work properly.

**How do children change your thinking about a house?**

When there are children, it is important for each person to follow his own pursuits while at the same time relating to the others. The architect must create natural ways for the family to come together as well as to be apart. Natural ways of giving children and parents their own places. Also, to build in ways the house can absorb the changes in their needs as they grow up.

**Does it take longer to build a house with an architect?**

It takes more energy to work with an architect than merely to say to a contractor, “I want a house like that one you built down the street only give me an extra bedroom.” There’s more input, it’s more time-consuming, and I don’t recommend that someone who doesn’t want to expend that energy go to an architect. You have to care about art in building. You have to want art strongly to get it. You don’t go into a print shop on Lexington Avenue and buy a great master that you just happen to find lying around in the back under some dust. You have to know what you’re looking at, you have to educate yourself, you have to work at whatever it is you’re going to be involved in. Otherwise, don’t do it. You can’t just swim by jumping in the water.

**Do you want your clients to be actively involved?**

I think for a house to be good they must be involved. Often, a good building is an education process for both the owners and the architect. Building a house entails a lot of energy and a lot of work. So everyone involved has to really care and be continually and acutely aware, otherwise all the energy and time to create become totally irrelevant and of no value.

**How would you say your admiration of Le Corbusier influenced the Saltzman house?**

Well, I think there’s no question that an influence is shown by the importance of natural light and the way in which that light comes into a space. Le Corbusier was always concerned with that, as well as the interrelationship and definition of spaces, the “free plan” and the way in which a column as a structural support also serves as a space-defining element. And I guess the relation of the building to the site is probably also influenced by Le Corbusier. The expression of the building not as an extension of nature, but rather as a counterpoint to nature. In other words, an opposition in attitude serving to define each more clearly.

**Use Christmas Seals. It’s a matter of life and breath.**

Fight emphysema, tuberculosis, air pollution.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Christmas Greetings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1969</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Space contributed by the publisher as a public service.
Amazing 200th Anniversary Celebration
Limited Time Offer on this New Edition

1/4 OFF
on this new
200th Anniversary edition of
ENCYCLOPAEDIA BRITANNICA

You get all volumes now... direct from the publisher... pay later on easy Book a Month Payment Plan

Yes, the response to our 200th Anniversary Celebration last year was so favorable that Encyclopaedia Britannica has decided to extend the Celebration, by making available to you now, a completely new offer. Under this new offer you may obtain this magnificent new 200th Anniversary edition—pictured above—at a full 25% discount—for this year only!

In addition to this new offer, we'll include Britannica Junior, free of extra cost, on our Cooperative Plan. Both sets will be placed in your home NOW, you pay later on convenient budget terms. It's as easy as buying a book a month.

Benefits Passed on to you. You may wonder how we're able to make this dramatic discount offer. First, because we hope for great demand on this magnificent new 200th Anniversary edition, we'd expect to materially reduce our costs. And, because we'd like every youngster to have the advantages of these two great encyclopaedias—to help with homework and to answer questions—we pass these benefits on to you.

Britannica Junior is written, illustrated and indexed especially for children in grade school... easy to read and understand, rich in picture interest and carefully matched to school subjects. It will help your children get a head start in school and it leads right into the great Encyclopaedia Britannica.

Thousands of Subjects of Practical Value. The new edition of Britannica has special articles on household budgets, interior decorating, medicine, health, home remodeling, child care and many more... useful information that can save you many dollars.

New Edition Profusely Illustrated. Britannica offers 22,000 magnificent illustrations, thousands in vivid color. But it does not merely show "attractive pictures," it's the work of 10,400 of the world's great authorities.

Essential for Homework. For students, Britannica is indispensable. It is the finest, most complete reference published in America. Its use develops the active, alert minds that bring success in school and later life.

May we send you our special new 200th Anniversary Preview Booklet which pictures and describes the latest edition? For your free copy and complete information about this dramatic discount offer—available only during this year—plus Britannica Junior free of extra cost on our Cooperative Plan, mail the postage-free card now.

FREE! Mail card now for Special New Preview Booklet and complete details on this remarkable offer.

If card is detached, write to Encyclopaedia Britannica, Dept. 706-A, 423 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60611.
Takes The
‘Pressure-Pain’
Out Of Your
Nervous Headache
In Minutes

...so relaxes its nervous tension, releases painful
pressure on nerves... you feel great again.

The pressures of today’s hectic world often give people today’s nervous tension. And nervous tension causes the most common headache of all. Tension presses on nerves and tiny blood vessels in your head, then brings on a ‘painful pressure’ headache. You want the quick strength of Anacin® for real relief.

Anacin is a special fortified formula that turns off headache pain in minutes, so relaxes its tension, releases painful pressure on nerves. Helps you feel great again. And the soothing effect continues for hours.

Anacin gives you 100% more of the specific pain-reliever doctors recommend most for headaches—than the other leading extra strength tablet.

Powerful Anacin helps relieve a painful pressure headache but doesn’t dull your senses. Smooth, gentle acting, too. Next time take Anacin Tablets.

SOME NOTES ON
GOOD LOOKS
& GOOD HEALTH

BY REBECCA WARFIELD

A PLAY FOR CHRISTMAS

Mightn’t you give more this Christmas? More than an inanimate object. More than any grounded thing that has edges, limits, bounds? Fragrance, while superpersonal, is still completely untrammelled, unearthed, has the power to ring the wearer in a zone of communication where there is motion and emotion, revealed truth, and sometimes amazing consequences. What goes on there is an open dramatization of a hidden inner life. Exactly what takes place in this induced atmosphere depends on the skill and brilliance, the intellectual concept, and the poetic creativity in the formulation of each scent. At its very best fragrance lives, is true human drama. Here, a few ways to give a pass—or passes—to someone you know, man or woman, for this living theatre, some of it specially staged for Christmas...

DAYS OF WINE AND ROSES . . . The concept here, pure pleasure, the atmosphere, fantasy, and the subject, roses (reason why the orchestra seats are so costly—Bulgarian roses are the rarest, most sought after, smallest, sweetest roses and now cost two thousand dollars a pound): PATOU’s great audience pleaser JOY.

A LION IN WINTER . . . Story of civilized man, his subtlety, his controlled power: In a room decorated with a lion and a lily, LILY PULITZER’S smooth new cologne MEN’S STUFF.

TOYS IN THE ATTIC . . . Two pantomimes concerned with the incomparable charm of the very small: Inside a tiny, tiny doll’s change purse of golden metal with a turquoisey stone in its side, the no-holds-barred appeal of ESTEE LAUDER’S frank YOUTH DEW . . . In a midget silvery snuffbox, carved with the pattern of a breaking wave, her ESTÉE, a stylized adventure-romance that holds interest all the way.

PRIVATE LIVES . . . The excitement, tension, ecstasy, and conflicts involved in a strong sex-draw between two people: REVLO’S insightful INTIMATE.

ODD MAN OUT . . . A story about the man who refuses either to be All American or a typical Continental. He is represented by a perfume like no other: witty, peppery SIGNOR VIVARA by EMILIO PUCCI.

DESIGN FOR LIVING . . . Set for Christmas in a golden cigarette-lighter case with an impressive letter N on its side (for Napoleon? Norman? Never? Now?): A clas...
Carolina®

Makes The Very Best Scented Soaps
In Old-Fashioned Fragrances

Scented Candles
Sachets

Lemon
Magnolia
Raspberry
Strawberry
Lavender
Lilac
Orange Blossom
Holly Berry
Lily of the Valley
Lime
Sandalwood
Jasminine

Carolina Washballs

©1968 Jack and Jane Hicks

The Carolina Soap & Candle Makers
Southern Pines, North Carolina 28387

Send 25¢ for Catalogue, 9
GOOD LOOKS & GOOD HEALTH continued from page 24

A personal selection from the wide assortment of Westmoreland glassware will add a new dimension of sparkling beauty to your home. Whether your choice is the satin-finished soft mist, exquisite hand decorated crystal or the world's finest milk glass, you can be sure that they are all created by skilled craftsmen using the same handcraft techniques which has made Westmoreland the name in glass for nearly a century. Remember to look for Westmoreland the next time you're browsing through your favorite shoppe—it's so easy to bring a little beauty into your life.

COME VISIT—WRITE FOR DETAILS ABOUT TOURS

Westmoreland
GLASS COMPANY
Grapeville, Pennsylvania 15634

sically simple perfume created in the same deathless style as his clothes by the great fashion designer NORMAN NORELL and called simply NORELL.

HOW TO SUCCEED IN BUSINESS WITHOUT REALLY TRYING . . . Problem-solving drama: DANA'S TABU.

SUMMER AND SMOKE . . . The lazy feeling of a hot summer sun on wide fields, the hazy sensual tang of drifting smoke: REVLON's atmospheric cologne for men, BRAGGI.

BLETHE SPIRIT . . . It's about gaiety and a sense of well-being, it's the light pleasantness of COTY'S ÉLAN.

HOUSE OF FLOWERS . . . A pastiche of blossoms, each making an occasional point as the wearer moves, altogether a message of great femininity: ADELE SIMPSON'S engaging new COLLAGE.

THE MALTESE FALCON . . . Nearly insoluble detective play. In a remarkable, delicately wrought, Benvenuto Cellini-like small sculpture of a falcon, is a cache of solid perfume. Lift one wing to find the treasure: the pleasure of CORDAY'S FAME.

THE WILD BUNCH . . . A long-running attraction in nine scenes, a United Nations of shaving cologne. All in a special dispatch case or one country at a time (Sweden, Germany, Brazil, Hong Kong, France, Spain, Ireland, Italy, England): NINE FLAGS.

PROMISES, PROMISES . . . This famous scent gives the impression of handsome people at a dazzling party. Give one of them LANVIN'S ARPEGE.

THE SOUND OF MUSIC . . . This scene is a small dark hideaway where gypsy violins are playing. The sound: PRINCE MATCHABELLI'S moving STRADIVARI.

A FUNNY THING HAPPENED ON THE WAY TO THE FORUM and/or Acropolis. In a riotous, campy copy, in milk glass, of a caryatid from the Parthenon: about 12 inches worth of delicious bath oil by AVON.

SWEET BIRD OF YOUTH . . . A very happy tale of youth and beauty, high-spirited and light-hearted MISS DIOR.

TIGER AT THE GATES . . . On its package, a lean carved antique beast, itself, a lemony kind of scent: SIGNOR-RICCI a spray cologne by NINA RICCI.

GREEN PASTURES . . . Perfect scene for people who hate the beaten path. A trail of wild grasses and ferns, and bitter-sweet leaves: BALMAIN'S balmy VENT VERT.

Continued on page 30
You shop. You prepare. You season. You marinate. You stir. You slave. You pull out of your oven a virtual feast that is fit for a king. But what happens if the king is caught in traffic? Or your guests would like another drink?

We'll tell you what happens. That wonderful food that you cooked perfectly and knocked yourself out for, tastes funny. And if you put it back in the oven to keep it hot, it overcooks and dries out and tastes even worse.

That's why we've written the After-You-Cook Book. It's a small booklet. And it's all about Hotray®. Because Hotray is the whole story.

In a word, Salton Hotray protects your dinner after you've cooked it. It can do this because the temperature of its radiant heat, glass panel is thermostatically controlled to a point right under the cooking point. Thus, the food on it neither continues to cook, nor to stand around growing cold.

This means that those late-coming husbands and extra-drink guests will no longer pay the price of an overcooked and dried out dinner.

And when dinner is finally served, Hotray will put an end to your jumping up and down from the table.

You just put the entire dinner on Hotray, put Hotray on the dining table and serve from there. Firsts will taste like firsts. And seconds will taste as good as firsts.

Of course, there's much more to Salton Hotray. But to find it out you'll need our book (which also contains a special section of gourmet recipes), or Hotray itself.

Get both. You'll find out how good a cook you really are.

Hotray electric food warmers are available from 6.95 to 54.50. At fine stores in the U.S.A. and Canada.

OLD-TIME FUN GOES ELECTRIC
Corn Popper pops 4 qts. automatically, shuts itself off! Flip it over and see thru lid becomes handy server... 9.99...
4 qt. Ice Cream Freezer. Handsome wood tub, electric operation. Recipes. 24.88

KEEP A BUSY GIRL BEAUTIFUL
True-To-Light®, the first honest make-up mirror! Dial day, office or evening light and apply the perfect look. Swivels from regular to magnify. Re-censed, cool-light lamps... 22.88...
Kindness Instant Hairsetter. 20 rollers in 3 popular sizes heat at once to give a lovely, lasting set in just 3-10 min. Safe and easy to use. In compact heavy plastic travel case... 18.88

HOLIDAY VALUES

TRUE VALUE
HARDWARE STORES

AT YOUR HARDWARE STORE

"HAPPY HOLIDAYS" 1969

Waring
NEW "FUTURA" TIMER-BLENDER
Solid state. 14 push-button speeds plus 60 sec. timer assure perfect results every time! 5-cup jar, 2-oz. measuring cap. White, gold, avocado or flame. 29.88

Everead
RECHARGEABLE "COMMANDER"
Compact, personal size fits purse or pocket. Recharges over and over to give long, dependable service. High-impact poly body, frost blue and white. Gift case. 5.95

True Value
Value Service
HARDWARE STORE

B-D
POWER TOOL SPECIALS
Jig Saw cuts wood, metal, plastic. 11-pc. kit includes 6 blades. $23.63 value. ½" Drill Kit, 26 pcs. to sand, polish, grind, drill. $26.95 value. Your Choice 17.95

Aquatic
AQUA TEC
WATER PIK® ORAL HYGIENE SET
Pumps 20 pulsating jet streams per second around gums and between teeth for greatest cleaning efficiency possible at home. Adjustable pressure. 4 jet tips. 19.95

Slim Electric Ice Crusher
Supplies plenty of frosty crushed ice for bar or buffet. Fast and easy to use. Stainless steel blades, pull-out ice drawer, convenient cord storage. White. 15.88

Quiet Aqua-Ring® Humidifier
New concept in humidifying! Restores springtime freshness to parched winter air. Humidifies to 20,400 cu. ft. automatically. Gunstock walnut finish. 6515 59.95

Clairol®
DELUXE ELECTRIC HAIRSETTER
Create any style with 20 rollers in 3 sizes. Double thermostat for double safety, on/off switch, double indicator light. Smart oval travel case has mirror. 24.95

On for 100 years

Lightweight Vacuum Cleaner
Fast, one-step way to clean both carpets and floors. Deep-cleaning nozzle twists to reach in and under. Powerful 2-stage blower. Easy to handle. With throw away bags. 17.95
Antron® lets you dare to put great looking carpet in the kitchen.

Antron® is a carpet fiber. It makes a carpet that looks clean longer.

Each “Antron” fiber acts like a miniature prism to break up light reflections and drastically cut the appearance of surface soil. That keeps a carpet looking cleaner, fresher and newer longer than you ever thought possible. No matter where you need a carpet, if the fiber is “Antron” or “Antron”II (new form, same wonderful properties), you know your carpet will go on and on looking its beautiful best.

Go ahead. Carpet those places you didn’t dare carpet before. With “Antron” dirt doesn’t dictate your decor.

ANTRON®—THE NEWEST CARPET NYLON FROM DU PONT.
Fenton Hobnail makes any occasion a little more festive and adds a touch of warmth and charm to everyday living. The attractively ruffled edge, the appealing beauty of a sculptured crown, the warmth of colonial colors, the soft luster of Milk Glass—all created through the care and skill of human hands that make each Fenton piece.

THE GLASS MENAGERIE... A set of crystal chess pieces (the knight, a particularly bright play) contain STRATEGY, WHITE LILAC, TAPESTRY, YRAM, GARDENIA, or CARNATION... some famous moves by MARY CHESS.

A TIME TO REMEMBER... Since memory is deeply connected with perfume one might hold the big moments with ELIZABETH ARDEN'S graceful snare MEMOIRE CHÉRIE.

THE FRONT PAGE... Contemporary theatre with the immediacy of social change and the excitement of love: KENNETH'S relevant RAMU.

MARCO POLO... One of the great voyages of discovery into the magic powers of the Far East: GUERLAIN'S trip that resulted in the indestructible spell of SHALIMAR.

UNDER THE YUM YUM TREE... Some particularly delicious fruit fell into this bottle. The utterly pleasurable ploy of GIVENCHY'S rounded LE DE.

OLD ACQUAINTANCE... An act as enduring as the Place Vendôme and as new as Coco... wonderful-to-meet-again-anywhere perfume: CHANEL NO. 5.

TOPAZE... A lively mystery almost never unraveled by the audience. Inside a stylish ring, a crisscross of golden metal and topaz: the solid perfume version of HELENA RUBINSTEIN'S HEAVEN SCENT.

THE VOICE OF THE TURTLE... A new sound in perfume and an Oriental one, musky with a far off strange ending: TORTUE by, of course, POLLY BERGEN.

THREE MEN ON A HORSE... Or you might say at least thousands of the smart money have been going on that long-time winner: CASWELL-MASSEY'S great thoroughbred JOCKEY CLUB.

EASY RIDER... The easy elegance of a drive in a horse-drawn carriage—the perfume that gives a special kind of woman her air of doing everything in the world well: savoir-faire-ish CALÈCHE by HERMÈS.

A MONTH IN THE COUNTRY... Breezes that pass over lemon grove country and lavender fields as well as dark rain forests wet with the tang of sandalwood—that's the unusual kind of freshness found in CHIARO the new men's cologne by LANVIN-CHARLES OF THE RITZ.

ANDROCLES AND THE LION... As you may remember, Androcles had a certain way with wild creatures. Today's lion tamer needs only DIOR'S wild idea for men, EAU SAUVAGE.

BELLS ARE RINGING... A great celebration of Christmas—in August or December—the one with the unforgettable little twist in it: CARON'S NUT DE NOEL.
For people who take their fun seriously.
Samsonite introduces a real folding game table, not just a card table.

You can really get down to business on this new Deluxe Game Table. It looks professional. Feels professional. Is professional.

Deep velvet green top that's easy on the eyes, soothing to the nerves. Removable trays unning around to hold cards, chips, play money whatever. When you take them off, the game table becomes a round card table.

Any game is better on the Samsonite Deluxe Game Table. There's room for eight players to sit, far enough way from each other to discourage peeking.

Combine your table with luxurious Celebrity® folding chairs (shown in Levant Black) and even the losers can relax while they're losing.

So see the Deluxe Game Table now at your favorite fine furniture or department store. A great gift for a family with sporting blood. Deluxe Table, $44.95. Regular Game Table with vinyl upholstered top, $39.95. Vinyl-covered Celebrity Chairs, $13.95 each.

Samsonite® Game Table
Samsonite Corporation, Furniture Division, Denver, Colorado 80217.
WHAT IS STATUS?

IN THE MIDDLE AGES: Milady's hennin, a towering, conical headdress, was worn as a barometer of her economic standing. Its height rose and fell with the fullness and leanness of the family purse, and loyal wives refused to be "high-hatted" by any women they suspected of being poorer than themselves.

From Customs & Curiosities, page 524

VOGUE'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE AND GOOD MANNERS

TODAY, a woman's status is measured by her grace, tact and assured knowledgability...not by the height of her hat. It takes much more than a material symbol to give her direction, acceptance and finally distinction, in the many roles now expected of her as wife, mother, career woman, dietician, cook, hostess, handyman, taste-setter...and on...and on.

With so many responsibilities, a woman needs a reliable, very up-to-date guide to correct and attractive behavior in hundreds of situations. And now it exists—after three years of meticulous preparation...the new, completely revised edition—just off the press—

VOGUE'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE AND GOOD MANNERS

...an entire reference library in one comprehensive volume!

It carries the prestige and dependability of a magazine that has been the recognized authority on taste for the last 75 years. It is a definitive, democratic reference work concerned with the attitudes and social procedures that have authentic value today. It puts etiquette in a totally new perspective—s a highly personal code based on consideration for others, good taste, and respect for still-valid traditions.

Here is a book to use on a thousand occasions...whether you're entertaining for two or two hundred...writing to your son's brand-new fiancée or your senator...arranging a wedding or giving a surprise party...traveling at home or abroad...living alone or sharing an apartment...meeting new neighbors or a new boss...speaking in public...furnishing a house...learning a sport...raising money for a cause...introducing an ambassador...applying for a job...dining with business associates...starting a conversation...choosing a suitable wine...borrowing from a friend...facing an emergency...accepting a formal invitation...eating a lobster.

VOGUE'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE AND GOOD MANNERS comes to grips with problems that are not discussed fully—if at all—in other reference books of its type. Timely subjects such as Manners and Money...Religious Ceremonies ranging from Bar Mitzvahs to Ordinations...The Large Family Dinner...The Backyard Swimming Pool—are examples. You will find all the information you will ever want or need in this 768 page guide to modern living. And you can put your trust in every word.

Here is a book to consult confidently, a book to own with pride and give with pride.

What a suitable present: for the mother of the bride-to-be, so she can plan a flawless wedding...for the new bride, so she can cope with her new responsibilities...for the young mother, so she can properly guide her children!

What an intelligent present: for schools, libraries, churches, committee chairmen, various organizations, institutions and business firms.

What a thoughtful present: for relatives and friends who love to entertain and be entertained!

Now—for the very first time—this outstanding new reference book is available directly to our readers. You can have it mailed right to you—in a protective, crush-proof package...

for just $9.95 including postage and handling charges!

Or, if you prefer, the book can be delivered C.O.D. for the same price, plus a charge the post office requires for this service.

Either way, there is absolutely no risk to you. If you find that you are not completely satisfied with this book, simply return it to us within ten days and your money will be refunded in full!

Send for your copy of VOGUE'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE AND GOOD MANNERS today

Complete the coupon to the left, to get your copy of VOGUE'S BOOK OF ETIQUETTE AND GOOD MANNERS—with our special no-risk guarantee. And don't forget those gift orders. We'll send handsome announcement cards, signed as you tell us, to every recipient in advance of delivery!
People who prize fine music make Magnavox the number one stereo console in the world.

Year after year Magnavox is number one. Because more people realize that Magnavox is the unchallenged leader in the flawless re-creation of music. Magnavox has engineered precise musical fidelity and purity of tone into each stereo instrument. New air-suspension speakers, in many of this year's models, add even greater presence to music...from records, stereo FM/AM radio or tape.
The Christmas season is not only a time for big parties, but also a time for intimate gatherings—inviting two close friends, perhaps, who share your passion for caviar, to an elegant small feast thereof complete with all the accompaniments: sweet butter, onion and lemon, homemade Melba toast, and lots and lots of ice-cold, dry white wine. If anything is needed after this, you could provide lemon ice, gaufrettes, and black coffee.

Or what about inviting older persons—those who are no longer up to much night life— to a grand tea party? Serve thin, thin bread-and-butter sandwiches, watercress sandwiches, Smithfield ham on beaten biscuits, individual angel food cakes, and Florentines. And give your guests plenty of time to enjoy them.

Another idea: two tables for bridge, beginning play early with just enough nibbles to stave off starvation and keep the senses alert. Then when the games are finished, have a superlative midnight supper: Crab Andrew (a mixture of butter, cream, mustard, A-1 Sauce, sugar, and hollandaise sauce; spiked with lemon juice and heated together; the lump crab meat added just before serving), wild rice, Bibb lettuce, and cranberry crisp (a crunchy betty with cranberries instead of apples), served hot with a cold lemon or orange sauce.

One of the most delicious little bits of nonsense I have seen in a long time is a tiny bisque box—really just a trompe l’oeil bauble—that is a reproduction of a small stack of LU Petit Beurre biscuits. I’m going to buy six of them to use for fondue butters, individual butter dishes, cheese mixtures, or anything else I can think of—they are so appealing. The boxes are at Souçon, 147 East Seventieth Street, New York, N. Y.

Every once in a while, to my discomfort, a last minute check of my dinner party table shows me that a piece of silver here and there needs touch-up polishing. Now that I keep a pair of Aladdin’s polishing gloves in the sideboard, it’s no great problem. The gloves are marvelously efficient, good for regular polishing, too, as the hand-in-glove action helps bring about that patina, which is the glory of old silver.

Have you ever thought:

Of a most simple yet sensational sauce for ham—a jarful of guava jelly mixed with lots of prepared mustard and heated up in a double boiler.

Of the superlative combination: coffee ice cream, bitter chocolate sauce, crushed macadamia nut brittle, and grated fresh coconut.
After coffee...

enjoy Benedictine

la Grande liqueur Francaise

There is only one Benedictine, the liqueur made for over 400 years at the Abbey in Fecamp, France. And now, discover Coffee D.O.M 1 1/2 oz. of Benedictine. A cup of hot coffee. Topped with whipped cream.

For a set of four D.O.M mugs, send $5 to Benedictine, Dept. D, Box 462, Trenton, New Jersey 08603
PRESENTING GODDARD

England's finest waxes, polishes and cleaners; famous for six reigns.

For your fine furniture... Goddard's Cabinet Maker's Wax.

For centuries, British cabinet makers set the world's furniture trends. Chippendale, Hepplewhite, Sheraton... all were cabinet makers whose names have lived on in the masterpieces they created. These men knew that fine wood could not go un cared for and unprotected... so they developed wax formulas to polish their masterpieces to a lustrous patina. Many of these formulas were based on beeswax, to provide the ultimate in protection and to retain the furniture's beauty. Quite unabashedly, Goddard's has appropriated their know-how and have made it available to you. Goddard's Cabinet Maker's Wax, rich in beeswax and available to you in a choice of delicate fragrances... Lavender, Lemon Verbena and Sandalwood. Goddard's Cabinet Maker's Wax for truly fine furniture.

For your finest woollens... Goddard's Wool Care.

The quality of British woollens is famed the world over. To care for and protect them, Goddard's has developed a superb cleaner that cleans so gently that it will not yellow even the most delicate woollens, yet cleans so thoroughly that it restores the garments and maintains their like-new appearance. Goddard's Wool Care. For none but the very best woollens.

For your favoured silver... Goddard's Silver Care.

Historically, England has produced some of the world's finest silver pieces. Her silversmiths are said to have few peers. England's silver polishes enjoy a similar reputation. Since 1839, when Joseph Goddard invented polish for silver plate, Goddard's has been England's leader in silver care. Today, Goddard's Silver Care maintains this tradition: a combination of the finest silver polish and an unusual tarnish preventive to give your silver a brilliant finish that will last and last. Goddard's Silver Care. The only polish of its kind.

For your cherished pewter... Goddard's Pewter Care.

The manufacture of pewter is one of Britain's oldest traditions, dating back to the time when armies of Imperial Rome occupied England. In the twenty centuries that have passed since then, English pewterers have consistently produced some of the world's best pieces. Whether your collection is made up of dark antique pewter or the bright, durable pewter produced today, there is only one proper way to keep its delicate surfaces glowing perfectly.

Goddard's Pewter Care. Not only a polish. Pewter Care is also a restorative. It can take off the heaviest tarnish without damaging the fragile metal below. And, because it rinses away, Pewter Care will save you hours of tedious work. Goddard's Pewter Care. Because your collection deserves only the best.

For free brochure describing all Goddard products, write J. Goddard & Sons, Box 710, Racine, Wisconsin. (53401)

J. Goddard & Sons
Available in America at finer stores.
Table Treasures at prices you can afford.

The loveliest living room is lovelier by far with finishing touches like these tables and accent pieces from Broyhill Premier.

There's a special glow from the rich finishes, a distinctive beauty in the design and a lasting satisfaction in the very affordable prices. Whatever the decor of your room, you'll find the perfect accents in Broyhill Premier's outstanding collections.

For the Broyhill Premier Dealer nearest you, displaying these and other fine occasional pieces, call toll free anywhere in the U.S.A.: 800-243-6000. In Connecticut call 800-942-0655 also toll free.

...ONLY THE LOOK IS EXPENSIVE. Broyhill PREMIER
1. The day bed, Italian style. Low, lean, and sleek as a Ferrari, the stack up of three fabric-covered forms has all the support necessary for proper sleeping built in—but it has to be made up every night. 2. A statement in textures by France’s Roger Tallon, who combines foam and shine on his latest chair and ottoman by topping polished aluminum stems with saw-toothed polyurethane. 3. A woman, Italian designer Cini Boeri, took the lug out of luggage with a plastic suitcase that can be gently nudged along on its built-in wheels. Retractable handles snap up from both the long and short sides. Velcro-taped linen interior whisks out for easy washing. 4. In the handcrafted “SS 1 Strobe” designed by Philip Fenty, images bounce back and forth between its three mirrored sides for a table-top light show that can flicker fast or slow, steadily glow, or be stopped at will. 5. The newest see-through is a chair so transparent it seems to hardly there at all. A clear vinyl seat is slung on shiny chrome bars that connect two 3½-foot circles of plexiglass. The only thing that stops forward motion is two feet firmly planted on the floor. 6. The “Blue Max,” GE’s tiny (4¼ inches) battery radio, glows like something busily making modern electronic miracles. The transistors are in the base and the mysterious looking components are just for fun. 7. What to do with all those museum post cards? A new, simple, and inexpensive frame—just a white paper box and a plexiglass top that fits snugly over it—gets them up on the wall in seconds.

For shopping information see page 110.
Make the greatest cooking discovery since fire.

The incredible Amana Radarange Microwave Oven. It sizzles a hamburger in 60 seconds, does a 5-pound roast in 37½ minutes, cuts most cooking times 75%. Heats only the food. The oven and your kitchen stay cool.

Exclusively from Amana, a totally new way to cook, defrost, or reheat food—The Radarange Oven, world’s first portable microwave oven. Because the Amana Radarange Oven is portable you can enjoy cool, quick cooking in your home or on your patio. Plug it in anywhere, operates on standard 115-volt outlet, uses no more electricity than a fry pan.

Just push a button—set a timer—and fast, microwave energy cooks food deliciously in a fraction of the time you’re used to.

Cleanup is a snap. You cook on glass, china or paper, and clean the oven with a damp cloth. And there’s no grease film on kitchen walls.

Amana Radarange Oven fits easily on kitchen counter (just 15” high, 22¾” wide, 17¼” deep overall). Make the cool-cooking portable Amana Radarange Oven your own discovery for the whole family.

See your Amana Dealer or write Ann MacGregor, Dept. AT Amana, Iowa 52203.

Discover the cooking of the Future. Now.

A breeze to operate! Set a timer—push a button.

1. Open door, put food in. Close door.
2. Set Timer Control and push “Start” switch.
3. To check food, just open door. Unit shuts off automatically.
4. To resume cooking, close door and push “Start” switch again.
Charm of the Lilliputian comes through in our "squash" velvet for two-in-love. "Squash" is luxurious all-over cushioning that melts away hard edges. Table adds lilting lines to mood of the opulent. Other classics to come home to in our Cabinet/Upholstery portfolios. $1 each to Tomlinson Furniture, High Point, North Carolina 27261.

It tastes expensive...and is.

Made from an original old style sour mash recipe by Bill Samuels, fourth generation Kentucky Distiller.

Can you give me any information about this old stove made by Cheney Hunter of Rochester, N.Y.—and perhaps its age? E.S.H.—Aiken, S.C.

Your decorative, four-column, wood-burning parlor stove dates around the eighteen-forties. The columns, which support a horizontal piece with an opening for a stovepipe, help spread the heat. Recently an amazing number of people have become interested in the more elaborate examples of parlor stoves because of their ornamental appeal.

I have been told that my clock is a museum piece, "A. Willard, Jr., Boston" is printed on its face. The clock is wound once a week and keeps perfect time. Can you add to my information about it? E.T.A.—Coos Bay, Ore.

Aaron Willard, Jr., made your banjo clock sometime between 1823 and 1850, the years he was in business. The clock probably is a museum piece, depending upon how much of it is original.

The word "Quezal" is printed on the bottom of this candy dish, which belonged to my mother. What can you tell me about it? J.S.C.—Washington, D.C.

The short-lived Quezal Art Glass and Decorating Company, active in Brooklyn from 1916 to 1918, turned out lovely pieces of iridescent glass. The name came from the quezal bird of Central America noted for its long feathers of iridescent golden green. The popularity of this kind of glass reached its peak in America between 1910 and 1920.

Continued on page 42
To The Letter of Good Taste

MADERA by Montag

Engraved Initial Writing Papers
Deep etched initials individualize your notes and stationery. Open Stock and Gift Boxes, Notes and Combinations. Your desk pad, your quill pen, your paperweight... can have the distinction of Madeira blue and your own personal touch.

Notes from $1.00
Gift Boxes from $3.00
Accessories from $2.00

Montag
Atlanta—New York—Dallas
A Product of The NKAD Corporation
For $25 a month Passport Club gives you "the impossible"

A FABULOUS 15-DAY EUROPEAN VACATION PLUS
- Two 8-10-day vacations in Mexico, Puerto Rico, a Bermuda-Nassau cruise or Miami and the Bahamas.
- Between vacations the holiday keeps going with FREE ACTIVITIES every month, dances, week-end outings
- and Club savings at selected dealers on clothing, luggage, film, cars at Fleet prices
- reduced theater tickets dinners out and more

IT'S ALL IN THE BOOK — FREE FOR THE ASKING

Send me your free brochure—Passport to Jet-ventures in a vacation world of fun and friends.

NAME
ADDRESS
CITY_________ STATE_________ ZONE_________
PHONE_________

The monthly payments you make towards your Passport Club vacations are held in a travel custodian account at the Chemical Bank.
*Plus annual club dues—$30 for individual members, $45 for families (including children under 16). Vacation plan price applies only to residents of the Northeastern region.

PASSPORT CLUB division of Andor International, Ltd.
To give.
To enjoy.
To share.

COINTREAU
LIQUEUR SPÉCIALITÉ
80 Proof. Produced and Bottled by Cointreau, Ltd., Lawrenceville, New Jersey

DECEMBER, 1969
I have always approached a hot casserole with extreme caution. Most of ours are enameled iron and they bake divinely, but it takes steady well-padded hands and a cool head to maneuver them out of the oven. Evidently someone else shared my trepidation and designed "Casserole Paws"—an almost yard-long padded potholder with pockets in the ends for your hands. Just being that well protected gives you more confidence, which is half the battle in warding off accidents.

Baking has never been my thing, but I’ve vowed to turn over a new leaf and try to produce some holiday goodies. I looked up a recipe for fruit cake, and I’m all ready to roll up my sleeves and begin. Part of my enthusiasm comes from the fact that we recently acquired a dandy food grinder called the Grind-O-Mat that ought to make quick work of chopping all those fruits and nuts. Alice Winslow put me on to it when she heard I’d all but given up making anything that required grinding or mincing. Our old grinder had a million easy-to-lose parts. It was heavy, awkward, and hard to fasten to the counter, and every time I tried to use it I banged my knuckles. The Grind-O-Mat is just the opposite on every score: It locks into place with a vacuum device, the handle is high enough to spare my knuckles, and the whole thing is easy to store. There is only one extra cutting screen, and I simply stick that to the base of the grinder with a bit of tape when I put it away. No more hunting through the kitchen drawer for blades, washers, and butterfly screws.

Since we moved to this house, Sally has never stopped complaining about the fact that her bathroom has no shower. One day she saw an ad in a magazine for a thing called Shower-All, so to appease her we called our plumber. Yes, he could get one with the proper fitting to attach it to the tub faucet. In a few days he arrived and installed the new device in a matter of minutes. It looks a bit like a telephone: A flexible metal cablelike tube carries the water to a receiverlike spray head that you hang on a hook (which comes with it) next to the faucet. The Shower-All has its own valve that diverts the water from the faucet when you turn the shower on. And since the shower head can be held close to the body, the water doesn’t splash all over the place so you don’t need a shower curtain. Great for Sally’s almost daily shampoo.

---

**Notes of a happy housekeeper**

BY MARY ELIZABETH FALTER

---

**SEPTIC TANK-CESSPOOL OWNERS...**

**Before Trouble Starts—**

**use **RID-X**

**IT CAN SAVE YOU HUNDREDS OF DOLLARS!**

Whether your home is old or new, you can have a costly, messy back-up in your septic tank or cesspool. So before trouble starts, use Rid-X...it works to prevent messy back-ups and foul odors...acts to keep your sewage system working smoothly and trouble-free. Yes, Rid-X can save you HUNDREDS of dollars on digging, pumping, landscaping!

EASY TO USE! SAFE! Just pour Rid-X in toilet bowl and flush. That’s all. Rid-X can’t harm porcelain, metal pipes, fittings.

Before trouble starts, use Rid-X...it can save you hundreds of dollars!

**New! ILLUSTRATED BOOKLET!**

16 Fact-Filled Pages on Care and Maintenance of Septic Tanks and Cesspools. Send 10¢ for postage, handling to:

RID-X, P.O. BOX 24
WHITE PLAINS, N.Y.

ANOTHER FAMOUS PRODUCT OF THE 4-CON COMPANY, INC.
There are Christmas values galore at your neighborhood Sentry Store. Sparkling new housewares, gadgets, trinkets, appliances for mother. Fun-gifts, games, cameras, binoculars, radios and the like for all the family. Handy tools for dad. Sports goods. Even artificial trees, holiday wrappings, lights and decorations.

Yes, at your Sentry Hardware Store, you'll find everything you need for happier holidays!

The over 3,000 Sentry affiliated dealers own their stores. They choose their merchandise and set their own prices. These are subject to change without notice. There may be variations in products and prices in individual stores. Sentry Hardware Corporation, Cleveland, Ohio 44113.

“Egg-O-Matic” Electric Egg Cooker

Cooks eggs “as you like them”...poached, soft-cooked or hard-cooked. Easier to use than a toaster. Just set the dial. $19.95

The saw that doesn’t stick!

Teflon-S® coated. Ideal gift for the home craftsman. 26”-8 pt. Set and filed. Carved hardwood handle. "DuPont trademark

$7.49

Waring Futura Blender

New, low silhouette design. 5 cup glass jar. Snap-out blade assembly. Integral handle. 8 pushbuttons with flash blend button. $21.88

20 Roller Instant Hair Setter

Perfect curls fast. No pin curlers, lotions, nets. For all types of hair and wigs. Features include on-off switch, indicator light, clip compartment, cord storage. Full year’s guarantee. U.L. listed. $18.99

Homestead Pattern 55-Pc. Service for 8

Will grace any table. Set includes 8 each dinner knives, forks, soup spoons, salad forks. 16 teaspoons and 7 assorted servers. Stainless. Never needs polishing. Beautifully gift boxed. $17.79

Sentry

Electric Can Opener and Knife Sharpener with Click 'N Clean

Opens all sizes of cans. Precision sharpens all non-serrated blades. Just click the buttons and the opener pops off for easy cleaning. $14.99

Taylor Monterey Pendant Barometer

Wonderful gift for man’s den, office or home. “Old world design” in molded, fine-grained antique wood tone and delicate touch of old gold on carved trim. $15.95

Westwood Salad Bowl Set

Hand finished to match expensive walnut, but molded of virtually unbreakable plastic. Impervious to salad oils and dressings. $6.99
"We should thank her for such a lovely party."

"How can we surprise Ev and Bill after they were so kind to call us long distance?"

"Mrs. Foster! Why I nearly forgot about her."

"Here. I just... just wanted to let you know you did a great job picking out the gifts."

Colorado Carnations can help turn "Xmas" into Christmas. Fuller blooms. Longer-lasting blooms. And a longer-lasting fragrance. To make your little expressions fuller and longer-lasting.

COLORADO FLOWER GROWERS ASSOCIATION
882 So. Pearl Street, Denver, Colorado 80209 (Postage Paid)
on people and things

Just for fun, we asked a few people we know what they’re doing for Christmas. They have some lovely ideas for feasting and festivities...

Joshua Logan, director, and his German wife, Nedda, follow the Southern custom of trimming the tree a week ahead of time so that friends and family can come and put their presents under it early. “I’m also old-fashioned enough,” Mrs. Logan says, “to like that plum pudding in the shape of a night hat, flaming with brandy as it comes in.”

Stick Henderson, conductor, and his German wife, Ruth, trim a 20-foot tree in their New York house with edible baked ornaments, which they and their two children make every year. They bake in the wire loops and leave the shapes in their natural colors. On Christmas Day, everyone eats his work off the tree—“including several dogs, who eat the bottom.” On the first Sunday in Advent, Mrs. Henderson puts a fresh wreath decorated with fruit on the table, then adds one fat candle (each with a story to it) for every Sunday until Christmas.

Brèn Montresor is a theatre designer and book illustrator. His is a wonderful old-world Christmas at home in his native Venice. “Mama cooks a seven-course lunch Christmas Day that includes cappelletti, a candy-size, handmade pasta containing seasoned chopped meat. Then three kinds of meat courses with Venetian wine, and cake. I take American presents with me. I’m giving the children my new alphabet book, A For Angel.”

Leontyne Price, Metropolitan Opera baritone, and his Portuguese wife eat a few pomegranate seeds for good luck, and then enjoy rabanadas, or French bread dipped in beaten egg and fried, then sprinkled with cinnamon and sugar.

Thalassa Cruso, the lady expert on indoor gardening, advises finding temporary storage for indoor plants, saying that “old rubber trees look ridiculous with Christmas decorations.” Not content with just one Christmas tree, Mrs. Cruso lines the back porch with several, and covers the seats instead with presents for needy children, puts a lighted Christmas tree in the bottom, festoons the sleigh with tinsel, ribbon, and jingle bells.

Julia Child hopes to finish the menus for her new cook book so that she can go to her house in Provence, France. “We always make our own foie gras with fresh truffles,” she says. Last year James Beard and I sautéed the fresh, raw foie gras and made another stuffing for the suckling pig. I cook the foie gras right in Mason jars, then put up some of it for Easter. We go to Christmas Eve mass, then return to a réveillon, or midnight banquet.

Continued on page 122
“We would like to think,” say Mr. and Mrs. Wyatt Cooper, “that people remember our house as something out of a storybook.” The Coopers’ wish is fulfilled each Christmas, for then the five-story Manhattan town house turns into an enchanted gingerbread castle. Crystal chandeliers are decked with greens and velvet ribbons. Rooms ring out with tinkling melodies from an ancient music box and the delighted laughter of four-year-old Carter and his brother, Anderson, two. The house is radiant and fresh with the light and scent of a thousand cypress candles.

Christmas Day brings open house, a tradition in Mrs. Cooper’s family (as a painter, she is known as Gloria Vanderbilt), and a treat for friends and relatives who look forward to sharing the Coopers’ old-fashioned Merry Christmas. For the occasion, the dining table, left, is dressed in red and guarded by a pair of Italian gilt angels with candle torches. To see that all is just right with the buffet of hearty sandwiches, gingerbread cookies, candy canes, and nuts, above, Mrs. Cooper consults an expert—her son Carter. Behind them, Chinese vases are displayed on the ornate gilt shelves of a huge, antique Venetian wall plaque.

(Continued)
“I enjoy every minute of our annual open house,” says Mr. Cooper, “and I know the children do too. For me there’s that wonderful turn-of-the-century feeling. For them, there’s the fun of having 200 people—whole families with their children—filling the house from the front door to the nursery on the top floor.”

Mrs. Cooper responds to the whole of Christmas, taking great pleasure in each detail of decorating and every small dinner she plans for the holidays. For a dinner for four, left, she spreads the table with patchwork (one of an extensive quilt collection) and on top puts a bouquet of shell flowers, jewel-encrusted spires from Thailand, and a pair of huge, vermeil-feathered pheasants. Gold plates and finger bowls are family heirlooms. In the Bohemian decanters, red and white wines; in gold lacquer owls, candied violets. Right: Carter cavorts the night before Christmas in the wonderful old porter chair in his father’s study. Early Christmas morning, above, the huge tree waits, in all its glory, for the family. (Continued)
Mrs. Cooper is an artist who trims her tables and her house like a Christmas tree, using all the sensitivity to color and form she puts into a painting or collage. She loves to arrange and rearrange little still lifes all over the house, so that a guest’s eye always alights on something beautiful. “It is like doing a collage,” says Mrs. Cooper, whose book, The Gloria Vanderbilt Book of Collage, will be published in the spring by Van Nostrand Reinhold. “There are hundreds of possible arrangements. In a collage, I must choose one and glue it down. On a shelf or table setting, I can change as often as I please.”

One such three-dimensional collage she composed for a dinner for three, above: She covered the table first in silver paper, then in snowy lace—a shimmery foil for the mélange of candles, crystal paperweights, Nativity figures. “The Christmas tree is Victorian,” she says, “crowded with tiny horns, silk roses, and at the top, a tiny wooden angel’s head.”

At another party, right, the rich bare wood of the table reflects a school of silver and jeweled fish, silver cups with horn handles, a coconut shell lined with silver. Dinner plates are shell-shaped; real shells hold butter—molded into tiny shells.

Under the tree on Christmas day, left, the Coopers admire their presents. (Continued)
Victorian tree encrusted with miniatures.

Tree of silk flowers on a dressing table.

On a desk, invitations to the open house.

In a study nook, toby mug, Raphael drawing.

Christmas cards wreathing the hall mirror.

Framed post card on a chest in the study.

Gold paper angel guarding the staircase.

Horn, shells, flowers adorning a party table.

Above a desk, a collage by Mrs. Cooper.

Another collage above living-room sofa.

China castles, shadow boxes in an étagère.

Flower-topped fountain in the stair hall.
It really is a Christmas house at any time of the year

"If the holidays are perfect, it's Gloria's doing," says her husband. "She is the most organized person I know. She'll say 'If we get the tree six days before Christmas, the needles will smell just right.' I would never think of that."

It is this same thoughtful attention to detail that makes the Coopers' house a delight all year long. Even after the greenery and tinsel are packed up until next year, light still sparkles through crystal; there are still all the bibelots that never really get put away, just rearranged in some more distant corner.

"We all love our Christmas house at any time of the year," says Mr. Cooper. "You can always feel the sense of vitality—the quiet stir of something special about to happen."

Mr. and Mrs. Cooper, who decorated the house entirely by themselves, think the people who actually live in a house should do more of their own decorating. "Too many people are overly concerned with having the right thing," she says, "it is only your own thing that matters."

The test of her respect for "one's own thing" are the private domains of her husband and two older sons, Stan, nineteen, and Christopher, seventeen. "The boys' rooms look just like hippie pads," she says. "And in the study, Wyatt spreads out all his material and works."

Mr. Cooper, the editor of Status magazine, wrote in his first issue, "I see no point in being editor of a magazine if you can't put your wife on the cover"—and then proceeded to do just that. His workroom at home is a landscape of books, manuscripts, photographs piled on every available surface. (Continued)
Mr. Cooper's velvet-walled study, top left, is crammed with books and manuscripts and all the other raw materials of an editor. Propped in a window is a panel of Renaissance stained glass—a lucky find in a junkyard. At the big desk across the room, center, surrounded by crowded bookshelves and a pair of aquariums, Carter and Anderson often join their father for a serious discussion of the day's events. In Mr. Cooper's bath, top right, a ceiling-high mirror reflects an amusing Rousseau-style mural painted on the walls and ceiling.

In the Coopers' bedroom, bottom left, the massive bed is hung with lace, covered with a curious patchwork spread of fabric circles gathered into flat disks and stitched together. Mrs. Cooper sometimes covers her dressing table, opposite page, with patchwork too—when she is not borrowing the quilt for a table setting (see page 50). Arranged on the quilt are gleaming bottles, mirrors, combs, and shell boxes from Scotland. "I put the daisies and lilacs there because the simplicity of the flowers is so unexpected," says Mrs. Cooper. "All the gold looks so extravagant, the flowers so naive."

Beside the dressing table, and indeed all over the room, Mrs. Cooper has turned shelves, tables, and desk tops into backdrops for wonderful clusters of bibelots. "In the étagère by the bathroom door is a pair of absurd little poodles holding hats, and some very old English china castles—replicas of their owners' houses—and at the very top, an old doll head with a rather stern face."

In the adjoining bath, bottom right, balms and lotions and fragrant salts share an étagère with more pictures and collections. "On the second shelf is a set of antique English alphabet post cards a friend gave me," says Mrs. Cooper. "It took years to collect the cards—and they spell 'Gloria Cooper.'"
House & Garden presents to its readers this keepsake feature of nine of the most beautiful period rooms in the world, photographed for the Metropolitan Museum Centennial. Beginning now and continuing into the spring of 1971, the celebration marks one hundred years of beauty and culture brought to the people of the United States. The foremost museum in the Americas, the Metropolitan has among its treasures a collection of European period rooms that are some of the greatest ever assembled. Two are being presented to the public for the first time as added excitement for the museum’s one hundredth birthday jubilee.

Seen for the first time as part of the Metropolitan’s Centennial Celebration is this salon, dated about 1735, from the Hotel de Varengeville in Paris. The museum describes its boiserie by Nicolas Pineau as possessing “a rococo virtuosity rarely matched by comparable ornament in France.” Red lacquer writing table was made for Louis XV. Purchase, 1963. Funds given by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wrightsman.
Also seen for the first time is the Louis XVI Gallery. The tapestries are from a series woven in 1762 after designs by François Boucher; the little fire screen of carved and gilded beechwood once belonged to Marie Antoinette.
The third new exhibit, the Viennese Palais Paar Room, the Metropolitan Museum calls "the final chastened frolic of rococo before Neoclassicism." Purchase, 1963. Funds given by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wrightsman.
The Bordeaux Room is a circular room distinguished by its boiseries—delicately green and carved with the fantastic skill that reached its zenith in late eighteenth-century France. Gift of Mrs. Herbert N. Straus, 1943.
The Metropolitan Museum’s Venetian Bedroom from the Palazzo Sagredo is dated about 1718. The wood and stucco decoration the museum calls “marked by the qualities typical of Italian Baroque.” Rogers Fund, 1906.
The Crillon Room, 1777-1780, was possibly the Duc d'Aumont's bathroom before his Paris town house became the Hotel Crillon. Style is arabesque with painted cupids, birds, tiny animals. Anonymous Gift, 1944.
Dated about 1682, the Metropolitan Museum's Swiss Room came from the "Little Castle" in Flims. Carved and inlaid decoration combines local figures with mythical animals and Renaissance motifs. Rogers Fund, 1906.
The Tapestry Room from Croome Court. With its Adam ceiling, Gobelins tapestries after designs by Boucher, it is a striking combination of English and French motifs. Gift of the Samuel H. Kress Foundation, 1958.
The Adam Dining Room from Lansdowne House in London. A Metropolitan Museum treasure, it is dated about 1768. Rogers Fund, 1931. Silver by Paul de Lamerie, gift of Mrs. Widener Dixon and Mr. George Widener.

For further information on The Metropolitan Museum's Centennial Rooms, see page 118.
Four very personal expressions of the meaning of Christmas by four writers of different ages and backgrounds. Fact or fiction, each is especially relevant to our time.

MERRY CHRISTMAS, ALL AUTHORIZED PERSONNEL?

BY JOHN STEINBECK IV

At the age of twenty-three, John Steinbeck IV is almost constantly en route from one spot in the world to another, says he is happiest and most at home in San Diego. Although he was a dropout "long before dropouts were in vogue," his book, In Touch, is an absorbing and highly literate account of his experiences in Vietnam and later in Washington.

As I write this, it's not Christmas yet. Thinking now of the coming event stirs only my memories of a Christmas in Vietnam, of Tet, the Vietnamese new year celebration, and a few fragments from my childhood holidays. It would be wonderful to be able to say that this Christmas will be the best Christmas in my life, and to feel the moment as something thrilling or perfectly Christian, and I mean that in the most meek and ethereal sense of the word. But since I was sixteen, Christmas has often passed nearly unnoticed except for the commercial aspects of the holiday, which seemed always to overshadow everything.

On the eve of 1970, when you're too old to be singing boy soprano, despite the childhood memory of choiring in the high church, what does Christmas mean anymore? In America, beyond the platitudes of a secular fiesta of grotesque proportions in dollars and cents, what is Christmas? What will the festivities mean to my contemporaries? Most people are too jaded for Santa Claus by the time they're twelve. Judging from the way things are today, the whole concept of Christmas would have died fifty years ago but that Charles Dickens and O. Henry and a few poets breathed some life into it, which helped what remained of the warmth of the holiday to get this far.

No doubt there are millions of older Americans who have memories of Christmas with goose and turkey and cranberry sauce, and sleigh rides, and forages deep into the forest to get a prize tree, but unfortunately very little of this remains to cheer the children and youth of today. Department stores are the nuances of Christmas today with cocktail parties and big tips as the gestures of good will.

I remember my Christmas in Vietnam, when I was there in the Army, in an isolated outpost near Pleiku. For three weeks before Christmas, mail delivery had been regular and there were a lot of packages of crumbled chocolate chip cookies, fairly sturdy fruit cakes, and various kinds of gluey homemade candy. My friends and I ate it all immediately it arrived, and began to grow nostalgic in the evenings when Armed Forces Radio began to broadcast more and more Christmas carols every evening from Saigon. We felt this holiday was exclusively our own, and it suddenly became a sad one because we were in an Asian land. It was hard to imagine Santa Claus, even without the war, bounding down the tin smokestack of a thatched hut.

On Christmas Eve there was a cease-fire, although guard duty on our mountain-top post was still mandatory. We felt that though we might not be the picture of muffled, snow-flecked carolers, we at least had the chance of not having to endure the nightly rocket attack. Inside the low-ceilinged tents surrounded by sandbags, the pinups and family pictures near each cot were peppered with bright-colored Christmas cards from home. It was so hot most of us had our shirts off. We'd piled the goodies from that day's mail in the middle of the room on the table with the tree made out of a pyramid combination of barbed wire and bayonets; the tree was trimmed with grenades and machine gun ammo belts for tinsel. We had our extra C rations of canned date pudding, chocolate bars, and crackers, and several cases of rapidly warming beer. We'd also pooled some money to get some Scotch from the black market in the town at the foot of the mountain.

I remember feeling that I was almost sorry Christmas had to be celebrated. We sat in a neon pool of light, drinking, eating, and sweating while the transistor radio reeled out Mel Torme singing "Chest-
nuts Roasting by the Open Fire” and repeated greetings sent to us boys out there in Vietnam by the President, various USO girl-voices, the Commanding General, and the Army announcer in Saigon, who was the only one who laughed when he said “Merry Christmas!”

Certainly for the GI, Christmas in Vietnam was what any Ernie Pyle fan would have loved. It gave us all a chance to feel like the great heroes of all the war movies we had grown up with. On Christmas Eve, marijuana or booze helped us all fantasize just what we would be doing if we were home right that instant. This was the great Christmas game, and by filibuster, you could tell the story as long as you could keep talking, but if you once tired, or paused to grab a beer, someone else would jump in with, “Well, that’s pretty good, but that ain’t nothing. Why if I was home, well let me see, right now it’s almost Christmas morning, but back home in Massachusetts it’s still the day before Christmas, and right now I’d be just driving my Chevy . . . did I ever tell you about the way I have my Chevy set up? . . . well, anyway, I’d just right now, right this instant, be picking up my girl from her folks’ house to take her over to my house to start putting the presents under the tree . . .” and the voices of fantasy would drift on the open Christmas causcus while everybody dreamed his own dream about where they would be at that precise moment if they weren’t in a hole in the ground in the Nam.

The tragedy of those who would never see another Christmas was a terrible weight on the happiness of those of us who made it back; but for those who did, despite terrible homesickness, our Christmas in war gave some of our shabbily lives a drama and pathos that was much better than watching war movies. Why, here we were starring in Guadalcanal Diary with much more guts and fortitude than Anthony Quinn or William Bendix ever gave to the role. For maybe the first Christmas, we were our parents’ heroes to the man. You could almost hear them at their Christmas party and how they would be saying right now, “Merry Christmas everybody, and a toast and a prayer for our Billie away in Vietnam . . . that’s him on the piano just after he got out of Basic.”

But anyway you looked at it, Christmas remained pretty much a contrived affair. With these images and memories swirling in my brain, I cannot wonder that my generation has chosen to rebel against society, or to conclude that Christmas is meaningless. My generation is faced, seemingly, with two possibilities: either to hang on desperately and try to believe in the reality of the “old-fashioned” Christmas that the magazines give such great picture space to every year; or to accept the fact that Christmas is meaningless, especially in Vietnam burned out by almost thirty years of war.

These possibilities, and many more frightening ones, spurred me to go back to Vietnam as a civilian, after my discharge from the Army. The country fascinated me, and I wanted to go there without a uniform, be vulnerable to a way of life and thought I had only been able to be nourished by at a distance.

As a civilian in Saigon, I saw another aspect of Christmas. At first, watching the little kids move among the tables on the terrace of the Continental cafe selling Vietnamese Christmas cards to the officers and newsmen, I still thought of Christmas being an American, a Western celebration, and that the Vietnamese were only trying to make another quick dollar by catering to the round-eyes’ whimsies. But as I walked down Tu Do street or Nguyen Hue street, I saw that all the stores and stalls were crammed with green plastic fir trees, gee-gaws that bristled and tinkled in the air, huge paper stars with a light inside them, box upon box and row after row of toys from Japan, France, and America, Hong Kong and Singapore. On a side street I saw maybe thirty different vendors of real fir trees as beautiful as I’d ever seen. They were brought down in trucks from the mountains of Dalat.

My impression still was that all this must be a further sign of the Americans’ tendency to impose their cultural traditions, as well as their technology, upon the tiny country. (Continued on page 112)

CHRISTMAS IS A TREE

BY DEE HARDIE

Mrs. Hardie, whose four children range from twelve to sixteen, won the Vogue Prix de Paris the year she graduated from Skidmore. She was married to an American in Paris and lived in Europe before she and her husband, now a Maryland businessman, settled down on their farm in one of the Baltimore valleys. For the Baltimore Sun, Mrs. Hardie writes a column, “A View from a Hill,” which is now syndicated and appears in several newspapers in other cities.

Christmas is a child’s pageant with small angels in tilted halos of tin foil and a wise man tripping along in his Dad’s best dressing gown.

Christmas is an ostrich-plumed bed jacket when you had schemed for knee-length mink.

Christmas is a round, wide, wicker basket in the narthex of the church rising high with cakes and cans of food and one perky poinsettia sitting on top because Miss Alice, who put it there, said, “you can’t live by bread alone, y’know.”

Christmas is the day George Washington stood up in the boat, and Christmas is the little boy who found grass under the snow for the camels, as well as the reindeer.

Christmas is whatever you put into it, however you feel, a birthday party for everyone. Sometimes as unexpected as the smile of Scrooge, often as deliberate as a maiden aunt’s shopping list. Christmas is a light in the dark of winter. For me, Christmas is a tree. Christmas trees always and everywhere.

That’s why I left Paris. There were no Christmas trees. It was December 1949, my first Christmas away from home, my first taste of the champagne of Paris, the City of Light. But for me it was flat, and it was dark. I longed to see a tree with gaudy lights and a crooked star on top.

At home in Boston, the tree had always been our Christmas Eve,
Christmas is something else

BY LUCILLE CLIFTON

Now thirty-three, Mrs. Clifton attended Howard University, lives in urban Baltimore, is the mother of six children who step up from three to ten. Her husband is educational coordinator for the Baltimore Model Cities Program and part-time member of the black studies faculty at Harvard. This year Mrs. Clifton published two books: Some of the Days of Everett Anderson, a story for children, and Good Times, a book of poetry.

One time we didn’t get anything. Almost. Christmas morning, early, we ran down to find the space by the piano bench and around the tree almost bare. There were coats, heavy coats, one for each of us. Mine was green, a teddy bear coat though no one was wearing them any more—and too small. My skinny wrists split like sticks through the sleeves. We were very quiet.

We turned to our stockings, our socks hung up, and pushed aside the orange, and the apple, and the tangerine, kin to the ones on the dining-room table, looking for our what? Our something else, our good thing, our Christmas stuff that we didn’t need and that we would have broken up before the day was out, our something else. We each had a comic book.

The kids, the almost-my-age brother and sister, were frightened and confused.

“I wasn’t bad, Lue. Hon was bad but not me.”

“I was not! I wasn’t that bad neither.”

“Hush, wasn’t none of us bad,” I whispered: “this ain’t all, this must not be all.”

We began to look around the downstairs, quietly so we wouldn’t wake Mama and Daddy.

The kitchen was cold. Mama always turned the oven on when she got up. The main heat sat filling up the dining room—the space heater. But Mama always turned the oven on and left the oven door open for kitchen heat. The stove would sit like a black comforter. Mama always cooked ham and potato salad and fix fruit and nuts on the table, but she never stayed up for the party very long. She tried. Sitting in her chair by the window, rocking, humming “Precious Lord,” she would smile as the friends stood dutifully before her for a minute, making dutiful small talk, saying hello to Thel. But the party would soon arrange itself all through the downstairs, and we children upstairs in our beds would hear Mama vanishing into hers.

The dining room still smelled of smoke and old liquor. Every Christmas Eve as long as we could remember Daddy had held open house. All the old, oldest friends would come around and laugh and party till almost day. Mama would cook ham and potato salad and fix fruit and nuts on the table, but she never stayed up for the party very long. She tried. Sitting in her chair by the window, rocking, humming “Precious Lord,” she would smile as the friends stood dutifully before her for a minute, making dutiful small talk, saying hello to Thel. But the party would soon arrange itself all through the downstairs, and we children upstairs in our beds would hear Mama vanishing into hers.

The dining room would smell like that for days, like a lot of things going on without Mama. Dry. The coffee can on top of the space heater had long since settled into rust.

There was no place in the living room, the front room, to hide Christmas. The wall next to the door leading out and upstairs was filled with our pride, the piano. It had been in the house when we moved there,
Historical legacy of our old and dying landlady. We kept the white key tops in a box inside the bench. The landlady had left things in the house for the children when she had moved into an apartment downtown. In the attic a doll for me, naked and scratched. For my sister a small cradle, which meant that we should share the doll. And for all of us the great upright piano. Later, my sister and I discovered that our brother had made a discovery in the attic, too, a loaded gun, which he had hidden and then taken out one day to play. But it had been rescued from his five-year-old swagger by a teen-aged boy, a big boy, one of the revered Purdy Street gang.

We tripped through the downstairs again, again. There was nothing hidden that we could find. We had a coat and a comic book. That was all.

The kids started to cry.

"Hush, I'll go tell Mama." I tiptoed up the stairs. Mama slept in a junk-filled room at the side of the house. The big room, the front with the windows, was shared by Daddy and my brother except on Christmas Eve when we all three slept together: my sister and brother, the kids, and me, Luc. Mama had slept alone since we could remember, in a room filled with newspapers and magazines and old Bibles and pictures. The room smelled curiously like our grandmother. Mama was awake.

"What's the matter, baby?"

"We didn't get nothing for Christmas but comics, and we wasn't even bad."

A twenty-eight-year-old New Yorker, Frances FitzGerald is the daughter of the late Desmond FitzGerald, an official of the CIA, and Mrs. Marjette Tree, formerly U.S. representative to the Trusteeship Council of the UN with the rank of ambassador. Soon after graduating from Radcliffe, Miss FitzGerald spent ten months as a correspondent in Vietnam, and she devoted last summer to working at the MacDowell Colony in Peterborough, N. H. on a book about the Vietnamese revolution.

Of course it would have to be this year, the one year they picked me to be an Angel in the Pageant. I've always wanted to be an Angel. Everyone does, really, only they don't admit it. I mean, it's really beautiful when they put down the lights and all you can see is Judy's gold hair and the gold wings of the angels shining in the light from the cradle. Crèche, as Anne-Marie calls it (she's my stepmother). And the shepherds are waiting on their knees and the Three Kings holding gifts on purple satin pillows up to the cradle. Crèche. And Johnny Bargs sings, "Myrrh is mine, its bitter perfume breathes a life of gathering gloom..." It sends shivers down your back, it's so beautiful and holy.

But Anne-Marie says, "Darling, you must come, we've got this divine house in Gstaad for Christmas," and Mummy says, "You must go, you're such a lucky girl, you can't have everything," and then, "If you really want to be in the Dalton school pageant, you could stay here for Christmas." And Mummy is right, of course, I am a lucky girl going to Switzerland. And it's only fair that Jennifer gets the part because she has only one family, and that must be hard for her, especially around Christmas.

Not that I don't have my problems, of course. Like I never know what to give them all, and none of them are any help because when I ask them, all they say is, "What I'd really like is something you've made." That's the only thing they have in common, really, all my parents, "Oh, don't buy me anything, just give me something you've made." But I'm eleven, and that's too old to make things, especially if you're as bad with your hands as I am. I mean, it took me hours to finish that psychological test we had where you have to draw a man and a woman and a nightmare you've had. They must have thought I was really disturbed. But if you think that was bad, you ought to have seen those clay animals I had to make one year. That was brilliant. I struggled, my dear, I knew that perfectly well, only you ought to have seen her face when she opened the box. Surprise, wonder, pleasure, deep tenderness, heartfelt gratitude—the expressions passing over her face one after another. I mean, it took about five minutes. Finally she gets up, rushes over and hugs me with this warm spontaneity. "Darling," she cried, "what a lovely frog!"

"It's a horse," I said.

Of course I shouldn't have said that. After all the effort she'd made, it really wasn't fair to her, but she simply has to realize the position I'm in, what with Mummy and David, her and Daddy, Solomon and four Grannies, all of them wanting "just something I've made." I mean, there I am, "the intellectual of the family," slaving away every day from the beginning of school in an absolute nightmare of finger paints, Plasticine, wood shavings, (Continued on page 116)
To give the coming twelve days of Christmas a beautiful new bravura, we asked two talented young decorators—Chessy Rayner and Mica Erteğün of Mac II—to create in any way they liked a series of arrangements with a dazzling new collection of holiday ornaments. Made of multicolored Christmas balls massed like jewels, the decorations come in all shapes and sizes: a 9-foot double garland sprinkled with tiny lights; a 27-inch-high cone with lights; a 19-inch wreath with lights and a 14-inch wreath without them; two hurricane ornaments with green chimneys; a crescent; a rectangle; and a hanging tree ornament. For sentiment’s sake, there is also a kissing ball hung on red velvet ribbon. The entire collection is available at Lord & Taylor. Right: Three tree-like cones parade like frozen fireworks down the center of a holiday luncheon table. In one corner, a trio of garlands swirled around a wire frame soar up 6 feet to make a tree in the form of a jeweled and lighted helix.

For shopping information, including stores throughout the country carrying these ornaments, please turn to page 110.
For a Christmas Eve dinner, above, most of the table gleams with four of angular ornaments and four crescents arranged like an eighteenth-century garden—a parterre. Small hurricane ornaments, surrounded by tall chrome, sparkle in the “garden” like fountains; large ones light up the table’s four An old-fashioned quilt is used as an overcloth, and blue chemist’s bottles place setting hold wine (delicious change from Rx’s) for toasts. Left: A man of topiary: Lighted cones and kissing balls on chrome trunks make fabulous to flank a glass-screened hearth and mirror every lick of flame. Opposite: Another kind of forest can be grown with kissing balls and cones made in (each ornament has a Styrofoam base, so it does not teeter on its trunk). Thet particular holiday forest lifts its jeweled boughs in a library. Interiors by
Flash! Reduced to their beautiful bare essentials, these new lights rely almost entirely on exposed elements for style. Figure conscious, their streamlined profiles are shaped by their functions. Here is a small sampling—some we now consider standards, others we expect to be in the seventies. All are available now. *From left:* Red metal periscope with black rubber elbow. 17 inches high, clamps onto a desk or tabletop. About $40 at Ange Galleries. Little black box with a dot of light designed by Arteluce. A 4½-inch cube, about $30 at George Kovacs. Bean-bag base that lets you direct light from a headboard or chair arm to your book. 8½ inches high, about $35 at Bonniers. Polished arch of chrome with white enameled “pot light” by Joe Colombo. Raises to 88 inches. About $460 at Macy’s. Traffic stopping spots of green, red, and amber atop slender, 34-inch stalks—straight out of light-art shows. Designed by Takis. About $280 at Lighting Associates. Stack of stars: 7-inch-high hexagons faceted with aluminum. Each about $30. By Shop 2. Sleek chrome shaft to clamp on a table, hinged twice so it can throw its beam wherever you like. 19 inches high, about $65 at Ange Galleries.

*For store addresses, see page 110.*
or Ellin and Renny Saltzman, right, their crisply modern house is a machine for living that sets them free every weekend. During the week, they work in a world of fashion and furniture, design and decisions. She’s a topflight fashion consultant and he’s a well-known interior designer. Their days speed by at the super pace New York City seems to impose, and they thrive on it. “But the children [they have two, David, seven, and Elizabeth, four] were missing all the stretching parts of growing up,” says Mr. Saltzman. “We wanted them to know a home where they could wander off to explore for hours, or help a tree to grow, or run freely in and out of an unlocked front door—and they can’t do any of those things in town. Since we didn’t want to become commuters, a country house for weekends and holidays seemed the solution. As soon as we bought the land, Ellin found the architect. She had asked me how to find one, and I said, ‘Look through magazines for a house with the same spirit you have in mind.’ ”

“One day I saw a house built by Richard Meier,” says Mrs. Saltzman. “It had everything I like about modern design: clean lines, lots of light, big spaces, yet it wasn’t cold. Its curves gave it warmth and a human scale. Before we went to see him (see page 12), we made notes of everything we’d ever wanted in a house. Small bedrooms so the children would be out and into the sunshine. Several exits to the outdoors. Loads of closets to hold clothes that may suddenly be the right length again.”

“We wanted,” say the Saltzmans, “easy-to-care-for things like self-cleaning ovens and permanently finished floors. Wash basins built 42 inches high so you don’t have to bend double. A kitchen big enough to breakfast in as well as a dining room where we could seat fourteen. We know that might not sound like casual entertaining, but the best food in the world is nothing if you have to balance it on your lap.”

“Our city apartment is quite formal and one I’ve lived in since childhood,” says Mrs. Saltzman. “We bought everything new for this house, so that I came to it like a bride.” (Continued)
The house seems to float above the ground. At first glance, it is almost impossible to comprehend this white cubistic cluster that rises sparkling on a three-acre plain of sea-air tousled grass. Quite literally, it is a construction in both time and space; it unfolds completely only as you walk around it. A cross section at any point shows its interpenetrating spaces: a dining room that is really 25 feet high, the two-story soar of the living room balanced by the snug little cove formed under its overhanging mezzanine. Although the house is three stories high, the third story (see plan, top left) is mostly air space—a mezzanine for the children's rainy-day play. On the second level (see plan, center left) the two-story living room rises to gather in every bit of the view. The master suite has an adequate bedroom but a generous, mirrored double bathroom, with a steam shower and copious storage. Also at this level, a railed companionway crosses to the detached guesthouse. On the children's floor (see plan, bottom left) their four small bedrooms are lined up along one side and the kitchen and the dining room on the other.
"There is always a corner where you can be private."

Nine steel supports allowed great freedom in placing interior walls. These white columns, the freestanding fireplace, and dark stained floors seem a garden of abstractions. At closer view, the living room settles smoothly into areas for conversation, games, reading, stargazing. The railed bridge spans dining room and leads to sun deck off master bedroom. Above: Mrs. Saltzman by spiral steel staircase that serves outside decks. Below: At the ends of the plushly upholstered built-in couch are white lacquered cabinets concealing the music system and bar; another contains an ice maker.
“There is always room, no matter how many we invite”

“Sometimes the house has such purity it seems almost spiritual,” says Mrs. Saltzman. “But if for no other reason, I would feel good about it because children so adore it. Everyone, whether it’s his first or tenth visit, likes to wander around. Guests relax almost visibly and act at home. They seem to find the house a refreshment.” Above: Mrs. Saltzman, on her bedroom deck, reflected in the living room window. Top right: Elizabeth Saltzman, who at four years old can lean on the dining room table—but tippytoes help. Right: The dining room table set with a light Sunday luncheon for sunbathers and swimmers to carry outdoors. Opposite page: To maximize the ever-present view, furnishings in the dining room are held to a pair of paintings, eight chairs covered in glove leather and an expandable Formica-covered table. (Continued)
At night, when darkness erases marks of the land such as trees and grass, the house, above, seems like the superstructure of a luxury cruise ship. From the top deck, miles of ocean and shoreline can be seen. Inside, superbly engineered lighting washes the walls with even brightness; the spiral staircase leads up to both the top and master bedroom decks without carrying traffic through the house. Below left: The 20-by-40-foot pool is set away from the house to mute the splashing and shouting. Fenced and surrounded by a wide paved terrace, it becomes a separate entertaining and barbecue area that despite the flat terrain cannot be seen into from the road. Pool house has

“For the children, the house is like a giant toy”
dressing rooms, showers, a tiny kitchen, and plenty of storage so that none of what makes the area work so well is in sight. Opposite page: In the kitchen, sleekly white except for flame red Formica on counters, the stainless steel appliances and metal cabinets are as closely fitted as marquetry. Ample storage was secured and a scrap of view preserved by running a long, low strip of windows at countertop level. Below left: Over the edge of the mezzanine playroom balcony, you can see the two-story living room, the third-level deck, the distant swimming pool. Below right: The master bedroom, although severely shorn of surplus space, extends its horizons with its outdoor deck.

AT THE RENNY SALTZMANS
continued
Sound—at least in the way it is housed—has a brand-new shape. Radios, record players, and television sets are now encased in beautifully streamlined cabinetry that requires minimal space, is often easily portable, and is completely compatible with contemporary interior design. Here are eleven outstandingly sleek examples.

- Vertical walnut, metal, and glass console houses stereo equipment. Speakers stand alone. Sylvania.
- Mini-closed-circuit TV camera and screen for at-home door monitor or office security. Toshiba.
- Compact cassette deck records and plays back sounds to please any buff. Harman-Kardon.
- Super-today color TV console in plastics, rosewood. RCA.
Stereo cassette player/recorder doubles as control center for hi-fi system. Ampex.

Spheres of sound to hang or mount for omni-directional listening. JVC.

Stereo turntable and 8-track tape player pack lots of sound in small unit. JVC.

Small portable radio tunes in the world via nine wave bands. Zenith.

Mini-dial box rotates roof TV antennae for best reception. Blonder-Tongue.

Mini-circuitry is key to pocket-size radio encased in aluminum. Toshiba.

For shopping information, see page 110.
GARDENER’S SELF-PORTRAIT

Photographs by Horst of his own garden
Horst, with his artist's eye and battery of cameras, has recorded many of the great gardens of the world. He has also spent twenty years creating his own garden at Oyster Bay Cove, Long Island—a labor of love so varied that it seems an amalgam of many places and periods and yet fits perfectly into its relatively small contemporary American setting. Adjoining the white one-story house, left, are a series of separate gardens, some enclosed, some merely garden corners, planted to suit their prevailing sunshine or shade. In the ferny wood, a marsh and two streams, one pictured above, feed a pair of ponds and provide scope for a wild garden and a water garden where wild ducks nest, pheasants stalk, herons watch for an occasional trout or goldfish, and snapping turtles lie in wait for sunfish or ducklings. The wood produces an annual succession of wild flowers: yellow marsh marigold and scarlet cardinal flower, white boneset and pink joe-pye weed, rose mallow and iris, mauve pickerel weed, orange Turk's-cap and day lily, bastard pennyroyal, meadow rue. Horst welcomes whatever grows. "As one gets older, there are fewer and fewer plants one doesn't like." (Continued)
Horst is just as philosophic about the wildlife sharing his acreage. He may gently discourage a determined chipmunk from making a home in a geranium pot, but he lets the squirrels steal the apples from his trees. "At least there will be no falling apples to damage the coleus plants I like so much, above left, or the impatiens." Though the general atmosphere of this garden is strangely poetic, the plain fact is that Horst, who commutes every weekday to his studio in New York, depends largely on—and makes the best of—the plants that are for sale at ordinary roadside stands. He has little time for his gardening except on weekends; and many of his floral effects are frankly impromptu, the result of quick potting or transplanting a few moments before the arrival of his Sunday lunch guests. His bedroom opens onto a shady courtyard, top left, paved with brickwork in basket weave. Borrowing an idea from an English garden, he left some empty spaces among the bricks where he can set plants, according to the season, in cubbyholes lined with peat moss: tulips in spring, gloxinias in summer, and in the fall, chrysanthemums. He
uses wild flowers as well as garden flowers indoors, interspersing furniture and house plants, opposite page, top right, with wild flower arrangements. The sailcloth-awninged French doors of the west wing, opposite page, bottom right, give onto a formal terrace, set with potted roses—transplanted later to the cutting garden—and boxwood edged with salvia and marguerites. Informal, by contrast, a shady path, above, from the drive to the west wing (which is new—the house is growing, too) is blue and white in spring with ajuga, vinea, violets, and lilies of the valley, all transplanted from the woods; and is a flame in summer with impatiens and coleus—pink, red, and purple—glowing like the floral shapes in a medieval tapestry or a Bessarabian carpet. For a dedicated amateur gardener, Horst has an unusual problem. In April, May, June, and again in September—just when there is everything to do and so much in bloom to enjoy—he is often in Europe, photographing other gardens. “For years I have missed my lilacs, peonies, and old-fashioned roses,” he says rather wistfully. But like all good gardeners, he uses his time away from home to absorb new ideas for more leisurely hours. (Continued)
Halfway between the wood and the lawn south of the house, through an area once rife with honeysuckle, wild cherry, and poison ivy, are five radiating allées. The center allée, top, is lined with yews and hemlocks, which Horst planted and shapes himself. He recalls how friends laughed when the yews were only a foot high. He delights in contrasts between meandering woodland planting, above left, and studied still lives, above right. Outside his study, a pergola, right, partly awninged, partly slatted, in summer serves as an additional living room and shelters the fig trees, hibiscus, and oleanders brought from the winter garden indoors. Pieces of a white trellis have been sawn away to produce the effect of a Chinese Chippendale pattern superimposed on the landscape beyond. Horst enjoys making changes of detail as well as laying long-term plans. For him gardening is a blend of practicality and dreams and the tireless labor of his hands.
Is this you? "I'll settle for anything as long as it's a self-cleaning oven!"

Well, you don't have to limit yourself. Because Hotpoint has anything and everything in self-cleaning ovens. An almost unlimited selection of styles, sizes and colors. Colors like coppertone, avocado, harvest and white.

Also, you'll find that our packages have lots of important differences. (Like a Rota-Grill Rotisserie and Roast-Right meat thermometer.)

Choose a Hotpoint Self-Clean oven. They're the choicest.

Nation-wide service is as close as your phone.

Look for the Hotpoint Difference

---

**CORKSCREW:**

**For Christmas wassailing—cheering drinks**

BY HENRY McNULTY

**EDITOR'S NOTE:** An American, born and brought up in China, Henry McNulty has lived in Europe for the past twenty years and now resides in London with his wife and daughter. Businessman, gourmet and wine enthusiast, he has been closely associated with the French champagne and cognac industries and is a member of the Compagnons du Beaujolais.

In the high and far-off times, when there were such things as witches and demons, one way to get rid of unwanted warlocks was to hold a colossal wassail party. Everyone, Druids and hoi polloi alike, had a marvelous time, and the demons were successfully routed—possibly drowned—in the most agreeable way.

You may not realize, as the Christmas wassail slides down your eager throat, that you are carrying on an ancient and honorable pagan tradition. All those dances until cockcrow, libations, mysteries of barley sheaves and new wine, animal sacrifices, and religious ecstasy were far more convivial than a cocktail party and more interesting. But the general purpose of these midwinter Saturnalia, both prehistoric and present-day, is the same—to rid oneself of the cold-weather blues.

By undertaking some pleasant research, I have uncovered several beverages that may help you inhibit witches and the doldrums at this time of year. More positively, they should also help to ease the psychological problems of the festive period and lessen its tribulations.

The season is a long one, and the winter, of course, even longer, so here is a variety of recipes for cheering things up

Continued on page 104

---

**OPPOSITE PAGE:**

**A CHRISTMAS TREE GOOD ENOUGH TO EAT**

Each ornament on Mrs. Carter Burden's tree is a sweet confection and making, baking, and hanging them a favorite family tradition that is each year the cue for a party.

On Christmas Eve guests join in trimming the tree—they contribute to the goodies, taste them too. On the next page are details of how Mrs. Burden makes these ornaments together with the menu and recipes for this Christmas Eve party. Ornaments clockwise, from top left: crescent cookie, popcorn, cranberry strings and cloved oranges, grapes, gingerbread man, white judge, candied apple, flower cookie, sugar cookie star, meringue Christmas tree.
MRS. CARTER BURDEN'S
CHRISTMAS EVE
TREE TRIMMING PARTY

Mr. and Mrs. Carter Burden give an annual Christmas Eve tree-trimming party for family and close friends. The tree (see the Cook Book cover) is decked with edible ornaments.

EDIBLE ORNAMENTS ON TREE:
- POPCORN STRINGS
- CRANBERRY STRINGS
- ORANGES STUDDED WITH CLOVES
- CANDIED APPLES
- GINGERBREAD MEN
- CHRISTMAS TREE MERINGUES
- SUGARED DOUGHNUTS
- FLOWER AND CRESCENT COOKIES
- WHITE FUDGE WITH RED AND GREEN GLACÉ FRUIT
- CHOCOLATE FUDGE
- RED GRAPE
- STAR COOKIE WITH SILVER BALLS

Edible Ornaments:

Stud oranges with cloves, pull strong wire through orange, and knot at bottom. As oranges are heavy, hang near trunk. Secure to branch with wire. . . . Wrap candied apples in cellophane and tie with ribbon. Wrap apple stick and set on top of branch, securing wire to tree. . . . Make 1/2-inch holes in top of gingerbread men before baking. If hole closes in baking, recut while still warm. Decorate with icing. . . . Punch flower and crescent cookies with holes as for gingerbread men. Sprinkle crescents with colored sugars, and flowers with silver balls and red hot before baking. To make cookie star knead extra flour into basic sugar cookie dough, roll the dough about 1/2-inch thick, and cut a star outline in it 6 to 7 inches wide. Stud with silver balls and bake the cookie until it is a golden brown.

Christmas Tree Meringues

Sprinkle the egg whites with cream of tartar (if you are beating the whites in a copper bowl, this is not necessary) and salt and beat until very foamy. While continuing to beat, sprinkle on the sugar 1 tablespoon at a time and beat until the meringue is thick and stiff. Beat in the vanilla extract.

Bake and flour baking sheets and with a knife tip outline Christmas tree shapes. Put the meringue in a pastry bag and using a notched nozzle fill in tree outlines on sheets. Sprinkle with plain or colored sugar. Bake in a 200° oven for 1 hour. Do not allow meringues to brown. When cool, carefully pierce at top with thin wire, slip a tiny satin bow on top of tree, and twist wire to form a loop for hanging.

La Tarte des Demoiselles Tatin

Butter
Sugar
12-14 green apples
Sweet short pastry made with proportions for 1 cup flour
1 egg beaten with a little water or cream

Blend 4 tablespoons butter and 1/2 cup sugar in a heavy pie tin and cook over medium heat until the mixture is thick, syrupy, and lightly browned. Peel, core, and slice apples. Arrange them on top of the butter-sugar syrup in layers. Dot each layer with butter and sprinkle with a little sugar. Build the apple slices up in the center to come above the rim of the pan. Cover with sweet short pastry rolled 1/2-inch thick. Brush with egg. Bake in a 450° oven for 10 minutes. Reduce the heat to 375° and continue cooking until the apples are soft and the crust cooked through, about 35 to 40 minutes. Let cool a few minutes and invert on a fireproof serving dish. The apples should have caramelized with the sugar-butter mixture, making a delicate brown top for the tart. Serve warm with hard sauce. Serves 8.

Glögg

3 bags dried spiced mixed fruits
3 bottles red wine
Sugar to taste
1 bottle port
1/2 fifth vodka or cognac

Pour into a bowl and let stand at least 3 hours. Stir before serving. Serve in mugs from a large silver tureen.

MRS. WYATT COOPER'S
CHRISTMAS WEEK
DINNER

The Wyatts divide their Christmas entertaining between a large open house on Christmas afternoon and intimate dinners during Christmas week. The sumptuous table setting for this party is on page 52.

SMOKED TROUT, HORSERADISH CREAM
ROAST QUAIL WITH WHITE GRAPES
WINE: KRUG CHAMPAGNE
FRENCH GREEN BEANS WITH SHREDDED WATERCHESTNUTS
CRUSSANTS
WATERCRESS SALAD WITH PARSLEY DRESSING
RUM SOUFFLÉ WITH VANILLA SAUCE
Menus and Recipes for Holiday Parties
Rum Soufflé with Vanilla Sauce

Bake in a 37½° oven for 30 to 35 minutes, until soufflé is nicely pulled and thickens, and随后, add vanilla, and fold in the whipped cream. Makes about 2 cups.

**JULIE HARRIS’S CHRISTMAS DAY LUNCHEON**

Julie Harris spends Christmas with her son and close friends. Her delicious molasses cookies decorate the tree as well as the table and icing them is a favorite family ritual.

**Molasses Cookies**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2 cups sifted all-purpose flour</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ teaspoon salt</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ teaspoon baking soda</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 teaspoon ground baking powder</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 teaspoon ground cloves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⅓ teaspoon cinnamon</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ teaspoon nutmeg</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ cup soft shortening</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup granulated sugar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⅔ cup light molasses</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 egg yolks</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frosting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1½ cups sifted confectioners sugar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>¼ teaspoon cream of tartar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 egg white</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>⅔ teaspoon vanilla extract</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Preheat oven to 350°. Sift flour with salt, baking soda, baking powder, ginger, cloves, cinnamon, and nutmeg. Beat shortening, sugar, and molasses until creamy. Add egg yolk and beat well. Blend in flour mixture. Chill dough for about 1 hour. On lightly floured surface roll out dough ¹⁄₄- to ¹⁄₂-inch thick. Cut dough freehand or with floured cutters into gingerbread men, Christmas trees, stars, and ring shapes. Place ¹⁄₂ inch apart on ungreased cookie sheets. Bake 8 to 10 minutes or until done. Cool. Decorate with colored sugar, raisins, or nuts, or frost, using a cake decorator or paper cone. Makes about 70 assorted cookies.

**AMBASSADOR AND MRS. EMIL MOSEBACHER, JR.’S CHRISTMAS DINNER**

Chief of Protocol and Mrs. Emil Mosbacher, Jr., with their sons Trip, Bruce, and John spend a traditional family Christmas at their White Plains, N. Y. home.

**Hot Fruit Compote**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Ingredient</th>
<th>Quantity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 pound mixed dried pears</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cup water</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>½ pound sugar</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4 whole cloves</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1 cinnamon stick</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cointreau</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Wash the fruit and soak at least 12 hours in the water. Put the fruit and water in a saucepan with sugar, cloves, and cinnamon stick and simmer gently until the fruit is soft. Remove the fruit and boil the juice for a few minutes until it is syrupy. Remove the cloves and cinnamon stick and add a dash of Cointreau. Pour over the warm fruit, garnish with orange sections and serve. Serves 4-6.
Midnight supper at the William Rayners is a special Christmas Eve tradition—a finale to the wrapping of presents and dressing the tree. Thirty or so friends drop in for a buffet supper of cheeses matched with complementary wines.

**CHEESES AND WINES:**
- BRIE
- RED BORDEAUX
- VALENÇAY
- POUL.ly FUMÉ
- SAINT MAURE
- BEAUJOLAIS
- REBLOCHON
- MOULIN À VENT
- PONT L'ÉVÊQUE
- ROMEO's CONNOISSEUR

**CREPES DE VOLAILLE**

2 whole eggs
2 egg yolks
1 cup all-purpose flour
Salt
2 cups milk
Butter
Chicken filling (see recipe below)

Beat eggs and yolks in mixing bowl. Sift flour with pinch of salt, and stir into eggs. Add gradually 1 1/2 cups milk and stir well until batter is smooth and the consistency of heavy cream. It should just coat spoon removed from batter. Add more milk if necessary. Refrigerate for at least 1 hour before cooking.

Heat a small 5- or 6-inch frying pan, preferably copper or iron, and brush with butter. Pan should be hot. Cook one crêpe at a time, using about 3 tablespoons batter per crêpe. Rotate pan with one hand while pouring batter to spread out crêpe. The first crêpe is “for the pan”—do not expect it to turn out. Cook crêpes for 1 minute or until edges become brown. Turn once and cook for 1 minute (until light golden brown). Set aside on paper towel when cooked. If batter becomes too thick, add milk; if too thin, whisk in a little flour.

Cool crêpes, cover with aluminum foil, and store in refrigerator.

When ready to reheat, thoroughly butter a heavy frying pan and heat each crêpe in batter.

Place 2 heaping tablespoonsfuls of filling on each crêpe and roll up with spatula and fork to make a tube.


**Chicken Filling**

Salt
Freshly ground black pepper
7 chicken breasts, skinned and boned
(about 6-6 1/2 cups chopped chicken)
6 tablespoons butter
4 tablespoons flour
1 cup milk
Chicken stock
Dried thyme

Season 7 chicken breasts with salt and pepper. Sauté in 2 tablespoons butter in large frying pan until lightly browned. Transfer to a baking dish and dot with 2 tablespoons butter. Cover with buttered wax paper and bake in a 350° oven for 25 to 30 minutes or until tender. Reserve stock for sauce.

Cool chicken breasts and mince with scissors to prevent shredding. Season with salt and freshly ground black pepper.

Melt 2 tablespoons butter in heavy saucepan. Add flour and mix well. Add enough chicken stock to broth reserved from cooking chickens to measure 2 1/2 cups, and slowly add milk and chicken stock to butter and flour. Season to taste with salt, freshly ground black pepper, and dried thyme. Stirring constantly, cook until thick and smooth. Add the chopped chicken and cook until heated through.

**Spinach Salad with Hot French Dressing**

5 pounds fresh spinach
1 pound bacon, crisp fried and crumbled
Hot French Dressing (see recipe below)

Wash spinach thoroughly and remove stems from leaves. Drain.

Toss thoroughly with hot dressing and sprinkle on crumbled bacon. Serves 30.

**Hot French Dressing**

2 cups olive oil
1/2 cup vinegar
2 teaspoons salt
2 teaspoons freshly ground black pepper

Combine olive oil and vinegar, and season the mixture with salt and freshly ground pepper. In a small saucepan, heat to the boiling point.

**WILLIE MAYS’S CHRISTMAS EVE DINNER**

Baseball’s own Willie Mays, now vice president of Sports Satellites Corporation, will be celebrating Christmas this year in his new San Francisco home with his son Michael and fellow Giants teammates.

**HERBED VEAL ROAST**

WINE: CHÂTEAU BOURSAULT
SAVORY RICE CAKES
STRING BEANS
MIXED GREEN SALAD
SOUTHERN PECAN PIE

**Southern Pecan Pie**

3 eggs
1 cup sugar
2 tablespoons butter, melted
1/4 teaspoon salt
2 1/2 cups dark corn syrup
1 tablespoon vanilla extract
1/2 cups pecans
1 9-inch frozen or prepared pie shell

Preheat oven to 375°. Beat eggs and gradually mix in sugar, butter, and salt. Whip cream gently for 1 minute and stir into egg mixture with corn syrup. Add vanilla and 1/4 cups pecans. Spoon into pie shell and bake 40 to 50 minutes.

Decorate top with remaining pecans. Serves 6-8.
OMAR SHARIF'S HOLIDAY DINNER

Although Omar Sharif's favorite cuisine is Oriental, at holiday time he hankers after his native middle-Eastern cuisine. He likes to gather with close friends for iced champagne and an excellent kebab dinner.

Kebab

2 pounds lamb cut from the leg
1 large onion
3 firm tomatoes, peeled and seeded
1 green pepper
Salt
Freshly ground black pepper
1 tablespoon cooking oil
1 tablespoon fat

Cut lamb into 1-inch cubes. Cut onion, tomatoes, and green pepper into 1-inch chunks. Marinate meat and onion in salt, pepper, oil, and fat for 2 hours, turning from time to time. Alternate pieces of lamb, onion, tomato, and green pepper on a long skewer. Cook for 7 minutes on a revolving spit or under broiler (turning over during cooking) that is heated to slightly above moderate. Serve with Oriental Rice. Serves 4.

Oriental Rice

1 1/2 cups long grain rice
3 cups chicken stock
1/4 pound butter
2 tablespoons tomato purée
1 tablespoon grated onion
1 small chicken liver
Butter
1/2 green pepper
Sprig of parsley
1 ounce peeled almonds
1 ounce snobars (pine nuts), optional
Salt and white pepper
Plain yoghurt

Let rice stand in hot water to cover for 2 hours. Drain well. Add enough chicken stock to cover rice in pan by 1 1/2 inches. Add 4 tablespoons butter, tomato purée, and grated onion. Cook very rapidly for 5 minutes, then lower the flame and cook 10 minutes longer.

Sauté chicken liver in butter for about 3 minutes. Finely chop green pepper, parsley, almonds, and chicken liver and add to rice with remaining butter and snobar. Season to taste with salt and pepper.

Serve with a bowl of plain yoghurt to be spooned over rice. Serves 4.

Mr. and Mrs. Byron Janis's Holiday Dinner

Pianist Byron Janis is constantly globe-trotting and his wife, an enthusiastic cook and recipe collector, goes along. Their dinner menus reflect their travels with many unusual recipes such as the South American lobster and Banana Aspic Ring below.

South American Lobster and Banana Aspic Ring

2 tablespoons unflavored gelatin
1/2 cup cold water
4 cups tomato juice
1/4 cup finely chopped onion
1/4 teaspoon thyme
4 whole cloves
1 bay leaf
Leaves from 2 celery stalks
2 parsley sprigs
1 teaspoon salt
1/2 teaspoon sugar
1/2 teaspoon white pepper
Dash of Tabasco
1 1/2 cups cooked lobster meat, preferably fresh
3/4 cup small pieces of ripe banana

Soak the gelatin in cold water to soften. Put the tomato juice, onion, thyme, cloves, bay leaf, celery leaves, parsley, salt, sugar, pepper, and Tabasco into an enameled saucepan and bring to a boil. Lower heat and simmer 5 minutes. Strain and add gelatin, stirring to dissolve. Pour into a lightly oiled 6-cup ring mold and chill until it starts to set. Put in pieces of lobster meat and banana and chill until set. Unmold and serve with Thousand Island Dressing. Serves 6 to 8.

MR. AND MRS. CHARLES H. PERCY'S SKIING BREAKFAST

Senator and Mrs. Charles H. Percy and their family spend Christmas away from home, skiing in the U. S. or Europe. Their Christmas Day starts with a traditional, hearty skier's breakfast and exchanging of presents.

Shirred Eggs

FOR EACH PERSON:
2-3 small link pork sausages or 1-2 slices Canadian bacon
1-2 eggs
Butter
1/4 cup light cream
Lawry's Seasoning Salt
Freshly ground black pepper
2-3 tablespoons freshly grated Parmesan or Grayère cheese or Worcestershire sauce

Brown the pork sausages or Canadian bacon, drain on absorbent paper, and set aside. Butter individual shallow ramekins, put sausage or bacon on bottom, and break 1 or 2 eggs on top. Dot with butter and pour cream over. Season with Lawry's Seasoning Salt, freshly ground black pepper, and either grated cheese or a dash or 2 of Worcestershire sauce. Bake in a 350° oven for 10-12 minutes, until whites are firm. Serve the eggs in ramekins or carefully lift them out of the baking dish and serve them on top of toasted English muffins.
Our cure for the kitchen carpet cop-out

Un-typical kitchen carpets by Masland

So you went art deco in the dining room. Bold in the bedroom. Daring in the den. And cowardly in the kitchen.

What a shame.

Because Masland makes a kitchen shag that's something spectacular. It's called "Sorcery," and it is guaranteed to make your kitchen as beautiful as this one, no matter which of the 17 gorgeous colors you use. These colors will make your kitchen someplace you want to be. Not just a place to cook in.

Because "Sorcery" is made of DuPont nylon and is certified 501*, it is easy to care for and long-lasting. Exactly what you wanted in a kitchen carpet.

Make your kitchen creative. Or make it capricious. But make sure your kitchen shag is "Sorcery".

We ask you in a kitchen like this, would it matter if you couldn't cook?

* DuPont nylon: fabric name.

Masland creates the un-typical kitchen carpets. They're practically elegant. Look for this label.
Awarded the Seal of Approval

For your circle of friends, your family or yourself, nothing beats the extraordinary taste and flavor of Shenandoah Cornish Game Hens... the delectable difference in dining. Once a gourmet-only favorite, Shenandoah has made the Cornish Hen an everyday treat for everybody. Each bird is U.S.D.A. Grade "A" quality and each is plump, meaty and bred to be small-boned. Extra flavorful, everytime! At your neighborhood food market now.

Shenandoah Poultry Products

For free dinner-winner poultry recipes, write: Dept. H-12, Shenandoah, P.O. Box 3815, Grand Central Station, New York 10017
CHEERING DRINKS continued from page 96

that you can experiment with progressively. There are the drinks that glow, for example, and the nourishing ones. There are the sociable drinks and those that you sit by the fire and enjoy all by yourself. And there are even drinks to keep your tots busy while you enjoy the more potent preparations.

DRINKS THAT GLOW

Drinks that glow put you into the right humor for the time of year. One of the best of these is Mulled Wine. This is simply a spiced wine, sweetened and served pistol hot. It is the drink for the open fireplace after coming home from sledging, skating, or skiing. If you have a log on the fire, use the poker to keep the wine heated. Let the poker get red hot and stick it into the mull from time to time or just before pouring to maintain the temperature. You should not use your best crystal punch bowl for mulled wine, but something metal. The sizzle and steam are spectacular, and this method adds a certain old-time taste to the brew.

The most memorable Christmas I have ever had since the days when I expected Santa Claus to come down the chimney at any minute was in the heart of Wales where we were snowed in. In England it takes very little snow to give you the impression you are cut off from the world as effectively as in the Great Blizzard of '83. This is partly because the British are never ready for snow, and you really are isolated. There is no way to clear the roads, and the railroad “points” seem to freeze up automatically, thus throwing the whole rail system into total chaos.

Our Welsh house party was snowed in for four days in this way, for all the world as if we were in Antarctica. The host was fortunately a providential and genial one, and we all helped to keep the fireplace supplied with wood we chopped ourselves. His cellar was well stocked with wines and his larder with all sorts of eatables, including the right spices. Talk about glow! We had wine mulled by poker in a score of ways, and we came away with the procedure deliciously fixed in our minds.

*Mulled Wine* is made by poker-warming a bottle of wine into which you have poured a syrup made of the peel of 1 lemon and 1 orange, grated nutmeg, 2 sticks of cinnamon, and 6 whole cloves boiled in a cup of water. Usually it is made with red wine, but I prefer white myself. You can also make the wine much stronger by adding a jigger or two of cognac. Any one who has been skiing knows this drink as *Glühwein*, which started, I believe, in the Austrian Alps, but has now spread to delight après-skiers in most winter resorts.

Another glowing libation is a Sambuca, an Italian concoction with a very slight licorice flavor. You pour Sambuca liqueur into a tall liqueur glass and add 3 whole coffee beans—this seems to be the optimum number in Italy—which float on top. Then set the whole business alight. When the flame dies out, the drink is ready to sip.

*Hot Buttered Rum* is also a glower and a vigorous one, sort of a frontiersman’s drink. You put a jigger of rum and a teaspoonful of brown sugar in a tumbler and pour in hot water. Then float a small lump of butter on top, stirring until it

Continued on page 109
VISIT THE HICKORY FARMS STORES NEAR YOU!

ALABAMA:
- BIRMINGHAM—Eastwood Mall
- Vestavia Shopping Center
- HUNTSVILLE—The Mall

ARIZONA:
- PHOENIX—Park Central Mall

CALIFORNIA:
- BAKERSFIELD—Valley Plaza
- CARSON—Camarillo Shopping Center
- CHICO—North Valley Plaza Mall
- CONCORD—Sun Valley Shopping Center
- CUPERTINO—South Coast Plaza
- DALY CITY—Serramonte Center
- ESCONDIDO—Escondido Village Mall
- GLENDALE—Glendale Fashion Center
- HAYWARD—Southland Mall
- LA HABRA—Fashion Square
- LONG BEACH—Pierpoint Landing
- LOS ANGELES—Farmer's Market

MARTHA'S VINEYARD:
- Vineyard Haven—Whaler's Wharf

MARYLAND:
- ANNAPOLIS—Parole Plaza
- BALTIMORE—Berenice Plaza
- HARRISONBURG—Queen City Mall
- HAGERSTOWN—Hiawatha Plaza
- ANNAPOLIS—Parole Plaza

MASSACHUSETTS:
- BRAintree—South Shore Plaza
- FRAMINGHAM—Shoppers' World
- ROCKVILLE—Congressional Plaza

MICHIGAN:
- DES Plaines—North Plaza Mall
- SOUTHFIELD—Eastfield Mall

MISSOURI:
- KANSAS CITY—Antioch Shopping Center
- WARD Parkway Shopping Center
- KIMBERLING CITY—82 Towne Square
- OSAGE BEACH—Highway 54
- ST. LOUIS—Northland Center—South County Center

MONTANA:
- GREAT FALLS—Holiday Village

NEBRASKA:
- JERSEY CITY—The Ambassador

NEW JERSEY:
- POMPTON PLAINS—Scott Shopping Center
- WESTFIELD—215 South Avenue West

NEW YORK:
- BAY SHORE—South Shore Mall
- BUFFALO—41 Main Place—85 Seneca Mall
- GARDEN CITY—Roosevelt Field
- MASSAPEQUA—510 Park Boulevard
- ROCHESTER—Greece Towne Mall
- SYRACUSE—Farmout Fair Shopping Center

NORTH CAROLINA:
- BURLINGTON—Holly Hill Mall
- CHARLOTTE—Park Road Shopping Center
- JACKSONVILLE—New River Center
- RALEIGH—Cameron Village
- HILLS Shopping Center
- ROCKY MOUNT—Tarrytown Mall
- WINSTON-SALEM—Throwway Center

OHIO:
- CINCINNATI—Hyde Park Square
- COLUMBUS—Northern Lights
- DAYTON—Hills & Dales Shopping Center
- MIAMI—Dayton Mall
- TOLEDO—121 North Reynolds Road

OKLAHOMA:
- OKLAHOMA CITY—Southwest Mall

OREGON:
- SPOKANE—Parkade Plaza

TEXAS:
- AUSTIN—South Lamar Mall
- FORT WORTH—Hulen Mall
- WILDCAT—Southland Mall

UPSTATE NEW YORK:
- GREAT FALLS—Holiday Village

WASHINGTON:
- BELLINGHAM—Bellingham Mall
- KENNEWICK—Columbia Center
- OLYMPIA—South Sound Center

WISCONSIN:
- GREEN BAY—Pierpont Landing
- MILWAUKEE—Northridge Mall
- SPRINGFIELD—Eastfield Mall

WYOMING:
- CHEYENNE—Northway Shopping Center

This is only a small selection of the many Hickory Farms stores coast to coast. For the latest information, visit your local Hickory Farms store or contact us.
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For a little girl's Christmas:

a roomful of pretty furniture

Designed to please both the eye of the young and the practical mind of their elders, the Pizzazz collection by American of Martinsville, all pristine white, is impervious to exuberant gymnastics, spills, or finger smudges, covered as it is with 3-M's Tartan-Clad embossed vinyl veneer. An occasional washing with soap and water restores it to inspection-passing sparkle. The campaign chest styling, complete with brass hardware, lends sophistication to the design, keeping the furniture perfectly apt for a girl's room as she grows into adulthood.

Octagonal party table, a mere 15 inches off the floor, and stackable stools provide a convivial spot for tea with Raggedy Ann and Andy or enjoyment of a swinging folk-rock session. 40-inch diameter table, $100. Stools, with seats of velvety, stain-resistant polyester Trevira, $40 each.

Cheval mirror offers a young lady a full view of her well-turned-out self, now and always. 23½ inches wide, 61 inches high. $100.

Mini-armoire for mini-dresses—or the skirt and shirt collection of a teenage miss—boasts an interior painted in House & Garden's Lettuce. A clothes bar spans the entire 38-inch width. 43 inches high, 17½ inches deep. $175.

Five-drawer chest provides ample room for the paraphernalia of tots and teen-agers. 43 by 31 by 17¾ inches deep. $160. Low campaign chest makes easy-to-get-at cache for sweaters, toys, games, or can serve as bedside stand or foot-of-the-bed locker and bench. 31¾ by 18 by 17¾ inches deep. $120.

RAGGEDY ANN AND ANDY ORNAMENTS. 13, 50 THE PAIR, '90, AT THE ELDER CRAFTSMEN. AN ANGEL RIDING ON A ROCKING HORSE, $4 AT LORD & TAYLOR.
THE HOUSE GIFT

A gift for the home bestows a subtle accolade. It carries with it an extended thought, a very special message. One is saying, in effect, "I recognize—and admire—your personal life-style; that is why I know you will enjoy this cache pot . . . mini TV . . . Batik pillow . . . breakfast china . . . electric patio grill . . . Victorian music stand . . . "

The House & Garden House Gift can be food to please the palate, or the soul. It can be a delightfully frivolous bit of "instant status" that comes as a heady surprise, or a major appliance that answers months of patient waiting. It can be the gift that transforms any room in the house into a more meaningful personal environment; in the end, the most personal gift of all.

Without doubt, a House Gift can please everybody on the lengthiest Christmas list—even that footloose cousin with no permanent address. (Select something portable, packable, and infinitely luxurious!)

H&G's second annual House Gift section appears in the pages that follow. Every quality product shown is an inspired example of House Gifting at its finest; offered with pride by the fine companies listed here.
Kits for needle buffs


ALL PRICES APPROXIMATE, PLUS POSTAGE EXCEPT WHERE INDICATED.
is dissolved. Finally put in half a teaspoonful of mixed ground spices—cloves, allspice, mace, and a bit of ground cinnamon or nutmeg. You can use cider instead of water for this drink, if you wish, and for the children cider only, omitting the rum.

A strictly adult beverage with a guaranteed built-in glow—not to say bushfire—is a thing called a *Cooch Behar* after the Indian maharajah of the same name. Although it was invented in India, the drink adapts beautifully to cold weather. This individual central heating system is made by steeping one of those red-hot Mexican or Italian peppers in a bottle of vodka. The longer you leave it in, the hotter the liquid gets. Then the “improved” vodka is added to tomato juice and the whole served on the rocks. You will not, I think, find that there is any necessity to add another spice to this one.

**NOURISHING DRINKS**

Sometimes the festivities of the season leave both host and guests a bit the worse for wear and in need of nourishment—a little backbone to the drinks, as it were, a combination of food and drink. One of the best of this type is the *Bullshot*, an invention of Lester Gruber, the jovial *patron* of the London Chop House in Detroit. My version consists of a tumbler of beef bouillon—any good canned one will do—a jigger of vodka, salt, pepper, and a dash of Worcestershire sauce. The whole is tossed in a shaker and served on the rocks. The seafood version of this is made with clam juice instead of beef bouillon, and a bit less spiciness.

Then there is the famous old stand-by, the *Bloody Mary*. Everyone has his own recipe, but the usual one consists of 1 part vodka to about 6 parts of tomato juice. To this you add Worcestershire sauce, Tabasco, or any other unsweetened spice. Sometimes a little lemon juice is mixed in, and often freshly ground pepper and some salt go into it, too. If you make Bloody Marys in a blender, you can add celery leaves and the white of 1 egg, so that you have a sort of vegetable salad-pick-me-up all in one go. Very nourishing!

An Italian variant served at the newest “in” resort, Porto Ercole, by the Pellicano bar combines the best of both alcoholic and nourishment worlds. This is the *Bloody Bullshot*, which, as its name implies, is half Bullshot and half Bloody Mary. What I like about this cocktail, if you can call it that, is that it is not in the least sweet.

Another way to pick up a few reviving calories when you are feeling low is with egg-based drinks. Personally I find them a bit too filling, but sometimes on a crisp cold New Year’s Eve, they seem to suit the mood of the occasion perfectly. There are dozens of ways to make *Eggnog*, and I am sure to get into trouble with some people over my recipe, but at least it has the quality of simplicity and can be either a one-man affair, or expanded to serve as many as you like. An individual portion consists of an egg, a teaspoonful of sugar, a tumbler of milk, and a jigger of almost any kind of liquor you can name—sherry, port, madeira, cognac, rum, whiskey, or applejack will do. You shake the liquor and the rest of the ingredients in cracked ice, pour into a tall glass, and sprinkle nutmeg on top.

*Continued on page 199*
What every poker wife should know.

There's a great new game that keeps wives and poker players together. It's called Strategy Poker. You'll love it. Because it's as exciting as regular poker but easier to play. And it's as much fun for two or three players as it is for four. Played on a colorful game sheet, Strategy Poker has everything: challenge, chance, the thrill of betting, raising, bluffing, calling. Get Strategy Poker and get in on the fun.

Milton Bradley Company

Multiply your fun.
Play Cross Up Poker.

If one poker hand's a challenge, imagine the intrigue of playing ten hands at once. That's just what you do in this way-out new M.B. game. All the thrills and chills of conventional poker are here. Plus an every-minute surprise. A poor hand can beat a good hand. Beginners can beat experts. The only sure thing about Cross Up Poker is that everybody wants to play it. Again and again. And every time you play, it's ten times as much fun. For the whole family!

Milton Bradley Company
Charles Goren’s brilliant new invention.
Ingenious Rolomatic Bridge.

An incredible concept. Version I is the finest bridge teacher ever. Version II is the best way to sharpen the expert’s game. Both versions let you play a real game alone against concealed hands, then show you how the experts would have played it. Just by turning a dial. And it even keeps score. Either version will provide unending, fascinating pleasure for anyone who plays bridge or wants to learn. Like bridge? You simply must get new Goren’s Rolomatic Bridge.

Milton Bradley Company
white ceramic tile by American-Olean Tile Co.

**Interior finish:** Three coats of white paint by Devoe Div. of Celanese Coatings Co.

**Floors:** In major rooms, oak strip flooring; in kitchen, travertine pattern vinyl tile; in bathrooms, 2½-inch white ceramic tile by American-Olean Tile Co.

**Lighting fixtures:** Circular recessed ceiling lights by Gotham Lighting Corp. Concealed fluorescent tubes above kitchen countertops. "Luxtrol" dimmers by The Superior Electric Co.

**Fireplace:** Brick by Malvern Brick & Tile Co. Damper by Donley Bros. Co.

**Hardware:** General Lock Mfg. Co.

**Music System:** Music system in banquet called. Tuner and record player turntable by Harmon-Kardon.

**Kitchen cabinets:** White-enamed steel by St. Charles Mfg. Co.

**Countertops:** In kitchen, red orange plastic laminate; in master bathroom, brown marble.

**Plumbing fixtures:** In kitchen, stainless steel sink by Elkay Mfg. Co.; in master bathroom, white bathtub by Kohler Co. Other white tubs, lavatories, toilets in house and pool house by American-Standard, Inc. Fittings by Speakman Co. Steam shower unit by Thermo-Sol, Ltd.

**MECHANICAL EQUIPMENT AND APPLIANCES**

**Appliances:** Two stainless steel, self-cleaning, built-in wall ovens; four-burner and grill electric cooking top and "Disposal" food waste disposer by General Electric Co. "KitchenAid" dishwasher by The Hobart Mfg. Co. Refrigerator-freezer by Sub-Zero Freezer Co. Kitchen unit in pool house (sink, refrigerator, two-burner electric cooking top) by Dwyer Products Corp.

**Heating system:** All electric, individual room units with thermostat controls in ten locations of house. In master bedroom, "Heat-Minder" master control panel by Mears Controls, Inc. to regulate temperature throughout house.

**Hot water heaters:** 110 gallon and 52 gallon tanks by State Stove Co.

**Fuse box and circuit breaker panels:** Square D Co.
A couple of months after Christmas came Tet, which is a high holiday time of the year for everyone throughout Vietnam. Tet is still very much associated with the motif of spring—planting, budding, fertility. Truckloads of fresh flowers are brought into the cities from Dalat, and the people buy them in great quantities to decorate their homes, shrines, churches, and pagodas. Large branches from certain kinds of flowering fruit trees are for sale. A single one of these branches costs about forty dollars, but a great many of them are purchased for the home, where they are considered much more than mere decoration. If the buds on the branches blossom out during Tet, this is a mark of good fortune for the whole year. Particular emphasis is made on prayers, offerings, devotions to ancestors during Tet, and the Catholics and Buddhists all respond to the mood of this period.

The Americans are not quite sure what to do about Tet because there is a tension of excitement in the air then that carries with it the force and impact of what is truly, mysteriously Vietnamese, what cannot be molded and shaped to fit America's notion of what would be best for Vietnam. But to my mind, which is attracted more to the spiritual than the political, the mystery and excitement of the spring festival of Tet and the fervor of their Christmas gave me new feelings about my own idea of Christmas, new hope for my own country, America. That is: Tet, Christmas, or what have you, are manifestations of man's spiritual imagination. That aspect of man's nature will never die. Christmas commemorates a day that historically might have happened 2,000 years ago, though its place in space and time is immaterial. On that day, the infinite consciousness of God mingled and interchanged with the consciousness of man; in this particular case, it was Jesus Christ. This is not to say it couldn't have happened countless times before and after to men of love and charity. Every culture and its religion has its own way of helping you open the real Christmas gift, the potentiality of our own divinity. As new generations arise in America, with their peculiar rebellions and kinds of things they find enjoyment in, today's idea of Christmas may change in form and custom. But the change will always revolve around that fundamental truth: God is in man, and man, as he rediscovers this over and over, finding myriad doors opening in his soul, will find just as many ways to celebrate his joy.

CHRISTMAS IS A TREE continued from page 70

were in Marseilles on our lune de miel eating oysters at the port. After the gray of Paris, the first sun we had seen bounced off the white bellies of the wet fish, and Moroccans wandered around with their shoulders of rugs looking for all the world as if they were seeking a manger.

* * *

Christmas in Brazil is having breakfast brought to you in bed by your children. On Christmas, parking meters are

Continued on the next page

Royal Worcester Flameproof Porcelain looks so lovely by candlelight it's hard to believe it slaved in a hot stove all day

Cook in it. Serve in it. But please don't eat those luscious fruits that grow all over it. They're for decoration. Not dessert. The Royal Worcester collection of Flameproof Porcelain consists of casseroles, ramekins, baking dishes, and souffles in all sizes and shapes. All in white. The better to show off the sun-ripened colors, individually fired in the great English tradition. From $2.00 to $45.00 at stores that serve only the best. Casserole shown, 2⅛ qt., $25.00. Also available in Canada. For a free Flameproof folder write: Royal Worcester, 11 East 26th Street, New York 10010, Dept. HG-3.


It's the Play button on the cassette tape recorder built into our new organs. You can record yourself, accompany yourself, or play along with a big name band. But most important, you can play the special tape recorded music course which comes with the organs. Which has you mastering organ in five minutes. Which, (fair warning) makes our Story & Clark organs irresistible.

Story & Clark Organs
7373 North Cicero Avenue, Lincolnwood, Ill. 60646

Continued on the next page
CHRISTMAS IS A TREE continued from preceding page

free. At Mr. Jefferson's house, Monticello, Christmas is small
table trees draped with miniature popcorn ropes and tied
with tiny, red velvet bows.

* * *

On Christmas 1951, we were in Yugoslavia. The streets
of Belgrade were filled with people in heavy overcoats and
high boots walking aimlessly. Even there my husband man-
aged to find a Christmas tree. Eventually we gave it away to
the elevator boy, decorated sparsely with some chocolate bars
saved from Spain.

Christmas afternoon we went walking—it seemed to be
the thing to do—and suddenly we heard someone whistling
"Anchors Aweigh." It was a young Yugoslav on a bicycle,
and when we turned in his direction, he saluted us and smiled.
His was our only Christmas greeting. It was time to go home.

* * *

Most of all, Christmas is home, now Thornhill Farm, high
on a hill overlooking the Worthington Valley in Maryland.
Our house, half stone, half wood, was built in 1846, and
every Christmas is the best of times—for us and our four
children.

Christmas now is choosing our tree, with everyone cast­
ing a vital vote. We pile into the car, and in a minute we’re
at the Butler Volunteer Fire Department, one of the four main
edifices of Butler, Maryland. (The others: Sam Adams's groc­
cery store; Butler House, once a drummers' hotel; and the
stern, square 1828 fieldstone Baptist church.) Tree after tree
is examined, from stack after stack. We twirl, we hold, we
test the boughs. We look at these evergreens as Flo Ziegfeld
may have looked at hopefuls for his chorus line. But we don't
choose Follies' girls, we carry home the plumpest Scotch
pine we can find.

Delivery free in a bright red jeep? No indeed, no thank
you, we want to bring home our trophy ourselves, our first
 treasure of Christmas.

Then it becomes child's play. The children wind it with
golden beads, loop after loop, dot it with red balls and blue
balls, tie it with tartan ribbon from the highlands of Scotland.
At the very top is a green parrot. He hasn't a name, but to us
Christmas is a green parrot who never talks back.

The girls set up the crèche, which over the years has
become a true mélange of memories—the ceramic angels from
Portugal, the wooden camels from Jerusalem, the splendid
Woolwothian wise men. There may be more beautifully
carved crèches in Munich, more handsomely painted ones in
Italy, but it's hard to beat a cardboard manger from the Five
and Ten purchased by four children with an international
cast of angels.

* * *

Christmas Eve is a young son serving as an acolyte for
the first time, valiantly trying to stay awake at midnight.
Christmas Eve is St. John's Church, our church, quite small, Gothic, stone, rebuilt 100 years ago after the Christmas Eve it burned down. On a late fall day it arises from bordering fields of corn, with the same moving simplicity that Chartres Cathedral arises from fields of wheat. With snow on the ground at Christmas, nothing seems so peaceful.

CHRISTMAS IS SOMETHING ELSE
continued from page 71

we wasn’t bad, Santa Claus must of forgot us, but tomorrow she’s gonna’ take us to Sears and buy us anything we want.”

And we all sat down on the piano bench or next to it and ate our orange and read our comic book.

But she never did.

* * *

A long time after, another house, another Christmas. The last with Mama. Ever after that all our rooms are dry. I was newly married and big with new mother pride and arrogance. We were all together laughing and waiting for dinner. My brother went into the kitchen.

“Listen, you all, listen, Mama, I want to tell you something.”

My brother, my Mama’s Honeyboy, her baby, was serious and his new man’s voice quieted us.

“Mama, I joined the army. I got to go away next week. I joined the army, Mama.”

Silence. Daddy looked stern in his confusion. His son was doing something he had never done, something that he had not told him to do. He looked at us, at Mama, not knowing what to say, looking for a clue. She kept setting the table, humming, but began to shake her head. She didn’t say anything, and we could see the tears insisting in her eyes and her child’s hands twisting forks in her dress. Then she sat down.

“Well, Honey, you’re a man now, you can’t hang around your Mama all your life. You still my Honeyboy, but this ain’t all, you know, I’m gonna have another baby to keep me company.”

She turned her head toward my bulging middle and closed her eyes. And we laughed. We laughed and patted my brother’s back, and Daddy got drunk and talked on about his son in the army, and my brother was comforted because Mama would be all right, she would have her first grandchild. He went away the first week in January.

My baby came to be seen in March, but she had dropped dead in February and so she never did.

* * *

Except the next one, the first Christmas after Mama died, we rode, Daddy and the kids and I carrying my baby girl out to Mama’s grave. We were silent, angry, furious that Christmas would dare to come with Mama gone. I was slow in the weather, carrying the baby, and the others reached the place before I did. When I approached them I could see them stand-

Continued on the next page
and better...and better...and better...

Out in Benton Harbor and St. Joseph, Michigan, the V-M folks are still very big on the little things that some people seem to have forgotten. The more you poke into our V-M stereo phonographs this Christmas, the more you'll admire them for it. And that's when Benton Harbor starts to grow on you.

For example, Benton Harbor may be the last place in the world where you can say “Haste makes waste” and not get a laugh. That could explain why you never saw better made phonographs than V-M.

And remember this one? “An ounce of prevention is worth a pound of cure?” Out in Michigan, that’s tellin’ it like it is. Which is the reason your new V-M will still be going strong, most likely, ten Christmases from now.

Voice of Music has pioneered one new idea after another for twenty-five years. And our people are still at it, thanks to an old idea that goes: “If a thing’s worth doing, it’s worth doing well.”

This Christmas you’ll no doubt be tempted by some other stereos. But you go to your Voice of Music store and compare them with the look and the sound and the value of V-M. You’ll see what a big job they do for you in our little town.

The Voice of Music

V-M Corp., Benton Harbor, Michigan 49022
Which isn't fair because except for Sylvia I'm the only Christian in the whole class. Of course Mary and Joseph and the shepherds and probably the Kings were all Jews. But are there any Jewish angels?

Mummy's not very clear on that, though she always used to take me to church on Christmas and Easter. I really liked church, but I was pretty dumb in those days, so we'd have those terrible conversations, like I'd ask her, "Why doesn't Solomon come to church?" (Solomon is my ex-stepfather) and she'd say, "Because he belongs to a different faith."

"You mean he doesn't believe in God?"
"Oh no, he believes in God, it's just a different God."
"Well, which God is the God we believe in?"

And it would be pretty rough going from then on because it turned out that she went to church because it was her upbringing and it was a Good Thing To Do, especially on Christmas—which is otherwise nothing-but-cross-commercialism. But after a while she stopped taking me; I guess because she felt funny going, with a name like Mrs. Solomon Steinwalt. And how many candles could she light a year, anyhow? Granny (that's Mummy's mother) said it would be all right for her to go again after she married David, but Granny's often a bit unrealistic about such things. For instance, when she stayed with us last year, she seemed to be expecting the sort of Christmas you read about in third-grade readers, you know, the sort of thing where there's snow falling and the smell of spruce and everybody rushing around opening their stockings and kissing each other before "trooping off" to church.

But that was the year that Mummy and David managed to get us all together, including Bob and Sandra (they're David's children who live with their mother and a painter on an island on nothing) and Carol, Mummy's child-by-her-second-marriage, who lives with us, and Israel, who lives with his father (Solomon), and my brother Jonathan, who goes to school in England and sometimes spends his vacations with his roommate in Persia, Iran. And the baby who belongs to Mummy and David, plus David's mother, Granny Coleman, who just got divorced.

So we did our best, rushing around trimming the tree and filling each other's stockings, though of course we didn't know each other too well, in fact some of us had never met before. But it was the "trooping off to church" that was the hard part, because, as it turned out, Jonathan is a Confirmed Atheist, Bob and Sandra do Yoga meditations, Israel is about to be bar mitzvahed, and Carol, who is very serious about these things, calls everyone else a hypocrite. So there was only me to "troop off" to church with Granny. And I was sick. Boy, were they mad, especially Carol, because I got to spend the day in bed opening my presents and reading The Black Stal lion Returns. They said I was faking because they saw me looking in the mirror and singing "Myrrh is mine." But I wasn't. I really wasn't. I had these terrible pains in my stomach, and Anne-Marie said that I looked frightfully pale when I went to see her and Daddy later on.
today’s table... splendidly set in an ultra-modern mood by Ricbard-Ginori. Blue-and-white “Colonna” ironstone, dashingly designed... winner of the coveted “Compasso d’Oro” award. Packable, snackable, totally stackable... another Italian inspiration for gracious living. Complete 49-piece service, including eight each: dinner, salad, bread and butter plates plus round and oval platters, soup tureen, salad, vegetable and fruit bowls, coffee pot, creamer and sugar, $88. 5-piece place setting, $8.75. Many other pieces, too! 

Please ask sales tax in N.Y.

Beyond U.P. Area-REA Collect

SEVEN-ELEVEN FIFTH AVE. near 56th Street, N.Y.C. • PLaza 2-8790

THE SPLENDOR OF DECORATION continued from page 67

In the eight period rooms and the gallery on pages 58 to 67, there are enough treasures to send admirers of the rare and the beautiful into euphoria. Here is a listing of those caught by the camera.

THE VARENGEVLGE ROOM (page 58)

THE LOUIS XVI GALLERY (page 60)
Pair of three-light gilt-bronze wall brackets. French, dated between 1770-1775. Lent by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wrightsman, 1967.

THE PALAIS PAAR ROOM (page 61)
On mantel: Marble bust of Félicité Sophie de Lannion, Duchesse de la Rochefoucauld. French, signed by Jean-Baptiste Lemoyne, and dated 1774. Rogers Fund, 1934.
I'unch bowl made for the Rohan service. French soft-paste porcelain (Sevres), 1770-1772. Lent by Mr. and Mrs. Charles Wrightsman, 1969.


The Bordeaux Room (page 62)


NOW, COOK ONLY ONCE A WEEK with SEAL-A-MEAL

Exclusive HEAT SEAL action gives you all the advantages of a supermarket freezer case . . . right in your own kitchen. Complete home-cooked meals ready to serve in minutes.

NO BEFORE MEAL CLUTTER NO AFTER MEAL CLEAN-UP

SAVE MONEY
Hard-to-fix casseroles, rice, chicken, steak are just as good the first time you served them . . . frozen in SAMbags. No reheated, leftover taste ever. Take advantage of food sales, buy in quantity, freeze and store in SAMbags.

SAVE FLAVOR
Protects home-cooked goodness. Everything is hermetically sealed in airtight, flavor-tight, SAMbag cooking pouches until ready to serve.

SAVE SPACE
Freeze and store more than ever before . . . meats, casseroles, fish, fruits, desserts . . . take up less space in your refrigerator or freezer because SAMbags store flat . . . No bulky boxes or containers.

SAVE TIME
Fix entire meals ahead of time . . . mashed potatoes, vegetables, spaghetti . . . almost anything. Put a full-course dinner on the table in minutes. Serve your family's favorite snacks in an instant.

SAVE WORK
Put all the ingredients for fudge, puddings or sauces in a SAMbag, Heat Seal and drop into boiling water. They are ready to serve without stirring . . . no pan to scour. SEAL-A-MEAL cooking is clean and odor-free.

*CALL TOLL FREE Area Code 800-243-6000 for the name of a SEAL-A-MEAL dealer near you offering 14 Day Home Trial.

Dazey Products Co. • Kansas City, Mo. 64132

SEAL-a-MEAL from ... the can opener people.

THE SPLENDOR OF DECORATION continued from page 119


THE VENETIAN BEDROOM (page 63)
Carved and gilded wood bed, upholstered with XVIII-century brocatelle. 1720-1730. Fletcher Fund, 1925.

Armchair, carved and gilded wood, 1750. Rogers Fund, 1922.


On table, left to right: Sweetmeat dish with triton and nereid, Italian, Doccia porcelain. About 1740. Rogers Fund.


Pair of sweetmeat dishes with harpies. Italian, Doccia porcelain, about 1755. Rogers Fund.

Two silver forks, one Italian, XVIII century; one German, XVI-XVII century. Rogers Fund, 1913.

Two wine glasses, Venetian or Netherlandish, XVII-XVIII century. Gift of Henry C. Marquand, 1883.


Gold silk damask square used as tablecloth. Italian or Spanish, about 1710. Gift of Mrs. Van Santwoord Merle-Smith.

THE CRillon ROOM (page 64)


Writing table (right of sofa) of oak veneered with tulipwood and satin. French, mid-XVIII century. Anonymous gift, 1944.


On sofa: Banyan or man's dressing gown of striped silk satin, Spanish or Italian, XVIII century. From the museum's Costume Institute.

SWISS ROOM (page 65)

Armchair of walnut with straw seat. Medallion in center of crest rail carved with the date 1679. Rogers Fund, 1908.

Stabelle or back stool, Swiss.

Faience stove of tin-glazed earthenware tiles. Probably made in the workshop of Ludwig Pfau II in about 1683.

Scenes, each accompanied by an explanatory text, illustrate episodes from lives of the Old Testament. Rogers Fund, 1906.


Knife and fork, steel with inlaid ivory handles. Swiss, about 1681. Gift of Rutherford Stuyvesant, 1893.

Silver apostle spoon, St. James the Greater. Swiss, XVII century. Rogers Fund. 1913.

Writing table (left of sofa) of oak veneered with tulipwood and satin. French, mid-XVIII century. Anonymous gift, 1944.


On sofa: Banyan or man's dressing gown of striped silk satin, Spanish or Italian, XVIII century. From the museum's Costume Institute.

THE CROOME COURT ROOM (page 66)

Armchair of walnut with straw seat. Medallion in center of crest rail carved with the date 1679. Rogers Fund, 1908.

Stabelle or back stool, Swiss.

Faience stove of tin-glazed earthenware tiles. Probably made in the workshop of Ludwig Pfau II in about 1683.

Scenes, each accompanied by an explanatory text, illustrate episodes from lives of the Old Testament. Rogers Fund, 1906.


Knife and fork, steel with inlaid ivory handles. Swiss, about 1681. Gift of Rutherford Stuyvesant, 1893.

Silver apostle spoon, St. James the Greater. Swiss, XVII century. Rogers Fund, 1913.

Pewter wine can, Swiss or German, XVII century. Rogers Fund, 1906.


---

**Flower arrangements, designed in the style of the period, by Ronaldo Main, 252 East Sixty-second Street, New York, N. Y.**

---

**Happiness is having a mother to love you**

And nine-month-old Lin Su contentedly sucks her thumb as she watches her new "mother" come to give her a nursing bottle of warm milk. Lin Su's "mother" is a staff member at our Pine Hill Babies' Home in Hong Kong and to Lin Su she means happiness and security—and most important—love.

You see, until she came to us, this little girl had been badly neglected and abused. Her mother died when Lin Su was born and her father disappeared soon after. Lin Su was left alone in the shack which was her home. Neighbors found her and tried to take care of her.

But they were desperately poor with several children of their own. There simply wasn't any place where Lin Su was wanted. No one picked her up to cuddle her, she was often hungry and wet and cold for hours before anyone found time for her.

Besides being dangerously undernourished, Lin Su had been deprived of the warm, loving atmosphere that all babies need if they are to thrive.

Now, Lin Su is happy. You can see from her picture that contentment and security have filled her world. She is responding well to the tender care she receives and her eyes light up when her "mother" comes near.

It's good to comfort and take care of a little one like Lin Su. Won't you share this feeling with us by becoming a CCF sponsor for one of thousands of other children who are victims of events they cannot help?

I urge you to reach out to a needy child. For only $12.00 a month you can sponsor a little boy or girl, and help provide happiness, security and love.

Please fill out the coupon today. Then in about two weeks, you will receive a photograph of the child you sponsor and a personal history. Your sponsored child will write to you and a housemother or staff worker will send you the original letter and an English translation, direct from overseas.

Whenever you may wish to send a special little gift, you've only to send your check to the CCF Richmond office and the entire amount will be forwarded, along with your instructions for its use.

For more than thirty years, through CCF sponsorships, Americans have shared their blessings with needy children around the world. Please, let today be the day you join this special group and begin to enjoy the rewards that come from person-to-person sharing with a little child.

Thanks so much.

Sponsors urgently needed this month for children in: Philippines, Thailand, Taiwan (Formosa), India and Brazil. (Or let us select a child for you from our emergency list.)

---

**CHRISTIAN CHILDREN'S FUND, Inc.**

Write today: Verbon E. Kemp

**Box 511**

Richmond, Va. 23204

**I wish to sponsor □ boy □ girl in**

(Country)______

**I choose a child who needs**

**most. I will pay $12 a month. I**

**enclose first payment of $**

**Send me child's name, story, ad-**

**dress and picture. I cannot sponsor**

**a child but want to give $**

**Please send me more information.**

---
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**Travelog**

**FINE HOTELS AND RESORTS**

**FLORIDA**

**HILTON HEAD ISLAND**

**SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA**

**LAuderdale Beach Hotel**

**STILL TOPS FOR FOOD, SERVICE, AND FUN.**

Ocean-front hotel rooms or poolside motel rooms. Excellent foods, European or American Plan. Tennis courts and putting green. Cocktail lounge, entertainment and dancing. Central beach location, near all the action. For brochure, reservations, write...

Tom Stilwell, Manager
Department A-1
P.O. Box 351
Fort Lauderdale, Fla. 33302

**GEORGIA**

**Sea Island's certain pleasures**

The Cloister's rare amenities. Full sports staff. Seaside plantation for golf (27 holes, Tony Jacklin's club over here). Beach club, dancing, noted cuisine. Pleasure certain.

**JAMAICA**

**Ocean Breeze Plantation Inn.** The charm of Old Jamaica. Each room with balcony. All facing the sea. See your travel agent or Holland & Stevens, Inc.

Has House & Garden Travelog helped you in deciding where your vacation or holiday will be spent? If so, when writing to the hotels or resorts for literature, or when making your reservation, inquiries mentioning House & Garden will be given special consideration.

**John Saladino,** architectural designer, decorates his tree with tiny lights. "I love the way chandelier prisms with tiny mirrors reflect the lights," he told us, "and cash register light bulbs give a warm, reddish candle glow. At my family's, my mother serves a country Italian Christmas Eve dinner in the study by the fire. She stuffs Sicilian sausages by hand, serves bread cooked in olive oil with garlic and grated cheese, and Bibb lettuce. For dessert, with heavy espresso coffee, we have her special fig cookies made with pie-crust dough cooked in deep fat, then stuffed with ricotta cheese, figs, chocolate, and cinnamon.

**Trini Lopez,** recording artist, goes home to Dallas every Christmas to see his family. "Mother fixes the customary Mexican holiday dishes," he says, "and special foods like buñuelos, a dessert cooked for days in advance, made with honey and a dough that can be eaten crisp or like crepê suzettes.

**Lionel Hampton,** jazz great, will celebrate his homecoming Christmas Day with a soul food banquet. His long-time cook, Sweetie Bell Benson, will lay out appetizers of chitlins, black-eyed peas, okra and rice, collard greens, and ham hocks. After that, a mixed green salad, and then the turkey—with special corn bread and oyster stuffing, and on the side, cornbread and candied yams. After the meal, "Ham" will put on his Santa outfit and hand out presents, then sit down with his jazzmen and swing into a "soul singing session" of Christmas songs.

**Graham Kerr,** alias "The Galloping Gourmet," will have an Australian summertime Christmas with his wife and their three children. They will feast on the traditional cold-jellied chicken, South Australian Strawberry Pie (a kind of mince pie with whipped cream and strawberries on top), and Long White Cloud, a traditional New Zealand Christmas pudding that is frozen with ice cream on top, then served flaming on a very hot platter with apricot sauce and brandy. Both recipes are in Mr. Kerr's cook books.

**Rosalyn Tureck,** Bach pianist, always decorates a large blue Christmas spruce entirely with gold-trimmed velvet birds and fruit. She covers other smaller gold trees with red velvet birds and tiny musical instruments.

**Stacy Keach,** star of Indians, the hit Broadway play, is making Christmas live up to his Buffalo Bill Cody role; he'll have buffalo burgers (yes, real ones!) for a late informal buffet Christmas Eve. He's wrapping his presents in colored burlap and twine and decorating a real green tree with Indian corn, cranberries, and hand-carved Indian ornaments of wood and bone, many made and sent by his friends.

**Nathaniel Merrill,** Metropolitan Opera stage director, and his wife Louise Sherman, an assistant conductor with the company, open their presents in bed Christmas morning. The "packages" are huge red flannel stockings made by Louise's mother.

**Carol Lawrence and Robert Goulet,** a pair well known for their acting and singing talents, string their staircase with Italian stained glass illuminated ornaments with gold tassel bows. For their two sons, they cover a little tree in the den with Santas, snowmen, drummer boys, leprechauns, and musical instruments. They have two dolls dressed as children out of Charles Dickens, electrically animated to ring a silver bell.

HOUSE & GARDEN
NOW...WORLD'S FIRST
LOW-COST IMPORTED
FLAME GUN

Melts Ice Fast!...Burns Up Snow!

A fine buy at regular price—a give-away value at special super-sale price! You save $12! Never slip again—avoid dangerous falls—costly law suits! This quality jet-rod Flame Gun clears stairs, walks, driveways of even heaviest snow, thickest ice in seconds, frees "snowed in" cars. No heart-taxing shoveling—no bending. Easy, clean, one-hand operation from comfortable standing position. No cumbersome cords, no expensive batteries, no costly fuel!

SAFE...SIMPLE...COSTS MERE PENNIES PER USE!

In summer, kills weeds fast, sterilizes ground, gets rid of insect nests, keeps flagstone and cement walks clear, trims borders! Less than 2 pints of kerosene gives 30 minutes continuous use. Completely safe; weighs under 5 lbs; full instructions included. Order today—you will soon be paying $12 more! Next season, do your weeding without bending.

ONLY $17.98 plus $1.00 for postage and handling.

MAIL NO-RISK COUPON TODAY

HOBIL, Inc., Dept. G-129
7 Delaware Drive, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040

Please rush________imported Flame Guns at special sale price of only $17.98 each plus $1.00 for postage and handling. If I am not absolutely delighted, I may return order for prompt refund, or full cancellation of charges any time within 10 days.

N.Y. residents, add sales tax.

☐ Check  ☐ Money Order for $________ enclosed.
☐ Charge my  ☐ Diners Club #________

(signature)

Name

Address

City    State    Zip

DECEMBER, 1969
SHOPPING AROUND
WITH BETTY FAGAN

ORDER MERCHANDISE BY WRITING DIRECTLY TO SHOPS. ENCLOSE CHECK OR MONEY ORDER. ADD SALES TAX WHERE APPLICABLE. ANY UNUSED ITEM (NOT PERSONALIZED) MAY BE RETURNED BY INSURED MAIL FOR REFUND. INCLUDE ZIP CODE.

RING IN THE NEW

New fun, new friends, New Year ahead! Greet them all with a welcoming bell. Rich scarlet with gleaming chrome-plated bells, wrought iron brackets, rope-design spokes. A happy addition to kitchen or hearth and for the front door, of course. 10" wide, 17" long; extends 2¼" from wall. $7.95 post-paid. From Breck's of Boston, J97 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

STERLING PAIR

Mistress Mouse seems dangerously close to her new found friend, Sir Cat. Completely compatible on a flowing scarf, a cashmere, Sterling silver cat, 2½"; mouse, 1½". $9.50 set; one or the other, $4.75. Ppd. Legacy Sterling, HG12. 999 So. Water, New Bedford, Mass. 02744.

TREE HORSE

Let your littlest angel hang her special ornament on this year's Christmas tree. In Bavaria, proud poppas hand carve these wooden figures for their youngest child. Colorfully hand-painted, too, and just 2½" high. Perfect first Christmas remembrance. $2.25 ppd. Shopping Intl., Dept. 964, Norwich, Vt. 05055.

MUSHROOM MANIA

Just for the fun of it, a cluster of clear glass mushrooms to catch the fancy or a winter sunbeam. Beauties in a bowl of dried flowers or set about in gay groups. Avocado, honey or persimmon in each size. Why not order a pound or two? By Viking glass, they're $3.50, $3 and $2.50 each. Add 35c post. Fred Harvey, HG12, 80 E. Jackson Blvd., Chicago, Ill. 60604.
SANTA PIÑATA

Old Nick is full of Christmas goodies and happily waiting for small holiday partiers. Real Mexican piñatas in fiesta colors come ready for you to stuff with little favors. Hang Santa with his special wire. He's gaily decorative until he gives up his gifts! 20" tall. With party plans, $7.95 ppd. Merker Makers, HG12, 502 So. Broad St., Thomasville, Ga. 31792.

MEET THE QUILTER

Out of kilter? Try the quilter, for foot comfort supreme. Softest glove leather that's actually quilted caresses a walk-wary foot, yet looks smart, too. Rounded toe for pairing with pants, tweaked minis. Red or black with one inch heel. Widths SS and S for sizes 6 to 12; N and M for sizes 9½ to 12. $15 plus 75c postage. Free catalogue. Mooney & Gilbert, HG12, 31 W. 57 St., N. Y. 10019.

ALOHA SANTA!

Enchanting decoration, the Upset Sled is one of over 200 original Christmas tree ornaments handmade and hand-painted in color by Emgee of Honolulu. 6" high. $4.95 ppd. Send $1 for color catalogue and select that special remembrance that endures from year to year. Emgee Corp., HG12, 3210 Koapaka St., Honolulu, Hawaii 96819.

PRETTY PROTECTION

Slip-on orlon and wool jersey hood is high fashion for skiing slope, skating rink or winter walk with the young ones. Protects hairdo, keeps ears and neck toasty as the winds howl all around. Washes like a dream. One size fits all. No size problem! Scarlet or jet black. $2.98 ppd. Walter Drake & Sons, HG07, Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

HAND EMBOSser

For Personalized Stationery

Emboss your own personal stationery for a lifetime by just pressing a handle. Makes exquisite lettering and letters of any size! 1 lb. of wire. Address on PAPER & ENVELOPES (re-wraps). Requires no ink, inks, inks, or chemical maintenance. Ideal for adults, teenagers, home or office. Fabric 65¢. Plastic 1.25¢. For 3 lines add 35¢. PRETTY PLATE ALONE 50¢ ppd.

SUPER-WOK

with stand and dome lid

$3.98

Fabulous Chinese Wok—now better than ever! Deep dome lid assuages proper saute-and-stir method for delectable dishes—the stand pan steady and secure, guarantees even heat. Authentic centuries-old design is the secret of cooking mouthwatering Oriental delights at home—AND the secret of low-calorie results, because you use mere drops of oil or water! Sturdy steel, 12" diameter. Recipes included. 20" $3.98 Super-Wok $5.98 (add 75c postage) The Country Gourmet, Inc. Dept. G-129, 125 Post Office Square, Boston, Mass. 02109

CARVED MALAYSIAN TEAKWOOD

The Perfect Wine Glass

actually makes the wine taste better

Hand-carved by Thailand craftsmen these goblets are made from the heartwood of the Teak Tree. Because of its unique characteristics of extreme durability and its essential oils that make it impermeable to water action, it is considered the ideal drinking goblet. These very elements are the assets that make these goblets so desirable—they preserve, rather than affect the true color of the wines and brandies they hold. Any wine served in etched and polished goblets 1500 years hence, they will be cherished by your descendants.

POSTAMATIC CO.

Box 195 HG12
Lafayette Hill, Pa. 19444
TOBY the TIGER

A rough ride 'em toy chest

He's a friendly fellow, full of rollicking good fun. A swell pet for every boy and girl. Kids love to ride him, to pull his bushy tail, to stick their head in his jaws. But don't worry Mom, he won't bite, and he's so easy to care for. Toby feeds on toys. Just spread his jaws and stuff his tummy. Because he is especially fond of toys scattered about the house, Toby even makes after-play cleanup fun. And he's a tough tiger. Made for riding of plastic-coated reinforced corrugated fiberboard (smudges and writing wipe right off). Stripes and markings are in gorgeous full color. Measures 25" L x 14" W x 13" H.

Money Back Guarantee

A Division of Fidelity File Box, Inc.
Dept. HG-12
709 Pennsylvania Avenue South
Minneapolis, Minnesota 55426

Golden Treasury of Labels

Stock up on a supply of elegant address labels. This set features variety: 250 black-on-gold script initial address labels [1½" x ½"] and 125 matching gold initial envelope seals [1" x 1½"]. Packed in 2" x 3" plastic box. Complete set for $3 [via air, add 40c]. Write for fund-raising folder, too.

Bruce Bolind, 212 Bolind Bldg., Boulder, Colorado 80302. Thank you kindly!

CHRISTMAS TREE

Just in time for the holidays, a free standing embroidered Christmas Tree in joyous colors that will add a festive touch to any table decoration. This Erica Wilson exclusive creation fits in those white linen linens, red, yellow, blue and comes with its own styrofoam cone for freshness. Size: 5" diameter, 12" high, $16.95 postpaid.

ERICA WILSON
Dept. SS, 40 East End Ave., N.Y., N.Y. 10028

New winter catalog now available 50c or free with purchase.

SHOPPING AROUND

CUT IN THE ROUND

Accu-Orb cuts perfect circles from 1½" to 24" dia. Works on cardboard, balsa, felt, leather, vinyl, cork from 1/32" to 1/16" thick. Kit incl. cutter, clamp, colored board, patterned paper, five blades. Make decorations, coasters, buttons. $7.95 ppd. Technological Devices, Inc., HG12, 39 Echo Hill Dr., Stamford, Conn. 06906.

CHIC CLARIFIER

Neat folding lorgnette has high quality magnifying lenses to permit reading the very finest print. Lorgnette folds up into a brocade case only 2½" long. Great for traveling, theater-going. In black or amber, with or without rhinestones. Case included $6.95; two, $13. Add 50c post. Herman Optical, HG12, 164 Clymer St., Brooklyn, N.Y. 11211.

NEW-LOOK LAST

One of the best looking shoes on the market; unseen front gore contributes to "Vagabond's" comfort, and one and three quarters heel to high style. Black, brown, bone smooth leather. 1/2 AAA, AAA, AA 6½ to 10; M/ABC 4½ to 10; D, E 4½ to 10. $10.50 plus 75c pppd. Portsmouth Shoe Co., HG12, 1007 Galila St., Portsmouth, Ohio 45662.

COLLECTOR CUBE

Paperweight to lure an art conscious collector: diamond cut multi-faceted lucite cube whose pearl inset's preserved for you and posterity; a black base manages to capture all the highlights. Definitely a present with a purpose—possess it or present it! $15 plus $1.20 post. Postamatic Co., HG129, Lafayette, Pa. 19444.

CANINE SEXTET

Bone china champions add to a collection or start a brand new one. Set includes a boxer, cocker spaniel, airedale, French poodle, bull dog and Dalmatian. Each one is about 1½" high and yards lovable. Set of six is just $1.98 plus 25c a set postage. Send to Colonial Studios, Dept. BCD-3, 20 Bank St., White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

FOR NAMES' SAKE

Wouldn't any proud parent want his child immortalized? Poem features small one's name (up to nine letters) and its true meaning. Ornamented with blue for boys, pink for girls; framed in white wood under glass 8" by 10". $5.95; 2, $11.50. Add 70c post. Personalized Children's Poems, G129, Garnet Lake Rd., Johnstown, N. Y. 12843.
WE GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION IN EVERY RESPECT... OR YOUR MONEY BACK!

ROYAL RIVIERA Pears
America's rarest and finest fruit. So big and juicy you eat 'em with a spoon. Net weight 6 1/2 lbs.

CHRISTMAS ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS
Christmas. January

CRISP MOUNTAIN APPLES
Huge, red rasberries. Really fresh and snappy from the cold mountain country. Net weight 7 1/2 lbs.

FEBRUARY ROYAL GRAPES
January, February

ROYAL ORANGES
February, March

ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS
March, April

HAWAIIAN PINEAPPLES
Two huapaloozers. Fully-ripened the way mainlanders hardly ever taste 'em. Net weight 9 lbs.

MAY WILD 'N RARE PRESERVES
Old-fashioned pure fruit preserves—no preservatives added. Four 5/2 lb. jars. Net weight 2 1/2 lbs.

JUNE HOME-CANNED FRUIT
Uncannily Orchard fresh, in extra-heavy syrup. Gift No. 402. Net weight 1 lb. 8 oz.

JULY GIANT KIWIFRUIT—PRESERVES
New Zealand imported. We add our own secret touch to the limes we include. Great! Net weight 2 1/2 lbs.

AUGUST GIANT KIWIFRUIT—PRESERVES
We select the huge ones and add our own secret touch to the limes we include. Great! Net weight 2 1/2 lbs.

SEPTEMBER ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS
September, October

OREGOLD PEACHES
Big, velvety-black Belgian hothouse type. They're too good to grow only for Royalty. Net weight 4 1/2 lbs.

OCTOBER ALPHONSE LAVALLE GRAPES
October, November

SPANISH MELONS
From Valencia in sunny Spain. Exotic and juicy with the limes we include. Net weight 2 1/2 lbs.

NOVEMBER ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS
November, December

HARRY AND DAVID'S FRUIT OF THE MONTH CLUB

Send orders to: HARRY AND DAVID'S FRUIT OF THE MONTH CLUB
3004 North Main Street, Medford, Oregon 97501

EASY TO ORDER: Just send us your list. Enclose check or money order. All prices include delivery.

ROYAL RIVIERA PEARS
America's rarest and finest fruit.

So big and juicy you eat 'em with a spoon! No fooling! Royal Rivieras are the rarest and finest of over 800 known varieties—so rare in fact, that not 1 person in 1000 has ever tasted them. Beautifully gift packed—sent with your personal greetings—perfect arrival guaranteed. And here's the best news—even though they look like a million, and there even better—they're not high-priced—they're inexpensive!

Gift No. 1 (shown) Net weight 6 1/2 lbs. $595 delv'd
Gift No. 2 (a third more fruit for only $1.50 extra) $745 delv'd
Gift No. 3 (family size box of smaller pears) Net weight 9 lbs. $895 delv'd

EASY TO ORDER: Just send us your list. Enclose check or money order. All prices include delivery.

HARRY AND DAVID
3004 North Main Street, Medford, Oregon 97501

WANT OUR FREE BOOKLET? IT'S DELICIOUS. See more of our farm-fresh Christmas Gifts and Fruit-of-the-Month Clubs in honest-to-gosh full color. Just send off the coupon right away.
Your child must memorize all his multiplication tables to pass in NEW MATH

Musical Multiplication Records

Teach all the tables from 2's through 12's as easily as the words of a song!

Help your child do better in arithmetic—especially in the New Math—by getting him these new multiplication records. Modern Math teachers insist on children memorizing their tables. Now even children of pre-school age can easily learn all the tables from 2's through 12's simply by playing these records.

No urging needed from parents. Children love these records. Each table has its own catchy tune and jingles. And the man on the record-puzzle your child as the tables stick in his memory. He will know his tables to catch the man on the record. Plus, he'll learn long division, fractions and decimals.

Send No Money. Just send coupon and the record will be mailed to you postage prepaid on a hardwood pedestal. $9.95, price in full. Bremner Records, Dept. HG12, 1208 Wisconsin Ave., NW, Washington, D. C. 20007.

Anonymous

Two Week Free Trial

Just send name—no money!
Collector's Items from Award Maker

Medals Showcases

For collectors who demand the very best—AWARD MAKER quality and features. Solid walnut or maple frame. Also black, antique gold, antique white, avocado or red, hand-rubbed finish. Velvet lining, backed by foam pad, in black, red or any color (or send your own fabric). Dustproof. Special hangers easily install case on any wall. A truly beautiful setting for your collection. Hinged glass door with lock.

Vertical Models:
- Model TC2—2" Depth
  - 17" x 21"—$49.95
  - 22" x 28"—$79.95
  - 28" x 34"—$108.95
  - Model TC4—4" Depth
  - 17" x 21"—$74.95
  - 22" x 28"—$107.95
  - 28" x 34"—$130.95

Vertical Models:
- Model TC6—6" Depth
- 17" x 21"—$84.95
- 22" x 28"—$117.95
- 28" x 34"—$129.95

Shipped to hang vertically only. Each with 3 adjustable shelves. Extra shelves—$4.00 each. Hinged glass door, with lock.

Collectors Showcases

For collectors who demand the very best—AWARD MAKER quality and features. Solid walnut or maple frame. Also black, antique gold, antique white, avocado or red, hand-rubbed finish. Velvet lining, backed by foam pad, in black, red or any color (or send your own fabric). Dustproof. Special hangers easily install case on any wall. A truly beautiful setting for your collection. Hinged glass door with lock.

Vertical Models:
- Model TC2—2" Depth
  - 17" x 21"—$49.95
  - 22" x 28"—$79.95
  - 28" x 34"—$108.95
  - Model TC4—4" Depth
  - 17" x 21"—$74.95
  - 22" x 28"—$107.95
  - 28" x 34"—$130.95

Vertical Models:
- Model TC6—6" Depth
- 17" x 21"—$84.95
- 22" x 28"—$117.95
- 28" x 34"—$129.95

Shipped to hang vertically only. Each with 3 adjustable shelves. Extra shelves—$4.00 each. Hinged glass door, with lock.

Military Showcases

Fine, hand-made cabinets to display the treasured personal items of the military man ... to hold them safe and secure in a handsome, quality setting. Solid walnut or maple frame. Also black, antique gold, antique white, avocado or red, hand-rubbed finish. Velvet lining in black, red, royal blue or any military color. Dustproof. Special hangers easily install case on any wall. Hinged glass door, with lock. (See engraving information below.)

MEMORIAL CASE
- MC-46 17" x 21"—$34.95
- MC-47 22" x 28"—$64.95
- MC-48 28" x 34"—$79.95

Mock Models and CC are delivered ready to hang either horizontally or vertically and are shipped with special devices to hang display items. Inside mounting depth—2½ inches.

COMMEMORATIVE CASE
- CC-57 28" x 22"—$164.95
- CC-58 24" x 28"—$79.95

Hinged glass door, with lock.
- CD-17 17" x 21"—$39.95
- CD-18 22" x 28"—$64.95
- CD-19 28" x 34"—$79.95

CD Models are delivered ready to hang either horizontally or vertically and are shipped with special devices to hang display items. Inside mounting depth—2½ inches.

Estate Models:
- SPOON COLLECTOR'S SHOWCASE
  - SP-25 17" x 21"—$49.95
  - SP-26 22" x 28"—$64.95
  - SP-27 28" x 34"—$79.95

SPOON ONLY—$4.00 each. Hinged glass door, with lock.
- PC-35 17" x 21"—$49.95
- PC-36 22" x 28"—$64.95
- PC-37 28" x 34"—$79.95

SP-35 17" x 21"—$49.95
- SP-36 22" x 28"—$64.95
- SP-37 28" x 34"—$79.95

Hinged glass door, with lock.
- MC-46 17" x 21"—$34.95
- MC-47 22" x 28"—$64.95
- MC-48 28" x 34"—$79.95

Metallic Models:
- MC-46 17" x 21"—$34.95
- MC-47 22" x 28"—$64.95
- MC-48 28" x 34"—$79.95

Wood cabinet in your choice of finishes. Velvet background in any color. Dustproof. Special hangers easily install case on any wall. Hinged glass door, with lock. (See engraving information below.)

SWORD CASE
Model 54—43" x 5", over all. Inside space 41" x 9", 4" depth; plus 2 inside compartments 8½, 0.6. Glass front. Choose wood finish and velvet lining color. For engraving see below.

MEMORIAL FLAG CASE
Holds the Memorial Flag permanently and securely, properly displayed with dignity and respect. Model F-7 29 x 15 $37.50

PERSONALIZE YOUR SHOWCASES

Custom Engraving

Engraving (on brass plate mounted at bottom of showcase) is only 75¢ per letter. Personalize name, rank, dates, service number and history, school and sport, any inscription. Insignia of Army, Navy, Air Force, Marines, Coast Guard, all branches and corps engraved 95¢ each or 2 for $1.45. Also AAO, NCAA. (No limit to amount of engraving copy).

In a hurry? Call us long distance and we'll handle your order over the phone and ship it right out! Area code 305, 759-4411

129
Lady be good to your feet

Enjoy buying our very choice quality shoes by mail from our world-famous catalog showing huge array of smart styles for every occasion — and our vast range of sizes insures you perfect fit — or your money refunded!

Send check or money order — no C.O.D.'s.
Prompt shipment. Satisfaction guaranteed.

7 Delaware Drive • Lake Success, N.Y. 11040

Q76 BRECK BLDG., BOSTON, MASS. 02210

DIANA shown
Sizes 2½ to 12, for widths AAAA to EE.
In baby calf: black, light brown, grey, white; navy with wedgewood, malt with chocolate or bone with malt.
Sizes 2½ to 10 $19.95
10½ to 12 $20.95

Please add 50c a pair for postage.

... world's warmest hat!

100% ALPACA SWISS ALPINE HAT

Tops for town and country, this head-hugging, debonair, casual scene-stealer of soft, furry, 100% Alpaca. Lined with satin, trimmed with luxurious velvet cord. For men, women and children. Girls wear it as a cloakette. Greatest kid-warmer, ever! Specify hat size and color — Loden (brownish green) or black. Our believably low by-mail price only $7.98 ppd.

Your satisfaction guaranteed. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send check or money order — no C.O.D.'s. Write for FREE gift catalogue.

HORI! Dept. G-129
7 Delaware Drive • Lake Success, N.Y. 11040

Custom Made Christmas Tree

Each tree is an original creation because Tomas, our trimmest, cuts, hammers and paints as the spirit moves him and we collect only a few hundred trees in a year’s time. Birds, balls, angels or flowers are the motifs painted in Holiday reds, greens, blues and yellows. Solid self supporting base. 20 inches tall. Complete with 7 candles and delivered immediately.

POSTPAID $5.95

The OLD MEXICO SHOP
Patio 2, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501

DON QUIXOTE de la MANCHA

Cervantes’ impossible knight stands dressed for battle with all the wrongs of the world. Made of “Densite”, a strong chip-resistant material, with hand rubbed silver finish. 39 inches high. This intriguing statue has a great decorative impact for home or office, and is a wonderful gift.

Standing Don Quixote, $52.50 each
Shipping charges collect. No C. O. D.
Hand size for catalog of furniture reproductions, andmany items.

Dept. 720, Box 266, Concord, N. C. 28025

Ephraim Marsh

SHOPPING AROUND

BUCKLE UP IN BRONZE
Nautical and natty, cowhide leather belt sports a bronze whaling harpoon head for a buckle. Even if you haven’t a sailor on the string, give it to a bell bottom man. Handsome and wide (1¼”), it’s to be had in sizes 28 to 42.
$9.95 plus 50c post. 128-page picture catalogue 25c. Preston’s, 101-M, Main St. Wharf, Greenport, N. Y. 11944.

CARVED ORGANIZER
Rich brown sheesham wood is hand-carved in India to make a three tier caddy for stationery and such. Lower tier is for letters, pencils, clips and bands; middle section is for letter paper and top tier for large envelopes or magazines. $9.98 plus 85c postage. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

CHEST OF SCENTS
Fragrant chest holds 12 cakes of Carolina’s colonial soap. Fragrances include: bayberry, lavender, strawberry, magnolia, lilac, holly berry, lemon, lime, sandal-wood, cinnamon, orange blossom or lily of the valley. Many other suggestions in a new color catalogue. Send 25c to Carolina Soap & Candle Makers, HG12, So. Pines, N. C. 28387.

PAPOOSE POSE
Go-girls cheer the hip seat for babies between four and eighteen months. Sling adjusts admirably to Mommy’s size, then folds up to fit her pocket or handbag, be it ever so small. Carrier’s made of extra strength one hundred percent cotton twill in dark blue. $2.98; two for $5.75. Ppd. Briskin Industries, Dept. G, 55 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y. 10019.

PORT KNOX FUN
Bar’s a stunning replica of the sought-after gold ingot that our French and German cousins are stashing away for that rainy day. Weighs a kilo (2.2 lbs. to you). If you have an Internal Revenue friend, give him this golden bar for his desk. $7.95 lb.; two for $15; three, $20. Ppd. Briskin Industries, Dept. G, 55 W. 55th St., New York, N. Y. 10019.

MAKE A NOTE OF IT
Tiny memo pads are just right to scribble notes during the day. Pad of about 20 pages is 2” by 3” with name imprinted in gold on each pad. Pads are in assorted cheerful colors. Tuck a pad in each purse, one by each phone. Send names. Set of 10, $1.50 ppd. Bruce Bolind, HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80302.
Praise-winning Gifts from California

TRIO OF TREATS

Three of America's favorite fresh fruit...each in their own separate gift box...famous Mission Valley Pears, Red Delicious Apples, Giant California Oranges. What a happy threesome! All 3 gifts arrive together in their special container. We'll send this Trio direct to your friends with your personal greetings—or we'll send this 3 in 1 gift direct to you so you can personally give three friends on your list individual gifts.

Order Gift No. 83... $9.95 Delivered
Approx. 17 lbs. ship. wt.
One box of Pears, one box of Apples, one box of Oranges. Available to connecting 48 states and Hawaii...sorry, we are unable to ship to Arizona.

TASTE OF SUNSHINE...

Honey-cured fruit from deep, fertile California Valleys, tree-ripened fruit picked at the precise moment of full-flavor—rushed to our kitchens to be processed in the most amazing way. Each fruit is slowly simmered six or more times with rich delicate orange blossom honey. Flavors sparkle with just a mist of honey. Truly a taste treat. This unusual gift will arrive with your personal greetings.

Order Gift No. 1 (net wt. 1 lb.) ... Delvd. $3.95
Order Gift No. 2 (net wt. 2 lbs) ... Delvd. $6.95
Gift No. 3 (net wt. 3 lbs.) (SHOWN) Delvd. $9.95
Order Gift No. 4 (net wt. 4 lbs.) ... Delvd. $12.95

DATEVILLE, U.S.A.

Warm days, bright sunshine and cool crisp nights slowly turn each date sugar-ripe. Mother Nature's own confections...sweet in their own natural sugar...an energy food as old as time—popular and healthful. This All-American gift will be the most impressive treat under any Christmas tree. It will arrive with your personal greetings.

Order Gift No. 24 (net wt. 2 lbs.) ... Delvd. $3.95
Order Gift No. 27 (net wt. 3 lbs.) ... Delvd. $5.95
Order Gift No. 28 (net wt. 5 lbs.) ... Delvd. $8.95

Gifts so unusual...so inexpensive...and Guaranteed 100% or your money back. Your gifts will be dressed in the finest of fashion—we'll enclose your personal greetings...pay the postage AND save you money too! Our prices include all the extras you generally pay extra for...like packing and wrapping.

Please send Gift No. ___________ Price ________________
Send to: ___________________________________________________________________
City________________________State_________Zip______________________________
My check is enclosed.
My Name: __________________________________________________________________
Address: __________________________________________________________________
City________________________State_________Zip______________________________
PLEASE USE PERSONAL STATIONERY FOR ADDITIONAL GIFT ORDERS.
These large, handsome racks and end table present "magazine mass". Crafted of knotty pine, they're the most practical made. Magazine will not "slouch" or bend. Each is hold straight and flat—each in visible for quick, easy selection. Beautiful in the home—perfect in the office and recreation room. Floor rack has convenient carry handle.

**BEAUTIFULLY FINISHED**
Completely assembled and finished in same time place of maple, mahogany, antique pine or walnut finish.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Rack Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Wall Rack | 33"x22"x5" (illuminated) | $120.99
| Wall Rack | 33"x22"x5" (ringer, not included) | $105.99 |
| Wall Rack | 24"x22"x5" (metal inside, ill.) | $65.99 |

**Magazine Table** 14"x32"x17" (as needed)

Finished Racks Shipped Express Charge Collector On Gifts and the Win of Mindfulness

**BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG**—1000 PIECES
Finished and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine

---

**Parents Creed**

_Each I am really, personally, directly, simply, and completely, et cetera, ready for finishing. Simple instructions._

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Each</th>
<th>Creed</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>250</td>
<td>3.30</td>
<td>3.45</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

This is a formula for parents on how and how not to act in front of their young 'uns. What the child sees and learns in his formative years can affect his entire life. This Creed, if followed faithfully by Ma and Pa, can't but make better men and women out of the young people. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, printed in better men and women out of the young people. Written by Dorothy Law Nolte, printed in better men and women out of the young people.

---

**Pistol-Handled Stainless in an heirloom tradition**

An exact replica of a famous old sterling pattern, with graceful pistol-handled knives, 3 hand forged forks and cold-tailed spoons. In heavy, hand-forged, nickel-silver finished stainless-steel. 8 dinner knives, 8 salad forks, 8 soup spoons, plus 2 serving spoons. Service for 8. $129.95.

---

**NOEL FIREPLACE**


---

**TIME THIEF**

Is your pool robbing you of leisure time? Meyco safety pool cover takes just two minutes to put on or remove. Keeps out dirt, leaves and such; children and pets are safe when you're away. Discourages algae. Custom made for any size. 15' by 30'. $229 ppd. Meyco, HG12, 138 Haven Ave., Port Washington, N. Y. 11050.

---

**CLASSIC GUIDELINES**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Plaques</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$3.95</td>
<td>EACH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>THREE FOR $10.95 Asstd post, each</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

These works of art will delight the eye as well as the mind. Satin-gold inscription, white initial on slate-tone background with hand-crafted frame, finished in rich walnut. 1. "To a friend's house the road is never long" ... 2. "Fear knocked at the door, faith answered. No one was there" ... 3. "Most people are about as happy as they make their minds to be." (Lincoln) ... 4. "God's peace." (Hil.) Each, 7 x 7". Gift Boxed. PA Res. Add 65c Tax. • Sorry no MSD's

---

**Heritage House**

Checks Ford, HG12, Pa. 19071

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

Focus on sconces shows beautiful, solid walnut whose lustrous finish is lastingly lovely. You say there's a bare wall problem in the foyer—the sitting room of your shore side house? Consider the hurricane sconce pair to fill the vacuum. 15½" tall. $4 each ppd. Free catalogue. Woodland Studios, Inc., HG12, Rte. 5, Perryville, Mo. 63775.
SHOPPING AROUND

ELECTRON SOCKS
One tiny cell provides miraculous warmth for outdoorsmen. No external wires, no heavy batteries. Battery (not incl.) fits into special pouch strapped onto top of sock. Sizes S, M, L, 15½" wool and nylon. One pair, $8.95 plus 50c post. Two pairs, $17 ppd. Alexander Sales, HG12, 26 So. 6th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10551.

COFFEE CARAFE
Dandy answer to keeping coffee hot while you work—perfect for picnics and a real help in the sickroom. Keeps hot or cold beverage temperature perfect for eight hours. Aladdin server in slim design—two tone beige has glass thermos liner. Lid stays on to pour. $6.95, two, $12.95. Ppd. Colonial Garden, HGE12, Valley Stream, N. Y. 11582.

PEWTER IS PERFECT
Elegant old-fashioned lines in contemporary satin finish pewter, 16" by 11¾" oval tray, $30. Gently rounded handles and delicate lyz" by 7"; bottom line by 7¾" high. Satin-finished top comes on red, the other on a green solid, rustproof aluminum, one half inch thick. Avoids sliding down. With washable cover—$4.99.

EASY REACH
Extend your reach 27" without strain or effort. MAGNETIC E-Z REACH saves many a stoop or call for help. Slicker-like action with non-slip ends takes cans off shelves, far objects from table. Padded tip picks up pins, curlers, etc. Ideal for arthritis, convalescents, mothers-to-be. Buy several for gifts. Made of sturdy 5-ply Birch—$3.49.

MERRY MARKERS
Signs of the times: Merry Christmas on one side and Happy New Year on the other. Embossed in solid, rustproof aluminum, one on red, the other on a green baked enamel background. Top line 2¾" by 7", bottom line 2¼" by 18", white reflector letters. $4.95 plus 45c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3056 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

COMFORT-A Priceless Gift
THROW AWAY EXTRA PILLOWS
Enjoy new comfort with back, shoulders and head gently raised and cushioned on this light, buoyant FOAM-SLANT. Provides an even, gradual slope for more restful, healthful sleep. HEAD Elevation comforts dislocated vertebra, breathing, bronchial and heart ailments. Easy Elevation exerts verticale and swelling leg discomforts. 27" long. Washable Zipper Cover. Available in twoand often prescribed by doctors. Order 4½" high for 2 pillow users at $15: 7½" high for 2 pillow users at $17.00; or choose extra high 10½" at $14.00 or 12½" at $17.00. N.G.-FOAM LEG BEST full knee support to assure fully relaxed, contoured comfort while on side or back. Avoids sliding down. With washable cover—$4.99.

BATH-TIME COMFORT
Relax and discover the refreshed, revived feeling that only comes from bathing with Deluxe, super size, 30" FLEUR-de-LIS BATH PILLOW, 4 suction cups hold it securely in position to cradle and support your head and back in cloud-soft comfort. Keeps hair dry. Gaily decorated in gold Fleur-de-Lis pattern on White, Pink or Aqua background. Makes a beautiful gift of comfort—$3.97.

BED EXTENDER
Add 6 inches of luxurious sleeping length to any bed instantly. BED EXTENDER features foam-padded inner spring construction. Adjusts to any mattress thickness. Completely hidden when bed is made. Provides healthful, roomy sleep comfort. Use at home, on vacations, at college or for tall guests. Twin Bed Size $10.95; Double Bed Size $12.95. Side Rail Extenders to lengthen wood bed frames 6 inches. $5.95.

FOOT COMFORT
As You Sleep
Foot relaxed sleep? Free your feet from the weight of shearl and blankets. Folding Deluxe BLANKET SUPPORT fits all beds and lifts legs, cots or electric blankets for roomier foot comfort. Holds bedspread and extra covers until needed. Beds seem bigger. Plastic-coated steel arms fold invisibly flat when bed is made. Ideal for restless sleepers, arthritis, convulsions—$5.99. We pay postage, ship in 5 hours & mail gifts direct. Send check or M.O. to:
Better Sleep Inc. BOX GG New Providence, New Jersey 07974

MADE BY MOM
After laughing all the way through "How to make booze at home," she'll brew fine whisky, wine, beer, brandies, liqueurs for less than $1 a quart. And it's all legal! "How to" booklet's a witty research. $2.98 plus 12c post.; air mail 30c. West-Berg Enterprises, Ltd., HG12, 3511 Lawson Blvd., New Providence, New Jersey 07974.

PEWTER CATALOGUE
65c.

PILL TOTE
Solid brass pillbox to keep in the handbag or display on a dressing table: pretty oval shape's an inch and a half wide, one inch high. Satin-finished top comes engraved with any two initials (send with order). You'll not go for broke with one for each doll. $1.98 ppd. Amtech Creations, HGE12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

MADE BY MOM
After laughing all the way through "How to make booze at home," she'll brew fine whisky, wine, beer, brandies, liqueurs for less than $1 a quart. And it's all legal! "How to" booklet's a witty research. $2.98 plus 12c post.; air mail 30c. West-Berg Enterprises, Ltd., HG12, 3511 Lawson Blvd., New Providence, New Jersey 07974.

MERRY MARKERS
Signs of the times: Merry Christmas on one side and Happy New Year on the other. Embossed in solid, rustproof aluminum, one on red, the other on a green baked enamel background. Top line 2½" by 7"; bottom line 2¼" by 18", white reflector letters. $4.95 plus 45c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3056 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

MERRY MARKERS
Signs of the times: Merry Christmas on one side and Happy New Year on the other. Embossed in solid, rustproof aluminum, one on red, the other on a green baked enamel background. Top line 2½" by 7"; bottom line 2¼" by 18", white reflector letters. $4.95 plus 45c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3056 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

SPEWTER CATALOGUE
65c.
GIAN PATRIOT

Colonial bird whose splendor includes a full 30" wing span surely could be the species you're hunting for to spiff up the garage or a big wall at home. Looks like hammered black wrought iron, but it's of practical plastic. Great indoors or outdoors. $1.98 plus 35c post. Amtech Creations, HG12, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Ocean-side, N.Y. 11572.

HOW TO WIN FRIENDS

Remember their names! At your next party, write name and choice of beverage your guests are drinking on these labels that stick to glass or plastic. Makes a great impression to know you haven't forgotten. Makes a great gift idea, too, for taking to a party. Set of 50 for $1; three sets for $2.68. Ppd. Handy Gifts, HG12, Culver City, Cal. 90231.

COLLECTOR'S SHOWCASE

Carolina pine open shelves with an arched colonnade to show off treasures to the perfection. The columns are exquisitely turned and graceful. Specify dark walnut or mellow pine finish. 3 shelves (18 cups), 20" h., $56 w., 5" d., $32.50. 4 shelves (12 cup), 26" h., 19" w., 5½" d., $21. Exp. coll. Folder, 15c. Aggie's, HG12, Box 371, Belmont, N. C. 28012.

GOOD TASTE

Sunshine-bright coffee carafe set says a cheery "good morning!" Pale yellow 6" h. earthenware carafe holds 12 oz.; mug, 3" h., holds 8 oz.; both rest on 5" by 7" orange plastic serving tray. Hand-painted flowers in orange and yellow. Set, $2.85 plus 79c post; two, $5 plus $1 post. Henry R. Smith Studios, Dept. HG95, 39 Crestline Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

CAPESKIN CAPERS

Nice way to add a bit of luxury to any winter robe or pair of pyjamas—Shoecraft's pretty version of the bedtime cap with a fluffy, furry collar. Appears in light blue, pink or black. Full sizes 8 to 13. $6.85 ppd. Free 64-page catalogue of smart shoes, boots, slippers. Shoecraft, HG12, 603 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.

DECOUPAGE LADIES PURSES

No. 1. In natural finish only. Hard woven wood splint and oak slit; ideal for decouty; monogramming; oil painting and tracing. Special low price is our way of introducing you to our exquisite line of wooden ware! Lovely for bridal, engagement, anniversary gifts. Only $2 ppd. Sorry—limit, 3 per family! Order today insured postal delivery. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DURHAM BASKETS

No. 1—9½" x 5½" Tan fabric with red trim, tan handles. $1.95 post. N.J. residents add 3% sales tax.

No. 2—11½" x 4½" x 6½" h. $2.95 post. N.J. residents add 3% sales tax.

Add 50c postage for each extra order.
SPECIAL SCUFFS
You can bet your bottom dollar on the comfort and style of mules made to look like leopard fur. Actually, the stuff of scuff is soft acrylic pile with bubble sole construction: it's non-skid, indoor-outdoor Angelite for the dressy stay-at-homes. Sizes 4 to 9½ for $3.95 plus 50¢ post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600-HBL So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

FLAG ON DISPLAY
Wood cabinet of solid walnut or maple is designed to hold a folded memorial flag in permanent safety. Stands or hangs. Name and dates etc. engraved on brass plaque at 7c per letter. $37.50 exp. coll. Award plaque at 7c per letter. Insignia engraved, $2.50 ea. 29" long. $4.50, 1½" x 5½", 1½" x 6½", 2½" x 4½", 3½" x 6½", 2½" x 7½". $5.00 exp. $75.00 exp. Escutcheon in oak, 1½" x 7½". $125.00 exp. $150.00 exp.

CLEARLY USEFUL
Picture a pitcher that holds a big 48 ounces for serving egg nog or a perfectly chilled martini! Picture it again chock full of Xmas holly on a coffee table. Handmade in Europe in a Paul Revere tankard shape. It's the perfect answer to many gift problems. $3.95 plus 50¢ post. Add 25¢ post. Order from Gift World, 4th Floor, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa, 19010.

PLAY LEAP FROG
You'll have these gold-plated metal frogs leaping all over the place, they're so useful as pill boxes, saccharine boxes, ash trays, even place card holders for your dinner guests. 2½" long with bright-colored rhinestone eyes. Tongs included. $2.98 each ppd. Orders from Gift World, HG12, P. O. Box 422, Flushing, N. Y. 11352.

BRIGHT FOR TWO
Adaptable loveseat is perfect for many spaces in today's rooms. 46½" w., 47½" h., 29½" d.; seat height, 18½". Hardwood frame, hand-tied coil springs, reversible foam cushions. $154 each; $299 a pair. Exp. coll. Send $1 for samples of prints, solids, velvets. Specify type. Adrian's, HG12, Rte. 5, Box 538, Hickory, N. C. 28601.

FACING UP TO IT
Spooky shadows disappear when the clown-face flashlight beams their way! Children gain confidence, have fun as light shines through clown's eyes and mouth, casting a smiling face into the darkness. Safe scratch-proof plastic frame, 8½" l. Each $1; two, $1.89. Add 25¢ post. Great stock ing stuffer! Gracious Living, Dept. 686, Berkeley, R. I. 02864.
Shalimar Bracelet  
from India

"Pale Hands I loved beside The Shalimar"—bracelet is poetry in brass, in tune with today's Indian look. Finely enameled cloisonné work in varied colors and designs.

Send 25¢ for our new 16-page catalog of 500 designs.

Visit our World Headcraft Center in Norwich.

MAGNOLIA HALL, 726 Andover/Atlanta, Ga. 30327

Imported White Doves

Dainty birds are sweet copies of the gentle dove. White cotton bodies have a "feathery" look and feet bend to attach among plants, flowers and trees. Nice for table decorations and package "toppers" too. 2½" bodies with 5½" wings. Set of 6.

LEARN TO TWIRL

What teenage girl wouldn't love to twirl a baton with the skill of a real majorette? An introductory offer includes professionally balanced baton, 40 page booklet with 250 instruction photos on "How to Twirl". Popularity, fun and confidence are bound to follow. $6.95 ppd. Janis Wadsworth, HG12, 2415 Arch Creek Dr., No. Miami, Fla. 33161.

THREE AT THE READY

Thrice useful, a trio of natural rattan tables that stack neatly between parties, separate smartly for service. Spray them in H&G colors for decorative dash on the patio. The largest is 17" by 13" by 14", the other two nest beneath. $19.95 + $2 post. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, Dept. HG12, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

TINY TREASURES

Small framed reproductions of famous 18th Century English masterpieces and an oval mirror, 8" by 12" make a charming group on a wall. Each antique gold frame is different, but all are 6" by 7". Mirror has antique smoke finish, $9.95 + $1 post. Alexander Sales Corp., HG12, 26 So. 6th Ave., Mount Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

MIRACLE MENDER

Glass in liquid form creates an iron-hard adhesive to piece together the broken fragments of porcelain, china, jewelry and tile treasures. Further, the bond is a permanent, washable one that scoffs at heat or cold. Each tube, $1 plus 15c postage. Order from Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 2415 Arch Creek Dr., No. Miami, Fla. 33161.

PARTIES, PARTIES

Be prepared for gala days ahead with flocks of "glasses" in all sizes. They are clear shatterproof plastic printed with greeting in red. 50 old-fashioned, $4.20; 50 hi-balls, $4.45; 50 stemmed martins, $5.20. Ppd. Wash and use again. New catalogue 25c. Suburbia Mail Shopping Service, Dept. 12GE, 366 Wacouta, St. Paul, Minn. 55101.
ISLAND MAGIC
Exotic is the word for this excitingly hand-screen printed 100% cotton, pique, sleeveless shift made by Honolulu's leading manufacturer, Tori Richards. Just the thing for casual wear on your winter cruise! Pink or blue on white. 6 to 16. $32 ppd. Norma Maier Shops, Inc., Hilton Lagoon Apts., Suite 22-D, 2003 Kalia Rd., Honolulu, Hawaii 96815.

SLIPPER SENSATION

WHY SCRAMBLE FOR ENVELOPES AT BILL PAYING TIME, OR BREAK UP GOOD STATIONERY SETS? Mail checks, orders, etc. in these 6½" x 3½" white envelopes made for this job! Retail shows name, address, zip code. 48-hour service.

PERSONALIZED VINYL DOOR MAT
Personalized at no extra cost; perfect for your home and for gifts! Tough, springy vinyl. Quick, easy way to put your name and address on letters, books, cameras, briefcases, records, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. $7.98 S.854 Set of 12 Pencils 69c

SELF-STICK NO MOISTURING
SELF-STICK GOLD FOIL LABELS
Gleaming gold foil labels stick anywhere—a smart touch to personalize letters, books, canners, briefcases, records, etc. Classic border, handsome black printing. 1½" x 1½." Up to 4 lines, 27 letters and spaces per line.
P4010 250 Gold Foil Labels . . . . . $1.98

PERSONAL STATIONERY SETS
Smooth white vellum with your name, address, zip code beautifully printed in rich midnight blue ink. Perfect for all your correspondence—convenient too! Sheets approx. 12½" x 9½". Any name & address up to 4 lines. $1.50 per set.
P3002 125 sheets, 50 env $1.98

MAKE YOUR BATHTUB SAFE!
Avoid falls in tub or shower with attractive non-slip, textured rubber Mowers! Adhesive-backed — easy to install. Comes in black. Set has seven 5" and six 8½" appliques in white (H6067), pink (H6068), blue (H6069).

PERSONALIZED PENCILS 69c
Any first and last name you want, beautifully imprinted on high quality Venus pencils. Great for school, home, business. Kids love 'em because they are personalized. Full size. No. 2 lead. 48-hour service.
P4009 Pet Return Address Tag $1

GRANDE GRAPEFRUIT
Real Texas-size, Texas-grown, red grapefruit from the Rio Grande Valley. Wonderfully sweet oranges may be included if you wish. Fruit is individually selected, wrapped and guaranteed. Send your order and pay invoice in January! Half bushel, $6.98; bushel, $9.90. Pdp. Pittman & Davis, Inc., HG12, 126 Eye St., Harlingen, Tex., 78550.
KENYA GEM CORP.

Mincola, N.Y. 11501 Palo Alto, Cal. 94302

WEAVE breathable fabric, convertible to front or construction. Upholstered in the renowned COVIFORT-Stronu Royalite and satin-finished aluminum construction over upholstery and passages. Now your automatic, and so can you.

the CHIEN LOUNGE™

Antiquity and admirably adapted to both indoor and outdoor use for all owners who care... it's luxurious. IMAGINE! No more car sitting! no more runoff! no more worrying! On the CHIEN LOUNGE™, you can travel with dignity, or can you. Strong Regency and 84 high-polished aluminum construction. Handcrafted in the renowned CONFORT-WEAVE-Royalite fabric, a convertible in form or function, the CHIEN LOUNGE™ will accommodate different seat sizes, colors, and will blend those colors. A 4-in. high-polished aluminum frame and a 4-in. high-polished aluminum seat. Dimensions: 36" x 10".

Pet-A-Vista, Inc.

Dept. HG-129, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal.

Selected Oregon English HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

For Christmas


MERRY CHRISTMAS™ BOX

Over 1 lb. choice red-berried holly sprays. $6.95

HOLLY WREATH

Lovely wreath, delicately clustered with berries.

DECORATOR’S BOX

Holly wreath (16-in. dia.) and over 1 lb. choice of assorted lengths sprays $11.95

Send check or money order to Dept. HG-129. Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

THE MAIL BOX

Select Oregon English HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

Gloria Dee, HG12, Box 1100, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10551.

Special Sale

HOLLY WREATH

Lovely wreath, delicately clustered with berries.

DECORATOR’S BOX

Holly wreath (16-in. dia.) and over 1 lb. choice of assorted lengths sprays $11.95

Send check or money order to Dept. HG-129. Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462

THE MAIL BOX

Selected Oregon English HOLLY SPRAYS-WREATHS

There may be a psychological advantage for the host who can provide the party gossip with these personalized conversation piece. 25 red, 25 blue and 50 white chips, custom printed with 24k gold initials—how’s that for status? State initials. $7.98 for 100. Add 50% post., add 50% for special delivery. Gloria Dee, HG12, Box 1100, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10551.

SUPER STREAM

Forceful jets of water shoot from a "toothpick" that doesn't touch gums or teeth, yet clears away food particles and bacteria missed by a toothbrush. Hose attaches to faucet; water pressure and temperature are adjustable. White. $6.95 ppd. Collier's, GE129, P. O. Box 585, Skokie, Ill. 60076.

STILL OF THE NIGHT

Blissful quiet maintains when the anti-snore mask goes on. The mask with adjustable plastic bands breaks the snoring habit and stops talking in one's sleep. It re-educates jaw muscles. Many doctors recommend it. Washable nylon. $2.50 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

STACK TO STORE

Superb space saver for crowded refrigerator! Clear stackable trays for leftovers and snacks let you check contents at a glance. Bottom of each polystyrene tray is lid for tray beneath; upside-down tray forms lid for top tray. 7¼" by 5¼" by 1¼" each. Set of five, $3.50; two sets, $6.50. Add 50% post. Tobi House, HG12, Box 97, Northfield, Ill. 60093.

A SPARKLING GIFT IDEA

THE KENYA GEM

The brightest jewel of an idea for gift giving... the only man-made gem to rival the diamond! Incomparable beauty and prismatic fire. Rings, pendants, earrings, necklaces, bracelets. Convenient terms. Send for free illustrated booklet.

THE KENYA GEM

Division HG-129 / Philadelphia, Pa. 19122

LENKA GEM CORP.

P. O. BOX 01325 • PORTLAND, OREGON 97203

SHIPPING AROUND

PREPAVE PUSHCART

Brass serving cart loaded with delectable preserves from sunny California. Starberry, wild blackberry, blueberry, red raspberry, wild plum and orange marmalade for a total of five pounds. Reusable cart is a pretty plus on the table. $4.95 ppd. Mission Pak, HG12, 125 E. 33 St., Los Angeles, Cal. 90011.

PERSONAL POKER

There may be a psychological advantage for the host who can provide the party gossip with these personalized conversation piece. 25 red, 25 blue and 50 white chips, custom printed with 24k gold initials—how's that for status? State initials. $7.98 for 100. Add 50% post., add 50% for special delivery. Gloria Dee, HG12, Box 1100, Mount Vernon, N.Y. 10551.
SHOPPING AROUND

DUAL CONTROL FUN
Portable foldaway scenic case for HO trains and HO speed cars sturdily constructed in brown metal with wooden supports and reinforced surface boards. Open, 72" by 45" by 2½"; closed, 36" by 45" by 5½". Complete with TYCO train, $39.95; with autos, $39.95. Exp. coll. Free brochure. Porto-Train-Pak Co., HG12, 536 Hicks St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11231.

YOUR OWN THING
Be it a ski boot, high buttoned shoe, bronzed bootie—anything can be preserved forever as a unique lamp in polished honey pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish. Oval base 15¼" by 8¼", adjustable base pole 11¾" to 17¾"; 14½" by 10½" natural burlap shade. $12.95 ppd. Add 50c W. of Miss. Yield House, HG12, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

PENNY PILE
Trunkful of pennies is a good rainy day project for the collector—if he can wait until then to study this assortment of Indian and Lincoln cents. Gathered to represent cents from the 1900s and earlier. Sample group of 20 coins, $2; completed set of 150, $10. Ppdl Mrs. Hora Fischer, Box 1778, Encino, Calif. 91316.

SCARF SECURITY
Elegant gold-plated monogrammed ring is a chic anchor for the fashionable designer scarves. Just slip the scarf ends through the ring; the scarf is held gracefully and never slips, never wrinkles. Specify initials and shape: diamond, hexagonal, round. $3.50 ea., plus 15c post. Lilian Vernon, GDI, 560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

TINY SILVER SERVICE

ORIENTAL DESIGN RUGS,.. elegant patterns that blend so perfectly with modern decor. Transfers any drab area into a stimulatingly elegant setting. Ideal for living room, dining room, bedroom, den, office as showroom or as accent rug on carpeting. Exquisitely beautiful designs painstakingly woven into the back out of natural yarns only. Will last longer than most rugs you have ever had, due to their sturdy construction, yet you will not and you will never contain. Specify very little cleaning. Hide all spots and stains. Guaranteed imported. Make excellent X-mas gifts for yourself and friends. See SPECIALS—as long as supply lasts—appr. 4 x 6 size $10.05 ppd.; 5 x 8 $29.95 ppd.; 9 x 12 $49.95; 9½ x 15 $79.95, 12 x 15 $99.55. Specify red, ivory, Wedgewood blue or green background. Our 32nd year of proven reliability. All orders received till Dec. 20th, will be shipped before X-mas.

INTERNATIONAL RUG CO.
360 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10024

OCEANIC DESIGN RUGS
Small size approx. 4' x 12'; price $16.95. Specify red, ivory, Wedgewood blue or green background. Our 32nd year of proven reliability. All orders received till Dec. 20th, will be shipped before X-mas.

INTERNATIONAL RUG CO.
360 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10024

SHOPPING AROUND

KING'S

SERPENTINE SPLENDOR
Beautiful dazzling serpents twirling around your finger into the fashion highlight. Filigree snake with the "gold look" and flashing simulated ruby eyes. Adjusts to fit any size. $2. Ppd. No C.O.D.A. Send 25¢ for catalog & ring-size card. Money back if not delighted.

KING'S CREATIONS Ltd./Dept. HG-12
55 W. 42 St., New York, N. Y. 10036

SPILL CATCHERS
And delightful eye catchers as wall decor between meals, are enchanting children's trays for table, bedside or TV service. Molded plastic, 11½" by 17½" in wild colors. Hippo is live pink/green/gold; elephant is hot pink/green/orange, lion, hot pink/purple/gold. $4.95 ea. plus $1 post; $14.50 for 3 plus $1.50.

CHECK OR MONEY ORDERS
Sorry No C.O.D.'s. Gift Catalog Available—$2.50

THE GIFT TREE
P.O. Box HG 15
Baltimore, Maryland 20728

Chip and Dip
in SPARKLING SILVERPLATE
Glorious entertaining sets for sparkling silverplate. The modern plainness of this two-piece Chip and Dip is simply beautiful and sure to blend nicely with the other serving accessories. It is also sure to bring compliments for the Hostess.

Camilleri — Buckley
SEND FOR FREE CATALOG
Dept. HG12, 1141 3 Ave., N. W. Washington, D. C. 20036

FOR LOVERS ONLY!
LOVE PLAQUE
Silhouetted wooden letters make smashing wall decor in orange, purple, red or yellow. 6½ square, complete with hanger, $2.00 each. "Eat to Live, Don't Live to Eat" PLAQUE Put reminder for Weight Watchers, hobby cooks, and Early American aficionados—6½" x 12" Wood Plaque by York-craft Mfg. $4.00 each.

HOLIDAY CHEST STORES ALL YOUR XMAS TREE TRIMMINGS
At last, a place to store your Christmas decor. So you won't get lost or broken! Our Holiday Chest holds over 100 ornaments in partitioned trays, with extra space for garlands and strings of lights. Made of sturdy paperboard, chest is colorfully decorated in gay Christmas colors. Use it year after year—constantly made to save closet space. 2½" long, 2½' high, 12½' wide.

SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG
$4.95
plus $1.25 postage
No C.O.D.'s.

Love Enterprises
Dept. HG
240 E. 7th Street, New York, N. Y. 10013

LOVE DISH TOWELS
Linens in sparkling color combinations of blue/green, pink/orange & yellow, brown. $1.25 each (3 for $3.50). Please add 25c for postage & handling.

LOVE ENTERPRISES
Dept. HG
420 E. 7th Street, New York, N. Y. 10013

1000 NAME & ADDRESS LABELS $1
Your name & address handkerchief printed on 1000 finest quality gummed labels. Use on stationery.

1000 HANDY LABELS $1.00 / 3/$2.50

HOMESPUN GUMMED LABELS: printed in black, Borders, many colors. Approx. 2½" x 2½".

300 packed in Plastic Box $2.00

500 GOLDS LABELS $2.00

QUICK-STIK self-adhesive labels. Sticks on any surface: glass, metal, plastic, etc., with only a touch. Ideal gift, satisfaction guaranteed.

500 packed in plastic box $2.00 / 3/$5.00

Mr. & Mrs. A. R. Johnson
1934 Martin Avenue
Martindale, Calif. 93107

INTERNATIONAL RUG CO.
360 Amsterdam Avenue
New York, N. Y. 10024

139
LEATHER

MATTERHORN HAT

$7.95 ppd.

DEERSKIN "STRETCH" GLOVES
For Men & Women

Water-repellent GLOVES
Heavy-duty red deerskin suede with thermal knit lining. Comfortable, snug, dry in sub-zero weather. Men's sizes: S, M, L.

LADY'S ROCKERS
A most feminine mahogany reproduction is a copy of a Victorian original called Aunt Jodie's sewing rocker. The detailing is hand carved; the spring seat a comfort feature. 18¾" w., 29¾" d., 35" h. $59.95 Exp. coll. A selection of samples plus catalogue of Victorian furniture, $1. Magnolia Hall, HG12, 726 An­ dover Dr., Atlanta, Ga. 30327.

OFF, OFF AND AWAY
Sturdy green plastic sleeve distributes rain water away from the downspout evenly across lawn or shrubbery. Sleeve stays rolled up until it rains then unrolls as water flows and spreads through sprinkler holes. 9' long. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Ca. 94105.

DOUBLE DRAWER FILE
Wood grain fiberboard over sturdy steel frame makes a file that looks handsome and holds up to 500 lbs. of papers and documents. Fiberboard finish is walnut to fit with a variety of decorative schemes. 22" by 13" by 18". $6.95 plus $1 post. Amtech Creations, HG12, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Oceanside, N. Y. 11572.

MASTERCRAFT GROUPING
Full color prints of masterpieces are reproduced in miniature, mounted under glass and framed in baroque frames finished in antique gold. Four of the prints are 8" by 10"; three are 7" by 4" to make interesting wall arrangements. Set of five, $2.98 plus 50c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.
TAKE A DEEP BREATH

NEWLY released from the U.S. Army Medical Corps, surplus stethoscopes are perfect for use by doctors and nurses, and make fine instruments for teaching both adults and children the respiratory system. And cheaper than a toy model at $2.99 ppd. Madison House, 7123 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fl. 33054.

BATHE 'N SNOOZE

Vinyl covered pillow is shaped perfectly to fit behind the head and support it while relaxing in a perfumed tub. Perfect to use after a strenuous day of work or play and so much more healthful than taking tranquilizers. Choose gold, blue, pink or yellow flowers on white. $2.49 ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

BRIGHT BY NIGHT

Wee ones fall asleep easily with a reassuring night light. This “100-year Nite Lite” stays cool so there’s no danger to people or pets. Ebony plastic case with golden trim, white GE bulbs. Glows for a week for 2c cost in batteries so there’s no danger to people or pets. Ebony plastic case with golden trim, white GE bulbs. Glows for a week for 2c cost in batteries. $2.49 ppd. GE Corp., HG12, Box 646, Norwalk, Conn. 06852.

NON-SLIP CRYSTAL

Hand-cut crystal coasters, 3½” in diameter have a special anti-slip lip. Now coasters won’t be slippery. They can double as ash trays or support it while relaxing in a perfumed tub. Perfect to use after a strenuous day of work or play and so much more healthful than taking tranquilizers. Choose gold, blue, pink or yellow flowers on white. $2.49 ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

CHILD’S DELUXE ROCKER

IDEAL FOR CHILDREN 2-7 yrs.

NEW—At last your child can relax in the luxury & comfort of his very own, lavishly upholstered rocking chair, just like Mom and Dad’s. Children love to watch T.V., sleep, relax or read in this chair in rich leather-grained washable cover with plush polyester seat & back. Sturdy hardwood and plywood construction, and jute webbed seat and back on cardboard—just like adult chairs. Truly a chair that will last and be cherished for years and years. Ideal gift for any child. Kit, 32” seat 13½”x14½”—11” from floor. Colors: turquoise, turquoise, olive or dark brown. $25.95 plus $4.95 Fr. & Hol. Duty Paid. No C.O.D.’s. Kit $29.95 plus $3.50 Fr. & Hol. Delivered direct to your home. Money back guarantee.

MAGNEM

Dept. A.1, 149 Clearwater Rd. Winnipeg 6, Man., Canada.

SHOPPING AROUND

DOWNs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

SPEED THE MAIL! USE ZIP CODES!

SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES BELOW SAVE YOU MORE:

NOTICE: We pay all postage on orders for 2 or more.

Tomorrow’s Weather?

Ask the Famous ROYAL CRYSTAL SWAN

...tonight...

A Magnificent Example of Crystal Art

What a beautiful and delightful way to tell the weather! Set up this sparkling Royal Crystal Swan. Place it on your TV, table, shelf, mantel-piece, near a window, etc. Then be prepared for a pleasant surprise! As you watch, the ruby-red liquid creeps up or down in a strange, almost eerie sort of way. If it surges up into the graceful swan's neck, you are forewarned; stormy weather is in the offing. But when the liquid drops, be of good cheer! A beautiful, fair day beckons. Young and old are entranced by the uncanny-like actions. Soon everyone’s eating:

"WHAT MAKES IT WORK?"

The truth is, this Royal Crystal Swan is really a clever Room thermometer in disguise. The shimmering ruby liquid surges up or falls in direct response to atmospheric pressures. Exactly like weather bureau barometers in Washington, San Francisco, New York, Chicago, etc.

NOW...OUTGUESS THE WEATHERMAN!

It's such fun to be your own weatherman! Put this Royal Crystal Swan to work for you. Then see how you score against that faraway weatherman. See if you can't beat him in divining local weather conditions — within a radius of 25 miles of your home!

S O E A S Y TO OPERATE! So easy to use! No complicated readings to interpret. No difficult adjustments. Yet this simple little invention really works...it always reacts to changes in atmospheric pressure in the same manner as a $100.00 instrument.

A MASTERPIECE OF CRYSTAL ART

Our picture gives only a faint idea of the true beauty of this statuette. Note the finely detailed body...the long, majestic neck...the pure, gleaming crystal! Not stamped or mass produced from cheap, brittle plastic! Each and every one is individually blown and hand shaped by a clever, deft artisan. So exquisite! So truly artistic! But you must see it to really appreciate it. You will be delighted to see how it adds new beauty and drama to any room!

SENT ON FREE EXAMINATION!

Send your check, m.o., or cash with this condition: you may enjoy it 7 days without risk or obligation! See how it fascinates your family and friends...how it lends interest and charm wherever you place it! You must be satisfied 100!% Otherwise return it and get your money back quick! For prompt shipment, rush coupon below. Please allow 7 to 14 days for delivery by your postman.

Foster-Trent, Dept. 319-M, 369 Post Rd., Larchmont, N. Y. 10538

FINISH OF THE MAIL! USE ZIP CODES!

Foster-Trent, Dept. 319-M, Larchmont, N. Y. 10538

Enclosed find payment for Royal Swans as checked. Rush on 7 day free trial—with full satisfaction guaranteed or my money back.

(1) Send ONE only—$1.98 plus 32c shipping costs. Total: $2.30

SPECIAL QUANTITY PRICES BELOW SAVE YOU MORE:

NOTICE: We pay all postage on orders for 2 or more.

Print Name___

Address___

City_ State_Zip Code___

☐ Royal Crystal Swans make thrilling gifts for friends, club members, etc.

☐ Send ONE only—$1.98 plus 32c shipping costs. Total: $2.30

☐ So easy to use! No complicated readings to interpret. No difficult adjustments. Yet this simple little invention really works...it always reacts to changes in atmospheric pressure in the same manner as a $100.00 instrument.

☐ A MASTERPIECE OF CRYSTAL ART

☐ My picture gives only a faint idea of the true beauty of this statuette. Note the finely detailed body...the long, majestic neck...the pure, gleaming crystal! Not stamped or mass produced from cheap, brittle plastic! Each and every one is individually blown and hand shaped by a clever, deft artisan. So exquisite! So truly artistic! But you must see it to really appreciate it. You will be delighted to see how it adds new beauty and drama to any room!

☐ SENT ON FREE EXAMINATION!

☐ Send your check, m.o., or cash with this condition: you may enjoy it 7 days without risk or obligation! See how it fascinates your family and friends...how it lends interest and charm wherever you place it! You must be satisfied 100% Otherwise return it and get your money back quick! For prompt shipment, rush coupon below. Please allow 7 to 14 days for delivery by your postman.
Federal Eagle Bedspread

Consider Early American informality, comfort, dignity... Early American styling captures the natural simplicity and rugged provincial life of the founders of our country. This plush white Federal eagle, dramatically perched on a solid color contrasting background, adds Colonial charm to any bedroom. Surrounded by oversize white hobnails and further accented by a decorator touch of bullion fringe. This easy-to-care-for, machine washable and dryable, 100% cotton bedspread, captures the gracious hospitality and distinctive charm of the country look. Choose from either RED or BLUE.

5038 - Twin Spread 78X106" $12.98
5039 - Full Spread 96X106" $14.98
Add $1.00 for postage and handling.

GRACIOUS LIVING
D-699 BERKELEY, R.I. 02884

SHOPPING AROUND

CONTINENTAL QUAFF
Crystal cups in a slim, sleek, distinctive continental design, are perfect for pre-chilling a drink and fit the hand beautifully. Each bears an applied seal at the base and these are available only from Wolfschmidt. Set of four, $4.00 ppd. Wolfschmidt Vodka, HG12, 2668 Jerome Ave., Bronx, N.Y. 10468.

BUTTERFLY PALMS
Plan on a Caribbean palm for your home-indoors! Requiring little or no care, they can grow up to 10' tall. Three palms in pots $3; six in two pots $5; nine palms in three pots $7. Ppd. Shipped from the Caribbean with instructions; exclusive from Palm Nursery Sales, HG12, Box 383, Westport, Conn. 06880.

CAR KANGAROO
Carryall for the car's a boon for the family group. Slip it over the front seat of any size auto including the station wagon, and the knit stretch side panel holds the nine pouches in rear, one on front tightly in the right place. No clips, no braces to break. Heavy black cotton twill. $7.95 plus 90c post. The Pine Cone, HG12, Blake Bldg., Gilroy, Calif. 95020.

FARM'S FORM
In your own home, be present at the hatching. Clear plastic dome lets you see the proceedings—nature's way of opening six bobwhite quail eggs to produce babies. Chick incubator operates on 110 volt electricity; is 6" h., 7" dia. $4.98; without eggs. $3.25 ppd. Catalogue, HG12. G. Q. F. Mfg. Co., Savannah, Ga. 31402.

FELINE FANCIERS' NEWS
Cats Magazine is a monthly that enthusiasts find a joy to receive. It has features, news and pictures about all kinds of cats from domestic darlings to panthers and pumas. There are poems and factual articles on the care and feeding of felines. 60c a copy. $6.00 a year. Cats Magazine, HG12, 10 California Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202.

LIGHT FANTASTIC
Waterfall of light (poly optic stuff) in three tiers cascade from the handsome wood and plastic base; illumination's transmitted from the foundation to the tip of each optical fiber. Wow! the space age now. Lighting spectacular could be the prime attention getter at any dinner party. $19.98 ppd. Hobi, HG12, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040.
ART FORM
A piece of sculpture adds depth and form to a room's décor, giving a dimension beyond paintings. Aesthetic sculpture by Theodore de Groot of Holland graces any surroundings. Perfectly scaled, lovely from any angle. Antiqued bronze finish Durastone, 19½" h. $18.95. $2 post. Wynn's Fine Art Studios, HG12, Lawrence Rd., King's Park, N. Y. 11754.

WATER PUMP
Simple syphon principle makes this little pump operate quickly and efficiently without gasoline or electricity. Empties up to 360 gallons per hour from flooded cellars, swimming pools, boats. Attaches to faucet. $2.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

PRETTY PROP
Rest easy while reading, snacking, or looking at TV in bed. There are 10 adjustable positions on this padded foam rubber back rest. It can't slip; cushions both your back and head. Brass plated frame, flowered patterned fabric. 16" w. by 24½" h. Folds flat to store. $8.98 ppd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

LIGHT SHAKE
Salt and pepper shakers in the shape of light bulbs amuse and amaze guests at the dinner table. Heavy glass with realistic brass screw on caps. Glass ends are flattened so shakers won't tip over. About the size of a 100 watt bulb so refills are few and far between! $2 a pair ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

HEAD START
Question of the perfect pillow has finally been settled: plump polyurethane supplies the proper head-spine support for a cool and restful slumber. Contour shape and treated satin cover keep hair-do intact, ditto your face (no creases in the morning). $5.95 plus 50c post. Research Bureau, HG12, 404 Jackson Towers, Baltimore, Md. 21201.

FROHE WEIHNACHTEN
And a Merry Christmas to all in '69. Dated spoon 5½" long has a holiday design of pine boughs and candles tied with ribbon at the tip of the handle. The enamel bowl in color has a scene of carolers and musicians in an ancient German town. The holiday remembrance for spoon collectors. $4 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.
MEN'S DRESSER VALET

Men's dresser valet keeps dresser top chip-free. Customized designed with a plush-lined drawer to hold keys, wallet, change, jewelry, etc. Made of solid cherrywood with a warm maple finish, dresser valet has antique brass metal accents. Detailed spindle posts support a lovely stitting mirror. 12 1/2 x 8 1/2 x 29 1/2. Hi, handsome dressing valet has no-near rubber feet. Order #8525, each $14.95 - 50c shipping.

Foster House
Dept. 112, Peoria, Ill. 61601
Please include your zip code.

FROM FACTORY TO YOU—JEFFERSON LADDERBACK

We Do All The Cutting, Seasoning and Construction
From Native Hardwood

Old Fashioned? Sure! Economical? You Bet!
We pass on to you.

Handwoven Seat—
13 1/2", 14" Ladder Back Height—
42 1/2"—Wt. 10 lbs.

Unfinished ........................ $12.95
Nat. Finish ........................ $13.95
Pine, Walnut, Maple ............ $15.95
Antique, Green, Red, White ... $16.95

MARION TRAVIS
P. O. Box 292
Statesville, N. C. 28677

Worth Looking Into . . .

Ever considered selling your particular product or service by mail?

Write us for complete information on how you can sell profitably, here, in House & Garden's Shopping Around Section—America's favorite shop-by-mail center.

House & Garden's
SHOPPING AROUND

420 Lexington Avenue, New York, N. Y. 10017.

SHOPPING AROUND

SAFETY TODAY

Sliding glass doors are ideal with contemporary architecture. They are safe as well with a safety-bar burglary-proof lock that adjusts up to 50" long. Aluminum with satin finish. Installs without screws (directions included). $5.95; two, $10.98. Add 60c post. Ferry House, HG12. 131 Main St., Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522.

GOLDEN SERVICE

The Midas touch from Simmons, famed for 76 years as expert silver plating craftsmen. Now they've turned their masterful hands to gold plating. Send your treasured tea service for turn-of-the-century proof 24k lifetime pure gold plate. Write for free price information to Simmons Plating Works, Inc., HG12, 409 Whitehall St., S. W., Atlanta, Ga. 30303.

UP FOR GRABS

Leather carryall gets its good looks and good workmanship from Morocco where the craftsman is a genius. Genie too: lots of room inside for girl-stuff plus two outside pockets furnished with snap lock. Size is right—11 1/2" wide, 7" high. $9.95 plus $1 post. Amtech Creations, HG12, 3511 Lawson Blvd., Ocean-side, N. Y. 11572.

FOR BEAUTY SLEEP

That morning alarm is shocking enough with a tousled hairdo to face, too. Smooth satin pillow cushion gently supports neck and shoulders without crushing your freshly set tresses. Adjusts for different hair styles and sleeping postures. With pink acetate zipper cover, $3.47 ppd. Better Sleep, HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

FOOTBALL CHAMPION

Computerized football thinks with you. Defense, offense, all the color and excitement! Real computer circuits built in 17" by 22" wood frame. Game for two or more comes with activator button, batteries and instructions. From kick off to touchdown it's amazingly realistic. $29.98 plus 50c post. A Man's World, HG12, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

MONOGRAM MARKS IT

Handsomely engraved two or three-letter monogram is 24k gold-plated brass and quite elegant enough to use as a book mark in De Brett's Peerage! Marker will be happy marking a copy of Agatha Christie's latest or one's Latin assignment, too. Two inches high. $2 ea. Specify initials. Ptd. Elgin Engraving Co., HG12, 614 South St., Dundee, III. 60118.
GO CREATIVE WITH CREWEL! IT'S FUN AND EASY

AUBURN LEAVES: The resilient foliage of Autumn will grace your home throughout the year with this portrayal of October's russets and golds on a background of woody green. Kit includes everything needed to complete picture except frame: linen stamped with design, yarns in ten shades of Autumn foliage, needle, diagram and instructions. Finished size: 17" x 28" $8.50 plus 60c postage and handling. Kit no. 203.

SOLID BRASS FAUCETS

Regal X700 with Cut Crystal handles $79.95 ppd.

MELON X500 Brass Set $39.95 ppd.

Swan with Cut Crystal $99.95 ppd.

Faucet sets in 24 Kt. gold plate, pewter, hooks, soap dishes, towel bars, rings, etc. Refinishing elegance continued with all world craftsmanship! Cultured design. Kit contains everything needed to complete picture except frame: linen stamped with design, yarns in ten shades of Autumn foliage, needle, diagram and instructions. Finished size: 17" x 28" $8.50 plus 60c postage and handling. Kit no. 203.

It's the Age of Aquarius...

And Astrology is in! The mood of the occult is captured in this fascinating and easy-to-do crewel kit. This Zodiac wall-hanging is harmoniously edged with bulky cording and can be personalized with metallic gold thread in the names of your choice. Kit contains design stamped on sun-yellow fabric: yarns of orange, flame red, black and metallic gold; needles; cording; diagram and complete instructions. Finished size, 20" in diameter. Zodiac $9.50 plus 50c postage and handling. Kit #401.

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s. Pa. residents add 6% sales tax or $1.40.

IT'S FUN AND EASY

Shopping Around

Picnic Plus

Bountiful basket guarantees that your prized cake or pie arrives at the picnic or party safe, not sorry. Sized just right for a just-baked delicacy, it's 13" wide, 11½" deep, 7½" high. Tray inside removes for easy serving; basket's hand-woven of wood splints and oak slats. $4.98 plus 50c post. Durham Basket, HG12, R.D. 3, Somerville, N.J. 08876.

Correct Comfort

Stride along in cowhide leather oxfords and feel no pain: shoe's made with a built-in arch lift for maximum comfort and corrective walking posture. All this and good looks, too. 4-10, M and W. 5-10, N, M, W. Black, natural or white. $9.95 plus 75c post. Old Pueblo Traders, 600-H12, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

Rose Sets a Tone

One perfect rose, plated in 18k gold, holds the place card and reveals a hostess who enjoys entertaining and does it with style. Each 3" high rose in a golden basket is exquisitely detailed. A perfect compliment for crystal, china and silver. Set of four, $2.98 plus 25c post. Lillian Vernon, HG12, 560 S. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N.Y. 10550.

Muscle Toner

Exercise with simple rubber arm muscle builder, firms arm and hand muscles, relieves aches and stiffness. Fits in a pocket when not in use. Athletes use it; exercise enthusiasts advocate it. We use it to develop pruning shear skills. $1 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

Wash and Wear

Counter-top clothes washer does the duds in only 12 minutes, with a fabric selector to care for even the most delicate articles. Rustproof, unbreakable inside, white enamel outside, 15", h., 19" d. Lightweight and portable—needs no installation. Takes 2-lb. load. $39.98 exp. charges coll. Hobi, Inc., HG12, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040.

Up, Up and To Stay

It isn't necessary to tease tresses or has been windblown. 79c; two, $1.42. Add 15c post. Madison House, 7122 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054.

Precious and Dainty

Hand-crafted pendant perfectly detailed in true feminine fashion to reflect the most discriminating taste. Cluster of three selected and matched cultured pearls forms graceful setting on an elegant pendant. 14 Kt. gold rope chain included in true feminine fashion. 14 Kt. gold highlights pearl and sapphire v/hen ordered. Hand-crafted pendant perfectly detailed in true feminine fashion. 14 Kt. gold highlights pearl and sapphire when ordered. Kit 203.

Antony Enterprises 585 Market St., Dept. HG-129 San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

SWAN

With Cut Crystal Handles

For Bath & Powder Room

Reflecting marine tradition with the world's most exciting design! Cut crystal handles, Cheryl designed with motif and emphasis of cut crystal handles & prong. Matching lock & shower sets, accessories from $1.50. Baskets, soap dishes, towel bars, rings, etc. Faucet sets in 24 Kt. gold plate, jeweled, verdigris, green, chrome, etc., add $12.00. All sets slight. shipped.

Write for FREE BROCHURE.

ORDER NOW! Swan with Cut Crystal $99.95 ppd.

Regal X700 with Cut Crystal handles $79.95 ppd.

Nelson X500 Brass Set $39.95 ppd.

House of Renaissance

B426 Melrose Ave., HG12 Los Angeles, Calif. 90046

Send 50c for color brochure. Free with order.

Send check or money order only. No C.O.D.'s. Pa. residents add 6% sales tax or $1.40.

Send 50c for color brochure. Free with order.

Shopping Around

The resplendent foliage of Autumn will grace your home throughout the year with this portrayal of October's russets and golds on a background of woody green. Kit includes everything needed to complete picture except frame: linen stamped with design, yarns in ten shades of Autumn foliage, needle, diagram and instructions. Finished size: 17" x 28" $8.50 plus 60c postage and handling. Kit no. 203.

SOLID BRASS FAUCETS

Regal X700 with Cut Crystal handles $79.95 ppd.

Nelson X500 Brass Set $39.95 ppd.

House of Renaissance

B426 Melrose Ave., HG12

Los Angeles, Calif. 90046

Send check or money order only No C.O.D.'s. Pa. residents add 6% sales tax or $1.40.
SHOPPING AROUND

EVERYTHING WATCH
Computer precision watch is the brainchild of Swiss technology. It gives the month, day, date, hour, minute and second. Chronometric timepiece has a jeweled movement and unbreakable mainspring. Case is chrome, dial brushed with 14k gold plate. Stainless steel back, black strap. $19.98 ppd. A Man's World, HG12, Lake Success, N.Y. 11040.

PARTRIDGE UNDER GLASS
Crystal glass parrot holds a realistically feathered partridge. This charming interpretation of the well loved folk carol is 8½" h. Tree is dried plant material. After Christmas it's a lovely show-off for real flowers. $5.95 plus 95c post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

FIRE WHEN READY

PEARLY WHITE TEETH
Wyten is a remarkable formula developed by dentists to cover discolorations and fillings. Actresses use it to keep their teeth sparkling and white. The formula may be used on false teeth as well as your own. Just brush on Wyten and smile. 3 to 4 months' supply. $1.98. 2, $3.50. 3, $5. Ppd. NuFind, HG12, Box 205, Church St., New York 10008.

FLORIDA FRUIT
Holiday box bursting with luscious navel oranges, golden grapefruit is topped off with cans and jars of tropical preserves. A marvelous surprise for relatives and business associates. The box is packed to keep all in perfect shape. $7.95 ppd. From Bilgore Groves, HG12, 751 Franklin St., Clearwater, Fla. 33517.

RED ON BLACK . . .
You don't have to be a Garbo to want to be alone! Solitaire card games are absorbing pastimes. Game board adds an efficient touch with slots to hold cards up. $9.98 ppd. From Breck's, HG12, 75c post. J96 Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.
NO YOLKING!

Egg separator takes its job seriously. Goes about keeping yolks out of egg whites and vice versa whenever the recipe demands. Unbreakable separator in red, yellow, white or aqua fits over bowl, cup or glass to give newly-weds and experienced chefs egg expertise. Dishwasher safe! $1 ppd. Bonita & Co., HG12, 4349 E. 10 Lane, Hialeah, Fla. 33013.

SPECTACLE SCABBARD

Handy stand for eyeglasses is fleece-lined and stands ready at bedside or on the desk to keep spare eyes ready for using. The stand is 5" tall in brown with natural or black with red fleece. Stand is a boon at home or in the office or both. $5.50 plus 35c post. Order now from Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

SCENT-SATIONAL

Delightful air freshener—decorative Perm-A-Scent wall vases turn stale room odors into sheer am­­rance. $3.95 ppd. Edco Fragrance, HG12, 17-30 166 St., Whitestone, N.Y. 11357.

FOREVER TIMELY

As a gift, as a distinctively color­ful desk accessory, this 5" by 4½" handmade calendar lasts forever. Florentine craftsmanship flourishes anew with this cleverly designed objet d’art—simply change card monthly! Red, green, gold, blue, orange/green. $3.50 ppd. Baronio Designers, Inc., HG12, P. O. Box 603, Rye, N.Y. 10560.

TELL-TALE TOTE

It's no secret who owns this jaunty, personalized Madeira bag! Kit includes 10" by 7" by 7" basket, canvas, chart, bright-colored tapestry wool, needle, cement and clear instructions to needlepoin two-letter monogram plus lovely daisy, poppy or cornflower design. $4.95 plus 50c post. Victoria Gifts, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

FLEA-FREE BED

Cedar scent is the secret that draws a dog to his own sweet, neat bed free of fleas. Keeps pet cool in hot weather, warm in win­ter. No fleas and no soil from scratching! Foam mattress cov­ered with washable acrylic 15" by 17" $3.95; 15" by 27" $4.95, 28" by 33" $6.98; 33" by 47" $12.90. Ppd. Sudbury Inc., Box 2701, Sudbury, Mass. 01776.
not for sale
(in any market, that is)
These primrose of filet mignon are not sold in any market. Yet,you’ve probably enjoyed them in luxury restaurants. They’re Prime Piaeler steaks—tender, flavorful, aged. Enjoy them at home, or have them sent as gifts with personalized card. Quick-frozen, packed in dry ice for guaranteed perfect arrival.

NEW KIND OF ANTIQUE CAR
“1910 MAXWELL”
You assemble this authentic scale model using preformed, hand-cast parts—real metal fenders, hood & radiator...plus wood body & display stand.

WOOD SHIP MODEL
“Cutty Sark”
Authentic scale replicas of the world’s finest clipper ship, vintage 1868. Prefabricated kits include carved wood hull,cast metal fittings,cloth sails, mounting stand and step by step assembly plans. A ship model “masterpiece” anyone can easily build.

24” MODEL $18.95
15” MODEL 9.95

SATISFACTION GUARANTEED
At toy and hobby stores or by mail add 50c. Outside U.S.A. add $3.00 Color catalog 25c.

SCIENTIFIC MODELS, INC.
98-BL Monroe St., Newark, N.J. 07105

SHOPPING AROUND

TELEPHONE SHOWER
The famous Dani-shower is in a hold-in-the-hand telephone shape for superb all-over showering. Or use it as a fixed shower. Flexible 4” hose is chrome-plated and rubber lined; shower head and wall attachment are 100% nylon. Four-way adjustable bracket, $9.95. 5’ cord, $1. Add 95c post. J. W. Holst, Inc., HG12, 1005 E. Bay St., E. Tawas, Mich. 48730.

PUFFER’S PAIR
Dashing pipe dreams for dashing pipe types. Rich red suede leather-bound pipe, 5¼” long imported from France, made from French briar. $8.95. Handsome companion is the matching suede pouch. It rolls flat to fit his pocket. Lined to keep his tobacco mixture fresh.$6.95. Ppd. Johnny Appleseed’s, Box 703, Beverly, Mass. 01915.

RECIPE ROUNDUP
Culled from the card files of the most entertaining Atlanta hostesses, a collection of recipes for every get-together. Comprehensive, spiral-bound volume has recipes, menus, wine guide, old engravings, historical anecdotes. Proceeds go to scholarship funds. $4.35 ppd. Atlanta Music Club, Dept. HG, P.O. Box 52572, Atlanta, Ga. 30305.

MIGHTY MURAL
Have a family snapshot turned into a giant 2’ by 3’ pop art poster mural to enliven walls, halls, a screen or ceiling. Any black and white or color print from wallet to 8” by 10” may be sent and will be returned with poster rolled in a tube. Do not send negatives or transparencies. $3.98 ea. ppd. Hobi, Inc., HG12, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

REINDEER RUG
Rugged and handsome accent rug, a smart wall hanging, the reindeer skin. From Lapland. In natural silvery gray and white, it’s luxury at bedside, wear-worthy enough to rate a spot in your young son’s domain. About 4’ 6’” by 5’ depending on the available hides. $39.95 ppd. Western Cal-skin Products, HG12, 23 Joseph Ct., San Rafael, Calif. 94903.

STATUS SYMBOL
Top-drawer-store Christmas catalogue for fashion buffs and other collectors: just off the press, Bonwit Teller’s famous book’s ready for you now. One dollar brings you not only the gift-jammed publication but also a dollar certificate which you may use for purchasing anything. Bonwit Teller, HG12, Box 569 F. R. Station, New York, N. Y. 10022.

ANGLER’S PAL
This wise Danish design, Germany, combines 15 tools in one: fish scaler, pillers, hook digger, knife, shot splitter, line cutter, cup filler, screwdriver, can opener, etc. Precision made of polished steel. In vintage leather case with belt loop. Stamped in gold with his monogram.

$8.95

PLEASE ADD 50C POSTAGE & HANDLING
P.O. Box 4666, Santa Fe, N. M. 87504

THE ADDED TOUCH
12-H Water St., Bryn Mower, Pa. 19010
BIG BOO-O-O!

Intruders get a spine-tingling fright when the burglar blast goes off. It gives out a flash, emits a hair-raising alarm blast. Protective line stretches and affixes without special tools. Lightweight, durable, safe. Order yours and enjoy holiday parties without a worry. $4.95 ppd. Burglar Blast, Inc., HG12, 900 Wilshire, Los Angeles, Cal. 90017.

INSTANT INDIANS

Turn a suburban spread into an Indian village! Six foot wigwam assembles with rubber-capped poles; tots turn into squaws and braves; rubber tomahawks, bow and arrow, headdress, war paint, all harmless. Colorful wigwam has 14 sq. ft. of play area. Great indoors too! $3.98 plus 62c post. Spartan Sales, HG12, 945 Yonkers Ave., Yonkers, N. Y. 10704.

HUMMEL NATIVITY SET

Add pieces each year. 3 pc. set, hand-painted, $3.98 plus 75c post. 11-pc. hand-painted set with 26" by 14" by 12" wood stable, $140. Without light, $135. Add $3.75 post. complete set. Color Herald Angel for stable, $7.50; add 65c post.; white, $4. Catalogue 95c. Hildegarde's, HG12, 597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105.

FLUTE PLAYER

Limited edition color lithograph of "Girl Playing a Flute" by French artist, Le Curieux. Only 120 originals, each signed and numbered, were pulled so this is a real collector's item. In soft reds, greens, blues and yellows. 8" by 9" and ready to frame. $19 plus $1 post. Art of all Nations, HG12, 19 W. 44th St., New York, N. Y. 10036.

SLEEP SHIRT


FEEL FIT AS A QUEEN


“UP A TREE” TO STITCH

A perky chipmunk sits on a tree stump in this enchanting nature scene to embroider. Crewel and heavy weight yarns are combined to create a dimensional effect. Kit includes design on 19" x 25" woodland green homespun; yarns in muted browns, greys, greens, yellows with red, gold and black. Needle and easy-to-follow instructions. Only $5.95 plus 50c pstg.

STAND-ING IN THE RAIN

This delightful picture, imported from Sweden, will brighten any day. Kit includes design stamped on heavy cream linen, embroidery yarn in shades of yellow, blue, brown and black; wide white mat, mounting board, rings for hanging and instructions. Size 8" x 17¼". $5.95 plus 75c pstg. Send 25c For Next 3 Issues of Our Exciting Art Needlecraft Catalog.}

THE DIAMOND OF YOUR DREAMS

at a price he can afford

Buy Diamond Jewelry direct from one of America's well known diamond cutters. Pay only actual market price. We refund all monies unless your own appraisal shows value 1/4 to 1/2 higher. Over 5,000 styles $100 to $100,000

Send for FREE 80-PAGE CATALOG. EMPIRE DIAMOND CORP., Dept. 12 Empire State Bldg., New York, N. Y. 10013 NAME:

ADDRESS: 

ZIP 

SHEDDING IS NO PROBLEM WITH THE NEW ANIMAL GROOMER

IDEAL GIFT FOR A PET OWNER

A vacuum really is ideal for a pet owner. Made of natural vegetable fibers, back or body massager provides a royal rubdown used wet or dry. It's gentle—it's invigorating. Order yours and enjoy holiday parties without a worry. $4.95 ppd. Bur­glar Blast, Inc., HG12, 900 Wil­shire, Los Angeles, Cal. 90017.
**“COUNTRY CHARM” AUTHENTIC EARLY AMERICAN APPLIANCES**

**Electric RANGE**
Cast from patterns designed just after the Civil War and discovered in an old dilapidated foundry—everything was cast iron then...is still cast iron except the porcelain top. A happy compromise between the old and the new—the inconveniences are all gone...only the charm remains. Completely electric with automatic controls...fits modern range spaces. Price starts at $395.00

**CAST IRON WALL OVEN**
Fully electric with cast iron front beautifully designed with old time scroll finish in black enamel. Porcelain lined, fully insulated 18” oven. Control panel with automatic timer and minute reminder recessed behind heater door. Choice of left or right hand oven door. Price starts at $247.50.

All prices F.O.B. Rogers. Backed by 36 years continuous experience.

“The House of Webster”

Box 1259-RG, Rogers, Ark.

---

**FREE “COUNTRY CHARM” APPLIANCE FOLDER UPON REQUEST.**

---

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**ANTIQUES JET SET**

**FOR FRUIT AND CHEESE**
What is so right after festive fare as fruit and cheese? And what more perfect way to serve them than this 10" glass bowl with a black handmade wrought iron stand? Hardware cheese board offers lots of room for a creamy brie, a cheddar. Crackers ring base. 14" h. $12.95 plus 95c post. Holiday Gifts, 312-G, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

**RACK ‘EM UP**
Perfect solution to the mystery of the lost coaster is a wooden rack. Each coaster has a leather thong to hang it neatly on the rack. Coasters are cork set with a white "tavern" sign in a shield shape. A boon to guests and host alike. $2.98 for set of eight in rack plus 35c postage. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

**FLYTES FORECAST**
Zigzag rubber soled Flytes predict a walking-on-the-clouds feeling. Bone/malt; navy/light blue; black/brown; beige/olive; all black or all white. 2½ to 13, AAAA to EE (and EE to 12 only). 2½ to 10, $19.95; 10 to 12, $20.95; 12½ and 13, $21.95. Add 50c post. Free catalogue. Scoby Bayes, HG12, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

**PRUSSIAN SURPRISE**
A great interest rouser when placed on the mantel is this Prussian helmet to assemble yourself. Kit includes brass spike, ornamentation, leather strap—everything for easy assembly. Full-sized replica of Prussian design is made of simulated leather. $9.95 plus 50c post. Order from World Arts, HG12, Box 577, St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11213.

**SUPER-SIZE EGG**
Ostrich eggs are now the largest variety of egg known; they are beauties, measure 5½" by 4½". Hunting World syphons out the contents and mounts each egg on a clear lucite base. Tough, durable, not fragile like hen's variety. $12.95 each plus $1.25 postage. Hunting World, HG12, 247 E. 50th St., New York, N. Y. 10022.
TEA TIME
Do sip your favorite brew and take your toast from this very useful Heritage cup and plate set. Design shows garnet roses blooming amid subtle shadings of cream-beige. Set of four cups and 8" diameter plates, $9.50; set of eight, $18.50. Matching 3-piece coffee set, $12.50. Ppd. Imr Ban, HG12, 3950 Lake Shore Dr., Chicago, Ill. 60613.

AQUATIC SHOW
Tune in on the seahorse scene; entrants race about in a clear plastic aquarium styled with a television set in mind. Four seahorses arrive with food, sand, seashells, seahorse tree, and seawater mix. Aquarium with removable top is $75.40; 4" w., 6½" d., $3.98. 50c post. Aqualand Pet Center, HG15, Shenandoah Sta., Miami, Fla. 33145.

TINY TUNER
Pocket-sized portable radio replaces regular batteries with germanium for giant-sized performance. Radio's only 2" by 3" to fit in your palm, comes with earphone so you can listen to radio transmissions even in places where silence is golden. $1.98 plus 25c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

QUICK RECOVERY
Schachter specializes in recovering old down or wool comforters and quilts. Luxurious satin, suede or cotton are used and they'll even adjust the size to the bed's size. Air-fluffing, chemical sterilization. It's like new again. Write for free swatches and folder. J. Schachter Corp., HG12, 115 Allen St., New York, N. Y. 10002.

DIAL-A-DRESS

ANTIQUES AND PRICES
The 9th edition of Antiques and Their Current Prices is a 400-page handbook with up-to-the-minute prices for over 32,000 items. Contains photos of glass, china, furniture, toys, metal and pewterware as well as 200 other groups of antiques. $7.95 ppd. Taylor Gifts, HG12, 211 Conestoga Rd., Wayne, Pa. 19087.

SHOPPING AROUND

SOMEWHERE MY LOVE
Tune from the beautiful motion picture "Dr. Zhivago". Hand-carved, hand-painted in Italy, made of wood. Music boxes have Swiss mechanisms, scenery revolves as music plays. Satisfaction Guaranteed. Catalog 50c, showing music boxes from $8 to $500.

TREASURE CHESTS
"Somewhere My Love" or "Edelweiss"

JIFFY CAR PARKER
Ends guesswork, frayed nerves and scraped fenders. Makes parking easy—even in the tightest spots. Park perfectly every time—every time! Used by many driving schools.

"TV" GUIDE COVER

OURS ALONE! Keep the current issue of this prize weekly magazine handy, yet neat and ready for instant reference. Made of real leather in Italy with triple lining. Beautifully crafted. Place one for each TV, or use to cover title pages of paper back books. 5½" x 8½"; ideal gift. Library red, green or electric. $4.50

FREE Qualitl Hill Cabilml il^l'nal MEAT TOWER, FOR S8.75 OCM,*
who found it difficult, embarrassing or inconvenient to jog outdoors, can now get the same results

**Jog is equivalent to doing a**—regardless of weather or time, with our NEW

Feel Fit &

Winning—Keep In Shape All Year Long!

with detailed easy-to-follow instructions. Only $9.95 per set plus $1 pp.

actual jogging. Walnut brown woodgrain finish; 3'/2" x 12"—portable—take wherever you go. Comes

with privacy and convenience. Scientifically constructed, has pedal action springs that simulates

effortless "Excer-Jog". 5 minutes a day of Excer-

and are ideal for awards, medals, pins, spoons,

available in 16" X 20" size, at $9.95. Cases

will take any item up to one inch in thickness

includes the 8" X 10" case, at $6.95. Also

Holds keys. Whishands mill of 1,111 keys.

Made of aircraft cable In smart Kold tlnish.

SWIVEL STAND

Never before have we seen a more convenient stand for any-

one's telephone. Top's the place for phone, pad and pencil. Lipped

base takes any open book for quick reference; inside's

a storage compartment to house big volumes, directory and paper.

29" by 18" by 15". $36.95; kit $21.95. Ppd. Yield House, HG12,


BE A REAL BLOND

Cosmetics circles are agog over fashion's new crème that bleaches

hair on face, arms, legs in a few minutes. Safely! Dermatologists

give the green light to Jolen: lightens dark hair so it's barely

visible as pale blond. Packaged with spatula. Great big economy

size is the surprise you'll get for

$5.50 ppd. Jolen, HG12, Fair-

field, Conn. 06430.

NIFTY NOOKS

The perfect showcase for your own collection of miniatures or the set of handmade brass and
copper old-time utensils, only

2⅓" h. with moving parts. Cab-

inet of antiqued wood, 9½" w. by

12½" h. with 12 niches and two
drawers. Cabinet, $5.95; 12 uten-
sils, $8.95. Both, $12.95. Add

75c post. Elizabeth McCaffrey,

HG12, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

YARDS OF PAISLEY

Block-printed hand-woven cotton

72" by 108" long to fashion into a holiday skirt and blouse or a

bed covering—even a table

cloth. Color fast and washable, of

course. Vibrant colors are those of the Orient in an exotic blend-
ing. $3.99 a length plus 35c post-
age. Foster House, Dept. 1103-

30, Peoria, I11. 61601.

GLEAMING FLOORS

Get ready for the holidays with all floors cleaned, waxed and

polished by a representative of

Cyclo Shine. A special offer intro-

duces this service for only $2.

Send no money, only your name,

address, zip code and telephone

number to Cyclo Floor Machine,

HG12, 1081 Bristol Rd., Mount-

ainside, N. J. 07092.
SHOPPING AROUND

ANTIQUE ANTCIS
Come away with us, Lucille et al, to admire a collection of cars whose old time looks leave the modern lizzies at the starting gate. 1914 Stutz, 1901 Olds and 1913 Model T Ford, colorful cast aluminum plaques. 7¼" h. by 11" w. Each car $4.95; completed set, $14. Ppd. Creative House, HG12, 221 W. 9 St., Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

SAVY SEASONERS
Fancy glass bottles go everywhere around the house disguised as bud vases, ink wells, candle holders, spice shakers. Miniature reproductions of Early American glass in blue, green, or charcoal. Specify first and second choice. All worked with designs. Two, $1.25 plus 65c post. Clymer's of Bucks County, HG12, Pt. Pleasant, Pa. 18950.

BLAZER BUTTONS
Collect lots of them and start with Joan Cook's glossy, gold finished buttons for boy and girl blazers. Three-dimensional set of eight (front and sleeves) to ornament single or double breasted jackets. Ski, golf, tennis, horse or hunting dog sports buttons. $4.50 the set ppd. Joan Cook, HG12, 1241 N. E. 8th Ave., Ft. Lauderdale, Fla. 33304.

PRETTY RUFFLED
Country Curtains loves lovers of Early American. Their special charmer, this pretty pillow sham with a two inch ruffle. Enchanting on a quilt-topped four poster, perfect for a young and order from Deerskin Trading Post, HG12, Rte. 1 at 114, Danville, Va. 24541.

MR. AMBASSADOR
Don't envy the envoy! Order his "fur" banded hat, an absolute essential for wintry days. Suede crown, quilted satin lining, alpaca band in sizes 6¾ to 7½. Choice on a quilt-topped four poster, perfect for a young and order from Deerskin Trading Post, HG12, Rte. 1 at 114, Danville, Va. 24541.

SANCTA'S AGLOW
Milk glass Santa candle holder is a charmer for a Christmas window, holiday table. Keeps children company during a long winter's night of waiting for the real Santa to deposit his pack of goodies. 5" tall; 10 hour candle. $4.50 ea.; two, $8.85. Ppd. Order from Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.
I. W. HARPER HERITAGE GLASS SETS
New York, New York 10019. Dept. S

Per set 9.95

Heritage Glassware, I have enclosed a
Please send me the following sets of

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—1000 PIECES
$10.50. All postal—add 5c ea. W. of Mls. Sec.

Tape Stands

TAPE STANDS

ROSEWOOD STANDS

STEROE TAPE SUSANS

Now—our handsome susans hold all size tapes neatly and compactly in 12 separate compartments for easy selection and indexing. Hand-crafted of premium mahogany. Antique, pine or walnut finishes. Hidden ball bearing swivel turns at a finger touch. Portables (shown) brass carrying ring. For 4" cartridge tapes. 22"H 38"W 11"D, $16.50. End Table for 7" reels. 17"H 11"W 5"D, $22.50. Cassette, exactly like Portables (shown) for 25" 4" tapes. 17"H 4"W 3"D, $15.95. COMPLETE KITS. Ready for fast, easy assembly & finish. Metal Table $12.50; End Table $15.50; Cassette $10.50. All postage—add 50¢ ea. W. of Miss.

BEAUTIFUL NEW FREE CATALOG—1000 PIECES

FINISHED OR IN KIT

SHIPPING AROUND

NON-TARNISH TRINKETS
We don't know whether or not it's only Indian folklore, but they do say wearing copper helps arthritic sufferers. Collection of glowing pieces includes Friendship ring $1.50; Indian design bracelet $2; Rainbow God bracelet $2.50; Thunderbird pendant with 22" chain $2.25. Ppd. Free catalogue. Desert House, 30-HG, Box 11114, Albuquerque, N. M. 87112.

CHARMING IDEA
When words alone aren't enough, say thanks with this gold or silver charm that's engraved with "Merci ... a million thanks ... for a million things." ¾" disc in sterling, $.45; 1" $.55; 1 ¼" gold ¾" $9.50; 1" $13.50. Ppd. Engraving on back 10¢ a letter. The Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.

PRINT PROTECTOR
Out-of-the-ordinary photo album goes in for the larger-sized photos from Instamatic and Polaroid cameras—there's flip window space for 48 6" by 7" photos. Plastic-coated album's cover recalls old-fashioned photography—but could album's function be more up to date? $1.65 ppd. Carnright's, HG12, 784 NE 45 Ave., St. Petersburg, Fla. 33703.

PERFECT PARFAITS
As a finishing touch for a special dinner, serve tempting parfaits in hand-blown crystal goblets. 8" high including graceful stems, their classic design will complement any table setting. Wonderful for whiskey sours, too. $3.95 for 4. Add 50¢ postage per set of four. Classic Corner, HG12, 12H Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

PRETTY PROTECTORS
Curlicued paper coasters provide a pretty party touch for protecting table tops from frosty glasses and spills. Script initial at the center (specify). Six-ply wax-back coasters stow in a brass-finished dispenser, 100 plus dispenser, $2.95; 3 sets, $8.45. 250 refills, $3.95. Ppd. Dispoz-All Products, HG12, Box 106, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

RICH VELLUM
Name, address and zip code are printed in rich midnight blue on envelopes and ¾" by 7" sheets of thick white vellum. Three or four lines of printing allowed. Order includes 125 sheets and 50 envelopes. Zip code looked up. 48-hr. service! $1.98 ppd. Walter Drake, HG60 Drake Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.
ALOHA
Even if he isn't going to Hawaii, man can get himself up in a sharp nylon tricot shirt. Sensational silk-screened design shows up in deep blue, turquoise, pomegranate red or orange gold with a knitted band round neck and sleeves. Tapered, S., M., L. Very comme il faut! $7 plus 50c post. Parr of Arizona, HG12, 4407 No. 16th St., Phoenix, Ariz. 85016.

SHOPTING AROUND

CARAMELIZED ORANGE CAKE
2 cups sugar 1/4 cup melted butter 1 1/2 cups flour 1/2 cup creme de cacao 2 1/2 cups heavy cream (whipped)
Mix all ingredients together. Add cream last. Pour into a baking dish and bake at 350 degrees for 1 hour. Cream the icing and spread over the top. Serves 12.

WASHINGTONÑEAT THE SQUASH!

Set the record straight, the genealogical story, which should be logical statistics, that is. Loose leaf 3-ring binder takes typewritten or hand written accounts of ten or hand written accounts of six generations which should be

PIERCED PERFECTION
Cake and pie server is cast metal plated in silver and antiqued to bring out the depth of the design. 6 1/4" long with graceful curved handle to serve each portion deftly. A wealth of intricate detail in carving and piercing.

BUTCHER BLOCK CART
Genuine Butcher Block, 1 1/4" thick, Stainless steel frame, Shepherd casters that lock... $169.50

PIERCED PERFECTION
A twisted 'n curved little helper dances about in bright red and grey wool. A happy assistant for holiday decorating. 3" high. $25.00

FREE FORM
We're happy to report on a splendid table whose solid support is designed to slide under a chair to bring out the depth of the design. 6 1/4" long with graceful curved handle to serve each portion deftly. A wealth of intricate detail in carving and piercing.

$3.95; air mail $4.75. Postpaid. Camalier & Buckley, HG12, So. Pines, N. C. 28387.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
Set the record straight, the genealogical story, which should be enough to satisfy the most avid family tree buff. Includes instructions, section for photographs. $3.95; air mail $4.75. Postpaid. Chesco Co., HG12, 346 Maple Ave., Westbury, N. Y. 11590.

FREE FORM
We're happy to report on a splendid table whose solid support is designed to slide under a chair to bring out the depth of the design. 6 1/4" long with graceful curved handle to serve each portion deftly. A wealth of intricate detail in carving and piercing. $1.50 plus 25c post. The Country Gourmet, Dept. 60, 545 4th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

FREE FORM
We're happy to report on a splendid table whose solid support is designed to slide under a chair to bring out the depth of the design. 6 1/4" long with graceful curved handle to serve each portion deftly. A wealth of intricate detail in carving and piercing.

250, 60c, 80c. $1 post. In holiday tin $4.55; 3 $3.95. Carolina Candle Makers, HG12, So. Pines, N. C. 28387.

ALL IN THE FAMILY
Set the record straight, the genealogical story, which should be logical statistics, that is. Loose leaf 3-ring binder takes typewritten or hand written accounts of ten or hand written accounts of six generations which should be...
**A GAL'S BEST FRIEND**

Scalpulated nylon money cache is your best protection against purse snatchers. Snaps onto bra or slip strap. Holds folding money or other valuables. Plastic lined with fold-over flaps. $1.49

Mailing list...

$1.49

**ENOJOY SOUND SLEEP AGAIN**

Lock out disturbing noise that robs you of refreshing sleep...even annoying ear-drum silencers designed by a sound engineer. Modestly accepted. Rolls up for easy storage and can protect against safety flanges.

EAR-DRUM SILENCERS $1.49

Mailing list...

$1.49

**SHOPPING AROUND**

**STERLING THIMBLE**

Pretty little thimble is a sterling find, all dressed up in delicate hearts and flowers. Happy choice for the lucky lady who embroiders, sews, or does crewel work. Sterling silver with antique finish, hand-crafted, 1" deep, and imported from Mexico. Magnifico at $2.98 each; two for $5.75! Ppd. The Ferry House, Inc., HG12, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522.

**PEANUTS' FAVORITES**

All the Peanuts gang's favorite snacks and foods are here in a 90-page illustrated book. Recipes on one page and facing page has anecdotes and antics. Snoopy's pizza, Charlie Brown's brownies, Beethoven's green beans are only a few of the treasures. 5½" by 6". $2.50 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

**CHILD CARE**

And the rocking chair. Of native hardwood, it's designed for a very young copy-cat who wants to rock along with Gramp; seat's 14½" by 12", curvaceous for extra comfort. It's made of heirloom stuff, to last and last. 24" high. Unfinished $5, natural finish, $5.50; red $6. Exp. charges coll. Marion Travis, HG12, 109 E. Broad St., Statesville, N. C. 28677.

**SLIM 'N' TRIM**

Black simulated kid wallet is slim to slip in breast pocket with never a bulge. Regular bill pocket plus hidden money pocket and room for credit cards too. Weighs only one ounce. Specify one name or initials to be stamped in gold. $1.50 ppd. Walter Drake, HG05, Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

**MAKES THE SCENE**

Give the big bag a big hand. It's beautifully made of 100% cotton, thickly fringed, neo Indian style. Could join the fashion parade in Central Park or travel to the beach. In red, gold, white or green with white fringe. 17" by 24". Cold water washable. $3.98 ppd. Homespun House, HG12, 9026 Lindblade, Culver City, Calif. 90230.

**FOR THE MASTER**

Hold him for good with a bold, golden band whose telling set...for the lucky lady who embroiders, sews, or does crewel work. Sterling silver with antique finish, hand-crafted, 1" deep, and imported from Mexico. Magnifico at $2.98 each; two for $5.75! Ppd. The Ferry House, Inc., HG12, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522.

**FOR THE MASTER**

Hold him for good with a bold, golden band whose telling set...for the lucky lady who embroiders, sews, or does crewel work. Sterling silver with antique finish, hand-crafted, 1" deep, and imported from Mexico. Magnifico at $2.98 each; two for $5.75! Ppd. The Ferry House, Inc., HG12, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522.
DOUBLE DUTY
The trusty trundle bed contributes comfort and cachet. Switches from queen size (60" by 75") to singles: bottom adjusts to same height as top bed (30" by 75"). Frame's of solid, oiled walnut; comes equipped with 2 foam mattresses covered in ticking. $229 exp. coll. Catalogue $1. Door Store, HG12, 3140 M St., N. W., Washington, D. C. 20007.

TAKE A STAND
Something to shout about: handsome record rack that's a beauty with or without an album collection. Swivel-brass plated plates are 135/8" w., 6½" d., 6½" h.; central pole and base are vinyl-clad walnut grain steel. 37½" h. to hold 64-LPs or 325-45's. $12.95 ppd. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 312E. 7047 pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

MYSTERY MIDGET
Mini-Volkswagen travels this way and that in mysterious bump-and-go motions, all the while flashing red, green and yellow lights in its rear window. Trick's done by battery, but there's no secret to its shiny chrome trim, rubber tires. For big and little auto buffs! $132 exp. coll. Catalogue $1. MYSTERY MIDGET, 312-E. 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

FORMAL FINERY
Sized with White House dinners in mind, a tablecloth in white or gold: links. $35; clip, $27; tie scarf, $12. Add $1 post. Catalogue. 55c. PROUD PROFESSIONS, 597 Farmington Ave., Newington, Conn. 06105.
GREENSTRADE HOUSE PRESENTS DRAPERIES any WIDTH WITHOUT SEAMS!

- Woven 10 ft. wide to "up end" — only $3.98 yd! Decorators "up end" end piece to stop the widest window floor-to-ceiling—no seams to sew or stuff! Any open waist. Sturdy primitive cotton that launder, fluff dry, never ironed. Smart, too, for slip-covers, bedspreads, table-cloths. Natural, white or color-matched, $3.68 a yard and up. Just arrived — 100% imported polyester (voile or batiste), 118" wide, 18 decorator colors, 59.98 & 66.25 yd.

- Revolutionary new "fan pleating"

Where space is a problem! Unlike anything you've ever seen, stacks luscious 2½ fullness into less than half the rod space required for our pinch pleating. Compare and choose the one best for you!

- Or conventional pinch pleating

Your choice of yardage, do-it-yourself, pleating materials—of complete, made-to-measure draperies (handsomer at low, low cost because there's no wastage). Factory direct prices. Money-back guarantee. For brochure & swatches, send 296 or 500 for sample.

(DURTH YEAR)

HOUSE & GARDEN

SHOPPING AROUND

GLOWING ORNAMENTS

Quartet of designs in multicolor plastic with the look of stained glass are beauties to set a tree aglow with color. Each design is set in a lead-like frame that hangs from a gold cord. About 6¾" by 4¼" each. Set of 12 (three of each design), $2 ppd. Lilly, HG129, 2993 W. School Lane L-34-W, Philadelphia, Pa. 19144.

TIPPER'S TABLE

Those Victorians knew a thing or two, one of which was a wine taster table placed next to the master's chair. Copy's in solid mahogany with Italian marble top; Victorian fretwork base. 14" by 18"; $19.95 exp. coll. Victorian catalogue and fabric samples, $1. Magnolia Hall, HG12, 726 Andover, Atlanta, Ga. 30327.

SURE-FIRE LIGHTING

Bring out this bang-up intensity light and watch the reaction. Copper part raises up or rests against canopy; opens to 18"; folds to 10". Switch at base controls light from low to high. For any and every mini- or maxi-man on your list! $10.45 ppd. Order them from Woodmere, Dept. G7, Hamden, Conn. 06514.

PET TOTE ALONG

Cats and puppies travel in a grand manner in tapestry carrying-air vents at each end insures comfort when zipper is closed. Foam rubber removable pad on a Masonite base. 16" by 11" by 8". Lightweight with sturdy carrying handle. $14.96 ppd. DuSsay's, HGC, Box 24407, New Orleans, La. 70124.

THING OF BEAUTY

For picture or pillow top, a charming design that's a poem in crewel. Kit includes violet and pansy pattern in exquisite shades of violet, olive green, blue-lavender, old blue and gold on natural linen. Kit contains with corners edged in lovely Venetian-type lace give the lady of the manor a dazzling accompaniment for any tablecloth or place mat, regardless of its hue or shape. All initials avbl. Make a taster table placed next to the master's chair. Copy's in solid mahogany with Italian marble top; Victorian fretwork base. 14" by 18"; $19.95 exp. coll. Victorian catalogue and fabric samples, $1. Magnolia Hall, HG12, 726 Andover, Atlanta, Ga. 30327.

UPGRADED NAPKIN

Pure white fine linen napkins with corners edged in lovely Venetian-type lace give the lady of the manor a dazzling accompaniment for any tablecloth or place mat, regardless of its hue or shape. All initials avbl. Make splendid gifts, enhance entertaining. 17" by 17"; $1 ppd. Hagen's Specialties, HG12, P. O. Box 666, Englewood, N. J. 07631.
BELTED BEAUTY
Three feet long, ending in pendants—it's stunning, exotic, original and absolutely the last word in belts in this belt-conscious season. From India, hand-crafted of the most enchanting filigree with gold wash, originally a Jhumka wedding chain. In gleaming gold, $8.95. Ppd. Elizabeth McCaffrey, HG12, Northport, N. Y. 11768.

FOR LOVE LETTERS
If you must, we'll permit a bill or two other than billets-doux. And you'll want one for buffet napkins, too. Black iron lacy letter rack cast from a 100-year-old mold. 7 1/2" long. $4.95 plus 50 cents post. A unique Christmas idea from New Hampton General Store, 1226 King, Hampton, N. J. 08827.

UP IN ARMS
Family coats-of-arms make exciting décor. Name, arms, and motto (if any) handsomely hand-painted on mahogany, brass, goatskin, marble, smart way to identify apartment door, car, boat! Sizes from 4 1/2" by 2 1/2" up to 10" by 14"; prices from $9. Guaranteed both before and after wearing.

TELEPHONE TURF
Finally, the ubiquitous telephone has come into a rug of its very own. And just about time, since it has occasioned many a nick and scratch on the stand. From Austria of pure wool pile, in pleasing pattern: gold, tan, red and black. 9" by 12". $4.95 plus 35 cents post. Two for $9.90. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

TO BE JOLLY
Here's the English holly ready to deck the halls this holiday. Full of fire! Undeniably beautiful! Expertly made! If you're tired of trudging from store to store looking for Footwear and Apparel that fit send for the new Full Color KING-SIZE Catalog. Imagine McGregor, Jantzen, Arrow Shirts, Sweaters, Slacks, Jackets in hard-to-find sizes. Longer Bodies, Sleeves to 38", PLUS 200 Shoe Styles, Sizes 10-16 AAA-EEE. Guaranteed both before and after wearing. FREE! KING-SIZE CATALOG

FRENCH KITCHEN
Get those marvelous utensils out of the drawers and on the wall where they are handy and so very decorative. 13-piece woodeware set finely gnained spoons, beater, coddler, rolling pin, etc. on a wall bracket with breadboard. Especially treated to last a lifetime of hard use. $12.98 p.d. Maison Michel, Ltd., HG12, Michel Bldg., New Hyde Park, N. Y. 11040.

YOU'LL SWEAR it's a FABULOUS DIAMOND
The incredible WELLINGTON jewel is virtually indistinguishable from a genuine diamond! It actually defies detection! Brilliant! Full of fire! Undeniably beautiful! Expertly cut! Few would dare in question it. Caution: Do not confuse the WELLINGTON with other so-called "diamond-like gems," such as spinel, rutile, titania, etc. It is entirely different! Available in men's and women's rings, from 1 to 50 carats. Priced from $40 a carat. Sold on approval. No risk. Send for free catalogue. WELLINGTON JEWELS, Dept. 125-D, 1150 Conn. Ave., Wash., D. C. 20036.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Address</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>Zone</th>
<th>State</th>
<th>No C.O.D.?/Price incl. pp./Money back guarantee</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

## SHOPPING AROUND

### STAMP OUT GUESSING
One stamp too few? Too many? Know for sure and Xmas mail won't bounce back for insufficient postage. Pocket postal scale tells the story quickly using balance principles. From Denmark, and perfect for gift giving.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Size</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1 each</td>
<td>$2.80; 6, $5.40; 12, $10. Ppd. NB. Gear for Good Living, Dept. 87, 90 Heights Rd., Darien, Conn. 06820.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### SPANISH SPEARS
For party people everywhere, just in time for present giving, tiny replicas of famous Toledo swords: to spear nothing more lethal than a canape or olive. In rich medieval color and gold plate. Holder with six 3" swords $10.95, two for $19.95; with 18 swords $26.95. Ppd. Great Lakes Trading Co., 529 So. 6th Ave., Dept. 15J, West Bend, Wis. 30395.

### LIGHTS, ACTION
A director's chair always gives us a heady sense of power. This is a relaxing beauty. Canvas in gold, orange, red, dark blue, olive, black or white. Walnut frame, $16.99. Natural white, black frame, $14.99 each. Add $1.50 post. Canvas recovers, $4 ea, plus 50c post. New catalogue, 25c. Pier 16, Inc., HG129, Box 211, Jamaica, N.Y. 11435.

### DELFT DELIGHTS
Delft twin servers for jams and preserves have china cork-lined caps to make them air tight. One jar has a hand-painted Dutch windmill and the other, sailing ships. Caps are ornamented with Delft blue bouquets. Two jars of preserves included. $12.45 ppd. Order gift #356. Harry & David, Box J-1020, Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Ore. 97501.

### PERMANENT PORTRAIT
A favorite photograph of child or grandchild reproduced on a bracelet charm with a delicate filigree edge. The portrait is etched in to become an integral part of the 1" diameter charm. Send photograph. $18 in sterling silver; $50 in 14k gold. Ppd. Holiday Gifts, 312-J, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

### STICKPIN BRACELET
Prince Albert touch—stickpin jewels, just the kind Queen Victoria's consort wore. Assembled in a stunning, mad Mod bracelet with six 3" swords $10.95, two for $19.95; with 18 swords $26.95. Ppd. Great Lakes Trading Co., 529 So. 6th Ave., Dept. 15J, West Bend, Wis. 30395.

### GOLDEN FILIGREE SWITCHPLATES
Add a touch of charm to your home at little cost with our golden switchplates. Brass-plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screwed in. Also available in wrought iron or black.  

| Single | $1.60 each |
| Double | $2.50 each |
| Twin Outlet | $1.20 each |
| Triple | $3 for $2.95 each |
| Quadruple | $5.35 each |
| Combination | $8.50 each |

### GLOVE CLEANING BY MAIL
We offer you a fast, inexpensive way to clean and restore your leather gloves to their original beauty. Mail your gloves today or write for convenient mailing envelopes. Gloves promptly returned 24 hours after we receive them. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Any length $1.50

### GOLDEN FILIGREE SWITCHPLATES
Add a touch of charm to your home at little cost with our golden switchplates. Brass-plated, antique non-tarnish finish, screws included. Also available in wrought iron or black.

| Single 3" x 4 1/2" | $1.60 each |
| Double 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" | $1.20 each |
| Twin Outlet 3" x 4 1/2" | $1.20 each |
| Triple 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" | $3 for $2.95 each |
| Quadruple 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" | $5.35 each |
| Combination 4 1/2" x 4 1/2" | $8.50 each |

### Marriage Insurance
The essence of a happy marriage lies in the fullest expression of love through mutual physical contentment. Now instead of books here is an effective aid, tested and modified in accord with Marriage Counselors both religious and medical to assure greater satisfaction and marital joy. The new COMPAT-A-PILLOW offers unique 3-way resiliency and adjustable elevation for more sensitive alignment and better support. It also frees the wife for greater agility, fuller co-operation and mutual enjoyment instead of toleration. Ideal anniversary or wedding gift. Shipped promptly in plain package complete with 8 page text. Gifts mailed direct. 60-Day Money Back Guarantee. Just send your check or Money Order for $7.50 to:

Better Sleep Inc. [Box cr. New Providence, New Jersey 07974]

### THE ADDED TOUCH
12-H Water St., Brye Mower, Pa. 19010
SHOPPING AROUND

GOLFER'S GAUGE
Precision instrument gives player the exact number of yards from ball to hole when he looks through the rear window of the Rangefinder. Lightweight and small enough to fit in the man's or woman's pocket. Score with every golfer on your Christmas list for $6.95 plus 45c post. J. W. Holst, HG12, 1005 E. Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730.

CREATIVE COOKERY
"Cooking with a Flair" by Madeleine McKenzie is a delight to read and the recipes are unusual and varied. Cherry bisque, pineapple crown cake, Virginia spoon bread and carrot fondue are only a few. Book has stay-open cover in hot pink! $3.95 ppd. Great gift! Madeleine McKenzie, Dept. 120, Box 972, Dallas, Tex. 75225.

IRISH BLESSING
The famous old Gaelic blessing is a fine way to start the New Year. Artistically silk screened in six colors, it's framed in maple with delicate gold trim and protected under glass; 9¾" by 12½". $4.95 plus 50c post., too! House of Goodspeed, HG12, Federal Sq., Bldg., Grand Rapids, Mich. 49502.

SAFE ELECTROLYSIS
What with all the emphasis on a perfect skin, do remove any hair from face, arms, legs. Use Perma Tweez with ease: safely destroys roots with tweezer-like action, does not puncture or irritate skin. Accepted for advertising by medical journals. $14.95 ppd. General Medical Co., HG12, 5701 W. Adams, Los Angeles, Cal. 90016.

STAY-AT-HOME
Once used to stash bag and baggage for long journeys in grandmother's day, chest now puts its woven willow to work as storage for toys, blankets. 20" by 14" by 14", $13.50; 24" by 16" by 16", $15.20; 28" by 17" by 17", $17.40; 32" by 19" by 19", $19.95. Ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Fran's Basket House, HG12, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

COLONIAL CHANDELIER

REAL COOL CAT-PATTERNED ICE-BUCKET
Real cool cat-patterned ice-bucket—orange and black shiny plastic with bright brass. 8" round, 8" tall, 12.50 Househould Bazaar at all Lord & Taylor stores.

AUTHENTIC M. I. HUMMEL HOLY FAMILY
3-piece Holy Family is your start to the most beautiful Nativity Set. You may add at later times. 3¾c. Holy Family, Handpainted $32.00. In limited quantities, complete Nativity Set 11 hand-painted figurines and wood stable $145. In White $83.50. with electric light add $5.00. Post $3.75. 68-page CATALOG $1.00, showing lovely gifts, music boxes, wood carvings and Hummel figurines. Satisfaction Guaranteed. HILDEGARDE'S HG
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105

NEVER SCRAPE AGAIN!
Protect your windshield from ice and snow with this vinyl cover which fits across front or rear windshields. No more tiresome and time-consuming scraping. Magnets grip hood and roof securely. No clamps or ties necessary. 4341—Windshield Cover $1.98 2 for only 3.79 Add 25c for postage and handling. Gracious Living DECEMBER, 1969 D-661

CHRISTMAS TREE CAKE PANS
Now you can bake a Christmas tree cake for your holiday table! Set of 3 aluminum pans graduated from 3" to 6" in diameter makes layers to stack on the pedestal stand. Just frost and trim with garlands of icing and candies. One tree serves 9 generously. Set includes pedestal stand plus recipes for cake made with or without prepared mixes. Use pans the year 'round for exciting birthday desserts and other festive occasions. SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG $1.25 postpaid No C.O.D.'s

ARTISAN GALLERIES
2100 B-12 No. Haskell, Dallas, Texas 75204

COLLECTOR'S ENAMEL SPOON
Third of a yearly series! Beautiful, full-color enamel bowl has date, depicts a charming scene of old-world musicians in a tree lift town square. Graceful handle is marked "Frohe Weihnachten" (Merry Christmas), decorated with glowing tapers, pine branches. 5½" long; non tarnish silvery finish. Truly heirlooms of tomorrow! 6780—1969 Spoon $4.00 6365—1968 Spoon (Church where "Silent Night" was composed) $4.50 Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required. Downs p. DEPT 149-R EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

AUTHENTIC M. I. HUMMEL HOLY FAMILY
3-piece Holy Family is your start to the most beautiful Nativity Set. You may add at later times. 3¾c. Holy Family, Handpainted $32.00. In limited quantities, complete Nativity Set 11 hand-painted figurines and wood stable $145. In White $83.50. with electric light add $5.00. Post $3.75. 68-page CATALOG $1.00, showing lovely gifts, music boxes, wood carvings and Hummel figurines. Satisfaction Guaranteed. HILDEGARDE'S HG
597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105

GREAT CHRISTMAS TREE CAKE PANS
Now you can bake a Christmas tree cake for your holiday table! Set of 3 aluminum pans graduated from 3" to 6" in diameter makes layers to stack on the pedestal stand. Just frost and trim with garlands of icing and candies. One tree serves 9 generously. Set includes pedestal stand plus recipes for cake made with or without prepared mixes. Use pans the year 'round for exciting birthday desserts and other festive occasions. SEND FOR FREE GIFT CATALOG $1.25 postpaid No C.O.D.'s
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Third of a yearly series! Beautiful, full-color enamel bowl has date, depicts a charming scene of old-world musicians in a tree lift town square. Graceful handle is marked "Frohe Weihnachten" (Merry Christmas), decorated with glowing tapers, pine branches. 5½" long; non tarnish silvery finish. Truly heirlooms of tomorrow! 6780—1969 Spoon $4.00 6365—1968 Spoon (Church where "Silent Night" was composed) $4.50 Write for FREE catalog of unusual items. Please, your zip code is required. Downs p. DEPT 149-R EVANSTON, ILL. 60204
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597 Farmington Ave., Hartford, Conn. 06105
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You'll be saying it a thousand times in a thousand different ways. You'll be writing it on cards to friends at home and at the end of long, warm letters sent to the other end of the earth. You'll call it out to people at the market . . . in the five-and-ten . . . and in church. You will carol it, shout it, whisper it, proclaim it with a great big guess-what smile. You'll wrap it up in tiny packages for people you'll see on Christmas Eve and you'll tie it to the weighty unwrappables that will answer big, big dreams.

Among the nicest ways to say Merry Christmas to those on your gift list who truly love their homes . . . who spend lots of time and effort making them beautiful indoors and out . . . who delight in sharing the pleasures of their houses with frequent guests . . . is a gift-subscription to HOUSE & GARDEN.

Giving HOUSE & GARDEN is so easy. (And inexpensive: 12 issues for $6.) Simply fill in and mail the order form facing this page. We do everything else for you. We sign your gift cards, as you tell us, and mail them for at-Christmas delivery. Then, once a month for twelve months, we'll mail another of your gifts of HOUSE & GARDEN . . . echoing your wish of Merry Christmas to each friend throughout a Happy New Year.
KENYA SALE AHEAD!


KINGS HIGH

Royalty tops table 16" in diameter. The kings are screen printed in black and red and permanently sealed in white Formica. Base of table is black wrought-iron. 21" in height. $14.95 plus $1 w. of Miss. Free color folder of sets, cubes and accent tables. Bacon Furniture Specialties, HG12, 951 No. Bend Rd., Cincinnati, Ohio 45224.

SUPER GLUE

Jewelers use this super-strength glue to hold diamonds. It may be used to bond plastics, rubber, metal, wood, glass, porcelain or almost any material. Fast and easy to use, it sets in seconds. Permabond resists water, chemicals, temperature changes. 2 gram tube. $2.50 ppd. Hobi, Inc., HG12, 1152 Sixth Ave., New York. N. Y. 10036.

18TH CENTURY CHARM

Bisque figurines of a youth and fair maiden beautifully costumed in the style of 18th century France. Lace ruffles, hair and fair maiden beautifully costumed in the style of 18th century France. Lace ruffles, hair and

STONE WHEEL ENGRAVING

The 12 signs of the Zodiac are engraved on a wheel of Corning crystal plates for tea or dessert. Each sign is an exquisite work of art (Sagittarius shown) with border of a dozen stars. Four, $19.95; six, $29.95; 12, $59.95. Add $1 post. Catalogue 25c. Specify signs. The Gift Tree, P.O. Box HG55, Kensington, Md. 20795.
SHIPPING AROUND

WINERY FINERY
Serve sartorial burgundy with style from a hand-cut crystal container mounted on black wrought iron stand. Container holds one quart, ice cubes in center flask. Keep it chilled if such is your liking. Wine pours into glass by twisting nozzle at bottom. 22" h. $15.98 ppd. Palm Co., 7094 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33147.

YEARS OF CHARMS
Fabulous charms to see a gal from Lucky 13 to Always 21 are a great idea for a new bracelet and a gal never has enough charms. %" dia in sterling $3.50 ea.; 1", $4.50; 3/4" in 14k gold, $9.50; 1", $13.50. Ppd. 10c a letter for engraving on back. 16 is sweet, of course! Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.

THE STEELERS
Stainless steel preserves the flavor and freshness of whatever is stored therein. These are made exactly like old-fashioned milk cans, but are clearly marked for a new use. Flour and sugar hold five pounds; coffee and tea one lb. ea. Cookie jar holds batches! Set of five, $12.95 plus $1 post. Franzen Gifts, HG12, 110 Franzen Building, Flanagan, Ill. 61740.

FOREVER FERN
Fern found on the floor of the ocean needs no water or soil to stay forever fresh on land; lives on air alone in any climate. Put the bright green plant in a vase or bowl and see it open and extend its lovely, delicate fronds. $1.39 each; two for $2.50. Ppd. Gifts from Paradise, HG12, P. O. Box 392, New York, N. Y. 10013.

MESSAGE PONCHO
White bonded poncho printed in bold black letters with name, team or slogan. Any message to 30 letters. Will not run or fade. Collar and fringe are in black, too. One size fits all from teeny bopper to big daddy. $6.98 plus 50c post. Add $1 extra for printing on both sides. Holiday Gifts, Dept. 312-F, 7047 Pecos St., Denver, Colo. 80221.

DAISIES DO TELL
Set any party table festively with colorful linens, napkins and charming coordinated tableware. 52" by 72" rectangle or oval. $9.95; 70" by 90", $17.95; 70" by 104", $22.95; 70" by 120", $27.95; 70" by 144", $32.95; 70" by 174", $37.95; 70" round, $29.95; 17" sq. white linen napkins with Dacron lace, $1 ea. Ppd. Hagen's, HG12, Box 666, Englewood, N. J. 07631.

TELEPHONES READY-TO-USE!
OWN IT AND SAVE MONEY ON PHONE BILL EVERY MONTH!

Bronze Stamp Holder
WITH RAISED INITIAL
Not only holds roll of 100 to 300 stamps, but is a stunning space-saving weight too. In handsome two-tone bronze, 9" high with lined base, it will add a distinctive touch to any desk or table. Specify any initial. Great for giving! $6.45 ADD $1.00 POSTAGE EACH

STANDARD HOME PHONE ASSORTED STYLES
Budget priced regulation phone, reconditioned "like new" in the original block. Fully equipped and ready to plug in and use without any increase on your phone bill. Colors available @ $6 add. White, green, red, blue, ivory, pink, yellow, gold, beige.

PORTRAITS, INC.
41 EAST 57TH STREET, NEW YORK

We represent 200 of today's leading portrait painters and sculptors.
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Shopping Around

Enchanting Hummels
A book of the life and work of Berta Hummel with the beautiful poems of Margarete Seemann. There are 64 pages of pictures of the Hummel figures and religious works. Each picture has a poem to match it. All in full color, 6¼" by 9". $5.50; all four, $15. Ppd. Order from The Gift Pro, HG12, 1638 W. 72 St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46260.

Bold Knights of Old
14th century Italian knights are handsome to display in den, library or a boy's room. The statuettes are 9¼" high and mounted on rose marble. The walnut shields have silver-finished figures and a brass chain. Two statuettes, $12; two shields, $6.50; all four, $15. Ppd. Order from Giuseppe Ercole, 945 N. 4th St., Chico, III. 10104.

Pirate Treasure
Or prosaic American goods store handsomely in a trunk trimmed with solid cast brass hardware. Finnish birch with wood bindings nailed down by rows of steel. 36" l., 26" w., 25" h. Finished in dark fruitwood, avocado, black, red or antique white. $167.50 exp. coll. Catalogue. 25c.

Make a Maxwell
Horseless carriage of 1910 vintage is as much a hit with hobbyists as it was with sportsters. Exact model in metal and wood components is easy to build. Precision-cast radiator, water body, rubber-like tires. 9¼" h., 7¼" l. $12.95 plus 50c post. Catalogue, 25c. Scientific Models, Inc., 98-BW Monroe St., Newark, N. J. 07105.

Put Down Puzzle
No party poop, this one. Calls for matching the faces of 64 pieces (all the same size) in order to form a square. No clues surface—even from the grains of the wood. But don't lose your cool if you can't solve it first time round; it's only fun and games. $12.50 plus 65c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane St., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

Oriental Treasure
Exquisitely carved jade from the Orient made into miniatures by craftsmen using skills handed down through generations. There's a quaint frog, a trumpetifying elephant and a lively looking fish. Each is about 1¼" long. $2.98 ea.; three for $8.75. Add 25c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

Men! Women! Waist-Away™ Trims Inches From Stomach!
Relax into a youthful shape without exercise! Athletes don't exercise to lose weight or reduce midriff fat. They "sweat it off" with special rubber belts. You can now use their proved, fast method. No weights!

So simple, it's amazing how easy it works while you relax. Waist-Away is a pliable wide belt of soft rubber-like composition that wears evenly on your skin. It makes your body heat melt away excess "flab" while you do housework, jog, or just sit and watch TV. The soothing massage effect relieves back and waist tension. Posture improves, too. A wonderful aid to athletes, businessmen, housewives.

Velcro adjustment keeps belt snug. Specify man's or woman's model.

Wonderful News for Women!
Thigh Reducer belts the sure, fast way.

If you've struggled to reduce your thighs with exercise, massage, dieting, but have had disappointing results, take heart. There's a new way to slim those thighs where exercise alone can't help. IBEM'S THIGH REDUCER Belts spot-reduce the heaviness at the top of the thigh while you walk, work, or just sit. Based on the same proved, effective principle as the WAIST-AWAY (see above)—using body heat to melt away excess fat with a relaxing massage effect.

Here's a fast sure way to slim thighs. Now you too, can wear those revealing mini-fashions. Do it now and get results fast!

IBEM Thigh Reducer Belts are soft, pliable, rubber-like composition. Adjustable Velcro fastening keeps them snug as your thighs get thinner. Send your upper thigh measurements at point indicated by arrow. Whatever method of thigh reducing you've tried without success, don't give up. Order a pair of IBEM Belts today on money-back guarantee.

One pair postpaid $16.95 (Add local sales tax (NYC 6%))

IBEM Sales Company, Dept. HG-141, 509 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

Shopping Around

Burgundy Rose Plate
Three 24kt gold-leafed rose plates. One footed, 7" across. $23.50 exp. coll. Catalogue. 25c. Produced with the cooperation of the U.S. wine industry.

Fruit Plates
7081 Plote $13.50 ppd. A collector's item, the first of a limited annual series picturing the outstanding event of that year; for 1969... the Apollo 11 Moon Landing! Dated, numbered serially, beautifully made in fine porcelain; fired colors on midnight blue and rose.

Hors d'oeuvre Trays
Delightful little trays for intimate or large gatherings. Partying is easier... a personal taste treat.

Hors d'Oeuvre Trays
6Va" high. Set of 4. $6.95 ppd. Add local sales tax (NYC 6%).

Make Your Own Wine At Home
Make your own wine at home. No weights! Athletes don't exercise to lose weight or reduce midriff fat. They "sweat it off" with special rubber belts. You can now use their proved, fast method. No weights!

So simple, it's amazing how easy it works while you relax. Waist-Away is a pliable wide belt of soft rubber-like composition that wears evenly on your skin. It makes your body heat melt away excess "flab" while you do housework, jog, or just sit and watch TV. The soothing massage effect relieves back and waist tension. Posture improves, too. A wonderful aid to athletes, businessmen, housewives.

Velcro adjustment keeps belt snug. Specify man's or woman's model.

Send your waist measurements. Check or money order; no COD.

Wine Making Set
Federally laws permit each head-of-household to keep up to 220 gal. of wine annually for household consumption. Makes winemaking easy and fun, a personal taste treat. Use peaches, currants or grapes. Set contains all tools necessary to make 2 gal., at a time—10 bottles of personally blended wine. Includes 2 (reusable) one gallon containers, compact water seal valves, siphon for easy transport to or from or use as sets; please specify A, B, C, D.

One pair postpaid $16.95 (Add local sales tax (NYC 6%))

IBEM Sales Company, Dept. HG-141, 509 Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10017

Shipping Around

Or prosaic American goods store handsomely in a trunk trimmed with solid cast brass hardware. Finnish birch with wood bindings nailed down by rows of steel. 36" l., 26" w., 25" h. Finished in dark fruitwood, avocado, black, red or antique white. $167.50 exp. coll. Catalogue. 25c.

Make a Maxwell
Horseless carriage of 1910 vintage is as much a hit with hobbyists as it was with sportsters. Exact model in metal and wood components is easy to build. Precision-cast radiator, water body, rubber-like tires. 9¼" h., 7¼" l. $12.95 plus 50c post. Catalogue, 25c. Scientific Models, Inc., 98-BW Monroe St., Newark, N. J. 07105.

Put Down Puzzle
No party poop, this one. Calls for matching the faces of 64 pieces (all the same size) in order to form a square. No clues surface—even from the grains of the wood. But don't lose your cool if you can't solve it first time round; it's only fun and games. $12.50 plus 65c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

Oriental Treasure
Exquisitely carved jade from the Orient made into miniatures by craftsmen using skills handed down through generations. There's a quaint frog, a trumpetifying elephant and a lively looking fish. Each is about 1¼" long. $2.98 ea.; three for $8.75. Add 25c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

Shopping Around

Enchanting Hummels
A book of the life and work of Berta Hummel with the beautiful poems of Margarete Seemann. There are 64 pages of pictures of the Hummel figures and religious works. Each picture has a poem to match it. All in full color, 6¼" by 9". $5.50; all four, $15. Ppd. Order from The Gift Pro, HG12, 1638 W. 72 St., Indianapolis, Ind. 46260.

Bold Knights of Old
14th century Italian knights are handsome to display in den, library or a boy's room. The statuettes are 9¼" high and mounted on rose marble. The walnut shields have silver-finished figures and a brass chain. Two statuettes, $12; two shields, $6.50; all four, $15. Ppd. Order from Giuseppe Ercole, 945 N. 4th St., Chico, III. 10104.

Pirate Treasure
Or prosaic American goods store handsomely in a trunk trimmed with solid cast brass hardware. Finnish birch with wood bindings nailed down by rows of steel. 36" l., 26" w., 25" h. Finished in dark fruitwood, avocado, black, red or antique white. $167.50 exp. coll. Catalogue. 25c.

Make a Maxwell
Horseless carriage of 1910 vintage is as much a hit with hobbyists as it was with sportsters. Exact model in metal and wood components is easy to build. Precision-cast radiator, water body, rubber-like tires. 9¼" h., 7¼" l. $12.95 plus 50c post. Catalogue, 25c. Scientific Models, Inc., 98-BW Monroe St., Newark, N. J. 07105.

Put Down Puzzle
No party poop, this one. Calls for matching the faces of 64 pieces (all the same size) in order to form a square. No clues surface—even from the grains of the wood. But don't lose your cool if you can't solve it first time round; it's only fun and games. $12.50 plus 65c post. Sleepy Hollow Gifts, HG12, 3023 Crane Dr., Falls Church, Va. 22042.

Oriental Treasure
Exquisitely carved jade from the Orient made into miniatures by craftsmen using skills handed down through generations. There's a quaint frog, a trumpetifying elephant and a lively looking fish. Each is about 1¼" long. $2.98 ea.; three for $8.75. Add 25c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.
Keep the Family and Records together in your . . .

100 YEAR DIARY
Stop marking up old books and storing information in boxes—here's the perfect place to write in all those family records; births, marriages, mortgages, stock and bankbook numbers etc.

IDEAL FOR BUSINESS HISTORY TOO!
For recording data from 1900 to 2000. Contains 4 lines for each month. Also lists the important events of each year up to the present.
In beautiful library binding of imitation leather with 224 pages. Makes a perfect gift for friends, relatives and associates. Ideal Xmas Gift.

Only $5.95 ea. (pdp.)
3 copies - $5.50 ea. 6 copies - $5.00 ea.

RICHARD DOWNES, Dept. A
49 New St., Newark, N. J. 07102

Name ____________________________
Address __________________________ 
City ____________________________
State ____________________________
Zip. ____________________________
Copies @ __________________________"

From Italy, Musical table of inlaid wood. Music starts when top folds up to reveal 1¼ x 1½" deep storage space for sewing kit, note paper, etc. 14½" x 19½" x 36¼" high. Plays Dr. Zhivago. Gigi. Never on Sunday or Sound of Music. State first and second choice. $16.95 postage incl.

A distinguished store of impeccable reputation
C. & M. CARON
P.O. BOX 1255
ST. THOMAS, VIRGIN ISLANDS
Write for our Illustrated Price List

GRANDMOTHER'S PIN
of Sterling Silver
A beautiful pin of luxurious sterling silver that every grandmother will be proud to wear. The large 1¼" diamond shape sparkling stone is gracefully engraved with her name and birthdate. Not just for Grandmothers—thoughtful gift for Mamas, Sisters, and Aunts. Prompt delivery in time for Christmas. All orders shipped postpaid.

$4.95 for engraved, $1.00 ea. for each disc.
Signet original initial of last name for management. White is available in 30 different styles and designs. Write or call for list. Initial is added with $5.50 extra. No C.O.D.'s allowed. Return privileges.

FERRY HOUSE Dept. G-129
Dobbs Ferry, N. Y.

DINGY TEETH made RADIANT WHITE
instantly! Like a Movie-Star smile with new Cosmetic Enamel! Are you sad because of discolored, dull and unattractive teeth? Then try WYTEN, a marvelous new "Dental Cosmetic" for an attractive new glamorous look. Just brush on and transform dull and dingy teeth into a sparkling white finish that appears so pearl-like and natural. WYTEN is used by thousands of women and theatrical folk to cover up stains, blaches and even gold fillings. Dental Cosmetic is completely safe and harmless for natural as well as false teeth.

SEND NO MONEY! Free 10 Day Trial! Purchase now on delivery $1.55 plus postage for a 4-6 months supply LAB. TESTED. Or send only $1.25 with order and we pay postage. (2 Wytens $3.50, 3 Wytens $4.90) 10 day trial must satisfy or money will be refunded.

NU-FIND PRODUCTS CO., Dept. T298
Box 265 Church St., New York, N. Y. 10008

SHOPPING AROUND
Lucky Number
Seven tools in one for a fisherman's find. 6" fishing pliers is a hook degorger and remover, fine-tip pliers line and leader cutter, shot splitter, knife, fish hook sharpener, screwdriver and can punch! Nickel-plated, $3.95; chrome-plated, $4.95; stainless steel, $5.95. Add 25c post. Pam Products, HG12, 299 Heath Terr., Buffalo, N. Y. 14223.

CAPTAIN, SIR
Contemporary interpretation of a British officers chair is a beauty and marvelously comfortable for fellow or his mate. The vinyl padded back swivels to give proper back support. Seat and arms are vinyl, too. Black, brown or ivory with matching hardwood frame. Ready to assemble. $24.95 plus $1.25 post. Heritage House, HG12, Chadds Ford, Pa. 19317.

Worldly Wise
Imagine how the world looked to early explorers! No dreams of moon walks in those days! Laminated reproduction of an old world map in full color with embellished borders, and fitted in 16" by 18" antique gold-finished wood frame. Just $4.95 postpaid. Order from World Co., 12HG, 2 First St., E. Norwalk, Conn. 06855.

New Angle
Comfort to a variety of discomforts comes with head or legs elevated. Better than piles of pillows, clever plywood Nu-Slant adjusts to seven positions from 5" to 14", yet folds out of sight when bed is made. Twin bed size, $12.98; double bed size, $14.98. Pd. Better Sleep, Inc., HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

Classic Bamboo
Pattern lends this stainless-steel fifty-piece service for eight an air of perfect balance. To help the harried housekeeper, each piece of this "Tahiti" pattern is dishwasher-safe, never needs polishing. Any table setting takes on a special elegance with these handsome accouterments. $34.98 p.pd. Wales, HG129, Box 247, Hartsdale, N. Y. 10530.

Exotic Monkeypod
These beautifully garnished salad sets, hand-crafted in the Philippines, will add a sophisticated note to any table setting. Used individually, they make fancy condiments or sauces. Set includes large bowl approx. 1½" across, 7½" deep, individual bowls approx. 3½" across, 5½" deep, and fork and spoon. Styles may vary slightly. $29.95 p.pd.

Young Imports
177 K St., Dept. 26
Chula Vista, Calif. 92011

House & Garden
SHOPPING AROUND

**GIRL WEARS CHAINS**
In the fashion world where she lives, a girl must have more than one chain to wear as a husky, hip belt, a necklace to tone up a sweater. Two shown are the best of all possible accessories, circa 1969. Gold or silver finish chain belt or gold finish slave chain $7 ea. plus 60c ea. post. Vicki Wayne, 610 HSB, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

**BIRD SONG**
"Beep, beep"—the unmistakable cry of Road Runner, the popular cartoon creation, gives voice to a horn that attaches easily to any car. 4" by 5½" by 6½" with horn-button control, instructions for mounting. Just a tap on the button, and a slow driver ahead of you gets the message! $8.98 plus 75c post. A Maxi's World of Fun, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

**QUICK TRIM**
Handy hair-trimmer does the job professionally in minutes. Made in Sweden, it's a fine quality tool, has an adjustment for regular trim, medium trim or scalp-close. Trims as it combs. Mom can do the job or Dad and young long-hairs operate it easily. $2.98 plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

**FELINE FORTRESS**
Sturdy corrugated cardboard palice for the family cat comes complete with catnip flavored wall-to-wall carpeting to brighten puss's day and night hours. Cat Castle is 18" by 12" by 12". Assembles in jig time and even has a hole for unsuspicious mice. $2.95 plus 75c post. Mail Box, Dept. P12, Box 655, Westbury, N. Y. 11590.

**SOAP IN FLOWER**
Rev up the bathroom with Van Gogh sunflower dish and polished soap buds in a whole galaxy of floral colors—hot and light pink, sunny yellow, turquoise, Brtstoli blue, lime and avocado, orange, red, white and black. 12 in all for only $2.25 a box ppd. Beauty in the Bath, HG12, 91-20 182nd St., Jamaica, N. Y. 11432.

**SPICE CAROUSEL**
This beautiful Lazy Susan spice rack puts up to 45 spices and 6 or 8 knives at your fingertips. Comes in brilliant red, orange, yellow, green, blue, or Mint combinations, plus natural and antique wax finishes. Rectangular, square, or round 13". High. Spices and knives not included. Specify size, shape and color. All prices ppd. Add $1.00 West of Miss. $24.95 (11" dia.), 32 spice - $39.95 (13" dia.), 45 spice - $44.95 (16" dia.).

**POSY TEFLOM COVER**
Speed-up and perk-up the chore of ironing with this cheery, flower-powered ironing board cover. Heavy cotton is coated with easy-glide Teflon. Hand-screened print is colorfast and fade-proof; won't rub off. Adjustable for a stay-put fit on all boards. 24" x 60" for Forge & Headling. $48.51 — Ironing Board Cover...$1.98

**GRACIOUS LIVING**

**TRouser anD skirt rackS**
...new storage unit in and out of closet—will allow any where as free wheeling essences. Removable rods let you store garments on or off with ease. Will hold all trousers, slacks neatly and compactly. 27" H x 18" W x 9" D. $24.75

**SKIRT RACK**
...locks Identical roll to men's trousers racks (shown)—has vertical slides in 12 skirt sizes. $5.75.

**FELINE FORTRESS**
Sir John Peyton and his Two Ladies $19.50 for each brass. Special reduction for the three brasses $48.90. Send cheque or money order to:

**THE OLD ENGLAND TRADING COMPANY**
52 Peascod Street, Windsor, Berkshire, ENGLAND.

**CATS**
10-D California Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202

**GOLDILOCKS and 3 BEARS**
Add 85c Post.

**CAT-OWNING FRIENDS**
The perfect gift is colorful CATS Magazine....

**POSY TELFON COVER**
Speed-up and perk-up the chore of ironing with this cheery, flower-powered ironing board cover. Heavy cotton is coated with easy-glide Teflon. Hand-screened print is colorfast and fade-proof; won't rub off. Adjustable for a stay-put fit on all boards. 24" x 60" for Forge & Headling. $48.51 — Ironing Board Cover...$1.98

**Cats**
10-D California Ave., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15202

**GOLDILOCKS**
6.98

**and 3 BEARS**
Add 85c Post.

**For Your**
Cat-owning Friends

**The perfect gift is colorful CATS Magazine....**

**Cat-Owning Friends**
Each month it's filled with news, stories, helpful articles on care and health, poems, pictures...all about all kinds of cats. It will please every cat lover twelve times in the year. Send only $6.00 for the first one year subscription, only $4.00 for each additional, including your own if desired. 60c sample copies. Gift card and December issue will be sent to arrive just before Christmas.

**POSy TELFON COVER**
Speed-up and perk-up the chore of ironing with this cheery, flower-powered ironing board cover. Heavy cotton is coated with easy-glide Teflon. Hand-screened print is colorfast and fade-proof; won't rub off. $48.51 for Forge & Headling. Adjustable for a stay-put fit on all boards. 24" x 60" for Forge & Headling. $48.51 — Ironing Board Cover...$1.98
THE GIFT That Pleases Everybody
Young and Old, Rich and Poor Children and Grown-Ups!

FLORIDA’S FINEST
ORANGES & GRAPEFRUIT
½ Bushel $7.95
Prepared to Most States

The quality you get only at fancy restaurants, hotels, steamship lines, clubs — new available for your own home or for gifts to business acquaintances, friends, relatives. Bilgore has been famous for finest citrus fruit since 1921. Every piece washed, scrubbed, sorted, polished. No artificial coloring added! Send us your gift list—be sure to include yourself. ½ Bu. $5.25, 1 Bu. $7.95, 1½ Bu. $9.95, Full Bu. $11.95. Delivery charges prepaid to most states. (Slightly higher to Western states.)

FLORIDA’S FINEST
HALF-A-CENTURY-OLD
COIN CHEST!

ORDER BY MAIL
Widths from A A A A A sizes to 13 *

no extra charge for large sizes

QUILTER — A marvel of fit and comfort! you’ll want to wear all day long. Softly quilted glove kid with fast, matching square toe. Red or Black. Widths 5½ and 6 in sizes 6 to 12, widths R and M in sizes 9½ to 12.

$15.00 plus 75c pp. Complete list available on request.

FREE CATALOG HG-12 shows styles in

sizes from 6½ to 13. $7.00 to $47.00
MONEY BACK if returned unused within 14 days.

Bilgore Groves
714 Franklin St., Clearwater, Fla. 33517

Nostalgic
Golden
Rule
Clock

Seth Thomas created this nostalgic
replica of yesterday’s favorite
school clock . . .
the familiar “Droop Octogen” design. Wartime glowing Connecticut-cut Nutmeg finish on fine wood case with
10½” antique porcelain dial. Precision 8-day, key-wound mechanism with pendulum. 13½” wide, 2½” deep, 19½” high. Shipped REA express charges collect.

1351C Golden Rule Wall Clock . . . $45.85

F. F. MARINE LIFE
DANIA, FLA. 33004

WHAT’S YOUR MILEAGE?
Via your feet, that is. Precision-made pedometer keeps track of the tracks you’ve been making. Set it for your stride, hang it from belt. It measures your every step; registers up to 100 miles. For convalescents, hikers, housewives. $7.98 plus 30c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 555 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

COLLECTOR’S ITEMS
Get something new in the way of old Pre-Columbian art and antiquities! 1000-year-old figures and ceremonial vessels make admirable decorator or collector’s pieces. Authenticity guaranteed! Write for illustrated catalogue. 5” high $20.50 ppd. Hartwell Kennard, HG12, 1015-H Nyssa, McAllen, Texas 78501.

UTTER MADNESS
Modern form of torture is the frustration ball, one of those games to play after all the presents are opened. It’s a transparent ball 6½” diameter. Inside is a small ball and eight numbered cups. The object is to move the ball from one cup to another. Wow! $2.39 ppd. Alexander Sales, HG12, 26 So. 6th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

PRECIOUS LUCKY
In the spotlight more than ever, the big bold ring; impressive sunburst of 24 kt. gold plate’s set with real jade (denotes love, happiness, good fortune all the way along the line). Ring’s adjustable, well within reach. $3; six for $15. Ppd. Westport’s World Art & Gift Shop, HG12, 606 Post Rd., Westport, Conn. 06880.

SHOES IN A CUP
3 PET SEAHORSES $2.00 & FREE HITCHING POST

Order selected fresh caught live Seahorses sent Air Mail Los Ang. Orders receive a bit with FREE food, hitching post, and simple instructions for raising these exotic little pets in jar or fish bowl. The father gives birth to the young (callos) alive. All the family will enjoy hours of fun with this relaxing and educational hobby. Guaranteed live delivery. U. S. A.

WHAT A BARGAIN
Two Seahorses & One Free only $2.00. Three Pair Special — $3.50. Order Two Pair and receive one Pair Free. (One address.) No C. O. D.

FOOTBALL SWEATSHIRT

Easy to Raise

For a Certain Size
Give the glad hand to the return of the sheath. Washable Dupioni shantung in navy trimmed in white with red piping or in white with navy and red accents. For the woman-size woman, it’s V-neck placket accentuates the positive. 14 to 20; 38-46; 12½ to 26½. $18 plus 60c post. Vicki Wayne, 610 HSM, So. Country Club Rd., Tucson, Ariz. 85716.

COLLECTIONS
Get something new in the way of old Pre-Columbian art and antiquities! 1000-year-old figures and ceremonial vessels make admirable decorator or collector’s pieces. Authenticity guaranteed! Write for illustrated catalogue. 5” high $20.50 ppd. Hartwell Kennard, HG12, 1015-H Nyssa, McAllen, Texas 78501.

UTTER MADNESS
Modern form of torture is the frustration ball, one of those games to play after all the presents are opened. It’s a transparent ball 6½” diameter. Inside is a small ball and eight numbered cups. The object is to move the ball from one cup to another. Wow! $2.39 ppd. Alexander Sales, HG12, 26 So. 6th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10551.

PRECIOUS LUCKY
In the spotlight more than ever, the big bold ring; impressive sunburst of 24 kt. gold plate’s set with real jade (denotes love, happiness, good fortune all the way along the line). Ring’s adjustable, well within reach. $3; six for $15. Ppd. Westport’s World Art & Gift Shop, HG12, 606 Post Rd., Westport, Conn. 06880.

HOBBIES UNLIMITED
Box 5401-D, Sherman Oaks, Calif. 91403
MATH MATCH
All squared up for smart dressing, a slide rule tie bar that really works! Math whiz's delight in sterling silver, $3.29; or gold plated, $1. Matching cuff links (but with no moving parts), in sterling silver, $2.69; gold plated, $1. Ppd. Walter Drake & Sons, HG-21 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

LATEST LURE
Along comes the best looking snake bracelet of the year. Arrived from Germany where fourth generation artisans fashioned it in 14K gold plate of fascinating texture. Two or three would look smashing on the wrist of any female. Comes packed in pretty box, $5.95 ppd. Free jewelry brochure available. Artesania, GE12, Box 333, Skokie, Ill. 60076.

SEW AND SEW
A caddy in time saves wasted minutes hunting for a sewing notion—and this portable walnut wonder has all the fixin's. Tip-out shelf spindles 24 spools; bins and racks for patterns and books, jars for tiny items. Red, tan or green cover. 17" w., 31" d., $20.95; 21" h., $15.95. Ppd. Fayette Industries Inc., HG12, Box 414A, Clarence, N. Y. 14031.

OREGON'S GREETING
Fragrant cedar from the Siskiyou mountains forms the base of a lovely wreath 16" in diameter. Trimmed with seed pods, thistles edged with girt, tiny red apples and winter pears and accented with artificial holly, a red satin ribbon, $11.95 ppd. Order gift #408. Harry & David, Box J1050, Bear Creek Orchards, Medford, Ore. 97501.

DINING DE LUXE
White sheer Dacron tablecloth, with Grapes of Charm pattern; machine-wash; drip-dry. Oblong or oval: 52" by 72", $9.95; 70" by 90", $17.95; 70" by 104", $22.95; 70" by 120", $27.95; 70" by 144", $32.95. Round: 70" dia., $12.95; 90", $29.95. Linen napkins, 17" sq., $1 ea. Ppd. Hagen's, HG12, Box 666, Englewood, N. J. 07631.

BEYOND MEASURE
THAT'S THE HANDINESS OF THESE CADDYS—
ONE WITH MEASURING CUPS 11¾" HIGH AT $6.95 PPD—THE OTHER WITH MEASURING SPOONS 11" HIGH AT $4.95 PPD. BOTH AMERICAN-MADE OF COLONIAL-FINISHED PINE, WITH STAINLESS STEEL UTELS. SAVE BY ORDERING BOTH CADDYS FOR ONLY $11.00 PPD.

LIFETIME WALL CALENDAR
SIMPLE! CLEVER!
One setting shows FULL YEAR. Simply turn "1970" to year wanted. Check any lifetime date. See the day you were born! Schedule plans ahead. Mounts with self-stick tape to any door—pantry, wall-cabinet, closet, office, or on wall. Best date reference ever designed!

LIFETIME WALL CALENDAR
SIMPLE! CLEVER!
One setting shows FULL YEAR. Simply turn "1970" to year wanted. Check any lifetime date. See the day you were born! Schedule plans ahead. Mounts with self-stick tape to any door—pantry, wall-cabinet, closet, office, or on wall. Best date reference ever designed!

LIFETIME WALL CALENDAR
SIMPLE! CLEVER!
One setting shows FULL YEAR. Simply turn "1970" to year wanted. Check any lifetime date. See the day you were born! Schedule plans ahead. Mounts with self-stick tape to any door—pantry, wall-cabinet, closet, office, or on wall. Best date reference ever designed!

10" dia. actual size
COLORFUL PLASTIC Educational—Fun
FOR HOME AND OFFICE
We make
"100-Year Night-Lite,
"Master Calendar,
"Master-Plug,
"Calendar,
"To recall."
100-Year Night-Lite
"Wish-Plugs,
"To recall."
100-Year Night-Lite
"Wish-Plugs,
"To recall."
100-Year Night-Lite
"Wish-Plugs,
"To recall."
100-Year Night-Lite
"Wish-Plugs,
"To recall."
100-Year Night-Lite
"Wish-Plugs,
"To recall."
100-Year Night-Lite
"Wish-Plugs,
"To recall."

PROVINCIAL SWITCHPLATES
Switch to beauty in your home with little cost and with our exquisite brass-plated switchplates. Non-faintish brass, screws included. Also in antique white.

SINGLE—3" x 3" $1.00 each Specialty $2.95
DOUBLE—4½" x 3" $1.50 each Specialty $2.95
TRIPLE—6" x 3" $2.95 each Specialty $2.95
COMBINATION—3" x 3" $1.50 each Specialty $2.95
DOOR KNOB & MOUNTS $1.95 each
PLUS 4½ POSTAGE & HANDLING
P. O. Box 446, Norwalk, Conn. 08143
12442

THE ADDITIONAL TOUCH
12¼ Water St., Bryn Mawr, Pa. 19010

ELECTRIC WATERLESS COOKER
(Big 3½ Quart Capacity)
Waterless Cooker $18.00 plus 51.00 PPD

BEYOND MEASURE
THAT'S THE HANDINESS OF THESE CADDYS—
ONE WITH MEASURING CUPS 11¾" HIGH AT $6.95 PPD—THE OTHER WITH MEASURING SPOONS 11" HIGH AT $4.95 PPD. BOTH AMERICAN-MADE OF COLONIAL-FINISHED PINE, WITH STAINLESS STEEL UTELS. SAVE BY ORDERING BOTH CADDYS FOR ONLY $11.00 PPD.

FISHERS
13 EAST MAIN STREET ST. CHARLES, ILLINOIS 60174

EMPIRE HOUSE Dept. HG-12 One East 42nd St., N. Y., N. Y. 10017

CLOSEST TIE HANGERS
Keep His Wardrobe Perfect!
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**HOLIDAY CORDIALS**

Cordial cup of non-tarnishing silver plate is exquisitely embossed with clusters of grapes on the cup and base. 3¼" h. A festive look for after-dinner liqueurs and elegant to display between party times. Set of four is $8.95 plus $1.10 post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.

**BAMBOO BANGLE**

Bracelet's really a watch! Lift the joining pieces of the gold tone Florentine bangle and see the time. This precision movement won't let you be late. Watch has two year guarantee. Modern style timepiece is done up in neat bamboo shapings. $19.98 pป Order from Wales, HG123, Box 241, Hartsdale, N.Y. 10530.

**CREWEL HERB GARDEN**

Herbs blossom as you stitch with easy embroidery kits that come with herb pattern stamped on Belgian oyster linen. Crewel wool in nature colors, needles, instructions incl. Chives, dill, rosemary, thyme, oregano or mint. 8" by 8" $1.50 ea. Maple, provincial red, or green wool frame. $1. Add 35c post. Victoria Gifts, 12th Water St., Byrn Mawr, Pa. 19010.

**MINI-BREAKFRONT**


**SOLDIER BOY NEAT**

An incipient hippie acquires a military pride in his appearance with a personalized grooming set. Smooth white plastic; nylon bristles for nail and hair brushes. Hand-decorated red and white soldier design. Specify first letters for nail and hair brushes. $1.49. Add 25c post. From Gracious Living, Dept. 683, Berkeley, R. I. 02864.

**"Especially For You"**

**Long-Stemmed Silk American Beauty Roses**

Gift for Holidays and all Occasions. Satisfaction GUARANTEED or money back! FLOWER STYLE ORIGINALS, Inc. Dept. A 30 West 26th St., New York, N.Y. 10010. Please rush my American Beauty Roses. I enclose cash, check or money order, and my address.

- Single Rose, Gift Boxed, $1.50 each
- 5 Roses to a box, $7.00 per box
- 10 Roses to a box, $12.00 per box

**FRESH FLOWERS**

**PROMPT SHIPMENT.** Postage & handling included. Sorry, no C.O.D.'s.

**SHOPPING AROUND**

Cordial cup of non-tarnishing silver plate is exquisitely embossed with clusters of grapes on the cup and base. 3¼" h. A festive look for after-dinner liqueurs and elegant to display between party times. Set of four is $8.95 plus $1.10 post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 No. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Tex. 75204.
SURE THING
Add to her collection of jewelry a real jade and fake pearl ring that is big (1" across) and beautiful. Antiqued 24k gold plate gives the ring a touch of period authenticity. You know, of course, that jade stands for love, happiness, good fortune. $3; six for $15. Ppd. Westport's World Art & Gift Shop, HG12, 606 Post Rd., Westport, Conn. 06880.

STOVE-TOP BROILING
A barbecue for all seasons—big, aluminum pan that does beautiful broiling right on your stove! And the sirloin, hamburgers and chops taste as if you cooked them on your outdoor grill. Fat drains into specially-designed ridge. Sturdy aluminum, 9" by 11". $4.99 plus $1 post. Pler 16, Inc., HG129, Box 211, Central Sta., Jamaica, N. Y. 11435.

TEA TRIO
Super set supplies the basics for a simply smashing mid-morning or 4 o'clock tea time. All in sleek brown glazed earthenware—tea-pot, creamer and sugar bowl boast bright hand-painted flowers. (Each set different, of course.) Made in England, don'tcha know? Set, $6 ppd. Balmoral Systems, Inc., HG12, Box 188, Morris Plains, N. J. 07950.

AH, ALABASTER!
We are totally beguiled by our Italian horned owl carvings from the finest alabaster. His face is yellow, his "tuxedo" gray to set off his snowy white vest. He is 3½" high and sits brightly among your books and other beloved treasures on a collection shelf. $9.50 ppd. American Trader, Dept. 965, Norwich, W. 05055.

ARTFUL DECEIVER
Hard to believe this is a wig-carrier, isn't it? Deceptively clever design of molded high-impact resistant plastic holds wig upright on a built-in stand, converts to a roomy travel case. Much more practical than the taller type! Bone and black. $19.95 ppd. Breck's of Boston, J95, Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210

WHEN BEADLY FIRE STRIKES...LIVES CAN BE SAVED! ! !
WITH A GUARANTEED-TESTED-PORTABLE "LIFE-SAVER"

FIRE ESCAPE LADDER
Every 2 minutes a home burns in this country. The tragic fact is that most lives are lost trying to escape via hallways and staircases filled with flames, smoke, heated air and toxicfully gases. Proper use with the ladder that meets every emergency. Fits any window in seconds. All metal and aluminum construction will support 800 lbs. Can't rust, burn, break or deteriorate. Exclusive design keeps ladder away from wall for fast descent. Satisfaction guaranteed.

DEAR: A-HEAD!

Happy holidays...

YOU'LL WANT TO LOOK YOUR GLOWINGEST, BRIGHTEST, SPARKLEST POSSIBLE! SO BETTER START NOW.

You do this with Zeigler facial care. It stimulates the complexion. It exercises the little things deep down that turn up in the way you look. Refreshing! Using it, you know you're doing something special. And when you walk in that room — well, you'll thank the stars (in his eyes!) you started now with Zeigler. You won't find Zeigler care in stores. We send it to you, along with all you need to make it effective. Visibly effective.

See what she accomplished?

FROM THIS .... TO THIS,

Not overnight, of course — it took awhile. But then a whole new year is just around the corner. And with Zeigler care, perhaps — for you? Better hurry, hurry, send today for details of our special 30-day offer with return privilege guaranteed!
Imported
“Leopard” Robe

A fake it is, but you'll be surprised how like the real thing. Speculation will run high when you use it in car, den or dorm, on bed or couch, as to whether it's "real".

All-cotton cover is realistically printed on both sides, neatly tape bound; hand washable. About 51 " x 61 ". Our own import from West Germany.

No. 6490. $6.98 each. 2 for $13.85 ppd.

Pottery West Germany.

Please, your zip code is required.

W. J. Downs
DEPT. DEPT. 1412-H
EVANSTON, ILL. 60204

NEW HAMPTON GENERAL STORE
1274 Main St., Hampton, N. J. 08827
Write For Free Catalog

Rare Colonial Butterpat Box

A rare octagonal shape with domed cover—pressed from a mold that dates back over 100 years! In a lovely amber color a find for glass collectors—buffet hostesses. Designs around edges are old time butter molds, in limited quantities. 51/2", high. $4.98 plus 50c ppd.

New Hampton General Store
1274 Main St., Hampton, N. J. 08827
Write For Free Catalog

Ceramic kitten pours tea

Impish cat teapot serves tea from her paw-like spout curved tail makes the teapot handle. Striking black and white glazed ceramic. Too pretty to put in the cupboard; use to decorate kitchen counter or shelf. Amuse guests with this conversation piece. Holds 6 cups. 81/4" H. $4.98 + 50c post.

HOLIDAY GIFTS
7247 Post St.
Denver, Colo. 80221

ONLY $8 PER CARAT
FINE CUT 58 FACETS

STRONITE is a remarkable, hard and brilliant synthetic stone the most convincing laboratory-made product, at the fraction of the cost of a diamond.

STRONITE'S amazing hardness enables us to offer you an UNCONDITIONAL LIFETIME GUARANTEE in writing against scratching, chipping or loss of brilliance. Available in every popular gem size, and larger. Sold on our easy payment plan and a MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE within 10 days. You take no risk! SEND NO MONEY. Just write for FREE BROCHURE showing a wide variety of settings for men and women.

THE STRONITE CO.
DEPT. HG, 7 WEST 42ND ST.
NEW YORK, N. Y. 10036

The Candy Apple, our brilliant new chair design from Italy... the most comfortable chair in years. Mirror-gloss finish over transparent stain lets wood grain show through glowing red, blue, green or yellow. Flat white too. $25. No COD's.

The SAFE 2-Way PET DOOR

Mark other than your own will blister type printed dome. Your pet is completely protected. He cannot be trapped or choked on door. Self-absorbed.

TUREN INC., DEPT. HG-12
2 COTTAGE AVE.
DARIEN, CONNECTICUT 06820

CHRISTMAS CHARMS


WHITHER THE ZODIVC?


PIRATE PACK

Speaking of satchels, here's a little pirate chest (71/2" by 41/2" by 4") that's made of real mahogany, studded with antique nailheads. Inside's a happy story too: velvet lining and elasticized pocket. Be assured, there's plenty of space for makeup and such. $14.95 plus 85c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

MADE FOR MAGAZINES

End table file involves rolling steel drawer runners, adjustable compartments; available in handcrafted honey pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish to suit your taste. Holds all sizes, from large to little formats, flat and wildlife. $14.95 plus 85c post. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

WHAT'S IN A NAME?


CRYSTAL CHRISTMAS

Clear crystal fir trees hand made by French artist-craftsmen are beauties on a holiday table with fine linens, sparkling silver and exquisite china. No two alike, each lead crystal tree is different and reflects the colors of the room. 3", $12.50; 81/2", $25; 91/4", $37.50 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.
MEMORABLE MESSAGES
For gifting and cherishing, handcrafted wooden plaques that tell the joys of friendship and love. Inspired by friends, an anonymous poem, "My Cherished Friend," and "How do I Love Thee" by Elizabeth Browning. 10" by 12", $12.50 each ppd. Catalogue, 25c. Creative Crafts, Dept. 378, Rte. 1, Box 101C, Blowing Rock, N. C. 28605.

KIT FOR KIDS
Gift him with a whole bag full of precise parts that he can link together for fun and learning—makes dolls, tops, cars, planes, animals, bridges; quickly develops eye-hand coordination. Nursery schoolers build simple dishes. $2.98 plus 25c postage. Carry really jumbo baking casseroles without handles is a CASSEROLE PAWS Annex, Boston, Mass. 02117. 80c post. Brochure, 25c. Nimble nature, pillow, or stool top. $4.00 plus ground: kit has the works for picnics, afternoons. Choose green or gold backings. $7.95 plus 50c post. Two cubes, $15.00 plus $7.50 post. Cubus Operations Eye Hand Coordination. $4.50 ppd. NATURE NEEDLEPOINT Co., HG12, 750 Shames Dr., Chicago, III. 60602.

BE A COLORFUL CUBIST
Shades of Picasso! Go creative with your home with Plexiglas cubes—dandy coffee, telephone or end tables. 18" by 18" Red, green, blue, yellow, white, black or smoke. $79 plus $5 post. Two cubes, $150 plus $7.50 post. Cubus Co., HG12, 760 Shames Dr., Westbury, N. Y. 11590.

NATURE NEEDLEPOINT
A mushroom's eye view of the world on a 13" by 15" needlepoint canvas. Woodland scene: rabbit watches bee in bellflower; squirrel is busy with acorn. $9.98 plus postage. $79 plus $5 post. Twelve 6" by 6" pieces. $9.00 plus 25c postage. The Country Gourmet, GD, 545 Jacksonville Rd., HG12, Hartford, Pa. 19460.

CASSEROLE PAWS
Splendid invention for handling casseroles without handles is a pair of padded mitts connected by a wide quilted band. Mitts are done in a bright washable calico print. 34 inches long to permit carrying really jumbo baking dishes. $2.98 plus 25c postage. The Country Gourmet, GD, 545 4th Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10560.

CRUSADER'S JEWELRY

SHOPPING AROUND

PERSONALIZED Baseball Card Locker
Eliminate baseball card mess with our new locker! Miniature duplicating of a Major League double locker one side for American League, one side for National League has a labeled separate compartment for each team including the new expansion teams. Hi-impact shelves, 8" x 10". Can be personalized with boy's name & address. $2.98 plus 25c postage. 

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

NEW YORK • LONDON • PARIS • MILAN

PORTAIT IN OILS
Magnificently painted on canvas from old or new photos, by outstand­ ing European and American portrait painters. A superb living likeness in full color is executed in rich oils. 12"x18" to 30"x40". THE PERFECT GIFT

Van Dyke Oil Portraits, Ltd. DEPT. R, 153 EAST 57 ST., N.Y., N.Y. 10022

"Largest in the field of oil portraiture"

MONEY BACK IF NOT DELIGHTED

CRUSADER'S JEWELRY

DECEMBER, 1969
**Boot Scraper**

REAL MINESHOES with 2 BRUSHES

Here is a black iron shoe scraper. Use Grandpa used to use—only with improvements. We've added a sturdy stiff-bristled brush on each side—front and the back—so the sides of your shoes can be cleaned as well as the soles. No excuse now for tracking mud and dirt into the house. Better get two—QC screws furnished for mounting.

*Price Wds.*

Pa. Res. Add 7½. Calif. Add 10% to 60%.

SEND 10c FOR GIFT CATALOG

Clymer's of Bucks County
Dept. HG129, Point Pleasant, Pa. 18950

**MUSHROOMS**

Four stunning original lithographs of everyone's favorite . . . Mushrooms! These 4 different, hand-printed mush-room drawings are personally signed by Ebb Pate. Each is truly a delight, 8" x 10", on extra fine quality paper! The set makes a handsome wall grouping and distinctive conversation piece for library, den, kitchen, anywhere! Perfect gift for friends.

**Set of 4—$5.00 ppd.**

**MUSHROOMS**

410-HHN-S. Country Club
Tucson, Arizona 85716

**WOODMERE**

Dept. HG2
Huntington, Conn. 06544

**VICTORIAN SLIDE NECKLACE**

A beautifully detailed reproduction of an heirloom piece. Unusual link chain has slide with genuine cameo. Remove spinning fob and wear Grandpa's old watch on chain. Antique finish gold plate. 28" long.

**$5.95**

And the perfect... Engraved or diamond-encrusted.

Limited supply. Guaranteed.

Send today house of good-speed.

Dept. B114-25

**MANDARIN MAGIC**

To chase moonbeams at night, laze away the morning or for cram sessions at the dome—what could be prettier than our fine combed cotton batiste quilted robe with stand-up lace collar, lace-trimmed sleeves, neck bow and double breasted buttons . . . all in White on Rose Red or Bella Blue. Sizes 10, 12, 14, 16.

**$19.95**

Player add $3.00 postage each robe. Free gift catalog we send.

**WOODMERE**

Dept. HG2
Huntington, Conn. 06544

**SHOPTING AROUND**

MAKE A PAPERWEIGHT

A favorite snapshot, a treasured coin, a tiny flower, an heirloom watch—any keepsake becomes a very personal paperweight. Rounded glass top magnifies, keeps treasure dust-free. Remove base and slip article on (glue it on to make it permanent). 3" base; dome, 2¾" w., 1½" h. $1.25 each; 2, $2.35. Ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

WINGED VICTORY

Bird watchers need not take to the woods to view the brilliant plumage of these finely feathered friends. Life-like colored ceramic birds include Wood Duck, Mallard, Canadian Goose and Pintail. For collectors and connoisseurs. 4" by 4" each. Set of four, $4.95 ppd. Colonial Studios, Dept. BLE-25, White Plains, N. Y. 10606.

TINKLING DOORBELL

Twist the knob of this doorbell and a tinkling tune announces a caller at the front door. Colonial bell is solid brass with 2½" face plate. Non-electric. Built to last for many years and a bright touch and a welcome note at any door. Easily installed. $2 ppd. Park Galleries, 7097 Greenblad Blvd., Miami, Fl. 33054.

INSTANT LEG BEAUTY

When's a better time to beauty treat your legs than now? Cover-Up does just that. Smooth on the special waterproof formula—veins, scars, spots vanish; play a part in the winter cruise and swim scene. For face, too; it, med., dk. blend with skin tone. $1.98; 2 for $3.50; 3 for $5. Ppd. Conover House, HG1-12, Box 773 Church St., N. Y. 10008.

FOREVER POPULAR

The Meissen Blue Onion pattern is now a table topper! Time-saving, wipe-clean vinyl with matching, thick ball fringe. No-slip cotton backing. 54" by 54", $6.95; 54" by 72", $9.50; 54" by 90", $11.95; 54" by 108", $13.50; 54" round, $6.95; 72" round, $12.50; 54" by 72" oval, $9.95. Ppd. Jenifer House, G12, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230.

BOUDOIR BEAUTY

Wicker wow with romantic flair. Filigree find is frank femininity. Designs include . . . the Miss Blue Onion pattern is now a table topper! Time-saving, wipe-clean vinyl with matching, thick ball fringe. No-slip cotton backing. 54" by 54", $6.95; 54" by 72", $9.50; 54" by 90", $11.95; 54" by 108", $13.50; 54" round, $6.95; 72" round, $12.50; 54" by 72" oval, $9.95. Ppd. Jenifer House, G12, Great Barrington, Mass. 01230.
SHOPPING AROUND

EQUESTRIAN JEWELRY
Delight an accomplished horsewoman or budding equestrienne with a silver-finished set of horse pins and bracelet. Handsome to wear at the annual horse show or point-to-point! Pins keep a tie or stock fastened neatly, the set goes smartly with tweeds and sweaters. $4.95 a set postpaid. J. W. Holst, HG12, 1005 E. Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730.

CHAMPAGNE TOAST
Exquisite glassware is fused into a silver plate pedestal to create a stunning champagne for holiday toasting. Glasses are the standard five ounce capacity for champagne toasting. Perfect, too, for a bridal pair to use on the big day. Set of two, $8.50 plus 75c postage. Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

BELGIAN TAPESTRY
Scenic tapestry woven in Belgium shows fisherman, his wife, and boy and boats on the North Sea coast. In soft tones of blue, green and gold. 20" by 20", a delicate pastel color. Use for end/corner table, buffets, game tables. Two for $1 plus 15c postage. Order from Helen Gallagher, Dept. 112, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

NO-SHINE DISCOVERY
Simple cotton cover for steam irons is the solution for ironing without any ugly shiny areas. $3.99 plus 50c post. Order from J. W. Hoist, HG12, 1005 E. Bay St., East Tawas, Mich. 48730.

LADY OF SONG
Lovely bisque figurine conceals a music box that plays Somewhere My Love from "Doctor Zhivago". She is 6½" high and wears a flower strewn dress in soft pastel colors. Her delicate face is hand-painted and exquisite. $3.99 plus 50c post. Order from Helen Gallagher, Dept. 112, 8366-7, Peoria, Ill. 61601.

LET'S GO, PETS
Do charming things for your animal loving friends. Give them a charm that's their favorite dog, cat or bird, and have his name engraved on back! Tabby, Persian, Siamese, Angora; Parakeet, Canary; any breed dog. Sterling ¾" $3.50; 1" $4.50. 14k gold: $11; $15. Ppd. Jamaica Silversmith, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.

ADJUSTABLE POLE SHELVES
Smart, decorative way to add extra shell space to den, living room, kitchen, entry way, or any wall in the house. Use to display books, private collections, curios...without taking up valuable floor space. Easy to install and move, brass-plated pole has snapping tension rod at top to adjust to ceiling height. Four shelves are attractive walnut-finished. Peles fit 7½", 10", or 12" ft. ceiling. Complete, ready to assemble for FREE catalog of gifts.

SMARTY TABLE
SPECIAL $3.95 plus 50c post & handling

DEGAS, RODIN, MICHELANGELO IN YOUR HOME?
NOW you can truly afford a masterpiece—sculpture that has lived in the world's great museums and private collections can now live in your home. Every fine detail of these superb sculpture pieces has been permanently captured in authenticated reproductions. Choose from stunning examples of every period: Greco-Roman, Egyptian, primitive, Renaissance, Impressionist, and Contemporary. And select unique fashion accessories from an exquisite collection of museum jewelry in replica. For our exciting catalog of over 125 photographs and descriptions, send $5 in coin, Dept. HG-1199.

REIZEINTHEINS
Renowned Christmas plate by Royal Copenhagen depicts an old-fashioned farmyard scene for 1969. Bing & Grondahl plate shows arrival of Xmas guests. Both are blue and white on 7½" diameter china. Each 12.75 plus 50c post. Other years available. Add 6% sales tax for Penna. deliveries.

CREATIVE CRAFTS
Dept. 379-M, 1212 Bracken Rd., Pittsburgh, Pa. 15222

FLOWER OWL
Here's the Flower Owl—the biggest snoopy in the whole world of owls. His plush body color is green apple Green and his spots and flower petals worn with Sky Blue. Flower Owls are made by hand from handcrafted porcelain, each owl absolutely unique. A beautiful addition to your owl shelf or the best one yet with which to start someone being an Owl Person. Each piece signed by the artist. $10.00. Felt table protector on bottom, 3½" high.

WHY SPEND A LOT OF MONEY TO COVER AN EXPENSIVE TABLE? Use SMARTY, the original collapsible corrugated table used in department stores and homes around the world. Paint it, fold it, pack it, and go to 8½ ft. ceiling. Complete, ready to assemble for FREE catalog of gifts.

FALLFACE
Here's the Flower Owl—the biggest snoopy in the whole world of owls. His plush body color is green apple Green and his spots and flower petals worn with Sky Blue. Flower Owls are made by hand from handcrafted porcelain, each owl absolutely unique. A beautiful addition to your owl shelf or the best one yet with which to start someone being an Owl Person. Each piece signed by the artist. $10.00. Felt table protector on bottom, 3½" high.

SMARTY PAPER PRODUCTS, INC.
75 Colonial Road, New Canaan, Conn. 06840

 Folio 16" x 20", 75¢; 20" x 26", $1.00. Ppd. IBS Adami St., Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10507

BRENTANO'S
Backsellers to the world
185 Adams St. Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10007

BING & GRONDAHL
Holiday Gifts Dept. 312-K
Jou N. E., Davenport, Iowa 52801

NEW SMARTY TABLE
SPECIAL $3.95 plus 1.00 for post and handling

WINDFALL
Dept. HG-129
185 Adams St. Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10007
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What's your I.Q. on home furnishings brand names?

AMERICAN OF MARTINSVILLE
BERKLINE
A. BRANDT
BROYHILL
CUSHMAN
DAYSTROM
DREXEL
ECLIPSE
ETHAN ALLEN
FOX
GALLO
GERNERAL FELT
HERITAGE
HEYWOOD-WAKEFIELD
JOHNSON CARPER
KARASTAN
KROEHLER
LA-Z-BOY
MEADOWCRAFT
QUARTITE CREATIVE
RCA
SEALY
ERTA
SIMMONS
SPRING AIR
STANLEY
SYROCO
TELL CITY
THOMASVILLE
TYNDALE
VIRTUE
WESTWOOD
WILLIAMS

How many of these famous names do you recognize?

If you don't recognize at least half of these names, you might not be ready to buy furnishings for your home.

Why? Because when you furnish your home, you are making an investment for the future. You want the assurance that you will be proud to live with the merchandise you select. When the maker puts his name on a product, he is giving you his personal assurance of quality in workmanship, satisfaction in performance. Brand names are your guide to easier, safer buying. You can be completely confident that you are getting the very best for your money with a brand name.

Be brand conscious. Remember, when you buy a brand name product — it costs no more.

We'd be delighted to send you our booklet "Know How To Buy Home Furnishings", a buying guide for all categories of home furnishings. Just write to Brand Names Foundation, 477 Madison Avenue, New York, New York 10022, and enclose 25¢ for handling.
SHOPPING AROUND

BODY BALM
A boon to body and soul, home steam bath helps relieve tension, "sweat off" unwanted pounds. Of molded fiberglass, it's watertight with automatic thermostat, timing control. Moves on casters, plugs into 110V outlet. 5 sq. ft. Blue, pink or white. Send for free brochure. IBEM Sales Corp., HG12, 509 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10017.

HELP A FOOT
Orthopedic pad helps straighten out crooked toes that cause pain and embarrassment to the barefoot set. Unique wedge does the job—even toe tip corns disappear. Elastic yarn slips over toe. Washable. Specify shoe size. $2.29 pr. plus 15c post. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Cal. 94105.

GOLD AND MARBLE
Two elegant ingredients, to which add the opulence of gleaming hand-cut, imported crystal and what handsome hurricanes! Hand-crafted Rogers gold-finished castings, 17" high including 8" Williamsburg-style chimneys. 5½" w. Electrified. $29.95 the pair exp. charges coll. Luigi Crystal, HG12, 7332 Frankford Ave., Philadelphia, Pa. 19136.

IN VINO VERITAS
Here are three kits to make you a vintner plus a booklet of recipes for all-season wines from cider, frozen fruit juices, dried raisins as well as grapes. Kit has water-seal valves, saccharometer, reusable tanks. Standard kit makes 10 bottles. $6.98. Master's kit, 25, $9.98. Citation kit, 75, $12.98. Ppd. Vino, HG12, Box 7885, Rochester, N. Y. 14606.

GLOWING SIGNS
Jumbo candle is an absolute must for Zodiac enthusiasts. All the signs are embossed on its surface to watch as it burns slowly for 65 hours. 8" high and 2½" diameter. Gold or Christmas red. Fun to read astrological significances as it burns. $2.50 ppd. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.
LEARN FLOWER ARRANGING at home.

Make professional corsages, arrangements, wedding designs. Unusual spare, full time money making opportunities, or hobby. Free information on exciting home-study course.

MAIL COUPON TODAY
Norm & Sue Morris
LIFETIME CAREER SCHOOLS DEPT. B-836
2820 Barry Avenue. Los Angeles. Calif. 90068

Please send me your free information "Opportunities in Floristry."

Name:
Address:
City State Zip

SURE- FIT STRETCHERS
Moms, pop, uncles, aunts and the teenagers think deerskin gloves with elasticized sidewalls are the greatest. Palms and backs are deerskin. Saddle tan or off-white.
Men, S 7 to 8 1/2, L 9 to 11; ladies, S 5 1/2 to 6 1/2, L 6 to 8 1/2. Wear in town or for sports. $6.95 ppd. Deerskin Trading Post, HG12, Rte. 1 at 114, Danvers, Mass. 01923.

ROOM REFRESHMENT
Scented votive candles clear a room's air with the outdoorsy fragrance of pine, bayberry or holly. Gift box of a dozen candles holds four of each scent. The crisp, clean fragrances remove the odors of stale smoke, winter-wet woolen. Catalogue of lovely candles and superb soaps. 25¢.

FORGET THEM NOT
Hang on to your eye glasses with holders of unbreakable fused beads. Choose from a full rainbow of high fashion colors including hot pink, red, orange, lilac, fuchsia, every hue to match every ensemble. $2 ppd. 25¢ for color brochure; free with order.
Ruth Noveltes, HG12, 2151 Highway #9, Lakewood, N. J. 08701.

FOOT BREATHER
Marvelous Danish clog is a true delight on the foot with a full orthopedic contour sole. Women, size 4 to 11 in black, white, blue or brown perforated, brown suede, $14.95. Men, size 7 to 14; black and white perforated, black leather, brown suede, $15.95 ppd. Phillip Rowe Ltd., HG12, Box 2382, Carmel, Cal. 93921.

SERENE SCENE
Bobbing Queen Anne's lace in a midsummer field makes a pleasant crewel project during mid-winter or any time! Yarns in many colors for design against black; finished size is 20" by 24". Kit includes stamped fabric, diagram, instructions; frame not incl. $7.95 plus 50c post. Crewel World, HG12, P. O. Box 303, Huntingdon Valley, Pa. 19006.

MAN'S MARVEL
Resplendent necklace presents the Strongite gem—pure lookalike for a diamond. Heart, pear or oval, hand-set 14k white gold pendant, on a delicate white gold chain, comes well down on the chest (15") Each fetching number fetches $38 ppd. Free cata­logue of rings, pins, bracelets, earrings. Strongite Co., HG-110G, 7 W. 45th St., N. Y. 10036.
SHOPPING AROUND

ADJUSTABLE HI-LOW T.V. POLE STAND

For the bedroom, living room, kitchen, family room, porch—no matter where you're viewing the smart new T.V., Pole Stand holds your portable at the level and place best suited for comfort... without taking up valuable floor or tabletop space. Takes any width, up to 14" front to back, up to 17" top to bottom. Easy to install and move. Brass-plated pole has spring tension rod of top to adjust to your ceiling height, can be set up in Hi or Low position. Hi position is great for reclining watchers. Made in USA.

$10.95 ppd.

Write for FREE catalog of gifts.

HOLIDAY GIFTS Dept. 302-A
7676 Pears Blvd., Denver, Colorado 80231

PERSONAL SAUNA BATH

Battle Creek NUSAUNA* relaxes, eases tensions—and cleans right down to the pores of your skin! Removes excess fluids; leaves you feeling like new! Buy at special direct-by-mail price. Mail coupon now. No obligation.

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co., Dept. 300 W. Jackson St.
Battle Creek, Michigan 49016

No need for plumbing—just plug it in! Works on house current.
1-5c. moiled fiberglass body can't leak—so no need for carpeted floors!
Compact fits through 26" doors.
Includes timer, thermometer, automatic thermostat control.

BONUS BLOSSOM

Five petals of this golden blossom separate to form individual ashtrays, six inches in diameter. Delightful at the dinner table: separate the lily petals as the coffee is served. Elegant 24k gold plate on metal. Goes smartly with any table setting or on a living room coffee table. $12 plus 75c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3055 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

ZODIAC ALERT

Sport the name, birthday and Zodiac sign on a golden lettered sign for desk or wall! A Taurus will never dare to make advances to a Leo! 41/4" by 2" in solid oil-rubbed walnut, 24k gold letters. Name only, $1.95; with birthday, $2.95. Add 25c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3055 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

ORDER YOUR HANDBY DANDYS NOW!

Handy Dandys are plastic caps that hook into 1/2" pegboard and hold quarter-twist glass jars such as used for baby foods and which usually can be gotten FREE. Mount pegboard on wall, back of door or cabinet. Nothing better for storing supplies, parts, small tools or buttons, pins and household items of all kinds. Keeps things clean, organized, handy. Sample order 10 for $1.55 (25c each for $2). Rush free information on Nusauna to: BATTLE CREEK Equipment Co., Dept. 311-A, Battle Creek, Michigan 49016

REVIVE YOUR POOL YEAR-ROUND!

In the new space-age enclosure. Solar-heated by day, automatic thermostat, thermometer, doorway. Compact: 13 3/4" w. x 25 1/2" h. $4.95 plus 50c post. Lillian Vernon, Dept. 340, 307 W. Jackson St., Battle Creek, Michigan 49016.

MONKEY SEE, MONKEY DO

So easy and so smart now T.V. Pole Stand holds your portable at the level and place best suited for comfort... without taking up valuable floor or tabletop space. Takes any width, up to 14" front to back, up to 17" top to bottom. Easy to install and move. Brass-plated pole has spring tension rod of top to adjust to your ceiling height, can be set up in Hi or Low position. Hi position is great for reclining watchers. Made in USA.

ZODIAC FELT HANGUPS

For the follower of the stars or as a decorator item. Your personal zodiac sign, an unusual gift for yourself or a friend. The twelve wall hangings are silk screened in two colors on decorator felt. 18" x 24" with hanging string attached. Send your name, address, birthdate and/or zodiac sign desired.

WORLDWIDE GEM STONES
Dazzlingly beautiful gem stones polished to a brilliant sheen come in a leather bag with a drawstring. Exciting beginning for a collection of gems. Selection of 12 stones includes jade, amethyst and others in irregular shapes 3/4" to 1 1/4". $1.98 a set plus 25c post. Lillian Vernon, G121, 560 So. Third Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

BONUS BLOSSOM

Five petals of this golden blossom separate to form individual ashtrays, six inches in diameter. Delightful at the dinner table: separate the lily petals as the coffee is served. Elegant 24k gold plate on metal. Goes smartly with any table setting or on a living room coffee table. $12 plus 75c post. Spear Engineering Co., Dept. 300 W. Jackson St., Battle Creek, Michigan 49016.

ZODIAC ALERT

Sport the name, birthday and Zodiac sign on a golden lettered sign for desk or wall! A Taurus will never dare to make advances to a Leo! 4 1/4" by 2" in solid oil-rubbed walnut, 24k gold letters. Name only, $1.95; with birthday, $2.95. Add 25c post. Spear Engineering Co., 3055 Spear Blvd., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80907.

FROM MADEIRA, M'DEAR

The prettiest of hostess cover-ups comes in fancifully-hued, broidered cotton tea aprons from Madeira. They're charmingly attractive and most giftworthy. Choose from a variety of designs on black, white, red, green, yellow, and blue. Any three for $7.95 ppd. C & M Caron, HG12, Box 1735, St. Thomas, Virgin Islands 00801.

ZODIAC FELT HANGUPS

For the follower of the stars or as a decorator item. Your personal zodiac sign, an unusual gift for yourself or a friend. The twelve wall hangings are silk screened in two colors on decorator felt. 18" x 24" with hanging string attached. Send your name, address, birthdate and/or zodiac sign desired.

WEE THREE PRODUCTS
H.G.N. 374 Delaware Avenue, Buffalo, New York 14202

DISCOVER CAMELIAS

Romantically beautiful camellias grow in protected gardens from the coast of Massachusetts to the tip of Florida. For magnificent flowers all Winter and Spring grow them potted in a cool room, sunporch, greenhouse or under lights. Easy to grow. They make ideal gifts. Premium quality plants sent with culture instructions in custom cartons. Choice of red, white, pink, or variegated colors.

AQUAGARD POOL COVERS
2001 SAN FERNANDO RD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90065

2 Two year plants $12 ppd.
4 Three year plants $17 ppd.

HER VERY OWN SEWING MACHINE

"just like Mom's"

Think of the delight a little girl will experience when she's able to make her very own doll clothes. This sewing machine is just right for any ambitious miss. It's your answer to the gift problem. It comes complete with switch light, foot pedal, and extension table. Educational, creative. An actual home sewing machine! your little homemaker will love making the same things you do."

SONIA STAR ASSOCIATES
286-B Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10001

WICKLiffe INDUSTRIES
Box 284-MG-12, Wickliffe, Ohio 44129

DISCOVER CAMELIAS

Romantically beautiful camellias grow in protected gardens from the coast of Massachusetts to the tip of Florida. For magnificent flowers all Winter and Spring growth them potted in a cool room, sunporch, greenhouse or under lights. Easy to grow. They make ideal gifts. Premium quality plants sent with culture instructions in custom cartons. Choice of red, white, pink, or variegated colors.

AQUAGARD POOL COVERS
2001 SAN FERNANDO RD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90065

2 Two year plants $12 ppd.
4 Three year plants $17 ppd.

ORINDA NURSERY
Bridgeville, Del. 19933
Spring for your free catalogs, deliverable (from stock)
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Think of the delight a little girl will experience when she's able to make her very own doll clothes. This sewing machine is just right for any ambitious miss. It's your answer to the gift problem. It comes complete with switch light, foot pedal, and extension table. Educational, creative. An actual home sewing machine! your little homemaker will love making the same things you do."

SONIA STAR ASSOCIATES
286-B Fifth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10001

WICKLiffe INDUSTRIES
Box 284-MG-12, Wickliffe, Ohio 44129

DISCOVER CAMELIAS

Romantically beautiful camellias grow in protected gardens from the coast of Massachusetts to the tip of Florida. For magnificent flowers all Winter and Spring growth them potted in a cool room, sunporch, greenhouse or under lights. Easy to grow. They make ideal gifts. Premium quality plants sent with culture instructions in custom cartons. Choice of red, white, pink, or variegated colors.

AQUAGARD POOL COVERS
2001 SAN FERNANDO RD.
LOS ANGELES, CALIF. 90065

2 Two year plants $12 ppd.
4 Three year plants $17 ppd.

ORINDA NURSERY
Bridgeville, Del. 19933
Spring for your free catalogs, deliverable (from stock)
Baked to Order for You and Friends

Serve and give the only fruit cake ever to win the New York Gourmet Society Award for Excellence

Here's the remarkable Christmas cake that earned its fame throughout America and in more than 148 foreign lands.avored by hostesses for 73 years, the DeLuxe is custom-baked for you and mailed straight from our kitchens. Filled with juiciest imported fruits and rich Texas pecans—flavor so perfect we guarantee it the best you've ever bought, baked, or eaten, or money promptly refunded.


FREE CATALOG
Beautiful natural color photos. 26 pages. Assortments from $13.75 to $1000. You owe yourself the experience of Omaha Steaks. tender-as-butter, inimitable corn-fed flavor. From the beef center of the world, each steak is aged, skillfully trimmed, individually wrapped, flash frozen. Gift-packed in a reusable picnic cooler. GUARANTEED UNCONDITIONALLY.

WORLD FAMOUS
Omaha Steaks

MAKE WINE AT HOME!
Federal law permits head of households to produce, tax free, up to 200 gallons of wine annually for home use. All new VINO KITS include complete equipment for easier than ever wine making...reusable fermenting-aging tanks, compact water-seal valves, and a gassing meter to scientifically measure sugar content for finest wines every time. 23-page booklet with all season recipes provides practical instruction for year 'round enjoyment of this fascinating hobby! Satisfaction guaranteed if used as directed.

VINO CORPORATION
Box 7885-A, Rochester, N. Y. 14604

POST PAID (No C.O.D.'s)

HOUSE & GARDEN
SHOPPING AROUND

AIR-TIGHT SPACE SAVER
Magnificent wooden storage shelf from Norway stores staples, herbs and spices in glass containers and drawers. 28 1/4" long, 9" h., 7 1/2" d., enameled in white. Mount it on wall or set on counter. A one-stop pantry. $41 ppd. Free brochure on 11 other sizes from $27 to $46. Norsk, HG12, 114 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

CLAP HANDS
Particakes, particakes—baker's delight! Marvelous mixture of luscious French cherries and fresh Texas pecans makes for sweet holiday eating that's a nice change of pace from fruit cake. Ideal for gifting. Big 2½-lb. cake, $7.98 ppd. Add $1 for overseas delivery. Texas Cheripecan Particakes, HG12, Box 777, Dallas, Tex. 75221.

BAKER'S HALF-DOZEN
For Christmas cookie and cake recipes. Top-quality nuts are nifty, too, for casseroles, almondine specialties. Diced roasted and roasted blanched silvered, each in two 5-oz. tins, plus two 6-oz. cello bags of ground blanched, $4.95 ppd. Free catalogue. California Almond Growers, HG12, Box 1768, 18th & C Sts., Sacramento, Cal. 95808.

PRE-COOKED GOURMET

SERVING QUARTET
Stainless steel serving trays with walnut handles are beauties to use for hors d'oeuvres, nuts, candy, relishes and lots more. Approximately ¾" to 4½" wide by 6½" long and they never need polishing. A joy for all busy hostesses. Set of four, $3.98 ppd. Visual Discoveries, HG12, 50 E. 57th St., New York, N.Y. 10022.

BOWL BEAUTY
Win the heart of any salad chef with a fanciful bowl. Enamelled steel beauty rimmed with big and little black mushrooms on white; an accommodating 8¼" diameter, 5½" high. Made in Denmark, bowl's also for holiday puddings or casseroles right in the oven. $8.50 plus $1 postage. Windfall, HG12, 185 Adams St., Bedford Hills, N. Y. 10507.

SHOPPING AROUND

ESTABLISHED 1840 AT SMITHFIELD—JORDAN'S® GENUINE

VIRGINIA HAM
AGED LIKE VINTAGE WINE

Christmas Tradition for 300 Years!
Smoked for weeks over hand tended fires, kept going day and night, while juices drip and pungent hickory smoke flavors the meat. Aged a year, then baked with wine and sugar. Arrives ready to serve (doesn't even need heating), for Christmas feast, buffet, cocktails, sandwiches, etc. Traditionally sliced paper thin and served cold; goes a long way; easy to keep; a delight to any homemaker during busy holidays.

300 years ago Virginia planters traded their hams to English sultars. Soon the old world's epicsures were agog over this new flavor. Virginia Ham became famous around the world. It still is. Each magnificent ham now hanging in our aging room has been slowly cured, smoked to a rich mahogany hue, and aged the way the colonists did it 300 years ago. For there is no short cut to such flavor. Just before shipment each ham is seared, simmered, skinned, the fat trimmed, then sauced with wine and sugar, and baked to a sweet and savory feast of flavor unlike any other! Nested in burgundy tissue in sturdy Old Virginia Smokehouse box, with carving, serving suggestions enclosed, here is a grand treat for your family and guests and a magnificent gift! Our hams are prepared to please discerning people. We guarantee complete satisfaction or money refunded. $2.19 per lb., net cooked weight plus postage; estimated (9 to 15 lb. avg.) @ $2.19 per lb., net cooked weight. 

PICK THE RIGHT SIZE FOR YOUR FAMILY

Full ham, 1 to 2 lbs. $9.95
Fancy Red Basket $4.95

JORDAN'S OLD VIRGINIA SMOKHOUSE
1510 West Overbrook Road • Richmond, Virginia 23220

Please send me Jordan's Bone-In Hams, washing 1 lb. each @ $3.98 per lb., net cooked weight, plus postage; estimated (9 to 15 lb. avg.) @ $2.19 per lb., net cooked weight plus postage; estimated (9 to 15 lb. avg.) @ $2.19 per lb., net cooked weight. In case of a slight weight difference, a refund or bill will be sent to you. Use Jordan's free gift mailing service for all your holiday gifts. Attach a separate sheet for mailing instructions and personal messages which we will include on greeting card.

TEXAS RED GRAPEFRUIT!
The Best—From the Lush Rio Grande Valley
Delicious Big Tree Ripened, Orchard Fresh
Beauties So Doggone Sweet they Never
Need Sugar—Not Ever!

Large Luscious Super Sweet Seedless Navel
Oranges—Spankin' Fresh from Pampered
Orchards

any pack listed below
LOOKS LIKE A MILLION—TASTES EVEN BETTER
Regal and Elegant Gifts to Delight Entire Families

½-bu. Grapefruit ... $6.90
1½-bu. G.F. & Ors. in
Carton of 12 G.F. ... $5.40
Mex. bamboo basket ....... $7.95
Full bushel G.F. ... $9.90
Full bu. G.F. & Ors. in
Carton of 6 G.F. ... $3.80
Mex. bamboo basket ....... $11.50
½-bu. G.F. & oranges ... $6.95
1¼-bu. G.F. & Ors. in
Full bu. G.F. & Ors. ... $9.95
Fancy Red Basket .......... $4.95

All are delivered prices — Write for free illustrated folder.

WE TRUST YOU! Send your gift list now and pay our invoice in January.

PITTMAN & DAVIS, Inc., 124 Eye St., HARLINGEN, TEXAS 78550

Established 1926—This is Our 44th Year
Guaranteed the best fruitcake you've ever eaten or your money back. For those who gladly pay a little more for superior quality.

Norwegian Christmas Plate
A collector's item... Norway's world famous porcelain manufacturer revives a 40-year-old tradition of dated, limited production plates. The 1969 edition portrays the Three Kings in shades of cobalt blue on a brilliant white porcelain background. Plate is 7" dia., ready to mount for hanging as a collector's pride, to use for handsome service. Order today!
No. 6099.................................................. $10.00 ppd.

Texas GRANPECAN FRUITCAKE
Imagine the goodness of a fruitcake that's 80% juicy fruits and crisp Texas pecans. Only 4% flour. And we never stretch our batter with raisins. Rich, moist, mellow. Hand mixed and baked in small batches, very carefully controlled. A golden fruitcake.
ORDER ONE TODAY--postpaid. for your family! And send us your gift list. We'll ship the cakes and enclose a gift card with your name.
2 lb. $5.95, 3 lb. $7.95, 5 lb. $10.95
Shipped fresh from the kitchen in gift tin, anywhere in U.S.A. -- also APO and FPO.
For overseas shipment, add $1.
No COD. Enclose check or money order.

2 feet wide
3 feet high
GIANT ASTROLOGICAL CALENDAR
A spectacular conversation piece!
The 12 signs of the zodiac, expressed in full color by a famous California artist, Harry Wysocki. Calendar is divided into astrological months instead of regular months. Also available: "Modern Graphics" (Bauhaus style) and "Children's Corner" (a creative play calendar). Now at your book store, or to order, send $4.95 to Nash Publishing, Dept. HG, 525 Sunset Blvd., Los Angeles 90069.

For those who gladly pay a little more for superior quality.
Guaranteed the best fruitcake you've ever eaten or your money back.
TOPS FOR THE 25TH!
Here's fun for all on Christmas morning. Spinning top has a four-car train that circles inside the plastic dome that stays quite still. The pumping action on the top's top creates a train whistling sound as the train spins. 11" high, 9" diameter. $3.98, two, $6.98. Ppd. Palm Co., HG12, 7102 Greenland Bldg., Miami, Fla. 33054.

SERVING COUPLET
Quality lead-free pewter Jeffer­
son cups with Formica-lined tray for gracious imbibing in two­
some. 8" dia. tray $10.95, with two cups $21, with four cups $31.75, 11½" dia. tray $17.75, with two cups $28, with four cups $38. Two cups only $10.95, four cups only $21. Ppd. Tamarac House, Dept. G129, P.O. Box 433, New City, N. Y. 10956.

TWO ON A LIGHT
Suit the mood of the moment or the mode of the décor. Bright choice—either way. Porcelain china lighter in an Oriental mood goes into action just by removing the round golden cap on top. Teak version works on same prin­

PRETTY PERCH
Dressing table chair covered with velvety deep pile orlon has princess legs with antique gold, sunset orange, royal blue, hot pink or lilac; matching ball fringe gives that special look. 26" by 20" by 17" h. Great fun in a child's room or bath. $18.95 exp. coll. Mr. Pride, Inc., HG12, 62 Brinkerhoff St., Plattsburg, N. Y. 12901.

GET TO THE POINT
And especially if it's needlepoint, you'll love it! A rainy day design is all set for your handiwork in a kit that includes 15" by 15" white canvas, tapestry yarn in red, black, turquoise and yellow, needle, printed chart and easy­to-follow directions. $6.95 plus 65c post. The Stitchery, HG12, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

READY, SET AND GO
Have a wonderful time at holi­day festivities. Crystal clear party glasses are plastic and can be tossed out afterwards! 4 oz. stemmed wines, case of 50, $3.29; 6 oz. punch cups, 50, $2.95. Ppd. of course, they're washable and reusable. 25c for new gift catalogue. Suburbia Mail Shopping Service, 126E, 366 Wacouta, St. Paul, Minn. 55101.
FASHION HOOK-UP
Why hasn't a designer thought of combining a ring and bracelet in a stunning hook-up before our Lillian Vernon? Filigree is lavish-ly gold plated and antiqued. Ring is adjustable to any finger and the bracelet has spring closure. $1.98 plus 15¢ post. Lillian Vernon, G-12, 560 So. Third Ave., M t. Vernon, N. Y. 10550.

M. T. B. T. S.

GET THE SLIM WHIM?
It's easy to put off exercising if you have to bend and stretch along with the exercises. But in Paul Fogarty's 12" LP record of "Famous Forty Exercises," the same slimming routines as on his TV program. Lively music, easy directions make it fun. $4.98 F.P.D. Paul Fogarty, Box 999 H.G., Delray Beach, Fla. 33444.

SILVERLY BABY GRAND
Exquisite filigree box in the shape of a piano is a unique music box that plays Linda's theme from Dr. Zhivago. Box is silverly antimony lined in red velvet material. 4½" by 2½" by 3½". Wind-up movement under glass. Room for jewelry. $6.98 F.P.D. Breck's of Boston, J54, Breck Bldg., Boston, Mass. 02210.

MARBLE MARVEL
To banish stains, remove rings and discolorations from marble, we recommend this Marglo kit. Stain remover, polishing powder, marble sealer wax, wood and felt buffing tool and instructions. $3.05. This kit works and beautifies, alone, $2.95. F.P.D. A thoughtful gift for marble lovers! Marglo, Dept. HG 129, Box 114, Niles, Ill. 60648.

LEARN TO LANDSCAPE

SHOPPING AROUND

HOUSE & GARDEN

ADDRESS LABELS with NICE DESIGNS
Your name and address with a design to fit your area. Adds distinction to your correspondence. To 20 letters per line, 4 lines. Labels are 1½" x ½" black ink, $2 for 500 on white, or 250 on gold (gummed paper). (Or on Deluxe size, 1½" x ⅝", for $3). Pack-ed in neat plastic box. Via air, add 30¢ per box. Specify Palm, Road-runner, Cactus, Pine, Gull, Maple, Texas Flag, or any Initial. (Also available are Wheat, Corn, Maple Leaf, Liberty Bell, and Skyscraper). Guaranteed to please. Prompt delivery. Bruce Rolde, 212-1 Boiled Bldg., Boulder, Colo. 80302. Thank you kindly!

A WREATH OF RED PEPPERS FOR CHRISTMAS
Tired of holly? Bored with mistletoe? Decorate your home this year with a wreath of genuine chilli pepper pods ripened to ruby red in the Southwestern sun. The only Christmas wreath you can eat! This handsome gift tells you how to make a neat chilli and Spanish dish with each wreath. No one in your town will have a holiday decoration like it. Large wreath (13½" diameter), with about 100 chilli peppers, postpaid, $7.50. The OLD MEXICO SHOP, Patent 2, Santa Fe, New Mexico 87501.
RiNG OF THE MONTH
Any sign of the Zodiac is beautifully interpreted in a ring designed to catch the eye of the beholder. Ring is adjustable to fit any finger. Specify Zodiac sign. In gold tone or white finish, $2; sterling silver, $3.95; 14k gold finish, $4.95. Ppd. Perfect to catch a flowing silk scarf. King's Creations, HG12, 55 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 10036.

REGAL VELOURS
Sheer velours towels masterfully monogrammed and have the softness of actual velvet to the touch. Choose white with gold letters, pink, lemon, blue or green with white. Bath 25" by 50", three letters, $3.95. Hand, 16" by 30" two letters, $2.95; fingertip, one letter, $1.45. Add $1 post. Nikki, HG12, Box 153, Palmisades Park, N. J. 07650.

FLORIDA FARE
It would be hard to find a more welcome present than a basket of fruit, especially when the huge, tree-ripened navel oranges and grapefruit hail from Florida. Thin-shelled pecans come with the Indian River citrus. ¼ bushel $6.75; ½ bushel $7.75; ¾ bushel $8.75; 1 bushel $11.25. Ppd. Poinsettia Groves, Box 1388G, Vero Beach, Fla. 32960.

CHARMS 'N TREASURES
Looking through the 140-page color catalogue took us well over an hour and every minute was fascinating. There are charms galore, including state seals, college emblems, zodiac symbols, religious, holiday and special occasions. Pins, necklaces, bracelets, too. $1 pd. Charm & Treasure, HG12, 1201 Ave. of Americas, New York 10036.

ROSEY GUARDIAN
Night light with pink rose petals glows softly through night's dark gloom to keep children at ease and give older folks and invalids a feeling of security. ½ watt bulb costs pennies a year to keep light burning all night. 4½" x 2½" $1.29 each plus 25¢ postage. Greenwood Studios, 7100 Greenland Blvd., Miami, Fla. 33054.

SHOECRAFT
"EVA" SLICES EVERYTHING
Meat, bread, vegetables, fruit, frozen foods. This finely crafted Danish kitchen aid with its rotating knife and thickness selector, comes in white, blue, red, avocado, orange, butterscotch enamel finish for $27.95. Deluxe model, chrome plated with teak cutting board $37.95. Add $2.00 postage. HAMLET SQUARE IMPORTS Solvang, Calif. 93462. Send $2.50 for catalog.

SHOPPING AROUND

Discover real sleeping comfort in a HAF-A-JAMA®
Look great — feel good in a luxuriously comfortable sleepwear separate, created especially for people who hate pajamas. Full-cut, fewer for freedom you never have existed. U.P.P.A.-Jamas are extra-long. MADAM-Jams, trim and smart, with blossom-motif embroidered and big pocket pockets. In STRIPE, blue or grey, solid sizes S-38-50. Gals worn too — orders by dozen, $2.95 each; two, $7.75; three, $11.50. Add 25¢ postage. Money back guarantee.

ROK 'n ROL LEG REST™ Rocks, rolls and swings with self-adjusting springs For comfort and relaxation By therapeutic vibration
The ROKETTE $29.95 unfinished; $32.50 finished
Send check or money order to:
ROK 'n ROL Manufacturing Co.
P. O. Box 614, S. Norwalk, Conn. 06856

Send Today for FREE 64 page Shoe Booklet H
See how easy it is to be fitted Direct via Mail in Shoe-craft Famed Fifth Avenue Shoes. Great Values now priced as low as $7.00.

Send Check or M. O.
No RISK TO YOU!
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED or Your Money Back.

SAVE MORE MONEY! No Extra Charge for Any Sizes 9 to 13 KISMET $10.00 Brillant Threads Among the Gold... for all the glamour and face, legs, arms... anywhere on body. Lipstick sized and uncomplicated.

PERMA TWEEZ with unique no skin puncture safety feature $14.95
ATTACHMENT for treating someone in hard to reach areas $2.50
14 DAY MONEY BACK GUARANTEE
Send check or M. O.

Perma Stoves for Permanent Hair Removal
Perma Twee is the choice of physicians and lay people alike for a permanent and to unwanted hair. Eliminates the need to repeat hair removal for a lifetime from face, legs, arms... anywhere on body.

THE FAMILY TREE BOOK
“The Record of My Ancestry”
BaiLEY'S PHOTO RECORD WITH THE FAMOUS CUT-OUT WINDOWS
The expert's way of preserving your family records. Endorsed by leading genealogists everywhere. Your family history is seen in a glance through the windows of THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTRY. For beginners or experts—compact, complete, easy to use. Full instructions with each book. In use over SIXTY YEARS—now in its SIXTH EDITION, enlarged and improved. The lifetime Christmas gift. Write for FREE illustrated brochure.

FREDERIC S. BAILEY, Publisher
Dept. GN-21, Box 15, Chestnut Hill, Mass. 02167

THE ROCKETTE Pat Pend
THE FAMILY TREE BOOK

Send .25¢ for catalog.

THE RECORD OF MY ANCESTRY

Order now! 128 pages, 10 x 11 inches, bound in beautiful PAPERBOUND $2.00. Cloth-handled $4.00. Add 10¢ postage. Ppd. C.O.D. is accepted.
AMAZING NEW NO-ODOR CAT TOILET

Litter is constantly dried by screen filtration and ventilation. Dryness plus an occasional spray prevents odor and keeps litter fresh as new month after month. Wide scoop removes dry solids in a jiffy. End odor and messy cleaning. Saves space and money. 20" X 14" X 6". Sturdy Non-Corrosive. Long supply of special sprays. $1.95 + $1.00 post. Literature available.

SPECIAL PRODUCTS CO. Box 861, Traverse City, Mich. 49684

Exciting Information on Interior Decorating

Free illustrated booklet, reveals details about outstanding home study course. Provides basic training for a lucrative career — or for use in your own home. No classes — set your own pace — learn in spare time. Text and work kit furnished, diploma awarded. Mail coupon now for your copy of free booklet.

"Wild Animal" Skins Look Dangerously Real

Save $2500! Skip the safari this year. Yet your friends will never guess that you aren't just back from Kenya when they see your pelts. For no one would ever dream that these are callskins. They're tanned just like expensive furs to stay silky soft and clean. Authentically simulated to look unbelievably real. Approximately 3/4 x 2 1/2 feet. Specify Leopard, Jaguar, Tiger, Zebra, or Cheetah. Enthusiastic satisfaction guaranteed. Free folder. Only $24.95 postpaid. Order now!

SAFARI SKINS LTD.

INSTANT WRIST CALENDAR

Now always have each day of the month at your "finger tips." 12 months. Metal clip attaches to watch band. Reversible with gold and silver sides. No watch, just clip anything from your calendar. Set starts with month after order.

CALENDAR SET $1.49

Making your life easier, safer, and more convenient. Satisfaction guaranteed.

Anthony Enterprises

SHOPPING AROUND

NEW LOOK FOR RANGES

Bright chrome metal pans make any electric range look new. Replace old reflector pans with shiny circles that never tarnish. Pans catch splatter and drippings, slip out easily to clean, reflect heat to speed cooking. Two sizes. 6" pan, 89c; two, $1.69. 8" pan, $1.29; two, $2.49. Ppd. Madison House, 7096 Greenwood Blvd., Miami, Fla. 33054.

TIMES TABLE TRICK

Children conquer multiplication tables, rather than vice versa, with records that teach them like one-two-three. Good preparation for new math, long division, decimals. For all the tables, 2's through 12's, each with its own catchy tune, jingle and quizzes. Set of five records, $9.95 ppd. Brenner Records, Dept. HG12, Wilmette, Ill. 60091.

PET-OWNERS AID

Dispose of animal wastes with a mini septic tank that installs into the ground and liquefies solid animal wastes by enzyme action. Metal "Oogie Dooley" is harmless to humans, pets and greenhouses. With lid, shovel, six months' supply. $9.95. Extra year's supply, $3.95. Ppd. Huron Products Co., HG12, P.O. Box 346, Bellevue, Ohio 44811.

DECORATING PLANS

Three-dimensional room planning kit with Styrofoam forms that can represent over 150 different pieces of furniture scaled 1/2" to a foot. Shapes may be covered with fabric, painted. Arrange as many as three rooms on graph paper equivalent to 27' by 44'. Walls, windows, doors, too. $7.98 ppd. Plan-It-Kit, Inc., HG12, Box 429, Westport, Conn. 06880.

HIDEAWAY

Now you see them, now you don't — ugly under-sink pipes are hidden with cover that attaches easily with three screws. Hide-a-Pipe's of high impact plastic in white, blue, yellow, green, beige, mocha, pink or black (specify), to fit sinks 19" by 17" and slightly larger. $9.99 plus $2 post. The Loud Bell, HG12, Box 326, Westfield, N. J. 07090.
REVOLVING RECIPE FILE OR PHOTO FILE

Take up to 500 of your treasured recipes or snapshots out of storage. Keep them handy, clean — instantly available in these handsome revolving files! No mounting or gluing! Just slip recipes or snapshots, up to 3½" x 5½", into protective see-thru pockets. Recipe file indexed for 32 food categories. 80 pockets for 100 recipes or snapshots included.

Shirley brown, (or) comb, gray-white-gold styrene base. 7½" tall. Made in U.S.A. $6.50-150¢ post. 2/1250 ppd. With wood: $10.50-75¢ post. Extra pockets for 32 recipes or photos $1.00, 2 sets for $2.88. Money back guarantee.

Write for Free Catalog of Unique Gifts

FRANZEN GIFTS Dept HG-12
110 Franzen Bldg., Flanagan, IL 61740

DOG WORLD ENTERPRISES
Send Check or M.O.
1133 Broadway
New York, N.Y. 10010

UNIQUE CHRISTMAS GIFT IDEA

Unusual gift cord, name & address (or name?) We'll send direct for Christmas delivery.

END BED WETTING

with PI PEER DRI-PANTS®
(patented)
for children AND ADULTS

PUPER BRACE CO. • Dept. HNG-1293 • 811 WYANDBOTTE • KANSAS CITY, MO. 64105

END BED WETTING and prevent embarrassment

MI-TIE HANGER

Made of solid walnut with beautiful hand rubbed finish, complemented with brass hook and cross bar. Gold plastic removable riders for individual hanging (extra included).

6", 25 tie size $5.50 + 10", 50 tie size $7.50
16", 100 tie size $9.50 ppd.

There are no security sales box 19444.

SPANISH TREASURE & Pieces of Eight fashioned Genuine Spanish Doubloons

Spanish Main to protect these coins worth his salt had a Doubloon to express his feelings. 300 years of larger models for home, classroom and display. Also quail breeding equipment and how to produce and sell quail year-round.

CREATIVE CARRYALL

Embroidery jig kit incuded and nine strips included to make this unusual and beautiful carryall. Kit includes: cotton commercial embroidery thread; stamped design; needle; instructions for assembling; plastic lined zipper; green, orange, beige, blue, red, and multi-color special color.

Kit TBD: 10" x 8 1/4" x 1 1/2". $7.50 ppd. Brown cheery unlined. 9" x 6" x 2" white cheery unlined.

PERKS' PACKAGES

HG129, P.O. Box 26836, Houston, Texas 77023

NEAT TREE HOUSE

Plant a passel of books and magazines in a totabale tree. In honey pine or maple, antique pine or walnut finish with white birch turnings, rack's 28" h. 16" w. 15" d. for catalogues, reference books, too. $19.50. Once together, add $9.50. Ppd. Add 85c postage W. Miss.

BACKACHE FIGHTER

The bed board is one way to combat back aillments and assure a good night's sleep. Firms an overly soft or sagging mattress. Folding bed board is 5' long, 1/2" thick, folds into 4-1/2" sections. Goes traveling, too. Cot size or one side of double, $5.49; twin, $6.95; 2 section for double bed, $9.95 ppd. Better Sleep, HG12, New Providence, N. J. 07974.

VICTORIAN SHELF

With a demure and delicate air! Natural rattan hand-woven with graceful curlicues. Spray-painted colors in white, black, yellow, green, blue or pink. Decorative anywhere! 12" by 6" by 22" high. $7.95. Add $2 for colors. Ppd. Add 25c for catalogue. Fran's Basket House, HG12, 89 W. Main St., Rockaway, N. J. 07866.

FOOL THE EXPERTS

THE CHRISTMAS STORY

Five delicate silhouettes gleaming in jeweler's brass are ornaments to hang on a Christmas tree or in a window. The 2½" circles depict the star, Magi, shepherd, angel and the Christ child watched by ox and donkey. By West German artisans and destined for future heirlooms. Set of five, $6.50 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

HANDY LITTLE NUMBER

Trendline puts the dial and recall button in the palm of your hand. Adjustable ringer. Low, sleek and well-designed. Extra long cord; transformer, $2.99. Add $1.50 post. Metropolitan Teletronics, HG12, 35 W. 35 St., N. Y. 10001.

A PROPHET AWAITS YOU

What does Nostradamus have in store for us up to 3797 A.D.? Read Henry C. Roberts' interpretation of this noted genius' prophecies and find out. In the 16th Century he actually predicted atomic warfare and war with Russia! "The Complete Prophecies of Nostradamus" is $5.95 plus 25c post. Embassy, HG12, Box 67, East Elmhurst, N. Y. 11369.

PERFECT TOUCH-UP

Fifteen-ounce electric stepper travels anywhere to touch up ties, felt hats, shirt collars and cuffs. Steamer works wonderfully on cotton, silks, synthetic fibers and blends, woolens. Use tap water and plug into any AC outlet. Mom uses it for dresses, draperies. $19.98 plus 75c post. Hobli, Inc., HG12, Lake Success, N. Y. 11040.

LITTLE BIGGER

Print in newspapers and policies grows legible seen through half-frame glasses that give clear close-up views. Top of frame eliminates so distance viewing is easy. Two-in-ones with non-slip rubber core black frames. Glasses with case, $4.95 plus 35c post. Nell-King, HNG-129RD, 811 Wyandotte, Kansas City, Mo. 64105.

GOLDEN WHEAT

Wheat, symbol of hospitality and family, has been naturally dried and treated to last for years. Its rich golden color is a natural for any decorative plan. Lovely in vase, pitcher or a container of brass or copper. Each sheaf of about 100 heads is over 2' long. $5.95 ppd. Harvest-Time Decorations, HG12, Box 578, Humble, Tex. 77338.

SHOPPING AROUND

WHITENING SET

Set of five. $6.50 ppd. Downs. Magi, shepherd, angel and the Christ child watched by ox and donkey. By West German artisans. Destined for future heirlooms.
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cocktail lovers!

Twist-o-lemon

Oil from the Ring of Lemon

One spray per cocktail is all it takes. No more dried up souses.

How to use:

1. Make a fresh lemon, no alcohol used, lemons. Always on hand.
2. Spray over cocktail. No more dried up souses.
3. No more dried up souses.

12 Metal Calendars in Pocket Case

Premier Wrist Calendars for Your Man

He'll be thinking of you each time he refers to his Premier Wrist Calendar. Current month slips on easily; holds firmly to any watch band. Reversible gold-silver color matches any watch. Calendars form to fit his wrist. Easy-to-read numbers won't wear off. 12 month set in leather-grained vinyl pocket case. Specify starting month.

LATTICE URN, in lead, with metal liner, 18", high—14" diameter top—9" diameter base. Pair $250.00 F.O.B. N.Y.C.

Cherubs Holding Shell of Abundance. Fanleaf facsimile with reproducing pump in lead, 4' high—17" diameter shell. Persian green or other finish. $495.00 F.O.B. N.Y.C.

Send 25c stamps—sale for 40 page catalogue illustrating many fountains and garden ornaments.

Florentine Craftsmen

60646-1963 Ave., Elmhurst, N. Y. 10016

Howard N. Watson, Inc.

8 Beautiful Watercolors of Philadelphia

Exquisite full color reproductions of Independence Hall, Elfreths Alley, Head House, Carpenters Hall, City Hall, Merchants Exchange, Old Sweden Church and Washington's Headquarters. Ready to frame—are ideal for groupings and small wall spaces.

All Eight $7.50

Only Per. Res. Add 5% Sales Tax

Each Print 95c

Howard N. Watson, Inc.

P. O. Box 4722, Phila., Penna., 19119

Shopping Around

Gift for Girl

Precious looking pin could outshine anything in the jewel case. Glittering butterfly with 2½" wing span's hand-crafted of intricately woven gold or silver spun wire filigree; pearly gem's sizeable. Morning miss and evening femme hanker for one beautiful brooch. $3.50. 2 6$.75. P. O. Box

The Ferrys House, Inc., HG12, Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522

Dobbs Ferry, N. Y. 10522

Breakfast a Go-Go

Zip-top plastic bag holds all the ingredients for breakfast or brunch on the wheel. Immersion heater to boil in a cup: plus 10 packets of coffee, 10 cream, 6 tea, 3 cocoa, 3 chicken soup, 3 beef soup, 6 towelettes plus 10 sugar, stirrer, napkin packets. $2.98. Add 25c post. Country Gourmet, GOI, 544 Fourth Ave., Mt. Vernon, N. Y. 10560

The Magic of Melody

Who can resist the charm of a music box? Especially when it plays "Somewhere My Love." The childhood sweethearts—a hand-painted girl and boy with their white dove of peace circle like a carousel. ¾" high, figurines 4". An enchanting gift for only $4.88 plus 55c postage. Madison House, 7092 Greenland Blvd., Miami, Fl. 33054

Ring and Remember

Upright phone recalls the downright upbeat days of raccoon coats, Rudolph Valentino, and such. Perfect on desk or bar, 12" high phone's complete with dial, ringer, cord and plug. Black or brass finish. $49.95. Add $1.50 post. Metropolitan Teletronics Corp., HG12, 35 W. 35 St., New York, N. Y. 10001

Old Mexico Shop

Tomas, the Tinsmith, a capricious fellow, cuts, hammers and paints these Mexican tin trees by hand. He works at will (or won't)—Succulents and garden ornaments. $425.00 F.O.B. N.Y.C.

SHELLOF ABUNDANCE

Cherubs Holding Oil from the Rind of Lemon

CARTWHEEL URN. In lead, wire filigree; pearly gem's sizeable. 12" high, 7 candles, self supporting. $5.95 ppd. Old Mexico Shop, HG12, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501.

The Empress

Regal is the style of this elegant bench for your entrance hall, or the foot of the guest room bed. Hardwood frame in 12 hand-rubbed wood finishes, spot-shed or crushed velvet upholstery in many colors. 40" by 16" by 20" high; 7 candles, self supporting base. $5.95 ppd. Old Mexico Shop, HG12, Santa Fe, N. M. 87501.

The Empress

With the magic of melody, he'll be thinking of you 6 Sets $5.95

Six Beautiful Watercolors of Philadelphia

The beauty secret of Glamorous Women...

SMOOTHIES! We call them!
Made of flesh colored fabric treated to adhere to the skin. Moistens HOLLYWOOD WINGS and press over furrows.

Use warm water to remove.

Theatrical size box $1.20, ppd.

Wings, Inc., Box 413, Trenton, N. J. 08608

Gourmet, GDI, 545 Fourth Ave., New York, N. Y. 10016


SHOPPING AROUND

GOING GREAT GUNS
Lamp that’s a three gun floor show: displays weapons of any size, antique or modern, at their level best—upright, that is. Felt pads protect stocks and barrels; burlap shade swivels to any position. Honey tone or maple, anique pine or walnut finish $80 by 12" by 10¾$. $31.95. Unfinished $28.95 ppd. Yield House, HG12, No. Conway, N. H. 03860.

JEWEL OF A RADIO
Tiny transistor radio is built into an elegant medallion with an Aztec design and a simulated ruby or amber stone set in the center. Radio is a seven transistor on a beautiful chain to keep it safe and carry music wherever you go. Specify ruby or amber. $19.98 plus 50c post. From Harriet Carter, HG12, Plymouth Meeting, Pa. 19462.

PERIOD PICASSO
Les Petit Fleurs by the master would be a treasure and pleasure to anyone on the Christmas list. Picasso’s unique bouquet’s a perfectly printed silkscreen reproduction in full color on artist canvas and of a convenient size for any wall. 20" by 26". $5.95 plus 45c post. Lambert Studios, Dept. 105, 15 West 24 St., New York, N. Y. 10010.

COLLECTOR’S BOTTLES
Gift budget gets a break when it comes to the Early American appeal of antique glass ink bottles. Accurate reproductions; authentic early glass colors. Designed and of a convenient size for any wall. 20" by 26". $5.95 plus 45c post. and of a convenient size for any wall. 20" by 26". $5.95 plus 45c post. Lambert Studios, Dept. 105, 15 West 24 St., New York, N. Y. 10010.

ORIENTAL CHARM
So graceful of line, you'll want at least a pair of these mandarin ginger jars to display. Or use them as canisters. Birds of Paradise and floral design of coral, ginger jars to display. Or use them as pen and pencil holders, they're darling tiny posy vases. Gay sunbeam catchers on a window shelf. 2¾" tall. Set of three. $2.50 ppd. Downs, Dept. 1412, Evanston, Ill. 60204.

CLASSIC CRYSTAL
Glorious chandelier’s intended to glow in any setting. Gold trimmed Salzburg model, whose prisms were polished by Bohemia’s foremost artisans. From the Maria Theresa collection. 27" h., 26" w. with 6 lights, $209.95. F.O.B. Full color catalogue, 50c. Valencia Imports, HG12, 1611 Mt. Vernon Rd., Atlanta, Ga. 30338.
Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s.

One Holder with 18 picks - $26.95
2 for $19.95

One Holder with 6 picks - $10.95
PPD.

Several for charming, original gifts.

Use these 3" steel sword picks for:

- Enhances any table setting or buffet.
- A gant party-perfect accessory for you.
- Spain. Swords and smartly styled holder are hand crafted, of exquisite design,
  Exact miniature replicas of Spanish Medieval swords from history-filled
  Spain. Swords and smartly styled holder are hand crafted, of exquisite design,
  extravagantly detailed in decorative colors and richly gold plated.
  Swords makers have created an elegant party-perfect accessory for you.
  Enhance any table setting or buffet. Use these 3" steel sword picks for
  hors d'oeuvres, olives, snacks, etc. Get several for charming, original gifts.
  One Holder with 6 picks - $10.95 PPD.
  2 for $18.95
  One Holder with 18 picks - $29.95
  Satisfaction guaranteed. No C.O.D.'s.

GREAT LAKES TRADING CO.
529 S. 6th Ave., Dept. 15C
West Bend, Wis. 53095

COUNT COINS FAST

Sort, count, wrap pennies, nickels, dimes, quarters in seconds.

Simply slide coins into 4 channels. Shows the total as you go.
No more fumbling with the wrapper. Real timesaver for merchants, cashiers, clubs, collectors, etc.

COIN TRAY $1.98
Protein and Kit Furniture in Friendly Pine.

SPANISH TOLED0 COCKTAIL SET

Exact miniature replicas of Spanish Medieval swords from history-filled
Spain. Swords and smartly styled holder are hand crafted, of exquisite design,

Chemically odorized, sanitary mat attracts dog at "comfort" time. Instinct tells "this is the spot." Train-o-Mat housebreaks pet easily, surely, effortlessly.


Holder with 2 mos. supply of mats - $4.98 ppd.
Holder with 6 mos. supply of mats - $29.98 ppd.
Attachable 12" pole for male dogs . . . add $5.00.

G & G RESEARCH
P. 0. Box 9385-34
Dallas, Texas 75206

PICKUP TRAYS

COIN TRAYS

COIN TRAYS

COIN TRAYS

STICK 'EM UP

Super-sticky tape permanently mounts picture frames and even paper dispensers without nails or screws. Sticky on both sides, tape attaches to all sorts of surfaces—like brick, metal, wood, glass. Removes with lighter fluid. Six yards long, 1½" wide. $1.19 ppd. Walter Drake & Sons, HG20 Drake Bldg., Colorado Springs, Colo. 80901.

FROM AN OLD AD-AGE

"'Tis a wise woman who values the past! She will dote on these re-productions of original old ads printed on 5" by 7" antique-finish homespun paper. Frame them for the droll and nostalgic remembrance of the things past that they are. $2 for set of 12 ppd. Heather's Hearth, HG12, 3265 So. Wadsworth Blvd., Denver, Colo. 80227.

OLD TIMER

A sweet old timepiece inspired this masterful reproduction. Tiny rosebuds on the face and an octagonal frame of molded composition that looks and feels like antique nutmeg-finished homespun paper. Frame them for the droll and nostalgic remembrance of the things past that they are. $2 for set of 12 ppd. Heather's Hearth, HG12, 3265 So. Wadsworth Blvd., Denver, Colo. 80227.

LIKE THE REAL THING

Vega is one of the brightest stars shining in the heavens and the Vega man-made gem is pure white brilliance. Each crystalline stone with 58 facets expertly cut and polished. Won't scratch, chip or discolor. $22 per carat. Free booklet includes styles for men and women. Vega Co., HG12, Box 465, Radio City Sta., New York, N. Y. 10019.

CAPRICORN OR LIBRA?

Zodiac seals are the latest rage to join the parade of Zodiac-inspired items. These are emerald 1" squares to personalize stationery, seal letters and all 12 of the signs are in black on gold paper. 250 in plastic box. $1.25 ppd. Specify birth dates in order. Miles Kimball, 100 Bond St., Oshkosh, Wis. 54901.

CREWEL GARDEN

Dragon fly flits over colorful flowers in an enchanting new crewel design. 8½" by 9½" on 18" by 18" Scotch linen twill to make up into a pillow or to frame. You stitch it prettily in English wool in turquoise blues, greens, gold. $14.95. Ppd. Catalogue 50c; free with order. Erica Wilson, Dept. 66, 40 East End Ave., N. Y. 10028.

SHOPPING AROUND
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HAPPY BIRTHDAY!

Cherub's gold-plated bronze, reclining on a block of Italian marble that's 1" h., 3 3/4" w., 3 1/2" d. Plaque up front engraved with baby's name, time and date of birth, length, weight (specify). $9.95 ppp. The Jamaica Silver-smith, HG12, 407 Rockaway Ave., Valley Stream, N. Y. 11581.

BAKED SUNSHINE

Heavenly fruit cake is so glorious to gaze upon, it almost is a shame to take a knife to cut it. A rich butter and glazed fruit topped with whole scarlet cherries, walnuts, pecans and a crown of fruit. The two pound cake is $5.95 ppp. Mission Pak, HG12, 125 E. 33 St., Los Angeles, Cal. 90011.

BE TALLER INSTANTLY

Throw away old-hat elevator shoes. Slip non-slip foam sponge and cushion cork Liftee inside regular shoe—no glue to gum up the works. Top is faille. Pad adds two inches to your stature. Pair's $9.95 plus 55c post. The Stitchery, HG12, 15620 SE42nd St., Battle Creek, Ohio 44510.

FLOSSY FLOWERS

For an aficionado to embroider with a combination of crewel light and heavyweight yarns to give an effective dimensional direction. Kit includes the makings: green homespun fabric (22" by 26"); blues, yellows, green and white yarns for design of the daisies. Easy to follow instructions. $6.95 plus 95c post. The Stitchery, HG12, Wellesley Hills, Mass. 02181.

SMART COOKIE

Moravian Sugar Cakes are wise holiday entertaining. Better get a few boxes. They disappear fast. Full of spice and everything nice, ginger cookies are perfect with eggnog. 8-oz. tube, $1.95 plus 60c post. Full lb. tin of assorted shapes, $4.85 plus $1 post. Free catalogue. Butler's in Old Salem, G9-12, Drawer X, Winston-Salem, N. C. 27108.

RAGGEDY PAIR

Circa 1969, and Raggedy Ann has her Raggedy Andy enliven the wall of a little girl's room. Or a small boy's pad! Ready-to-hang pictures handmade of felt and yarn on a burlap background, in merry, very American red, white and blue colors. 16 1/2" by 28", $36 pair; $19.95 each. Ppd. It's a Lulu, HG12, 15620 SE 42nd Court, Bellevue, Wash. 98004.

SHOPPING AROUND

need a good LAUGH?

MOIST HEAT RELIEVES PAIN.
The principle isn't new. Your grandmother dipped towels in boiling water; applied them to painful areas—and they worked. The THERMOPHORE uses the same principle without hot towels, scalding water. Large 27" x 13" electric unit generates its own moisture, provides intense moist heat, relieves pain of arthritis, rheumatism, bursitis, muscle soreness—relieves misery of colds and flu. Two Thermostats—uniform heat distribution. Automatic turn-off. 15 DAY FREE TRIAL. MAIL THIS COUPON, READ WHAT DOCTORS AND USERS SAY.

TEXAS TELEPHONE

PLACE REAL RECEIVER INSIDE AND IT WORKS!

Great gag for office, bar, and ALL parties. Take a real telephone receiver and place it inside this TELEPHONE in seconds. When phone rings you pick-up monster receiver and commence talking. Holes are strategically placed so one can speak and hear. When receiver is replaced on cradle it disconnects your party. A sensation for big-festivals.Satisfaction Guaranteed. $4.98 plus 90c post.

PLAY B CO.

712 Broadway
Cincinnati, Ohio 45202

BATTLE CREEK EQUIPMENT COMPANY

BATTLE CREEK Equipment Company
Dept. HG-121, 325 W. Windsor Rd., Glendale, Cal. 91204
Call: Residents add 3% tax.
Send orders of Pussyfooters $3.25 per pair. Check □ M.O. □ No C.O.D.'s
Cats. Residents add 3% tax.

Cal Leather Co., Dept. HG-129
75 W. Windsor Rd., Glendale, Cal. 91204

Pussyfooters are cat-talk for kitten soft suede leather shoes. Custom-made of kitten soft suede leather for bestfitted comfort. Saddle-stitched on to flexible cordwolls soles... ankle-tied with a cat's whisker bow.Women's Size 4 thru 10 in 6 fashion-perfect colors—Siamese Tan, Siamese Mustard, Tomato Red, Angora White. Pussyfooters are woven leather specified in pairs:

Canadian Red
Glossy Brown

3 1/4" wedg

Send to:

Portsmouth Shoe Company
Mail Order Division HG
Portsmouth, Ohio 43662

PussYFOOTERS AROUND! 2.98 pr.
Pussyfooters are cat-talk for kitten soft suede leather shoes. Custom-made of kitten soft suede leather for best fitted comfort. Saddle-stitched on to flexible cordwolls soles... ankle-tied with a cat's whisker bow. Women's Size 4 thru 10 in 6 fashion-perfect colors—Siamese Tan, Siamese Mustard, Tomato Red, Angora White. Pussyfooters are woven leather specified in pairs:

Portsmouth Shoe Company
Mail Order Division HG
Portsmouth, Ohio 43662

IMPORTED FROM ITALY

15th Century Knights on horseback artistically reproduced by the finest Italian craftsmen, new unbreakable material, hand finished on solid marble base. 7 1/2" high. Two will make an ideal pair of bookends.

One $5.00 plus 90c post
Set of two $9.95 plus $1 post

THE GABLES HOUSE
Dept. HG-12, P. O. Box 1700
Corvallis, Oregon 97334

Antique English Silver Circa 1845

Cups of contemplation...Goblets, Wines and Cordials. Extra heavy silverplated reproducing the grandeur of Victoria's England. Wine cups 5" tall; Cordials 3 1/4", Goblets 5 1/2". Austere grace for your table.

Wine cups $15.00 pair, Cordials $12.95 set of four, Goblet $10.00 each. plus 7% sales tax. Illinois residents add 3% sales tax

273 N. Michigan Ave., Chicago, Ill. 60601
GLAMOROUS SILK TOPPER
NICHOLSON IMPORTS OF CARMEL
P. O. Box 4335 Carmel, Calif. 93921

SHOPPING AROUND
MEET 'DEBRA'
For strolling in the park or shopping, here's the perfect-fitting, quality kid-leather walking shoe. Zigzag rubber sole, 1 1/4" wedge heel, 2 1/2" AAAA-EE (D and EE to size 12); 2 1/2"-10 $20.95; 1 1/2" $21.95; 1 3/4" and 1 1/2 $22.95. Bone/malt, beige/otter, navy/ light blue; black; white. Add 50c postage. Solby Bays, HG12, 45 Winter St., Boston, Mass. 02108.

JUNGLE SCENE
The most realistic fur fun animal hides this side of a safari in zebra stripes, giraffe, leopard, tiger or cheetah. Toss them into your décor as table or wall adornments, as an exotic bed throw. 100% acrylic fiber, foam-backed. 5" by 4 1/4" $29.95 plus $1 post. Other sizes available. Hides 'n Things, HG12, 65-80 Eckford St., Brooklyn, N. Y. 11222.

HOUSEHOLD MUST
We couldn't operate without foam tape. Self-adhesive, we stick it on the base of lamps, around the vacuum cleaner head to prevent bumps on walls and furniture, over hangers to keep garments from slipping. It has many uses. Big roll, $1 plus 15c postage. Anthony Enterprises, HG12, 585 Market St., San Francisco, Calif. 94105.

INSTANT CLOSET
Over-the-door chrome-plated rack turns any door into an extra closet with six hooks to hang any miscellany. Rack fits all standard doors; hooks have protective tips for hats, umbrellas, guests' coats; or, in the bathroom, for towels, terry robes. Each $1; two, $1.89. Add 25c postage. Gracious Living, Dept. 684, Berkeley, R. I. 02864.

KITCHEN LABELS
If you put up your own fruit preserves, relishes or pickles for gift giving, dress up their glass containers. Handsome personalized labels printed with the cook's name and a charming design of an old-fashioned stovetop or mixing bowl. 500 black on white or 250 on gold. 1 1/4" by 1 1/2" $2.95 ppd. For air mail add 30c. Bruce Bolind, HG12, Boulder, Colo. 80302.

GALORE, every pair different in cut, weight, color. Auto cnd, hand-tied. Add 50c for handling and postage. Illinois residents add 5% sales tax. No COD's. 500 black on white or 250 on gold. 1 1/2" by 1 1/4" $2.95 ppd. Extra 6 mos. enzymes $2.00 ppd. Add $1.00 west of Mississippi River.

DOGGIE DOOLEY
Manufactured by Huron Products Co.

INGROUND "DOGGIE DOOLEY" ELIMINATES DOG DROPPINGS!
All metal Doggie Dooley works like a miniature septic tank utilizing enzymes and bacteria action to automatically reduce dog waste to ground absorbing liquid. It's neat, fast, clean, sanitary, convenient, inconspicuous, odorless, insect free and ends annoying nuisance of stool burying or other disposal. Harmless to pets, lawns, shrubbery. To use simply install in ground; put in dog stools with shovel provided; occasionally sprinkle in enzymes and it works 24 hours a day year round. $2 ppd. For exclusive offer for only 50c per print, pay much more. We can make this available on a 12" LP, 33'/3 RPM recording. "The Inspirirg Words of God, the comforting beauty of beautiful music for worthwhile family listening. Rated by rich, elegant voices against a background of the Psalms, the wisdom of the Prophets, all now available on a 12" LP, 33'/3 RPM recording, only $4.95 ppd. We will ship your Gift anywhere in the U.S. with appropriate card. Please include shipping instructions as appropriate. Satisfaction Guaranteed.
A new book of old Southern cooking secrets!

Discover a wide variety of old Southern family recipes. From baked dove to watermelon rind preserves. Plus 17 beautiful illustrations of historic Memphis homes. Free gift wrapping for occasions. $3.75 post paid.

HERITAGE HOUSE RECEIPTS
680 Adams, Memphis, Tenn. 38105

The Gilhoolie

Gets the lid off of things!

It will open every screw-top, twist top, lift top, pry-off top... from the smallest nail polish bottle to big 5" jugs... reveals them too! No more fussin' twistin' and grimmie. A housewife's dream!

Mail $2.98 to H. Maurice Enterprises/3123 15th Avenue/Memphis, Tennessee 38104

Satisfaction Guaranteed or your money back!

GUARD YOUR HOME AT NIGHT!

INDOORS & OUT!

IF YOU'RE PLANNING a party or BBQ this summer and you want to treat your family and guests to a special menu, you'll want to check out A new book of old Southern cooking secrets! This book contains a wide variety of Southern family recipes, from baked dove to watermelon rind preserves. The illustrations are beautiful, and you can choose from a variety of books, depending on your occasion. The book is available for $3.75 post paid.

In addition, we have a great offer for you. The Gilhoolie gets the lid off of things. It can open every screw-top, twist top, lift top, pry-off top... from the smallest nail polish bottle to big 5" jugs... reveals them too! It will make your life easier and save you time. The Gilhoolie is only $2.98. Check out more products in our catalog.

We also have the Perfect Gift! The Cape Cod Scented Column with life-like trimmer ring is available for only $2.99. This gift is perfect for anyone who loves candles.

The most overlooked room in the home is the bathroom. That's why we have a great deal for you. The Dream for Dolls is a four-poster in brass and a high-boy in mahogany-finished wood. It is perfect for any small girl's dream for doll house. The 61/2" long bed has a foam mattress covered in a striped ticking. Drawers in the 41/4" high high-boy pull out. The Sure Shelves are to stand you in good stead, wicker shelves come in almost any color imaginable: yellow, green, Bristol or light blue, hot pink, raspberry, olive, orange, red, black or white. Station in off-spring's room, yours too, for 18". $11 ppd. Catalogue 25c.

Surely, it's easier to work at a neat as a pin desk free of clutter than to wade through a jumble. Mahogany box 15" by 31/2" by 5" solves the problem. Partitions for stationery, pencil well, drawer for stamps, paper clips plus cork board for reminders. $2.98 ppd. Greenwood Studios, 7101 Green­land Bldg., Miami, Fl. 33054.

Dream for Dolls
Four-poster in brass and a high-boy in mahogany-finished wood are any small girl's dream for doll house. The 61/2" long bed has a foam mattress covered in striped ticking. Drawers in the 41/4" high high-boy pull out. For collectors, too. $3.95 ea. plus 75c post. Artisan Galleries, HG12, 2100 N. Haskell Ave., Dallas, Texas 75204.

Sure Shelves
To stand you in good stead, wicker shelves come in almost any color imaginable: yellow, green, Bristol or light blue, hot pink, raspberry, olive, orange, red, black or white. Station in off-spring's room, yours too, for 18". $11 ppd. Catalogue 25c. Wicker Garden, HG12, 400 Jackson­ville Rd., Hatboro, Pa. 19040.

Sterling Sheath

Genuine Gem
Real gold rosette reveals a real ruby or sapphire in a pendant chain. Not just another accessory, but a lifetime gift to the current one and only. Comes snuggled in a gold-stamped ornamental box. $21.95 ppd. From House of Arts, HG12, 750 Prospect Ave., 515 Finance Bldg., Cleveland, Ohio 44115.

Shop around
For the most overlooked room in the home. Discover a wide variety of old Southern family recipes. From baked dove to watermelon rind preserves. Plus 17 beautiful illustrations of historic Memphis homes. Free gift wrapping for occasions. $3.75 post paid.

Heritage House Receipts
680 Adams, Memphis, Tenn. 38105

You will enjoy the practical beauty of this "USE EVERYWHERE ALL PURPOSE TABLE". Adjuncts to 2 convenient heights, top lifts down when not in use. Beautiful plastic laminated top is solid 3/4" x 30" x 30" keeps its finish forever. Strong metal legs add sturdiness and durability. Available in Gunstock Walnut and Honey Teak.

Only $23.95 (exp. chgs. coll.)

To order send check or MO. to:
Crestline Products
1538 West 135th St., Gardena, Calif. 90249
California Residents add 5% Sales Tax.
With the various needs of a growing family uppermost in their minds, Mr. and Mrs. George Reed divided the space around the three buildings of their Malvern, Pa. home into a series of garden "rooms." Some serve as play yards for the tots. Bigger areas are designed for teen-age games, and more formal spaces are furnished for adults. All are closely interconnected and easy to use as a whole. At the wedding of their daughter, for instance, guests were free to wander at will throughout all the different areas. Numbers on the plan, left, are keyed to photographs.

1. A wooden gate set in a stone wall forms the approach to the Reeds' front door. A flagstone walk leads to a paved area the full width of the house front. This is the place for meeting, greeting, and entertaining casual groups. A cluster of tub plants screens the area from the gate.

2. Opposite the front door, a stone-edged pool offers the color and fragrance of water lilies, the lulling sound of water trickling from a wall fountain. The raised pool rim is a stage for displaying choice pot plants—one of Mrs. Reed's hobbies.
3. Lower half of divided front door stays shut to keep in family cats, while open top gives view of columnas and other plants hanging from side porch eaves. Wisteria drips mauve blossoms in the soring and fuzzy green pods all summer.

4. The second floor gallery faces a formally patterned garden of lawn and boxwood, overhung by an ivy-clad pine. The meadow beyond, always full of light, is spacious enough for large parties or outdoor games.

5. The old stone toolhouse separates a decoratively planted area from the utilitarian vegetable garden beyond. Day lilies, yew, and juniper make for trouble-free plantings, with a variety of flowering shrubs for color.

6. A stepped path leading downhill toward the toolhouse is densely planted along both sides with ivy, ajuga, and sedums as groundcover, veronica, coral bells, and summer annuals for color and cutting.

7. The ivy-covered stone foundation of the barn makes an ideal backdrop for mixed perennial plants. In this sheltered spot, iris, delphiniums, and peonies bloom to perfection in spring, while phlox, rudbeckias, and chrysanthemums round out the summer and autumn garden.

8. South of the sheltering barn is a sitting area used by the family almost year round. Here spring bulbs show earliest bloom, hollies stay glossy leaved all winter. Best of all is the amount of privacy from house and road.
GARDENER'S NOTES continued from preceding page

PLANTS TO GIVE FOR CHRISTMAS

You don't have to be a gardener to appreciate the lively color that plants bring indoors during the gray days of midwinter. Yet many people hesitate to give plants as Christmas presents because they are afraid they will overburden the recipients' resources of gardening skill. This is sometimes the case, to be sure, but plants are expendable, after all, and if they give up the ghost after a few days, they still will have given the pleasure they were grown to provide.

A little judgment on the part of the donor, however, will go a long way toward keeping the gift plant in good condition for a reasonable length of time. Here are a few basic dos and don'ts aimed at both sides of the gift-giving fence:

- DON'T give cyclamen, gloxinias, gardenias, or African violets to people who live in hot, arid city apartments. DO give orange trees, dracaenas, or any of the numberless members of the bromeliad (pineapple) family.

- DON'T give cactuses (any of the hundreds of kinds), hibiscuses, or geraniums to anyone whose sunlight is cut off by tall buildings or trees. DO give ivies, members of the fig family (the rubber plant is one—an and one of the best), philodendrons, and aspidistras (no joke, this— aspidistras can be very nice).

- DON'T try to grow any plant on top of a hot radiator or where it will get a blast of hot air from a heating unit or, conversely, where it will get the cold blast from a window usually left open at night. DO try to put some humidity into the air around a plant. This may be done simply by sprinkling the leaves every day or so or by setting the pot on a bed of moistened gravel or even on a bed of wet, crumpled newspaper.

A FEW OTHER PRESENTS FOR GARDENERS

A featherweight snowplow may be literally what the doctor ordered for the man of the house. The Toro Snow Pup comes in both electric and gas-powered models each of which weighs just over 20 pounds. Another feature of the Snow Pup is a lifting bar with which the whole machine may be raised waist high for knocking the tops off recalcitrant drifts.

The new pruning shears and saws with blades coated with Teflon, which has now moved out of the kitchen, make welcome gifts even for gardeners who already have the old-fashioned type. Even better than its rust-preventative qualities is Teflon's resistance to the build-up of gummy deposits that make pruning saws stick and bind.

When you think of giving outdoor plants as Christmas presents, you may think of a "living Christmas tree"—an idea that has undoubtedly killed more hopefully dug evergreens than any custom in history. Profiting from other people's mistakes, a new enterprise calling itself the Samara Tela-Tree Service is licensing agents all over the country to sell gift trees and shrubs properly dug and wrapped and scheduled for delivery at the correct planting time. All kinds of hardy evergreen and deciduous plants are included in the list of varieties available, and all are delivered in tubs of soil so that they may be used as house plants before planting outside. Plants that do not take kindly to being indoors for even a short time are delivered in the form of a gift certificate at holiday time, with the plant itself following when the weather is suitable for outdoor planting. A branch of this organization, named Santa's Forest, concentrates on evergreens with the same plant-wise procedure being followed.

A new garden almanac and wall calendar that any gardener would be proud to own has been prepared by the Hallmark Company with the cooperation of the New York Botanical Garden. Its monthly pages contain colored illustrations of flowers, trees, and birds, as well as room for writing daily appointments. Other unusual features: a tree identification chart, a revolving dial on the cover explaining how to care for sixteen house plants, a hardness zone map of the U.S., formulas for eight different potting soils. For each month, there is a special tip on some type of home gardening—a window sill herb garden, hanging baskets, coffee can bird feeders. The Hallmark Garden Almanac retails for $3.50.
When you make this eggnog for a group, however, it is best to take some care with the preparation of the eggs. The yolks should be beaten separately until frothy. Whip the sugar into them, and add the liquor gradually while stirring, and let the mixture stand for an hour. Then beat the whites until stiff and fold them into the mixture. Finally, eggnogs should be kept in the refrigerator. And don’t put ice into them. Serve in a large punch bowl, after dusting the top with grated nutmeg.

Orange juice, of course, is another food product that combines well with alcohol. One of the happiest champagne concoctions for Christmastime is also one of the easiest to make—it is simply half orange juice and half French champagne, sugared to taste if you like things sweet.

SOCIAL DRINKS

Christmas and New Year’s are, if nothing else, times of extra sociability, and some of the most sociable drinks are the punches and champagne mixes. In one such holiday period, I traveled with a connoisseur from New York to Buffalo for Christmas. We had hardly left the purloins of Manhattan when a tremendous thirst took my friend and we stopped at the nearest pub for a Milk Punch. The barman was un instructed in anything so complicated, and my pal took over. From then on, our progress was slow since we had to sample the techniques of every bar we passed along the route. I think it took us twenty-three hours to negotiate the passage. By the end of that time, we had reduced the recipe to its most basic form.

I pass on to you for its historical value the recipe thus learned by trial and error on this rather unique trip. It is made with 2 jiggers of applejack in a cup of milk, with sugar to taste and not too much of that. These basic ingredients are shaken with cracked ice until thoroughly chilled, poured into a tumbler, and if you have the energy, dusted with nutmeg. But this last is an unnecessary refinement!

Of course, you can turn basic milk punch into one of those nourishing drinks by adding an egg or make it richer by using cream instead of milk. And if the weather is too cold for an iced drink, you can warm it up by using hot milk. But a punch is essentially a frothy drink, to be served in a frosted glass, not just a cold beverage like a highball.

Champagne Punch probably has the most glamorous associations of any Christmastime beverage. Just the idea of making it begins to conjure up euphoric feelings, and the thought of using the most aristocratic of wines in this plebeian way adds to the sensation of open-handedness that the season seems to require. There are many recipes for champagne punch, but one of the best is a sort of huge champagne cocktail.

For this you need the juice of 2 lemons and 1 orange, 4 jiggers of cognac, and 2 bottles of French champagne. A small amount of sugar, say about 4 teaspoonfuls, should be damped with orange bitters. Put this with the fruit juices and cognac into a big bowl, making sure the sugar is dissolved. Then add a large lump of ice, and just before serving pour in the champagne and stir. This should serve 10 to 12 people.

Finally, of course, without any fuss apart from opening the bottles, you can have a perfect Noel fista with perfectly plain champagne. Just chill the bottles, pop the corks, and pour.
Here is milady's favorite. This is the chair that's famous for its graceful beauty, and smooth, effortless reclining action. The Reclina-Rocker® will cater to her every mood...rocking, lounging, TV viewing, eating, even full bed reclining. Milady'll love La-Z-Boy's exclusive Comfort Selector. A wide choice of colors and fabrics, treated with Scotchgard Fabric Protector, personalize this Reclina-Rocker®. Your authorized La-Z-Boy® dealer will help with the selection.

Write for FREE Reclina-Rocker® color folder.

LA-Z-BOY® CHAIR CO., Dept. HG-R69-8, Monroe, Mich. 48161

LA-Z-BOY RECLINA-ROCKER®

Because H&G wishes to fill your booklet requests promptly, arrangements have been made for you to order directly from us. Please fill in the coupon below, circling the number of each booklet desired. If remittance is required other than the 25c charge for postage and handling that must accompany each coupon, it will be indicated next to the booklet number. Enclose remittance in the form of coin, check, or money order only. Please do not send stamps. H&G will do everything it can to see that your requests are filled as rapidly as possible.

EATING AND ENTERTAINING

1. A GUIDE TO HOME ENTERTAINING — Invaluable. Henlebn handbook contains all the essentials of party giving. Information about inviting guests, what to serve, setting up a bar, etc. 50c.

2. CORDIALS, COOKING, & CONTENTMENT with love from Chateaux. Gourmet dishes and recipes for deliciously new, mixed cordial drinks as well as standard favorites.

3. SHEER SAUCERY— Bewitching recipes made easy with Durkee's Sauce & Gravy Mixes. There's a concoction to please every palate.

4. BOURBON WITH A TWIST — of history, that is. Booklet from the Star Hill Distillery gives full story of this American-born whiskey.

5. A DELICATE BOUQUET — An exciting group of Grand Marnier delights gathered from world-renowned dining establishments.

6. THE "INN" COOKBOOK. The Berkshire Traveller serves up a unique collection of country inn recipes from all over the American countryside. $1.25.

7. BEFORE, DURING, & AFTER DINNER, Myers Ruma makes the difference. Handy booklet contains food and drink recipes for all seasons and situations.

8. NORTH OR SOUTH OF THE BORDER you can have Mexican flavor with food and drink recipes from the makers of Kahla. Bake a Kahla pie or present guests with a "Latin Lover" or "Iguana" cocktail.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS

9. A PIANO IS A FAMILY AFFAIR with the Kohler & Campbell people. Their Portfolio Collection offers a piano to suit every home and style of life. $1.00.

10. AN AMERICAN HERITAGE is behind Story & Clark pianos. Colorful brochure illustrates individual craftsmanship and design features. 25c.

11. CHOOSING AN ORGAN takes time and much consideration. Booklet from Conn gives truly expert advice on this musical purchase.

12. "CURRIER" AND IVORIES — Full-color brochure from the makers of "Currier" pianos gives "inside story" as well as available styles. 25c.

BUILDING AND REMODELING

13. THE DISTINCTION OF DESIGN— Elegant full-color collection of Scholz Homes. Pick the home that fits your individual tastes and way of life. $3.00.

14. UPSTAIRS AND DOWNSTAIRS. Design and decorating ideas with wood paneling are featured in series of 7 booklets from U.S. Plywood. Suggestions for every room in the house.
15. LIFE IN THE ROUND. Colorful Rondezous kit covers all the specifics of the versatile Ron dezous. Contains floor plans, prices, and answers to oft-asked questions about these circular homes. $1.00.

16. PLUMBING FIXTURES DON'T HAVE TO BE DULL. Colorful Kohler Co. booklet offers decorating ideas for bathrooms and tells how to select plumbing fixtures and fittings. 25c.

DECORATING

17. FROM THE BOTTOM UP. The Bigelow people tell how to plan your home around carpeting. Helpful booklet also answers questions about color, style, fibers, and care.

18. WHY WAIT? BUY BASSETT. Catalogue from Bassett carries furniture for all styles of décor and all budgets. Also tells what to look for when buying furniture. 50c.

19. IN AND OUT THE WINDOW. Attractive and fashionable window treatments from Kirsch. 117-page full-color guide also contains many other valuable ideas from experts. Vol. III, $1.00.

20. IT'S TIME FOR BAR-WICK. Elegant collection of clocks with a traditional design. Includes wall clocks as well as floor models.

POTPOURRI


22. HOW TO CHOOSE A MATTRESS. Informative Holland Maid buying guide explains how the experts go about selecting a mattress that will provide restful sleep.

23. ALOHA, with a selection of gifts from the Hawaiian Mailbox. Catalogue includes ceramics, dolls, even a complete luau kit. 25c.

ORDER COUPON FOR BOOKLETS—

December, 1969

Circle the number of each booklet you want, and enclose check, money order, or currency in amount indicated for those requiring payment. Add 25c for postage and handling. No stamps. Allow up to four weeks for delivery.

MAIL TO: HOUSE & GARDEN, Dept. #12 Box 3579, Grand Central Station New York, N. Y., 10017

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8
9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16
17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24

I enclose:
$ for postage and handling of my request for booklets
$ for booklets circled requiring payment
$ is my total remittance

Offer expires 2/15/70

Name
Address
City State Zip #

DECORATING

white on white

What a way to dramatize a dining room! A plush white setting furnished with pieces from White's Lorraine IV Collection. A choice of 14 different finish combinations, including the most stunning color finishes you've ever seen. For a complete showing of the Lorraine IV Collection, send fifty cents to White of Mebane, Dept. HG-12, Mebane, North Carolina 27302. And start coloring up your decorating with White.

Five of the world's seven great Sherries carry the name Duff Gordon.

Cream Sherry: After-dinner perfection. The ideal complement to a fine meal.

Club Dry Amontillado: A truly noble aperitif. Superb with cocktails or with the soup.

Nina: A fuller-bodied luncheon Sherry, still dry and fresh as a Spring day.

Pinta Cocktail Sherry: Unbelievably dry. The taste, like the color, is of sunshine.

No. 28: A golden rich, full-bodied, moderately sweet Sherry to be enjoyed any time.
If you like Armstrong bright and shiny,
I love strong deep sculpture

I just created a whole new line of carpet: the Lancaster Line™. It’s not just one kind of carpet. It’s sculpted carpet like the one shown here (we call it Windcave™). It’s patterned carpet, shaggy carpet, with hundreds of glorious colors to choose from. And we’ve tried to make choosing a little easier. There’s no confusion about fiber types or brands. Our fibers are specially selected and labeled “Armstrong Approved.”

We want to be as well known for our carpet as we are for our floors. The only way to do that is to make the best carpet possible. And that’s what we’re doing.

See our Lancaster Line right now. Call this number, toll-free, for the name of the Armstrong carpet man nearest you: (800) 243-0355. In Conn., call collect: 853-3600.

Furniture by Thomasville, a subsidiary of Armstrong.
This is one time you should put your foot down!

For a wonderful feeling! The soft feel of World's Golden Touch. Feet love to get lost in a shag this luxurious. People love to find out it's so practical. That's because World really cares what's going on underfoot. So we make this wild and wooly texture of Kodel polyester! In the widest range of colors. All as exciting as this Reef Blue!

It's time you put your foot down in this World! It'll make your world a lot softer. KODEL WORLD CARPETS

For nearest dealer dial anytime, toll free: 800-243-0355; in Conn. call collect 853-3600.